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ABSTRACT

Perry Lake is located in the lower Delaware River valley, a
tributary of the Kansas River. The project area lies within the
Dissected Till Plains physiographic province and within the Prairie
Plains vegetational zone. This region is characterized by a rolling
glacial landscape with till and loess mantling most of the divides.

The 1985 archaeological survey consisted of an inventory of the
2500 ac of project lands along with the National Register testing of
sites 14JF34, 14JF320 and 14JF366. A total of 53 sites including 23
newly recorded sites and 30 previously recorded sites were located.
These 53 sites including five Plains Archaic, 21 Plains Woodland, six
Plains Village and 35 Historic Euroamerican components. The Plains
Archaic components include 14JF320, 14JF414, 14JF417, 14JF483 and
14JF484. The 21 Plains Woodland components include sites 14JF34,
14JF35, 14JF38, 14JF44, 14JF50, 14JF54, 14JF320, 14JF366, 14JF415,
14JF417, 14JF450, 14JF451, 14JF452, 14JF462, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF471,
14JF472, 14JF473, 14JF477 and 14JF484. The six Plains Village
components include sites 14JF105, 14JF320, 14JF366, 14JF414, 14JF418 and
14JF423. The 35 historic components include 30 farmsteads, two historic
townsites, two limestone section walls and one recent historic dump. No
diagnostic artifacts were recovered from ten sites including 14JF3,
14JF36, 14JF66, 14JF102, 14JF103, 14JF114, 14JF117, 14JF119, 14JF314 and
14JF454. These sites are primarily small prehistoric light lithic
scatters. National Register testing is recommended for 14JF38, 14JF44,
14JF54, 14JF103, 14JF105, 14JF109, 14JF112, 14JF118, 14JF414, 14JF417,
14JF423, 14JF450, 14JF452, 14JF454, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF477 and
14JF484. The National Register testing of sites 14JF34, 14JF320 and
14JF366 indicate that they are not eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places.

The alluvial landforms in the project area include high terraces,
low terraces and floodplains. The Buck Creek Terrace is the most common
high terrace in the project area and is composed of Pre-Illinoian
(Pleistocene) sediments. The low Newman Terrace fill appears to be late
Wisconsin to late Holocene in age dating from 12,000 to 1000 years
B.P. The modern floodplain consists of late Holocene and recent
alluvium dating from 3000 years B.P. to the present. The principal soil
on the floodplain is the Kennebec soil while the principal soils on the
low Newman Terrace are the Reading and Wabash soils. The primary soils
on the Buck Creek and Menoken high Pleistocene terraces are the Gymer
and Haig series. Principal uplands soils include the Sogn, Martin, and
Vinland series.

The earliest human occupation of the Perry Lake project area is
represented by isolated Paleo-Indian projectile points, although no
definite sites have been identified. A number of Archaic sites are
present, although none have been intensively studied. The Plains
Woodland period is represented by Grasshopper Falls phase, while the
Plains Village period is primarily represented by the Pomona focus.
A few Plains Village sites have produced evidence of Central Plains
Tradition complexes.
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During the early Historic period the project area was occupied by
the Kansa Indians. The first American expedition near the project area
was that of Lewis and Clark in 1804-1805 after the Louisiana Purchase.
About 1805, Daniel Morgan Boone explored the region. After Kansas
became an organized territory in 1854, the area became embroiled in the
bitter struggle between pro-slavery and anti-slavery forces that helped
precipitate the Civil War. The period from 1870-1900 experienced a
number of disruptions including grasshopper plagues in 1874-75, a major
flood in 1872 and severe winds in 1875. The late 1880's saw a hard
economic depression. Many changes have occurred in the twentieth
century including the advent of the telephone, electricity and the
automobile which changed rural life. In 1967 the Perry dam on the
Delaware River was completed. Many early Historic trails and roads
traversed the Perry Lake area including the Santa Fe, Oregon and Mormon
Trails, the Fort Leavenworth to Fort Riley military road, the
Leavenworth and Pike's Peak Express road, and the Butterfield stage
line.

The settlement patterns of the earliest Paleo-Indian occupants are
unknown. Plains Archaic sites are located along the Delaware River
mainly on upland terrain, although a number are situated on the
floodplain and high terraces. Better known Plains Woodland Grasshopper
Falls phase settlements consist of small isolated hamlets located on low
terraces of the Delaware and its tributaries. The majority of Plains
Woodland sites Are on the uplands or higb terrace terrain, although a
significant number are on floodplains and low terraces. Plains Village
sites are widely dispersed throughout the project area. Most are
located In small tributary valleys and generally consist of small
clusters of two or three sites. About half are on upland terrain and
the other half on lowland terrain. Intensive Historic Euroamerican
occupation began in the 1850's and included early townsites such as
Ozawkle, Pleasant Hill and Valley Falls as well as numerous famrsteads.
The majority of the historic sites are situated on upland or high
terraces terrain. Few are located on floodplalns and low terraces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Larry J. Schmits

Perry Lake is a flood control project located in eastern Kansas and

operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District
(Figure 1). More than two decades of archaeological research have
indicated that the Perry Lake area has the potential of producing

significant cultural resources relating to the prehistory of eastern
Kansas. However, the cultural resources of Perry Lake have been only

partially inventoried. In order to provide compliance with Executive
Order 11593, entitled "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural
Environment," and the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public
Law 89-665), the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has contracted with
Environmental Systems Analysis, Inc. for a program of archaeological

survey and testing at Perry. The study performed herein by the
Contractor for the Corps of Engineers is called for in the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665) as amended by Public Laws
94-422 and 96-515 and is authorized for funding under Public Law 86-523
as amended by Public Law 93-291. Accomplishment of this work provides
documentation evidencing compliance with Executive Order 11593
"Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment" dated 13 May
1971, and Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

These investigations consisted of a literature review, an intensive
pedestrian survey and limited site testing of approximately 2500-3000 ac
of project lands, and National Register testing at sites 23JF34, 23JF320
and 23JF366. The survey was designed to provide specific information on
the number of prehistoric and historical archaeological resources
present within the survey area, their areal and temporal extent, their
cultural and scientific importance, further National Register testing
needs and the identity of any potentially significant sites within the
project area. The testing at 23JF34, 23JF320 and 23JF366 was designed
to provide sufficient information to determine whether these sites are
eligible for the National Register. The following report presents the
results of the Perry Lake project. Chapter II by Rolfe D. Mandel
discusses the environmental setting of the project area. Chapter III by
Larry J. Schmits and John M. Parisi details the previous archaeological
work which has taken place at Perry Lake. Chapter IV by Larry J.
Schmits presents the research design which guided the Perry Lake

project. In Chapter V, Dennis Shockley presents the results of the

historical research for Perry Lake. The Survey and testing program at
Perry Lake are discussed by John M. Parisi in Chapter VI. The final
chapter, Chapter VII, summarizes the data presented in the previous

chapter and discusses recommendations for further cultural resource
management at Perry Lake.
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II. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

Rolfe D. Handel

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

The project area is located in the glaciated region of the Central
Lowland Physiographic Province. A large portion of the glaciated region
is a dissected drift plain that is bordered on the south by the Kansas
River valley and on the west by the Flint Hills. During the Pre-
Illinoian glacial episodes of the Pleistocene, this area was covered by
a continental ice sheet that on the south extended beyond the Kansas
River in places and on the west overlapped portions of the Flint Hills
(Self 1978:44). The advance of the ice sheet into northeastern Kansas
scoured stream valleys and levelled uplands throughout the drift plain
(Frye and Leonard 1952). This plain is underlain by Pennsylvanian and
Permian bedrock formations similar to those of the Osage Cuestas,
although thick deposits of till, outwash, and loess conceal the cuesta-
type topography that prevails south of the Kansas River (Schoewe 1949:
289; Frye and Walters 1950). Interstream areas or divides are
characterized by smooth, broad, gently rolling hills, while near the
larger river valleys, the land becomes more dissected.

The portion of the Delaware River valley in the project area is
characterized by (I) a wide, flat, floodplain, (2) low, narrow,
terraces, and (3) steep valley walls. The bluffs bordering the valley
often reveal outcrops of limestone and shale.

CLIMATE

The project area is in Thornthwaite's (1948) C2 (moist subhumid)
climatic region. This continental-type climate is characterized by
large diurnal and annual variations in temperature. The winters are
usually short and cold and the summers are long and hot. The mean
annual temperature for Jefferson County is about 12.2CC (Murray 1984).
The mean daily maximum temperatures for January and July are 4.3°C and
32.1'C, respectively (Dickey et al. 1977:62).

The mean annual precipitation for Jefferson County is about 94 cm.
More than 70 percent of this annual total occurs during the growing
season, which runs from April through September. This period of maximum
precipitation is largely a result of frontal activity. Maritime polar
(mP) and continental polar (cP) air masses that flow into northeastern
Kansas during the late spring and early summer usually converge with
warm, moist maritime tropical (mT) air that is flowing north from the
Gulf of Mexico. The overrunning of mP and cP air by warmer mT air often

3
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produces intense rainfalls of short duration along the zone of
convergence. Convectional thunderstorms in the summer months also

produce additional heavy rainfalls.

Winter is a relatively dry period in eastern Kansas. Annual

snowfall in Jefferson County averages around 46 to 50 cm (Dickey et al.
1977:61). Snowfall amounts are fairly evenly divided during the period
December through March, with a slight peak in February.

Kansas lies in the zone of the prevailing westerlies. Cyclonic

frontal cells associated with invading Pacific air masses are largely
responsible for the short-term (daily and weekly) changes that affect
weather. The weather patterns for the project area are basically those

described by Borchert (1950) for his Climatic Region IV, the wedge-
shaped mid-continent area of tall grass prairie, often called the
Prairie Peninsula. The major characteristics for the region are: 1)

low winter rainfall and snowfall; 2) occasional summer droughts with a
tendency for major summer droughts to occur synchronously within the
region; 3) a continental source and trajectory of the mean air-stream
which blankets the region during dry periods, and 4) dominance of moist
maritime tropical air from the Gulf of Mexico during the summer.

VEGETATION

The natural vegetation of the project area consists of plants which

form two major associations: these are the oak-hickory forests of
eastern North America and the tall grass prairie of the Interior Plains

(Kuchler 1964). In northeastern Kansas, the vegetation is a mosaic of
both plant communities, with each community retaining its distinct

character by not mixing with the other (Figure 1). Generally, the

oak-hickory community occurs on steep slopes and ravines and along

streams. The vegetation of this community is dominated by white oak

(Quercus alba), red oak (. borealis), black oak (Q. velutina), shagbark

hickory (Carya ovata) and bitternut hickory (C. cordiformis). The
understory of the oak-hickory forest is well developed but is not

extremely dense. Common small trees are redbuds (Cercis canadensis),
hornbeam (Ostrya virginiana), pawpaw (Asimina triloba) and hawthorn

(Crataegus viridis). Shrubs include gooseberry (Ribes missouriense),

sumac (Rhus sp.), deerberry (Vaccinium stamineum) and sweet haw

(Virburnum prunifolium).

The tall grass prairie is found generally on level to rolling

uplands with clay-rich soils. The areas of prairie are composed of many

forbs and few or no arboreal species. The dominant flora are big

bluestem (Andropogon gerardi), little bluestem (A. scoparius),

switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), Indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans) and

brome grass (Bromus sp.).

Severe long-term droughts in northeastern Kansas can have

tremendous effects on the distribution of vegetation. Since droughts

tend to favor grasses over arboreal species, there is a tendency for the

4



forest-prairie border, such as the one in the study region, to shift,
with grasslands expanding eastward in response to the drier conditions.

SOILS

The diversity in the kinds of soils that have formed in the study
area reflects the influence of several environmental factors on
pedogenesis. Of primary importance are the kinds of materials in which
soils have developed. In the project area, parent materials include (1)
residuum of bedrock weathered in place; (2) materials transported by
wind (loess); (3) materials transported by water (alluvium and
glaciofluvial sediments) and gravity (colluvium); and (4) materials
transported by glaciers (till). Table 1 shows the relationship between
soil series and parent materials in the project area. Other factors in
soil formation include relief, climatic conditions (moisture and
temperature), vegetation and time.

Table 1. Relationships between the soil series and the parent
materials and landforms in the project area.

SOIL SERIES PARENT MATERIAL LANDFORMS

Gymer Loess and Alluvium High Terraces
Haig Alluvium High Terraces
Kennebec Alluvium Low Terraces
Martin Shale Uplands
Reading Alluvium Low Terraces
Sogn Limestone Uplands
Vinland Shale Uplands
Wabash Alluvium Low Terraces

The residual soils in the project area are the Martin, Sogn and
Vinland series. These soils are derived from the limestone and shale of
the Upper and Middle Pennsylvanian System. The Martin and Vinland soils
formed in material weathered from silty and clayey shale and Sogn soils
are derived from limestone (Dickey et al. 1977).

Eolian sediments were deposited in the study area during the
Illinoian and Wisconsinan stages of the Pleistocene Series. Gymer soils
are formed in the Illinoian-age Loveland loess that blankets the high
Pleistocene terraces. Haig soils are associated with the Wisconsinan-
age Peorian loess overlying Pleistocene terraces. Both soil series tend
to be very silty, although the Haig soil is clayey in some locations.

The alluvial soils in the project area are the Kennebec, Reading,
and Wabash series. The Kennebec soils are formed in silty sediments on

5 i iQ_
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the low floodplains. The Reading and Wabash soils occur on low alluvial
terraces.

ALLUVIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY

Perry Lake is located in the lower reaches of the Delaware River
drainage system. The river flows south from its source in northern
Brown County, Kansas to its confluence with the Kansas River in southern
Jefferson County, Kansas. A number of small streams join the Delaware
River in the area of the reservoir, including Rock, Slough, Little
Slough, Walnut, Cedar, Coal, and Brush creeks.

The Delaware River and its major tributaries have valleys which are
a kilometer or more wide in many locations. Local relief in the stream
valleys ranges from approximately 30 m to more than 100 m. Floodplains
in the major valleys are wide and flat, and are often bordered by
alluvial terraces. Small alluvial fans are common where first-order
streams empty onto the floodplains, and colluvial deposits often occur
in footslope positions along the valley margins.

There is relatively little information on Quaternary landscape
evolution in the Delaware River valley. However, the Delaware River is
in a portion of the Kansas River drainage net that has yielded
time-stratigraphic information. This information can be used to help
reconstruct the alluvial chronology of the Delaware River and its
tributaries.

The Delaware and Kansas river valleys in Jefferson County are
composed largely of Pleistocene and Holocene alluvium. Four terraces
have been mapped within the Lower Kansas River drainage net (Davis and
Carlson 1952; McCraw 1954; Beck 1959; Winslow 1972; Fader 1974; Elks
1979). They are, from oldest to youngest: the Menoken Terrace, the
Buck Creek Terrace, and Newman Terrace, and the Holliday Terrace
Complex. These four terrace names have become established in the
literature.

The Menoken Terrace is Pre-Illinoian in age and is the oldest
Quaternary landform in the Kansas River valley. The surface of the
Menoken Terrace is about 25 to 30 m above the modern floodplain. Davis

'h ~: and Carlson (1952) suggested that sediment underlying this terrace was
deposited by glacial meltwater during the retreat of Kansan glacial ice.
They noted that the Menoken fill consists of coarse outwash containing
cobbles and boulders at the base, fining upward into thicker units of
sand, silt, and clay. However, in many locations, the Menoken Terrace
is composed of undifferentiated till and glaciolacustrine deposits (Beck
1959; Jewett et al. 1965; O'Conner 1971). These deposits rest on
bedrock benches at high elevations along the margins of the Kansas River
valley. Sorenson and others (1986) discussed the problem of the genesis
of the Menoken surface. They suggested that the Menoken deposits and
features are remnants of ice-contact deposits of various types,
including morains, kames and outwash, and probably are not alluvial
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terraces even though their proximity to the Kansas River make them an
important part of the valley landscape. Therefore, the term Menoken is
retained to describe an unusually amorphous form and/or series of
deposits in the study area.

The Menoken surface has been severely dissected by erosion, and
only small remnants remain in the area of Perry Lake. These remnants
are mantled by Loveland and/or Peorian loess.

According to Davis and Carlson (1952) a cycle of degradation and
alluviation during Illinoian time resulted in the formation of the Buck
Creek Terrace. The surface of this terrace is about 11 to 12 m above
the modern floodplain of the Kansas and Delaware rivers. Deposits
underlying the surface consist of sand and gravel which grade upward
into silt and clay (Beck 1959). The terrace surface is capped by
several meters of Loveland and/or Peorian loess. A strongly developed
Sangamon soil is present in the loess and often extends down into the
alluvial fill of the terrace.

The absolute age of the Buck Creek fill is not known. Preliminary
petrographic investigations of volcanic ash overlying the fill indicate
that it is the 0.6 million year old Lava Creek B Ash (Geil 1985). This
identification, if supported by fission-track dating techniques,
indicates that the fill beneath the ash is much older than lllinoian.

The Buck Creek Terrace is preserved as scattered remnants in the
lower Delaware River valley. Most of these remnants occur on the west
side of the Delaware River immediately north of Valley Falls, Kansas
(Winslow 1972).

The Newman Terrace occurs throughout much of the Kansas River
valley west of Eudora, Kansas and it is the dominant terrace in the
Delaware River valley. The surface of the Newman terrace is about 3 m
above the modern floodplain of the Kansas River. However, since much of
the terrace is covered with water during severe floods, it is
technically considered part of the floodplain (Holien 1982).

The Newman Terrace typically is a flat, poorly drained surface
bordered by low natural levees (O'Connor 1960:60). Unlike the
topographically lower surfaces of the valley, it is not marked by old
meander scars. The lower part of the alluvium underlying the
Newman Terrace consists of coarse sand and gravel, with cobbles at the
base (Beck 1959; O'Connor 1960). The alluvium fines upward into dark,
silty clay which is found everywhere beneath the terrace surface
(O'Connor 1971). This fine-grained material may represent backswamp
deposits of the former channel.

The fill of the Newman Terrace has been dated at several locations
in the Kansas River valley. Near Bonner Springs, radiocarbon dates of
4290+310 years B.P. and 10, 430+130 years B.P. were determined on humic
acids from paleosols at depths of 5.2 m and 8.8 below the terrace
surface, respectively (Holien 1982). Subsequently, William Johnson
(personal communication) has dated two other buried soils at the Bonner
Springs location: 8940 and 1210 B.P. A radiocarbon date of 7250±110
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years B.P. was determined on humic acids from a paleosol 3.65 m below
the surface near Junction City, Kansas (Bowman 1985). At the Resco Site
(14LVI046) on Stranger Creek, wood from fill beneath the Newman surface
yielded a date of 4260±55 years B.P. (Logan 1985). Based on these
dates, sediments of the Newman Terrace appear to have aggraded from late
Wisconsinan through late Holocene time.

During the late Holocene, another episode of degradation and
alluviation produced the Holliday Terrace Complex. This terrace is
about 2 m above the modern floodplain of the Kansas River and is
separated from it by a small natural levee (McCrae 1954). A complex
pattern of meander scrolls and abandoned channels which have a surface
relief of up to 3 m is present on the terrace surface (Holien 1982:76).
The alluvium consists of sand and silt with fine-grained silts and clays
accumulating in abandoned meander scrolls and channels. The Holliday
fill has yielded radiocarbon dates of ca. 2620, 2395, and 1670 years
B.P. (Johnson 1985).

The modern floodplain is the surface which lies at a lower
elevation than the Holliday Terrace Complex. It is characterized by
channel scars that exhibit subtle relief. The floodplain sediments are
generally coarser than the alluvium underlying upper portions of the
terraces, and consists of coarse sands, silts, and occasional sand
lenses (Holien 1982). Lateral migration of the Delaware River has
removed the Holliday Terrace Complex at most places in the river valley
and, as a result, the modern floodplain is often adjacent to the Newman
Terrace. The absolute age of the floodplain fill is not known, but it
is suspected to be less than 3,000 years old (Bowman 1985).

In summary, there are four alluvial terraces in the lower Kansas
River drainage net: the Menoken Terrace, the Buck Creek Terrace, the
Newman Terrace, and the Holliday Terrace Complex. Of these four
terraces, the Buck Creek and Newman are located in the project area.
The Buck Creek Terrace is II m above the modern floodplain, and it is
composed of Pre-Illinoian sediments. The Newman Terrace is about 3 m
above t'. floodplain, and its fill appears to be late Wisconsinan to
late Holocene in age. Several buried paleosols occur in the Newman
Terrace, indicating previous episodes of landscape stability. There is
also a modern floodplain that consists of late Holocene and recent
alluvium.

Soil Associations of the Major Terraces

A recent study by Sorenson and others (1986) demonstrated that
relationships exist between soils and landscapes in the lower Kansas
River drainage system, including the Delaware River valley. Information
from their study was combined with the Soil Survey of Jefferson County,
Kansas (Dickey et al. 1977) to produce a terrain map of the project
area. The following discussion clarifies the soil-landscape
relationships observed in the alluvial valley of the Delaware River near
Perry Lake.
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The principal soil on the modern floodplain is the Kennebec silt
loam. The Kennebec soil is a fine-silty Cumulic Hapludoll formed in
overbank depsoits. It is characterized by a weakly developed A/C soil
profile.

Principal soils on the low Newman terrace are the Reading and
Wabash series. The Reading soil is a fine-silty mixed Typic Argiudoll
formed in silty alluvium probably derived from natural levee deposits.
The Wabash soil is a fine, montmorillonitic Vertic Haplaguoll formed in
clayey alluvium of backswamp deposits. Both the Reading and Wabash
soils have well developed B horizons.

Principal soils on the high Pleistocene terraces (Buck Creek and
Menoken) are the Gymer and Haig series. The Gymer soil is a fine,
montmorillonitic Typic Arguidoll and is generally considered to have
formed in Loveland (Illinoian) loess overlying alluvium. The Haig soil
is a fine, montmorillonitic Typic Argiaquoll formed in Peorian
(Wisconsinian) loess overlying alluvium. In some cases the Gymer soil
is buried beneath Haig on the Buck Creek Terrace. In other cases the
Gymer soil occurs on the surfaces of the Buck Creek and Menoken
terraces. The question of ages of similar soils on surfaces and in
deposits presumed to be of different ages remains to be answered.
Clearly the presence of the glacial sediments in the Menoken deposits
and the position of the Menoken surfaces, argue for greater antiquity
for the Menoken Terrace than the Buck Creek Terrace (Sorenson et al.
1986). Still the soils often include the same series on these surfaces,
suggesting that the soils are considerably younger than the Menoken
alluvium and maybe even much younger than the Buck Creek deposits.

Along transects from the modern floodplain of the Delaware River to
the adjacent upland, as one might expect, the major trend in soil
development is one of increasingly strong soil development as a function
of time. The older soils at successively higher positions in the
landscape generally have redder colors and greater B horizon development
than the younger ones. This developmental trend is interrupted by some
soils that apparently do not fit the pattern described. Loess,
colluvium and younger alluvium have accumulated on Newman, Buck Creek,
and Menoken surfaces, and soils that are out of phase with the terrace
chronology have developed on each of these surfaces. In other instances
loess, alluvium, or colluvium bury older soils resulting in bisequal
soils or welded paleosols that mask expected trends in soil development
across valley transects.

There are still a number of questions pertaining to the evolution
and chronology of the existing terrace sequence in the lower Delaware
River valley. We have made a first approximation at identifying some of
the soil-geomorphic interactions that may be responsible for the
complexity we see in the landscape of the project area.
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III. PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT PERRY LAKE

Larry J. Schmits and John M. Parisi

An initial step in the formulation of the research design for the
Perry Lake survey and evaluation project consisted of a background and
literature search. A site files search was conducted at the Kansas
State Historical Society (KSHS) to determine the number of previously
recorded archaeological properties present in the project area.
Literature sources included published and unpublished reports on prior
cultural resource investigations conducted in the area, local and
regional histories, the preliminary cultural resources management plan
for Perry Lake, the National Register of Historic Places and the state
register. The objectives of this review were to identify the known
archaeological sites and to determine the overall intensity of the
prehistoric and historic occupation of the project area, especially
within the proposed survey areas.

Professional archaeological investigations within the Perry Lake
area were initiated by Thomas A. Witty, Jr. of the Kansas State
Historical Society in 1962 and 1963 (Witty 1964). He identified a total
of 35 archaeological sites of which 33 were within the Perry Lake
project area. His survey included interviews with local collectors,
especially Milton Reichart of Valley Falls and the late Mason Brunton of
Perry. Sites included an isolated surface find of a Plainview point and
Plains Woodland and Plains Village habitation sites. Witty recommended
ten sites for extensive excavation, 16 for testing and three for
re-examination. Six sites were found to warrant no further work.

Following the initial survey by Witty, the Kansas State Historical
Society conducted two seasons of archaeological excavation in 1965 and
1967. These excavations were conducted in the northern part of the
Perry Lake project area under contractual arrangements with the National
Park Service. Four sites (14JF303, 14JF328, 14JF319 and 14JF312) were
excavated in 1965 by the Kansas State Historical Society. A detailed
report on these investigations was published in 1983 by the Kansas State
Historical Society (Witty 1983).

The Keen site (14JF303) is principally a Pomona occupation,
although evidence of a Grasshopper Falls phase Woodland occupation and
possible evidence of an El Dorado phase Archaic occupation are also
present (Witty 1983). The Pomona component was intensively investigated
and contained evidence of two structures constructed of pole frames
with clay plastering and grass thatch. House 1 was an oval arrangement
of posts supporting a roof. House 2 appears to have been an A-frame
dwelling. Ceramics from the site include Pomona ware, Platte Valley
ware and Grasshopper Falls ware with Pomona ware predominating.
Projectile points included small triangular forms and a number of larger
dart points. Two radiocarbon dates obtained from the site are A.D.
1400t110 and A.D. 1600±80, although Witty considers these dates to be
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too recent and suggests that the site dates to A.D. 900-1200. There is
evidence that the Mississippian Platte Valley ware ceramics were made at
the site rather than being trade goods. However, Witty suggests that
the Pomona occupants of Keen were in social contact with Mississippian
Steed-Kisker populations to the east.

The Kroll site (14JF328) is a Pomona occupation located along
Walnut Creek approximately .5 km south of the Keen site (Witty 1983).
Its principal habitational features were two habitational structures.
Ceramics from the site are mainly Pomona ware with a small number of
Grasshopper Falls phase ceramics also being present. Witty suggested
that Keen and Knoll may have been contemporaneous and that the two sites
may represent an extended community.

The Nettye Busby site (14JF319) was a relatively large site as
evidenced by surface debris. Excavations at the site by Witty (1983)
uncovered a large number of post molds and two small pits along with
clay daub indicating that some form of structure was present. Historic
use of the site as a cemetery with large intrusive graves had disturbed
the aboriginal cultural level. The artifact yield from the site was
relatively small. The ceramics are almost exclusively Grasshopper Falls
ware. 14JF319 appears to have been a special use area for Grasshopper
Falls phase peoples with the collection of mussel shells from the nearby
Delaware River channel being one such obvious activity. Several sherds
representing a Pomona component were also recovered along with a few
plain triangular points.

The Melon Patch site (14JF312) is four miles north of the Nettye
Busby site on a prominent upland ridge overlooking the valley. Like the
other sites investigated in 1965, it was multicomponent with Kansas City
Hopewell, Grasshopper Falls phase, Woodland and Pomona focus occupations
being present. The principal occupation appears to have occurred during
the Grasshopper Falls phase. Deep plowing of the Melon Patch site
destroyed any stratigraphy that might have been present (Witty 1983).

Results of the Kansas State Historical Society's 1967 excavations
were reported by John Reynolds of the Kansas State Historical Society
(Reynolds 1978) to the National Park Service. This report detailed the
results of excavation at sites 14JF307, 14JF331 and 14JF333. This work
formed the basis for definition of the Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls
phase. The data suggest that the Grasshopper Falls phase was
characterized by a sedentary life style but with little dependence on
agriculture for subsistence. The major traits which constitute this
phase include coarsely tempered plain surfaced ceramics; projectile
points similar to the Snyders and Scallorn point types; and

chipped-stone artifacts including celts, drills, gouges and thin
bifaces. The settlement pattern was characterized by small isolated
clusters of nuclear households or individual family households occupying
terraces adjacent to secondary drainages. Habitational structures
included small oval houses constructed of daub, twigs, and grass placed
over a framework of light poles with exterior hearths (Reynolds 1979).
A single radiocarbon date of A.D. 760±90 years from site 14JF331 is the
only date available, although Reynolds (1979:9) tentatively dates this
phase from A.D. 300 to 1200.
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Archaeological investigations within the southern portion of the
lake area, concentrating along Big Slough and Evans Creeks, were
conducted by the University of Kansas in 1965 under funding provided by
the National Park Service (Jones 1968). The investigations included
surface collections and minor tests at a number of small sites, while
excavation was carried out at a few of the more promising sites. The
ceramics recovered included a previously unreported Woodland variety
with a brushed surface finish. The report of this work includes
descriptions and frequencies of ceramic types on a site-by-site basis.
A seriation in the report attempted to chronologically arrange several
of the sites. Other artifacts from the sites were then classified and
tabulated to determine whether those changes correlated with the changes
in the ceramic seriation. Almost all of the sites which produced
sufficient diagnostic artifacts appeared to be Plains Woodland sites.

Also in 1965, three mounds were excavated by Dick McWilliams of the
Smithsonian River Basin Surveys (Bass, McWilliams and Jones 1967).
These sites (14JF22, 14JF26 and 14JF337) were located on a bluff at the
western edge of Perry Dam. Two of the mounds (14JF22 and 14JF26) had
been extensively potted and revealed no cultural material upon
excavation. A charred bone, possibly human, was recoverd from the back
dirt of 14JF26.

Site 14JF337 was the only undisturbed mound investigated.
Excavation revealed the presence of a human burial beneath a mantle of
limestone cobbles and soil. Although the cultural affiliation of the
site was undetermined, the site contained significant mortuary data. A
primary flexed burial which appears to have been placed on the ground
surface was present. Small limestone cobbes were heaped over the
individual. Brush was placed on this cairn and burned. The primary
burial displayed no evidence of burning although the surrounding soil
was burned. The body of a second individual was apparently added to the
fire and partially cremated. The interment was then covered over with
larger stones intermingled with bison bones, suggesting that this animal
had some significance in the mortuary rites (Bass, McWilliams and Jones
1967:5).

During 1972 and 1973, an archaeological survey was conducted along
Cedar Creek on the western shore of Perry Lake at Valley Falls by Milton
Reichart, an amateur archaeologist accredited by the Kansas State
Historical Society. He located 42 sites (Reichart 1976). All of those
where a cultural affiliation could be determined appeared to have
Grasshopper Falls phase components, although one site (14JF35) had
evidence of a Plains Village component. Reichart's recommendations
included the excavation of eleven sites which he believed had intact
subsurface features, testing of 17 sites and no further work at 14
sites.

Other reports by Reichart include a Plainview Paleo-Indian
projectile point found on a gravel bar in the Perry Lake project area
(Reichart 1972). Reichart (1984) also reported the recovery of a deeply
buried Munkers Creek knife from a cutbank of the Delaware River about
300 m upstream from 14JF366 in the upper reaches of the project area.
The implement was recovered from over 4 m below the surface. This find
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appears to be isolated, although it may be related to 14JF366 which is
also a buried site eroding out of a cutbank. While the significance of
this discovery has not been thoroughly assessed, it does indicate the
presence of a Late Archaic Munkers Creek or Black Vermillion phase
occupation in the Perry Lake area. Reichart (1974, 1985) has also
reported two Meserve (Dalton) points recovered to the north of the
project area on a gravel bar of the Delaware River. These finds
indicate an occupation in the vicinity during the late Paleo-Indian or
Early Archaic periods.

An archaeological field reconnaissance was conducted along the
right-of-way of two road improvements for Perry Lake in May of 1976 by
Bruce Jones of the Kansas State Historical Society (Jones 1976). Road
No. I was located immediately southeast of Perry Lake and extended from
U.S. Highway 24 north to the eastern end of the dam. Though one
previously unrecorded site was identified and designated as 14JF357, no
adverse impact was determined and no additional archaeological
investigations were thought to be warranted. Road No. 2 was located
along the western side of Perry Lake and extended from the northern side
of the Rock Creek valley north and northwest to Highway 92. Field
reconnaissance, including coring, did not locate significant cultural
remains in or adjacent to the project right-of-way.

In 1977, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers funded a Preliminary
Management Plan for Cultural Resources at Perry Lake (Iroquois Research
Institute 1977). This work provided an inventory of all previously
known sites in the project area, summarized previous cultural resources
studies in the project area, conducted a preliminary examination of
archival records, compiled a history of the project area and inspected
12 percent of the documented archaeological sites in the project area.

The management plan included recommendations for known sites,
completion of a cultural resources inventory at the Perr-, Lake project
and plans for long term management and public interpretive development.
The recommended inventory work included a complete shoreline survey of
the 110 mile perimeter of the lake, along with an inventory of areas of
the project where the previous inventory appeared to be incomplete.

The first step in implementing these recommendations consisted of
the 1979 sample shoreline survey conducted by the Kansas State
Historical Society (Witty 1982). This survey consisted of an inventory
of 20 miles of the shoreline. Ten previously unrecorded sites were
identified and four previously recorded sites were located. Eleven of
these sites were determined to be Grasshopper Falls phase sites. One
site (14JF366) appeared to include Grasshopper Falls phase Plains
Woodland and Plains Village (probable Nebraska phase) components. All
of the sites were extremely damaged by shoreline erosion. Testing was
recommended for two sites, a resurvey was recommended for one site and
no further work was recommended at 10 sites.

Prior to the 1985 investigations, 192 sites had been recorded.
NMilton Reichart recorded one additional site in January of 1986 bringing

the total of previously known sites at Perry Lake to 193. Table 2
provides the cultural affiliation, level of investigation, cultural
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period and soil series for the previously located sites. Site forms
provided the basic locational information used to plot the sites on the
appropriate U.S.G.S topographic maps. Site locations were subsequently
transferred to soils maps to identify the soil series on which the sites
were located.

The cultural affiliations listed in Table 2 are based on
information recorded on the site forms, as well as the reports and
publications of prior archaeological research at Perry Lake (Bass,
McWilliams and Jones 1967; Iroqouis Research Institute 1977; Jones 1968,
1976, 1978; Reichart 1972, 1973, 1976, 1984, 1985; Reynolds 1978, 1979;
Witty 1964, 1982, 1983). Various taxonomic schemes have been used by
different workers at Perry Lake and the cultural affiliations have been
revised into a series of cultural periods defined elsewhere (Schmits
1984). These cultural periods include Paleo-Indian, Plains Archaic,
Plains Woodland, Plains Village, Protohistoric, Historic Aborginal and
Historic Euroamerican. These cultural periods correspond to the units
listed on the site forms or in the various reports in the following
fashion: Plains Archaic (Archaic, Munkers Creek), Plains Woodland
(Woodland, Grasshopper Falls, Middle Woodland, Early Ceramic) Plains
Village (Central Plains, Upper Republican, Middle Ceramic) Historic
Aborginal (Indian Village) and Historic Euroamerican (Historic).

Sites with questionable cultural affiliations have been included
within the category of "Unknown Prehistoric". Where possible,
descriptions or illustrations of diagnostic artifacts provided on the
site forms were used to assign sites to a more specific or different
cultural-historical period. For example, 14JF21 was recorded as a
possible Plains Village occupation on the site form, however the
recovery of cordmarked, grit tempered ceramics indicates a Plains
Woodland cultural affiliation for the site.

The Jefferson County soil survey was then used to determine the
geomorphic terrain type on which each site is located based on the
correlations between soil series and geomorphic surface discussed by
Mandel (this volume)(Figure 2). The terrain within the project area has
been subdivided into upland and lowland landforms. The uplands are
represented by the Gymer, Martin, Morrill, Oska, Pawnee, Shelby,
Sibleyville, Sogn and Vinland soils and the lowlands by Kennebec,
Reading and Wabash soils, as well as by the areas inundated by the
multipurpose pool of Perry Lake. Table 3 lists the distribution of
cultural components by their occurance on upland or lowland terrain. A
total of 213 components have been recorded including nine Plains Archaic
(4.2 percent), III Plains Woodland (52.1 percent), 20 Plains Village
(9.4 percent), one Historic Aboriginal (0.5 percent), seven Historic
Euroamerican (3.3 percent) and 65 Unknown Prehistoric (30.5 percent).

Although Witty (1982) and Reichart (1972, 1974, 1985) have recorded
the presence of Paleo-Indian and Meserve points from gravel bars along

V the Delaware River, no specific Paleo-Indian sites have been recorded in
the project area. The Plains Archaic period is represented by nine
components including four located on lowland terrain and five on upland
terrain. The Il1 Plains Woodland components include 58 on the uplands
and 53 on the lowlands. Fifteen of the Plains Village components are
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Table 2. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL

NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF3 Woodland? Jones 1968 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Gymer

14JF4 Woodland Jones 1968 Tested Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF5 Woodland, Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Morrill

Archaic?

14JF6 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF7 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF8 Woodland KSHS 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Morrill

i4JF9 Unknown Jones 1968 Tested Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF1O Woodland?, KSHS 1964 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

Archaic?

14JFI1 Woodland Jones 1968 Tested Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF12 Ceramic Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec

14JF13 Unknown KSHS 1965, Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec
1980

14JF14 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF15 Central Jones 1968 Survey Plains Village Unknown
Plains phase

14JF16 Central Jones 1968 Survey Plains Village, Unknown

Plains phase, Plains Woodland
Woodland,
Archaic?

14JF17 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Martin-
Oska

14JF18 Unknown Jones 1968 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Vinland

14JF19 Woodland Jones 1968 Excavated Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF20 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF21 Central Jones 1968 Tested Plains Woodland Unknown

Plains phase?

continued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF22 Unknown Bass, Excavated Unknown Prehistoric Vinland
McWilliams
& Jones 1967

14JF23 Central Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown
Plains phase?,
Woodland

14JF24 Central Jones 1968 Survey bnknown Prehistoric Unknown
Plains phase?

14JF25 Historic KSHS 1965 Survey Historic Euroamerican Vinland
(Log Cabin)

14JF26 Unknown Bass, Tested Unknown Prehistoric Martin
McWilliams

& Jones 1967

14JF30 Unknown Jones 1968 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF32 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF33 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF34/ Grasshopper Witty 1982 Survey Plains Woodland Martin
446 Falls phase

14JF35 Woodland, Jones 1968, Survey Plains Woodland, Martin
Plains Reichart 1976 Plains Village
Village

14JF36 Woodland KSHS 1965 Survey Plains Woodland Martin

14JF37 Grasshopper Jones 1968, Survey Plains Woodland Gymer
Falls phase Witty 1982

14JF38 Central Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Martin

Plains phase?,
Woodland

14JF39 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec

14JF40 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF41 Woodland? Jones 1968 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF42 Unknown Jones 1968 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unkrown

continued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF43 Unknown Jones 1968 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Martin

14JF44 Woodland?, Jones 1968 Tested Unknown Prehistoric Martin
Archaic?

14JF46 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Martin

14JF48 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF49 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF50 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Reading

14JF51 Central Jones 1968 Survey Plains Village, Unknown
Plains phase, Plains Woodland
Woodland

14JF52 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF53 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF54 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Wabash

14JF55 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Reading

14JF56 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Wabash

14JF57 Ceramic Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Gymer

14JF58 Woodland Jones 1968 Tested Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF59 Woodland KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF60 Woodland? Jones 1968 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Sogn-
Vinland

14JF61 Unknown KSHS 1965 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF62 Woodland Jones 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Martin

14JF63 Woodland KSHS 1965 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec

14JF64/ Woodland? Jones 1968 Tested Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec
327

continued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF65 Archaic?, Jones 1968 Survey Plains Village Unknown
Central Plains
phase

14JF66 Unknown KSHS 1966 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF67 Unknown KSHS 1966 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF69 Woodland KSHS 1967 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF70 Unknown KSHS 1967 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Shelby-
Pawnee

14JF302 Ceramic Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF303 Pomona, Witty 1964, Excavated Plains Village, Oska
Woodland, 1983 Plains Woodland,
Archaic Plains Archaic

14JF304 Central Witty 1964 Survey Plains Village, Kennebec
Plains phase, Plains Woodland
Woodland

14JF305 Plains Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Woodland

14JF306 Middle Witty 1964 Survey Plains Village Kennebec
Ceramic

14JF307 Pomona, Reynolds 1979, Excavated Plains Village, Kennebec
Grasshopper Witty 1964, Plains Woodland
Falls phase 1983

14JF309 Woodland?, Witty 1964 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Martin
Late Archaic?

14JF310 Woodland Witty 1964, Survey Plains Woodland Martin
Jones 1968

14JF311 Unknown Witty 1964 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Unknown

14JF312 Pomona, Witty 1964, Excavated Plains Village, Morrill
Grasshopper 1983 Plains Woodland
Falls phase,
Kansas City
H-opewell

continued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF313 Woodland Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Unknown

14JF314 Unknown Witty 1964 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Vinland

14JF316 Woodland?, Witty 1964 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Martin
Late Archaic

14JF317 Unknown Witty 1964 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF318 Woodland? Witty 1964, Tested Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec
Jones 1968

14JF319 Historic, Witty 1964, Excavated Historic Euroamerican, Unknown
Pomona, 1983 Plains Village,
Grasshopper Plains Woodland
Falls phase

14JF320 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase

14JF321 Woodland Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland

14JF322 Plains Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Woodland

14JF323 Grasshopper Witty 1964, Survey Plains Woodland Pawnee
Falls phase KSHS 1982

14JF324 Early Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Ceramic

14JF325 Plains Witty 1964, Excavated Plains Woodland Unknown
Woodland KSHS 1973

14JF326 Central Witty 1964 Survey Plains Village Vinland
Plains phase

14JF328 Pomona, Witty 1964, Excavated Plains Village, Reading
Woodland 1983 Plains Woodland

14JF329 Central Witty 1964, Survey Plains Village Kennebec
Plains phase 1982

14JF330 Early Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Ceramic

continued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL
NUMBER AFi'ILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF331 Grasshopper Witty 1964, Excavated Plains Woodland Kennebec
Falls phase 1982

Reynolds 1979
14JF332 Plains Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec

Woodland

:4JF333 Grasshopper Witty 1964, Excavated Plains Woodland Kennebec
Falls phase Reynolds 1979

14JF334 Plains Witty 1964 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Woodland

14JF335 Early, KSHS 1963, Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Ceramic Witty 1964

14JF336 Unknown Witty 1964, Survey Uknown Prehistoric Kennebec
Reichart 1984

14JF337 Unknown Witty 1964, Excavated Unknown Prehistoric Pawnee
Bass,
McWilliam~s &
Jones 1967

14JF338 Woodland KSHS 1967 Survey Plains Woodland Reading

14JF339 Middle KSHS 1967 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Woodland

14JF340 Unknown KSHS 1967 Tested Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF342 Woodland KSHS 1968 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec

14JF343 Middle KSHS 1969 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Woodland

14JF344 Woodland, KSHS 1969 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Archaic?

14JF345 Archaic? KSHS 1969 Survey Unknown Prehistcric Kennebec

14JF346 Middle KSHS 1969 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Woodland

14JF347 Archaic? KSHS 1969 Survey Plains Archaic Kennebec

14J 4 continued



Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL Sol],
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SFRIFS

14JF348 Woodland KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec

14JF349 Historic, KSHS 1971 Tested Historic Euroamerican, Kennebec
Woodland Plains Woodland

14JF358 Unknown Witty 1982 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Pawnee

14JF359 Unknown Witty 1982 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Pawnee

14JF360 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Survey Plains Woodland V'inland
Falls phase

14JF361 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Tested Plains Woodland Vinlaiid
Falls phase

14JF362 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Tested Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase

14JF363 Grasshopper Witty 1982. Survey Plains Woodland Martin
Falls phase

14JF364 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase

14JF365 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase

14JF366 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Tested Plains Woodland, Vinland
Falls phase, Plains Village
Middle Ceramic

14JF367 "Indian Witty 1982 Survey Historic Aboriginal Kennebec
Vill Iage"

14JF369 Unknown KSHS 1980 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF370i Unknown KSHS 1980 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Vinland

14JF371 Unknown KSHS 1980 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Vinland

14-IF401 Archaic?, KSHS 1976' Survey Plains Woodland Wabash
Woodland

14JF405 Plains KSHS 1976 Survey Plains Woodland Reading
Woodland

22 
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOiL
NUMBFR AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SFRfFS

14JF406 Plains KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Wood land

14-F407 Pomona KSHS 1976 Tested Plains Village Kennebec

1 ,IF-08 Plains KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodland Shelby-
Woodland Pawnee

14.1F409 Archaic KSI1S 1971 Survey Plains Archaic Kennebec

14JF410 Plains KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Wood land

14JF411 Plains KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodland Martin
Woodland

14JF412 Plains KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodland Vennebec
Wood land

1..jF-13 Unknown KSHS 1971 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14.IF414 Historic, KSES 1971, Survey Historic Euroamerican, Pawnee
Late Witty 1982 Plains Archaic '4

Archaic N

14JF415  Plains KSHS 171 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Shelv-
Woodland? Pawnee

14JF41b Plains KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Woodland

14JF417 Woodland KSHS 1971 Survey Plains Woodlanu keadin g

1 4.1F418 Unknown KSHS 1971 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Pawnee

14JF419 Unknown KSHS 1971 Survey Unknown Prehistoric (;vmer

14.JF420 Plains KSHS 1973 Tested Plains Woodland Martin

Woodland

14JF421 Pomona?, KSHS 1973 lested Plains Woodland Pawnee
Woodland

14JF422 Plains KSHS 1973 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebc
Wood land

cont inued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITF CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL soil_
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SFRILS

I-I F423 Central K(ShS 1973 Tested Plains Village Kennebec
Plains phase

1-4 F-2- Unknown KSHS 1973 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

141F..2" U'nknown KSHS 1973, Tested Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec
1979

i -- 42h Uppe r KSHS 1973 Tested Plains VIllage V en i.ebec
Republ ican

I'.. Archaic KSHS 1974 Tested Plains Archaic Sheli-
Pawnee

I.F2 nonKSS1973 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Wabash

14]JF429 Plains KSHS 1973 Tested Unknown Prehistoric Kennehe.

V Vi i1age"

JF3( late KSHS 1973 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Shelh%,-

Archaic or Pawnee
W oodland.'

lWJ3h Plains KSHS 1973 Survey Plains Woodland Sogn-

W-oodlIand Vi inlIand

14.TF-);' Woodland KSHS 1913 Survey Plains Woodland Sogn-

Yi n l and

* ~1-47 Archaic, KSHS 1974 Survey Plains Archaic, ,%,Trer
P lains Plains Woodland
Wo-od l and

14.IF--.- flais KSHS 1q74 Tested Plains W oodland Vi n land
WoodlIand

'-.IF44q Plains KSHS 1974 Tested Plains Woodland yartil,

;F Iv. rasihopper K -,H 1 1 9 t rvev Plains Wood laun vrrer
Falls phase'

-. . 1 P'l1ains J'')h S 19 4~7 Survey Plains W...od Iand inland
'kood l and
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL

NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF452 Plains KSHS 1974 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland

Woodland

14JF453 Grasshopper Witty 1982 Survey Plains Woodland Martin

Falls phase

14JF454 Archaic? KSHS 1974 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Shelby-

Pawner

141F--,', Plains KSHS 1974 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland

Wood land

1l1F-56, Archaic? KSHS 1974 Tested Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

!- 'F,'.7 Woodland? KSHS 1975 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Shelby-

Archaic? Pawnee

14JF45F W oodland KSHS 1975 Survey Plains Woodland Gyiner

14-F459 Plains KSHS 1975 Survey Plains Woodland Shelby-

'ood land Pawnee

1.JF40() Wo'odland KSHS 1975 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec

s .iF'b1 ListorIc, KSHS 1975 Survey Historic Euroamerican, Martin
Plains Plains Woodland
Woodland

1 4 1-.h2 Plains KSHS 1974 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland

Wood I and

14'F4 Central KSHS 1976 Survey Plains Village, Kennebec

Plains phase, Plains Woodland

Plains
m ood land

IL4F'. (rasshopper KSHS 1976 Survey Plains Woodland Cymer

Falls phase?

'4 I-., .rasshupper KSH, 1076 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase'

14!F-ff (:rasshopper KSHS 1976 Survey Plains Woodland Viniand

Falls phase?

continued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sites at Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF467 Grasshopper KSHS 1976 Survey Plains Woodland Kennebec
Falls phase?

14JF468 Grasshopper KSHS 1976 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland

Falls phase

19JF469 Farmstead, KSHS 1976 Survey Historic Euroamerican, Gymer
Grasshopper Plains Woodland
Falls phase

14JF470 Unknown KSHS 1976 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF471 Plains KSHS 1977 Survey Plains Woodland Shelby-
Woodland Pawnee

14JF472 Grasshopper KSHS 1977 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
4 Falls phase

14JF473 Farmstead, KShS 1982 Survey Historic Euroamerican, Gymer
Grasshopper Plains Woodland
Falls phase

14JF474 Upper KSHS 1978, Survey Plains Village, Martin
Republican, 1983 Plains Woodland
Grasshopper
Falls phase

14JF475 Unknown KSHS 1978 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14JF476 Middle KSHS 1978, Survey Plains Village Reading
Ceramic? 1983

14JF477 Plains KSHS 1978 Survey Plains Woodland Gymer
Woodland

14JF479 Archaic? KSHS 1978 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Paunee

!4JF480 Woodland KSHS 1978 Survey Plains Woodland Shelby-

Pawnee
14;I481 Unknown KSHS 1979 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Kennebec

14TF482 Grasshopper KSHS 1979 Survey Plains Woodland, Kennebec
Falls phase, Plains Archaic
Archaic?

Scontinued
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Table 2 continued. Previously recorded archaeological sitesat Perry Lake.

SITE CULTURAL LEVEL OF CULTURAL SOIL
NUMBER AFFILIATION REFERENCE INVESTIGATION PERIOD SERIES

14JF483 Unknown KSHS 1979 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Shelby-
Pawnee

14JF484 Archaic KSHS 1979 Survey Plains Archaic Shelby-
Pawnee

14JF485 Grasshopper KSHS 1979 Survey Plains Woodland Reading
Falls phase

14JF486 Grasshopper KSHS 1980 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase

14JF487 Grasshopper KSHS 1982 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase

14JF488 Grasshopper KSHS 1982 Tested Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase

14JF490 Unknown KSHS 1983 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Martin

14JF491 Unknown KSHS 1983 Survey Unknown Prehistoric Oska

14JF493 Munkers KSHS 1984 Survey Plains Archaic Kennebec
Creek phase

14JF494 Grasshopper KSHS 1985 Tested Plains Woodland Pawnee
Falls phase

14JF495 Grasshopper KSHS 1986 Survey Plains Woodland Vinland
Falls phase
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located on the lowlands and five on the uplands. The single Historic
Aboriginal component is a lowland site. It should be noted that this
site was recorded on the basis of early survey records and was not
documented in the field (Witty 1982). Two of the Historic Euroamerican
components are located on the lowlands and five on the uplands. Of the
65 sites with Unknown Prehistoric occupations, 37 are situated on
lowland terrain and 28 on the uplands.

Table 3. Distribution of archaeological components ;t Perry Lake by
geomorphological terrain type.

Cultural Period Lowland Upland Total Percent

Plains Archaic 4 5 9 4.2

Plains Woodland 53 58 ill 52.1

Plains Village 15 5 20 9.4

Historic Aboriginal 1 0 1 0.5

p Historic Euroamerican 2 5 7 3.3

Unknown Prehistoric 37 28 65 30.5

TOTAL 112 101 213 100.0

PERCENT 52.6 47.4 100.0

The above data indicate that overall there was a slight preference
for lowland floodplain or terrace locations in the project area, since
52.6 percent of the components occur in these areas. The uplands were
also utilized and account for 47.4 percent of the sample. This pattern
appears to have extended throughout the prehistoric and historic periods
with minor variations. A slightly higher preference for upland site
locations appears to have occurred during the Plains Archaic and Plains
Woodland periods than during the Historic Euroamerican period. In
contrast a rather significant preference for lowland locations occurred
during the Plains Village period. The Unknown Prehistoric sites show
only a slightly greater preference for lowland locations. Overall, it
appears that both lowland and upland locations were utilized for
settlement throughout the prehistoric and historic periods in the Perry
Lake area.

The inferences regarding prehistoric and historic settlement of the
Perry Lake project area rely on the accuracy of the Jefferson County
Soil Survey (Dickey et al. 1977). Data on site location obtained from
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the site files at the KSHS indicate that the soil series mapped by the
Jefferson County Soil Survey is generally a good predictor of the
topographic setting, especially in the northern segments of the project
area above the multipurpose pool. However, in the southern portion of
the project area, particularly along the shoreline, the soils maps
appear to be more generalized. Large areas mapped as Vinland or other
upland soils contain smaller amounts of low terraces. It appears that
the distribution of soils mapped along the eroded shoreline of Perry
Lake have masked the presence of terrace remnants. Several previously
recorded sites are reported in the areas. While this bias does not
result in a great discrepancy, it does indicate that the number of
upland sites recorded in Table 3 may be too high, and that lowland sites
were more numerous than is indicated. Given the large number of sites

included in the sample, this bias does not greatly alter the results of
the terrain analysis.

•' ,,
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IV. RESEARCH DESIGN

Larry J. Schmits

The Perry Lake project was needed for a variety of reasons related
to the management of the lake and to the study of prehistory and
history. The management needs of the lake are the most crucial of these
reasons and justify the work conducted. Information on the cultural
resources present in the Perry Lake project area and the importance of
these resources is lacking and is needed before these resources can be
adequately managed. By addressing the most threatened cultural
resources located along the shoreline and in the floodpool of Perry
Lake, the present work goes far to provide the systematic data necessary
for the proper management of the most threatened cultural resources
within this project.

Overall, the Perry Lake project was designed to satisfy the six
fundamental requirements as outlined in the Scope of Work (Apendix I):

(1) To determine the number of prehistoric and historical
archaeological cultural resources present within the study area.

(2) To define the areal and temporal extent of any inventoried
cultural resources.

(3) To establish the cultural and/or scientific importance of any
inventoried cultural resources.

(4) To determine if additional testing is needed before a deter-
minatieon can be made of the National Register eligibility of any
inventoried cultural resources.

(5) To determine if any potentially significant cultural resource
are present among those inventoried.

(6) To define possible alternatives for the mitigation of
poter.tial National Register sites.

These six points are concerned with providing the information
needed for the effective management of the cultural resources located
within the Perry Lake project area as defined in the scope of work.
In addition to these management needs, there was a scientific need for
more systematic information about the prehistoric and historic use cf
the Perry Lake area. Research that has been conducted in the vicinity
in the past has been less than comprehensive, and as a result, basic
questions on the nature of the prehistoric and historic settlement
remain unanswered. The development of a systematic body of data about
the prehistoric and historic cultural resources of the Perry Lake
proiect provides, for the first time, the type of data that is needed to
address a number of significant if general questions about northeast

4 Kansas.
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Based on the available information for Perry Lake several areas of
research appeared to be important including (1) development of a
geomorphological terrain analysis and a preliminary model of the terrace
sequence and alluvial chronology of the Delaware River basin, (2)
development of a cultural chronology for the Perry Lake area; and (3)
investigation of site function and settlement-subsistence patterns along
the Delaware drainage.

Prior to the Perry Lake project amost no information was available
regarding the alluvial chronology of the tributaries of the Delaware
River basin. Previous surveys of the Perry Lake area, however, indicate
that a majority of sites are located on alluvial surfaces. Effective
management of the archaeological resources requires a knowledge of
Quarternary landscape evolution and the depositional processes that lead
to the formation of the floodplains and terraces of the Delaware River
and its tributaries. A major objective of the proposed project was to
provide a preliminary outline of the alluvial chronology of the Delaware
drainage and to map the terraces and geomornhic surfaces located in the
project area.

There is almost no information available about the Paleo-Indian and
Archaic occupations of the Perry Lake area. Diagnostic Paleo-Indian and
Archaic points that have been located are almost always recovered from
eroding cut banks or from gravel bars. Good examples of this in the
Perry Lake area are the two Plainview points discussed by Witty which
were recovered from gravel bars of the Delaware River (1982, 1983) and
the Munkers Creek knife recovered from a cut bank of the Delaware River
by Reichart (1984). An objective of the project was the location of
Paleo-lndian and Archaic sites and a preliminary characterization of the

K Paleo-Indian and Archaic prehistory of the area. Although previous
A investigations have not been very successful in locating older sites in

the Perry Lake area, it was hoped that this goal could be accomplished
by an examination of landforms and sediments of the proper age.

Although a large number of Grasshopper Falls phase and four Pomona
sites have been located in the Perry Lake area and a number have been
intensively investigated only three radiocarbon dates are available.
According to Witty (1982, 1983) 12 habitational structures have been
located at eight Grasshopper Falls phase sites, however only one
radiocarbon date is available from any of these sites and the
chronological position of one of the more thoroughly investigated Plains
Woodland complexes is uncertain. The two dates from the Pomona
component at Keen are also not accepted by Witty (1983) and the
chronological position of the Plains Village complex in the Perry area
is inferred by cross-dating. The lack of adequate dating precludes an
understanding of the relationship between these two cultural complexes
or their relationship to neighboring Plains Woodland and Plains Village
cultural units. An objective of the Perry Lake investigations was to
obtain radiocarbon dates from Plains Woodland and Plains Village sites
as well as other earlier sites located and tested during the course of
the investigations.

Noticeable in the previously discussed literature is the lack of
any historical archaeological resources in the project area. Knowledge
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of the historical archaeological resources of Perry Iake therefore
stood out as an area much in need of improvement. It was anticipated
that a number of historic sites would be located by the proposed survey.
Consequently, it was felt that the development of a historical setting
for the Perry lake area with which to evaluate the historic sites
located was necessary.

The investigation of site function and settlement patterns was a
second major objective of the proposed investigations. Settlement
patterns are considered to be adaptive systems comprising a number of
distinct functional or seasonal aspects each with its characteristic
environmental setting and archaeological assemblage. Recent
investigations of settlement location have emhasized the importance of
viewing determinants of site placement in terms of the broad subsistence
area commanded from a given point rather than in terms of the
distinctive characteristics of the point itself (Bettinger 1980).
Jochim's (1976) model holds site location to be the result of combined
attraction between social groups and its individual subsistence
resources, whereas other models hold locational determinants to vary
according to site types (Wood 1978).

Classification of sites by cultural period according to geomorphic
terrain types such as upland, floodplain, terrace, etc. establishes the
site relative to major resource zones and indicates variations in site
positioning such as upland or lowland positions which might reflect a
focus on various resource zones or perhaps season of occupation. Brown
and Vierra (1983) have suggested a tripartite settlement typology
including extractive camps, residential camps and base camps. According
to Brown and Vierra, extractive camps are used by only the productive
members of a band for short specific tasks. They are represented by
small sites with few features, primarily hearths, few tool types, and a
low diversity of plant and animal remains. The spatial organization of
these sites is the least complex. Residential camps contain a greater
breadth in the assemblage and in the debris and features that are
produced from occupation by the total residential population. A larger
range of tool types, features and camp debris is present than at
extractive sites, but without the predominance of tools and remains
connected with specific exploitative practices or specialized resource
acquisition. Residential camps are briefly occupied and activities are
less likely to be separated spatially. Generalized activity areas are
common. Base camps, on the other hand, leave a broad range of tools,
debris and features from the occupation by the total population. The
prolonged occupation at base camps results in the appearance of tools
and debris indicative of specialized exploitative patterns of specific
habitats. Permanent housing can be expected as well as organized
disposal of trash and a more complex site layout to facilitate the
organization of long-term occupation of the site.

The presence of various site types largely reflects the degree of
sedentism or mobility of a particular group. The degree of sedentism is
to a large extent related to the subsistence patterns. Binford has
suggested two major logistical strategies employed by hunter gatherers.
The first is referred to as a foraging strategy. Foragers typically do
not store foods but gather foods daily. Considerable variability among
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foragers is present in the size ot the mobile groups as well as in the
numbers of residential moves that are made in an annual cycle.
According to Bintord (1980) forager camps consist of residential camps
and what he terms locations. These camps would be similar to Brown's

(1983) residential camps and extractive camps, although Brown's
extractive camps appear to be slightly more complex than Binford's

locations. A good example of the forager adaptation of the !Kung is
provided by Lee (1969). When a !Kung settlement is established foraging
is concentrated on foods within a one-mile radius in the first week, two
miles in the second week until a maximum of six miles is reached and the
camp is shifted owing to the lack of economy in daily trips longer than
twelve miles.

In contrast to foragers "collectors" supply themselves witl
specific resources through specially organized task groups. Collectors
are characterized 1-y storage of food for at least part of the year and
logistically organized food-procurement parties. Special task groups
may have a residential location and establish a field camp or station
from which food procurement operation may be planned and executed.
Special tisk groups may leave a residential location and establish a
tield camp or a station from which food procurement operations may be
planned and executed. Collectors generate additional site types
referred to by Binford as a residertial base, field camps, stations and
caches. These residential bases would be equivalent to Brown's base
camps. The field camps would probably correspond to extractive camps,
but could easily be confused with his residential camps.

Thcre are a number of types of data that are important in
establishing the function of sites. Overall site and debris density

size is an indication of the population size and intensity of
occupation. The relative range of tool types is also an indication as
to whether the site represents a base camp or more limited use
extractive camp. The presence or absence of features, evidence of
specialized refuse disposal is important in assessing the nature and
degree of occupation. Faunal and floral remains, when recovered,
provide important information regarding subsistence patterns and periods
of occupation at the sites.

Reynolds (1979) has noted that Grasshopper Falls phase sites
contain rather permanent structures suggesting a degree of sedentism.
however, the small amount of trash debris present lead him to believe
that they were only briefly occupied or occupied on a seasonal basis.
Much of the same pattern has been noted by Witty for the Pomona sites at
Perry Lake. The presence of relatively thin amounts of debris on these
sites might reflect the presence of specialized refuse disposal areas
rather than a brief occupation. Specialized refuse disposal areas have
been noted at both late Woodland (Parisi 1985) and at Late Archaic sites
in central Missouri (Schmits and Bailey 1985).
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology utilized during the inventory of cultural resources

at Perry Lake is best discussed as a series of closely interrelated
phases. These phases include literature review, geomorphological

terrain analysis, field survey and laboratory analysis. The approach

to each of these phases is reviewed below.

Literature Review

The literature review phase was to a large degree conducted
concurrently with the research design due to the need to incorporate

information from the literature review into the research design. The
literature review has provided the background necessary to conduct the

proposed work.

Major literature pertaining to the cultural resources ei Perry Lake
is related to the five major cultural resources projects which have been

conducted there since 1948. These include the reports of Witty (1964,

1982, 1983), Reynolds (1978, 1979), Jones (1968, 1976, 1978), Nickel

(1973) Bass, McWilliams and Jones (1967), Reichart (1972, 1973, 1976,

1984), Iroquois Research Institute (1977). Marshall (1967), and
Marshall and Witty (1968). These reports have been reviewed in the

discussion of previous investigations at Perry Lake.

The literature review phase of the proposed research at Perry Lake

included a review of the above reports and others which pertain to the

cultural resources of Perry Lake. Also consulted in detail were the

State of Kansas archaeological site record forms on file at the

Department of Archaeology at the Kansas State Historical Society. The

State Register of Historic Places, State Cultural Resources Plan, and

the National Register of Historic Places be consulted for information on

cultural resources within the project area. Individuals familiar with

or local to the project area, as well as agencies of local and county

governments vill be consulted for information they may have on the

cultural resources of the project area. Nineteenth and twentieth

century plat maps (George Ogle and Company, 1899, 1916) were examined to

determine the location of Historic sites.

Field Survey

The fundamental component of the project was the field survey and
limited testing of the archaeological sites within the project survey B

area along with the National Register Testing at three sites. The field

survey focused on the two related tasks of site discovery and site

documentation. Each survey was Investigated by means of an intensive

pedestrian transect survey. The width of the survey Interval did not

exceed 30 m depending on the surface visibility in the northern area and

the width of the shoreline in Areas 1-22. Transects along the lake were

curvilinear in orientation and followed the contour of the shoreline.
These areas were surveyed between the level of the multipurpose pool of
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891.5 ft to an elevation of 900 ft above msl. The later elevation
coincided with a line of driftwocd marking the extent of relativel,
recent flooding. In the northern area transects were generally lineair
and were oriented east to west or north to south depending on ti.e
direction of the crop rows.

Pedestrian survey took full advantage of exposed soils as a source
of information on the presence of archaeological resources. Special
attention was given to areas of exposed soil such as plowed fields,
erosional gullies, rodent burrows, cut banks and other disturbances
which represented the best situations for site discovery.

Once a cultural resource was discovered through the pedestrian
survey of the project area, the focus of the project became the
documentation of the resource. Documentation of the sites provided
information on site limits, presence/absence of surface and buried
cultural materials, cultural components present, type of site, and
condition of the site. In most cases, the documentation of the sites
required limited testing to provide the required information. This
limited testing was primarily restricted to a program of shovel testing
or coring or limited test unit excavation and did not ccnstitute
in-depth National Register testing.

V Wher artifacts were encountered transects were narrowed to between

to 5 m intervals, depending in the density of cultural debris. The

entire site area was carefully walked over to establish the approximate
site boundary. Both color and black and white photographs were taken of
each site and the location was placed on the appropriate U.S.G.S. 7.5
minute topographic map. A temporary field number was assigned to the
newly recorded sites until the Kansas State Historical Society site
survey forms were completed and the official site numbers obtairLed.
Preliminary limited testing w±s conducted at each site located during
the survey to determine if more intensive National Register Testing was
warranted. The limited testing included the excavation of 30 by 30 by

30 cm shovel tests placed at 10 to 20 m intervals across the site area.
An Oakfield soil probe was also used to test for more deeply buried
deposits at several of the sites. These limited tests were conducted to
deterr-ine if intact cultural deposits and/or intact soil profiles were
present at each of the sites investigated. The limited subsurface
testing also helped to establish site boundaries.

The limits of the site, as well as the location of any shovel
tests, were indicated on a planimetric map of the site prepared with a
pocket transit and chain or an alidade and plane table. Internal
variability in artifact densities was recorded on the site map, as were
any observed cultural features. Subsurface characteristics of each site
were evaluated irom infermation provided in exposed soil profiles,
cutbdtnks and shovel tests. All excavations made during this project

'ere filled in and restored to the previous condition as nearly as
possible.

Originally, it had been planned to employ backhoe trenching to
supplement the shovel tests excavated during the survey ard testing
project at Perry Lake. However wet, muddy fields were encountered
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within the northern portion of the project area while the shoreline
site. to the south generally lacked adequate access, precluding the
efficient use of a backhoe. Given that it was impractical if not often
impossible to mechanically test the sites, hand excavation of shovel
tests remained the most optimi.l technique of site detection available
during the Perry Lake survey.

For all prehistoric sites and all historic sites characterized v a
surface scatter of artifacts, a collection of artifacts was made. The
objective of this collectian was to provide a sample of artitacts iron.
the site, with the goal of providing the information necessary to make
determinations of site age and type. Artifact collection strategies
varied from a 100 percent sample from small sites to a sampling strategy
at larger sites. Sampling procedures on larger sites was varied
according tc conditions, but focused on controlled collection trom
recorded sections of the sites. The focus was on the recovery of all
age/function diagnostic artifacts from a site and the collection of a
sample of other, non-diagnostic artifacts. All collected artifacts were
placed in bags marked with the site number (field number) aid

provenience within the site.

The initial phase of the National Register testing segment of the
field program consisted of a resurvey of each of the three sites. After
the site had been located the periphery ot the site was flagged and a
temporary datum established. The surfaces of the sites were
systematically mapped and collected. Maps tying the site to topographic
contours and natural features were made with a transit and alidade.
Information was taken so that sites could be easily located on U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers project maps. Collection techniques consisted of a
100 percent sample of ail exposed cultural material.

The primary method of subsurface exploration was the excavation of
test units at the three sites. The primary objective of these
excav.ations was to produce sufficient data to make a determination of
eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places for the
property in question. The Scope-of-Work also called for a proposed plan
for mitigation of adverse effect for sites deemed National Register
eligible. The primary types of data that was sought during the testing
phase was: (1) horizontal and vertical extent of the sites, (2) data
which will establish the nature, density and -ultural affiliation of the
occupation, and (3) information useful for formulating a mitigation
plan.

A The number of test units placed at a given site was dependent upon

site size and condition. Testing normally terminated at a depth of 80
cm unless geomorphic evidence indicated the presence ot deeply hurled

deposits. Test units were cxcavated at intervals of 10 m.

All tools recovered in each unit were plotted three-dimensionally.
In addition, ESA level summary forms were he completed for each
excavation level in each test unit. Excavation levels consisted (4 10

cm levels. Data recorded for each level included the sltc number,
excavation unit, depth, excavation techniques, description of soils and

stratigraphy, artifacts recovered, features present, special samples and
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phot,,r;,khs- taker. 'rotiles wcre also recorded for each test unit. The
r , Leed mattrial wa.- arelullv bagged and recorded by level and unit.
All test units were De backfilled. Feature ddta forms were ,-ompletec is
tuatures were encountered.

.'All sitct- were recorded with black and white phiotographs and color
.,I id These iticIuded general site view as well a, views of te
detais ,uch a., soil profiles, work in progress and features such -is
r vicd ieartli or historic !oundatikns. Recordation also ii.,olved the
prepar 1 , 1C t f ie ld r.ctes and the c'rrpletir: cf offficial tate of
ar ,s ;Archaeolgical Site Survey For:rr.

iist,.ri sites recuired a somewhat dif ferent set of eI v.l tiat ive
:,ethods i tcc ud in W r, h ival research and orF I i nterv ieE.

1-i oratory Analysis

lh.- "aboratorv u:nalysis phase involved the labotatorv preparation
or specirrens folewcd by the actual interpretive analvsis of recovered
mterial .r i:nd :aturt, data. Laboratory preparation bepan a:ter
completior. cf field work and involved cleaning and cataloging (numbering
and listing) all artiacts recovered during the project. 'his task
prepared the collectio.s tor permtanent curatiou and allowed
tht proper analysis of the materials.

historic metals, ctiamics and glass were sciub-washed. Cleaning
-,es a nd shell required one or more treatments depending on their

concition. Dense. well-preserved specimens were washed using a szoft

' rush. iiiable specimtns were first allowed to air dry and were
sUnsequentv ,'eaned by dusting and/or flaking away residue with an
imp't-ient appropriate tor the size and condition of the specimen. A
prote, t've sealer was applied o'er the inked sections of all numbered
specimens to permanentlv seal the identifying catalog number.

Chipi&eG-stone tools and lithic debitage constituted the largest

class el ,artifacts found on most prehistoric sites, in many cases,
thc se tools and associated debris make up the entire site inventory.
Slassii iation is important in organizing this data set and in providing
d 1cdv of information trom which inferences regarding cultural history
and sett Itment-sOb,,,Istence patterns can be made. For the Perry lake
sr. ev and testing program " classification syste similar to the one
deveioped for the Mi lford, Melvern and Pomona Lake survey (Schmits 1984)
was employed. '1:e assemblages from the sites were initially srted
intt raw materia' categories such as ceramics, chipped-stone tools,
grou:d stone, unworked stone and lithic .nutacturin F debris. Cbhipped-
, ., tols were SIibdi' . U, d into a ser ,es ot categories- based or the

p rese', r, (Ir ahsen. e nd type o f o.dge retouch present. \,' thin these
(,,itegori es a -suries c0 110ncttional tor,1 classes.; were defired on the basis

c'I morpho, ,: i ( shape5 , p1 acemerit ,.f working edge, edge shape and

eviden ef , edge darrag, oir wear. hese attributes will serve to
ibet tiA'.' hri, I unctioroil tool catego,(,ries whict, can then be a,,.cs ciated
,rti qpecitic prellistori 1tivitieF.
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Determination of National Register Eligibility

In that consideration of National Register eligibility represents a
fundamental aspect of and underlies the methodology of this project, the
National Register and determinations of National Register eligibility
are reviewed in the following section.

The centerpiece of the Federal preservation legislation is the
National Register of Historic Places, created by the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966. Inclusion on the National Register provides

protection for a cultural property from federal actions. Determining if

a site is eligible, potentially eligible, or non-eligible for listing on
the National Register is therefore a fundamental step in determining the
management needs of a specific resource. This need provides the
rationale for the majority of the proposed research program at Perry
Lake.

The criteria which determine whether a property is eligible for the
National Register are set forth in 36 CFR 60.4:

National Register criteria for evaluation. The
quality of significance in American history, architecture,

archaeology, and culture is present in districts, sites,

buildings, structures, and objects of State and local
importance that possess integrity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association,
and

(a) That are associated with the events that have
made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of

our history; or

(b) That are associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past: or

(c) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a

type, period, or method of construction, or that represent
- the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values,

or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or

(W) That have yielded, or Tray be likely to yield,
Information important in prehistory or history.

These criteria set forth in a neatly precise manner the substance
of what is termed "legal significance" (Schiffer and Gumerman 1977:245).

le state the situation concisely, it a property is adjudged to meet one
or more of the above criteria, then it is eligible for inclusion in the

National Pegister (i.e., it is a significant property) and therefore
:als under the provenience of Federal cultural resource protection
statutes. However, a determination of "significance" cannot be as
simply, and summarily assessed as the Federal Regulations seem to imply.
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Because the Federal statutes which govern most cultural resource
management projects revolve around determinations of significance and

National Register eligibility, a substantial amount of literature is
developing that explores these concepts (Dixon 1977; Glassow 1977;
McGinsey 1979; Raab and Klinger 1977, 1979; Scovill et al. 1972;1
Sharrock and Crayson 1979; Wendorf 1978). What is "significant" varies
trom area to area and through time as research interests change.
Promulgation of state and regional research designs, which are
authorized Uy the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, would
provide a groundwork, however, archaeologists have to make the necessary
determinations on the basis of what is already known, possible future
developments, existing research designs, comparisons, and with the best
overall professional judgement.

When dealing with determinations of eligibility for prehistoric
archaeological resources criterion D is generally used. For sites
bridging the prehistoric and historic periods, commonly referred to as
nrotohistoric sites, and which are characterized by a paucity of
historical documentation, criteria D remains the singlemost important

.criteria for evaluations of National Register significance. Criteria D
requires a determination that an archaeological resource has provided or
is capable of providing archaeological information important for our
understanding of the historic or prehistoric past. When we enter the
historic period and a growing diversity of historical documents,
however, ciiteria A, B, and C are also important in assessing the
significance of historical archaeological sites.

Determinations of eligibility based on criteria A and B rely on the
association of significant events or persons with a specific site or
sites. Determining significance in this case requires determining first
that a particular event of person is indeed significant in history and
second, that the significant event or person is demonstrably and
directly associated with a specific site. Although the archaeological

properties of a site are not in this case the reason for its
significance, it is of importance to demonstrate that the site does
exist and does possess an integrity which preserves to some degree its

condition at the time of association with a significant event or person.

Criterion C is important in considering historical archaeological
sites, but is most directly utilized in considering the standing
historical architecture components of a site. Evaluation of any
standing architecture at Perry Lake, if any, would have followed the
guidelines provided by the Kansas Preservation Plan, Study Unit on the
Period of Rural/Agricultural Dominance (1865-1900) (Kansas State
Historical Society 1984). This document focuses on the built

environment and provides a framework against which the importance of
individual resources nay be more precisely understood.

lhc most wide]v accepted and commonly employed means of making
determinations under criterion ) is to assess a site's potential to
contribute new or substantial data towards the rcsolution o one or more
specitic research questions. Increasingly, the general ability of sites
to provide the type, quantity, and quality ot data generally required to
solve anthropological and other interdisciplinary 1-roblems i becoming
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of importance as the basis for determinations of significance (Glassow
1977). This approach recognizes the need to preserve archaeological
data for research questions that have not yet been asked. In this case,
the redundance or non-redundancy of site data becomes an important
consideration.

In making recommendations for the sites encountered during the
Perry Lake project survey four basic criteria were utilized. these are:
(1) physical condition of the site, (2) the site content, (3) its
relationship to regional research questions, and (4) the expected impact
on the site. The first three were used to evaluate the potential of the
site for answering questions pertinent to the archaeology of the region
and the fourth was used in the process of making recommendations for
mitigation, if required.

Site condition was based on the amount and nature of post-
depositional disturbance. Factors such as plowing, construction
activities, road building, and natural erosion were taken into account.
The site content was based on the archaeological features or remains
which have been recorded or which can be expected to be present given
the erosional and depositional conditions at the site. Included in the
site content are such things as the presence or absence of a surface
distribution, preservation of sub-surface cultural deposits or features,
and the likelihood of recovering faunal or botanical remains or
diagnostic artifacts. These factors and others were examined to
determine which materials a future researcher might have to work with in
further evaluation of the site. The knowledge gained so far about the
particular site was then examined in relation to the present knowledge
about the region specifically with regard to its potential for improving
the data base regarding the historic past of the area.

These three major factors taken together were used in making a
judgment as to the relative significance of a particular site. In the
case of a site judged not significant no further work was recommended.
This does not mean the site is of no interest as an archaeological
manifestation but rather that further work would be unlikely to increase
the data base already collected in survey and testing. Destruction of
these sites will, therefore, not seriously affect the data base for the
region, provided they have been adequately documented.

In the case oi a site that is judged to be significant as a result
of further testing, there are then a limited number of options for
mitigation. The preferred option is preservation (Wendorf 1978, King
1975) which can include anything from simply withholding site location
information to active protection of the site, dependent of the
anticipated utilization of the area. The other options, in cases where
pilanned activities will destroy or seriously endanger the site, is data
recovery by excavation. The form of this excavation will vary in
relation to the nature of the site and the research questions to be
addressed. It could range from a controlled surface collection to a
major block excavation.
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V. HISTORY OF THE PERRY LAKE PROJECT AREA

Dennis Shockley

EARLY EXPLORATION

The historic period in Kansas traditionally begins in 1541 with the
expedition of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado. Coronado and his party of
about forty Spaniards reached the heart of present-day Kansas from
Yexico in the summer of 1541 in search of the fabled land of Quivira.
Although Coronado almost certainly did not venture as tar north and east
intc Kansas as Jefferson County or the Perry Lake project area, he did
lead the first European expedition into the region (Socolofsky 1972).
Acconpanying Coronado was the Roman Catholic priest Father Juan de
Padilla. The expedition searched in vain for gold for about two months
before returning to Mexico. However, Coronado left the first recorded
description of Kansas, the soil of which he observed as the "most
suitable that has been found for growing all the products of Spain, for,
besides being rich and black, it is well watered..." (Miller 1965).

Other Spanish expeditions followed. Padilla returned the next year
to continue his missionary work and was murdered by Indians. In 1593 or
1594, another Spanish expedition came to Kansas from the southwest and
all but one of the group were killed by Indians. In 1601, Juan Do
Onate, Governor of New Mexico, launched another Spanish journey into
Kansas, but only visited the south-central part of this state. The
final official Spanish expedition came almost two-hundred years later in
1793. when Pierre Vial, a Frenchman in the employ of Spain, passed
through southern Kansas en route from Santa Fe to St. Louis. It was
because of these early expeditions that Spain laid claim to most of the
southwest United States including Kansas (Socolofsky 1972).

France also played an important role in the early exploration of
Kansas. The French voyages of discovery down the Mississippi River by
Jacques Marquette and Louis Joliet in 1673 and Robert Cavelier, Sieur de
la Salle in 1682, along with subsequent settlement along that river,
established French claims to all the territory drained by the
Mississippi. Between 1712 and 1724, the French sent Etienne Veniard de
Bourgnont up the Missouri River in order to strengthen the French claim
to the Trans-Mississippi West. In 1724, he passed very near the project
area on his return eastward, passing through present-dav Tackscn and
Atchison Counties. One account actually credits Bourm.ont with passing

through Jefferson County (Bernard 1905). Five years earlier in 1719,

the Frenchman, Claude Charles Du Tisne came within a few miles of the I
project area (Socolofsky 1972). Unlike the Spanish, the French were

interested n fur trapping and trade with the Indians. French huntersand trappers began appearing on the Missouri River at least as early as

the 1790s, and then later proceeded up the Kansas River as far west as
Jefferson County searching for the supply of fur bearing animals that
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had been depleted on the Missouri. One of them, Francis Chauteau,
established a trading post known as Chauteau's Landing or Kansas Landing
near the confluence of the Missouri and Kansas (Kaw) Rivers in 1828. A
few years later, a cousin of Chauteau's set up a trading post on the
south side of the river opposite Jefferson County and about two miles
east of Lecompton. Fur bearing animals were plentiful and easily caught
at this early date and the French did a thriving business. They taught
the Kansa (Kaw) Indians and later the Delaware how to trap and then
traded with them for the furs. It is reasonable to believe the Delaware
River was also a fertile trapping area (Bates 1954). The French were
later followed by American trappers and traders.

In this early historical period, Kansas was populated by several
Indian peoples. The western portions of the state, or the high plains,
were occupied by the nomadic tribes of the Cheyenne and Arapaho,
followed later by the Kiowa and Comanche. The north-central portion of
the state was occupied by the Pawnee, while the eastern part of the
state was dominated by the Kaw to the north and the Osage to the south.
The Kansa tribe was the one which laid claim to the Kansas River valley
and the project area. Unlike the Indians of the high plains, who lived
a roving existence and depended on the buffalo, the Kaw had more
permanent villages and cultivated crops (Richmond 1974).

American exploration came next. The first official American

* expedition to come near the project area was the one headed by
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, 1804-1806, which traveled the
Missouri River. Next came Daniel Morgan Boone about 1805, who
eventually settled in what is now Jefferson County. The next official
exploration in the region was that of Zebulon Pike in 1806. It was
followed by the expedition led by Maior Stephen H. Long in 1819-1820.
Although Long circled Kansas, detachments from his expedition traveled

through the state (Richmond 1974).

The first recorded visit by Americans or Europeans to what is now
Jefferson County was headed in 1819 by Thomas Say from the Long
expedition. Say and his party left the Missouri River and traveled up
the Kansas River (which constitutes the southern boundary of Jefferson
County) as far west as present-day Manhattan, and then returned to the
Missouri River just below Atchison where they rejoined the main
expedition. On this return route, Say entered Jefferson County in the
northwestern corner, proceeded down the Delaware River to the falls, and
camped there on August 27, 1819 (Andreas 1883).

DANIVI. MORGAN B(ONE AND THE KAW INDIANS

d%'.

,50. Jh june 3, 1825, the U.S. Government concluded a treaty with the
"aw ir ians for tl,e purpose of removing various tribes from the Uhio
VaVi. and (;reat lakes region and relocating them on reservations in the
area that later hecam~e eastern Kansas. It was agreed that the
governrent weoild supply the Yaw with 300 cattle, 300 hogs, 500 fcwl,
three vo'e (if o:.:en, two carts, and farming tools for this privilege.
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General William Clark, the Superintendent of Indian Affairs, was
directed to hire such people as were necessary to teach the Kaw the use

of the tools and farming practices in general. The 1825 Treaty was
signed by Clark in St. Louis and by prominent Kaw chiefs such as White
Plume (head chief of the Kaw), Great Valor, Little White Bear, Real
Eagle and Great Doctor. (Chief White Plume was the great-great
grandfather of Charles Curtis, a United States Senator from Kansas in
the twentieth century and Vice-President during the Hoover presidency).
Special provision was made in the treaty for the Kaw half-breeds, who
were the offspring ot French traders. The Kaws, having twenty-three

half-breeds in their tribe, reserved twenty-three tracts, each
containing one square mile, all lying contingent to each other on the
northern bank of the Kansas River from the Kaw reserve (now the western .

boundary of Soldier Township in Shawnee County) to about four miles east
of the Delaware River in what ii now Jefferson County. These tracts lie
along the southern border of what is now Kaw Township. This area was
not opened for settlement but was settled by white men regardless of the
claims of the Indians. After a great deal of controversy and
litigation, the settlers purchased this land and it now appears on

abstracts as Kaw half-breed Indian land, usually described by survey
numbers instead of by Township and Range. The reason for this
designation was the undeterminable southern boundary caused by the
course of the Kansas River (First Hundred Years 1955).

The first Euroamerican settlement in Jefferson County and Kansas
consisted of appointees of the Superintendent Clark hired to teach the
Kaw agrarian skills pursuant to the 1825 Ireaty. These government
employees included a blacksmith, farmer and Indian agent. They settled

on the northern bank of the Kansas River near the present site of
Williamstown. This became the first Indian agency in Kansas. The
individual hired by Clark to teach the Kaw farming practices was Major
Daniel Morgan Boone, son of the legendary frontiersman, Daniel Boone.

Daniel Morgan Boone was born in Kentucky in 1770, the third son of
the Kentucky hero. At the age of 25, he left home to explore westward.
He accompanied two French trappers as far west as the present site of
Kansas City. After his return to Kentucky, he induced his father to
move to what is now Missouri in 1796, finally settling at a place called
Boone's Licks where, among other things, they engaged in the manufacture
of salt. The elder Boone, as well as his sons, made numerous excursions
along the Kansas River up to one hundred miles from its mouth. These
hunting trips occurred between the years 1805 and 1815. Of Boone's five
sons, it was Daniel Morgan and Nathan, the youngest, who made the most
frequent trips up the Kansas (First Hundred Years 1955).

Daniel Morgan Boone was appointed in 1827 and given the title
"Farmer for the Kansas Indians". He moved his family to Kansas and the
"Boone Settlement" became the first EuroAmerican settlement in Jefferson

County or in Kansas, being established more than a quarter-century

before the state was opened for settlement in 1854. There on August 22,

IP28, Napoleon Boone was born. He is credited with being the firstwhite child born in Jefferson County or Kansas and the only one of the

Boone's twelve children to be born in Kansas. A relative of Boone's
wife was the blacksmith for the Kaw agency (Remsburg 1936). About 1835
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4 or 1836, Boone and his family left Jefferson County and moved south of
Westport, Missouri where he lived until his death. John C. McCoy, a

frontier surveyor and missionary to the Indians (son of the missionary
Isaac McCoy, who worked with Indians in Indiana and Michigan) and his

brother, Rice, made all the original surveys in Jefferson County for the
government. They met Boone several times between 1829 and 1836
surveying the territory for the relocation of the emigrant Indian
tribes. He described Boone as a good man and a hard worker. John McCoy
and Charles McCoy could be a progenitor of h. McCoy and Charles McCoy
identified in the 1899 and 1916 plat books of Jefferson County (Andreas K
1883).

ISSAC MCCOY AND INDIAN RESETTLEMENT IN KANSAS

Reverend Isaac McCoy was a Baptist minister, missionary and

teacheL, who believed that eastern Indian tribes needed to be moved
beyond the Mississippi away from the influence of the white man in order
to become Christian farmers. In the late 1810s and early 1820s, he
worked among the Miami Indians in Indiana. In 1822, he moved to
Michigan where he did work with the P ttawatomie. McCoy was

instrumental in convincing President James Monroe and his Secretary of
War, John C. Calhoun, to conclude the 1825 Treaty with the Kaw and Osage

tribes. McCoy was later appointed a surveyor and Indian agent to assist
in Indian resettlement. lie is credited with establishing several

missions and schools in Kansas.

In 1829, the Delaware Indians signed a treaty with the United
States government which relocated them in Kansas from Missouri. The
reservation set aside for them included all of what is now Jefferson
County. In addition, several Indian tribes in the eastern United States
were transplanted to Kansas, before and following the Indian Removal Act
of 1830. Approximately 11,000 Indians were removed to Kansas beginning
in 1829 over the course of a decade. Among these emigrant Indians were
all or parts of the following tribes: Delaware, Shawnee, Kickapoo,
Wyardotte, Stockbridge, Miami, Pottawatomie, Ottawa, Munsee, Iowa, Wea,

Chippewa, Piankesltaw, and Sac and Fox. In all, nearly thirty tribes
were assigned reservations in eastern Kansas, however, in some cases
only a few tribe members lived there or none at all (Richmond 1974).

The Delaware reservation granted the tribe all land north of the
Kansas Siver beginring at its confluence with the Missouri, running west
about forty miles to the eastern boundary of the Kaw nation, then north
about thirty miles to the Kickapoo reserve, and finally east to the
Missouri River just south of Leavenworth. The Delaware also reserved a
strip a few miles wide that was perallel to the northern edge of the

Kaw Indian reserve. In 1843, the Delaware sold the most eastern
thirty-six sections to the Wyandotte tribe, which later became Wyandotte
County. In 1854, the Delaware ceded their surplus lands to the United
qtates when Fansas becime a Territory; however, they retained a strip
-ibout ten miles wide alorp the northern bank of the Kansas River
i C::cluding the half-breed tracts. The remainder of their holdings in
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Jefferson County included all land south of a line running east and west '
through the present site of Oskaloosa and all land east of a line
running north and south and one mile west of the Delaware River. In
exchange for their surplus lands, the Delaware received a trust fund
resulting from the sale of these lands by the government to settlers.
In addition, indemnity payments in excess of $40 million were paid to
the Kaw for timber and other losses. In 1860, a final treaty divided -

the reservation into individual land grants to each tribe member and the
balance was sold to the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western Railroad. By
1867, the last of the Delaware had moved from Jefferson County to the
Indian Agency at Wichita (First Hundred Years 1955). The railroad was
never built and disputes over part of the land were not resolved until
1868 (Steffey 1975). .

EARLY TRAILS AND TRANSPORTATION

Many early trails criss-crossed what is now Kansas prior to it
becoming a territory in 1854. The most famous of these were the Santa
Fe and Oregon Trails. While neither of these two trails passed through
Jefferson County, they nonetheless had a significant effect on both the
growth and development of Kansas and Jefferson County. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century, the western part of the United States was
almost entirely undeveloped. The only major travel routes were rivers.
William Becknell is credited with establishing the Santa Fe Trail.
Around 1821, mule and ox drawn wagons and pack trains began traveling
between the confluence of the Kansas and Missouri Rivers and Santa Fe,
where the Spanish had established a govern!'ent headquarters and trading
outpost in the fifteenth century. By 1824, the trade between Westport
Landing (Kansas City) and Santa Fe became so heavy that Congress
authorized a survey of the route. The survey of the 775 mile route was
completed in 1826. Wagon ruts can still be seen today on portions of
the old trail. The Santa Fe Trail passed about twenty miles south of
Jefferson County (Whitson 1959). Beginning in 1867, a succession of
military forts were built along the trail to plotect travelers from the
Indians.

The Oregon Trail was another important trail which ran through
Kansas. It started at Westport Landing, followed the Santa Fe Trail and
parted for the northwest about forty miles from Kansas City. It was
also known as the California Trail, Platte Trail and the Mormon Trail.
It was first used by fur traders and by the 1840s traffic increased to
Oregon. The California Cold Rush increased its use by luring many young
men like Napoleon Boone to the gold fields in 1849 and 1850. The Oregon
Trail came much closer to Jefferson 'rnty, passing about ten miles to
the south of the Kansas River.

The extensive use of the Oregon Trail led the United States
government to initiate efforts to learn more about the westward trail.
and to establish forts to protect traders and supply lines. Between
1842 and 1853, John C. Fremont, the famous explorer and politician, made
five trips across Kansas, four of them for the government. He came \,crv
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near Jefferson County on at least two occasions. His fifth expedition
in 1853 at his own expense was to survey a route for a Pacific railroad
between the latitude of 38 and 39 degrees (Bernard 1905). Fremont in
his accounts of Kansas was not as critical as Pike, Long and others in
describing the area as a "desert". He indicated the agricultural
potential of the region.

Tn 1847, Mormons began crossing northeastern Kansas on their way to

Utah. In 1851, some Mormon families, en route from Kansas City to the
Salt Lake region, stopped near what is now Thompsonville in Jefferson
County on the Delaware River. There they remained for about two years.
They built three log cabins and cultivated about fifteen acres. Three
Mormon women died of cholera during their stay and were buried on the
land. The Mormons evidently entertained the idea of settling
permanently in the area, but could not gain title to the land from the
Indians (Andreas 1883).

In 1849, construction began on a military road from Fort
Leavenworth to Fort Riley (at Junction City). The road was built as a
supply line between the forts and to accomodate the increased influx of
settlers. The road was built under the supervision of Joseph 0. Sawyer
and was completed in 1854 (Steffey 1975). This road, more than any
other event up to this time, facilitated the settlement of Jefferson
County. The road crossed Jefferson County entering from near the
northeastern corner of the county, and then heading southwest to
Winchester, west to Hickory Point, and then southwest to Ozawkie, where

it crossed the Delaware River. From that point, it proceeded through
the county southwest to Mount Florence near Meriden, where it crossed
into Shawnee County. Thus, it crossed the Lake Perry project area at
about its mid-point (Andreas 1883). Every summer hundreds of wagon
trains, carrying supplies for the forts farther to the west, traveled
this road. Sometimes the soldiers did damage to settlers' property,
stealing poultry and livestock (Cole 1911). The road stretched 130
miles between Fort Leavenworth and Fort Riley. In 1853, prior to
completion of the road, a traveler commented that the road was "the
roughest and most disagreeable one that ever was traveled by white man
or nigger since the days of Moses. It was an incessant crossing of
creeks, sloughs, quagmires, swampy bottoms and rocky hollows. It will
cost government more than the new post to make that road practicable for
general travel". That year, Congress allocated $11,725 for
"establishing communication between Fort Leavenworth and the Republican
Fork of the Kansas River". But most of the bridge building came later
(Barrs 1954).

Another form of transportation began in Kansas in 1859 with the
founding of the Leavenworth and Pike's Peak Express Company. Mule teams
drove stages between Leavenworth and Denver, a popular route especially

%after gold was discovered in western Kansas (now Colorado) in the 1850s.
It ran over the military road past Fort Riley to Denver. State station
" 3 was located at Ozawkie (Miller 1976). This stage line was sold ir
186C after the gold fields declined. It continued to operate into the
1860s under two other company names (Richmond 1974).
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The Butterfield Overland Dispatch was created in 1865. As early as
18b0, David Butterfield had sent surveying expeditions west from
Atchison to Denver to plot an appropriate route. An 1865 survey by
Lieutenant Julian Fitch left a detailed account of the route (Fitch

1928). In 1865, the Butterfield line began tri-weekly passenger
service. The trip from Atchison to Fort Riley was made in twenty-two
hours. The trip to Denver took five to six days if there were no
problems. Butterfield owned twenty coaches and twelve oxen, arid
numerous mules and horses. The Butterfield stage line only lasted
eighteen months, due primarily to the financial loss caused by Indian
destruction. Also, the coming of the railroads marked its extinction
(Shockley 1985). The Butterfield stage line ran through Jefferson
County and the project area crossing the Delaware River at Ozawkie.

In the middle of the stage coach explosion came the Pony Express
which began operation on April 3, 1860. For nearly eighteen months, it
ran from St. Joseph, Missouri to Sacramento, California using part of
the old Oregon Trail. The completion of the Pacific telegraph put an
end to this famous mail service. The Pony Express did not trave2

through Jefferson County (Bernard 1905).

In addition to trails and land transportation, the rivers played an
important role in early settlement. The rivers were first traveled by
Indian canoes and French pirogues, then later by keelboats and
steamboats. After 1840, steamboats were an important form of western
transportation. In 1854, the first steamboat, Excel, carried a thousand
barrels of flour to Fort Riley along the Kaw and made several more trips
that year. By 1856, some sixty steamboats operated between St. Louis
and Kansas City on the Missouri River. However, navigation on the Kaw
proved hazardous due to shifting sand bars. Another kind of water
transportation that proved important to Kansas was the ferry boat.
Ferry boats were used on almost every stream of any consequence
(Richnmond 1974). The Douglas Ferry and the Tecumseh Ferry crossed the
Kaw and connected Jefferson County to the southern bank of the river
(First Hundred Years 1955).

BLEEDING KANSAS

Kansas was born as a territory and opened to settlement on May 30,
1854 with the Kansas-Nebraska Act. That landmark bill basically
repealed the Missouri Compromise of 1820, which prohibited slavery north
of 36' 30' or the southern boundary of Missouri. Instead, the act
called for "popular sovereignty", the concept that voters would decide
for themselves if sla\ery would be allowed in the new territories. This
act touched off a battle in Kansas between proslavery and free-state or

antislavery forces which captured national attention and became part of
the secticnalism that led to the Civil War in 1861. That same year,
!F54, the Republican Party was organized in opposition to the possible

cxtension of slavery (Richmond 1974).
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Settlement of the Kansas Territory began in earnest in 1854. The
first settlers came primarily from Missouri, not to conspire to bring
Kansas into the Union as a slave state, but rather to get there first to
find the good land and to stake out claims. They were for the most
part, however, sympathetic toward the institution of slavery. Tne
cities of Atchison and Leavenworth were first settled by Missourians who
were proslavery, thus community politics in these cities reflected that
fact. Antislavery forces in New England raced to Kansas to "save" it
from slavery. The Emigrant Aid Company of Massachusetts, supported
financially by New England abolitionists, served as a conduit for
antislavery settlers into Kansas. These settlers were responsible for
founding the cities of Lawrence and Topeka (Zornow 1957).

V. President Franklin Pierce chose Andrew H. Reeder, a Pennsylvania
attoiiyev, as the first territorial governor and he immediately called
for art election in November of 1854. On election day, many Missourians
crossed the state line and voted illegally. The result was the election
of a proslavery delegate to Congress. Another election held in March,
1855, to form a legislature also was deluged by Missouri forces and the
tirst territorial legislature was unanimously proslavery. These illegal
Missouri voters were known as "border ruffians" by free-staters (Zornow
1957).

Very few settlers actually settled in Jefferson County until 1855,
," . ilthough a number did come in 1854, settling near the military road or

along the Kansas River. The most prominent settlement was at the
military road crossing of the Delaware (Crasshopper) River at Ozawkie,
where in 1854 brothers William and George Dyer located and set up a farm
and trading post. Also in 1854, Henry Zen located at the falls on the

2!1. Delaware River, where he built a cabin. There was scattered settlement
all over the county by 1857, when the final Delaware purchase lands were
sold at auction. Since Jefferson County was so close to Missouri, it
shared in the earliest tide of settlement.

Jefferson County was deeply involved in the slavery debate. In the
1854 election, seventy-one votes were cast at George Dyer's house at
Uzawkie, the designated polling place, and sixty-nine votes went for the
proslavery candidate to Congress. Tn the territorial election of 1855,
the "border rutfians" forcefully took control of the polling place in
Jefferson County and drove away free-staters. The proslavery candidate
won 234 to 6, although the census of the previous month only showed 96
cligible voters (Andreas 1883). Jefferson County was officially
organized in 1855. Ploslavery cities platted in that year included
Jefferson City, Ozawkie, Mt. Florence, Kaw City, and Rising Sun. They

- were all short-lived except Ozawkie. Antislavery settlers were later in
coming. Grasshopper Falls (Valley Falls) was settled predominantly by
tree-staters. On the western side of the Delaware, across from Ozawkie,
the free-state city of Pleasant Hill thrived for awhile. Wincbester,[ laid out in 1857, was a city evenly divided on the slavery question

(First Hundred Years 1955).

In 1855, the first post office was established at Ozawkie with
George Dyer as postmaster. Post offices were established later that

% "year at Hickory Point and Crasshopper Falls. Also, that year, townsites
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were laid out at both Ozawkie and Grasshopper Falls. That year also

marked the first birth in the new county, as well as the first marriage

(Andreas 1883).

The new territorial legislature met in 1855 and passed what became

known as the "bogus laws", which included the Missouri slave code. The
free-staters decided to hold their own convention in the fall of 1855.

They met in Topeka and wrote a free-state constitution with Charles

Robinson serving as governor. This further added to the political

confusion. There were no party labels at this time; you were either

proslavery or free-stater. At the legislative elections held by the

"free-state party" in January, 1856, Jefferson County sent George S.

Hillyer to the Senate and William Crosby, William Hicks and Issac Cody %

to the lower house (Andreas 1883).

issac Cody was the father of William "Buffalo Bill" Cody, the

famous army scout and later purveyor of the "wild west show". lssac

Cody moved to Kansas from Le Claire, Iowa where his son William was born

in 1846. The elder Cody moved his family to Kansas in 1854 locating

near Fort Leavenworth. He later surveyed the townsite of Grasshopper
Falls and promoted that city. Shortly after the Cody family moved to

Kansas, Issac was stabbed by proslavery ruffians supposedly because of

his abolitionist sentiments. He recovered, but less than three years

later in 1857, he acquired a chill and died. The family always believed

his death was due to complications as a result of the stabbing (Miller

1963).

With his father gone, young Will worked to support the family.

While still an adolescent, he hired out to a freighting firm. Later, he

rode briefly for the Pony Express. In 1864, he enlisted in the army,

but saw no service in Civil War battle. After the war, he drove stage

coaches and scouted for the Army for several years (Miller 1963). He

became a legend in the Old West and later in the century he owned and

operated the internationally famous, Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show.

Political troubles increased in 1856. The United States House of

Representatives would receive neither the proslavery nor the free-state

delegate to Congress. Early in 1856, the proslavery forces picked

Lecompton as the territorial capital. Since it was only twelve miles
from the free-state city of Lawrence, tensions mounted. That year snw

the minor bloodshed of the previous year increase. Lawrence was

attacked by proslavery forces and two people were killed. In May, five

proslavery men were killed or Pottawatomie Creek in Franklin County by a

group of free-staters led by John Brown. Other skirmishes near Baldwin

and at Osawatomie, as well as Franklin and Trading Post, led to more

killing. Between 1854 and 1861, approximately fifty persons died.

W ile this ni,'rber may not seem excessive, it made headlines in the

eastern United States and brought the slavery question to the forefront

during the presidential election of 1860 (Richmond 1974).

Jefferson County was not immune to the violence and bloodshed.

Early in 1856, Grasshopper Falls was sacked by proslavers who burned a

store, stole horses and fired several shots, and while there were no

deaths, there was bloodshed. Other skirmishes in the county are
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recorded. The next encounter of the free-state forces and proslavers
took place in September of 1856 (Independent 1876). The free-state
general, James Lane, hearing of proslavery activities in Jefferson
County, proceeded to Ozawkie where he and his militia apprehended some

proslavers who had been harassing the town. There they learned that a
large party of proslavery men were collected at Hickory Point, north of
Oskaloosa. On their arrival at Hickory Point, Lane and his men found a
force of about 100 proslavers, under the command of Captain Robertson. I
Lane attacked, but the proslavery forces were well entrenched.
Reinforcements arrived the next day and Lane bombarded the cabins where
the adversaries were hidden. The two day battle ended with one killed
and nine wounded on both sides (Andreas 1883).

~The next effort to write an acceptable constitution and enter the
union came in the summer of 1857 when proslavery delegates composed a

document in Lecompton. The constitution was approved by a vote in

December of that year. In January, 1858, Kansas had an election, but
this time the free-staters won. The Lecompton Constitution was voted
down in yet another election later in the year. Finally, in 1859, the
delegates met in Kansas City and adopted the Wyandotte Constitution
which was a free-state document following closely the Ohio Constitution.
The Wyandotte Constitution was eventually accepted by the federal
government and Kansas entered the Union on January 29, 1861.

EARLY SETTLEMENT: DELAWARE TOWNSHIP

Delaware Township was one of three organized townships formed in
Jefferson County in January, 1856 and was originally named Grasshopper
Township. The first Euroamerican settler was Henry Zen in 1854.
Grasshopper Falls (Valley Falls) was the first permanent settlement.
Soon other settlers followed. In 1855, a saw and grist mill was planned
by a company of which Issac Cody was an organizer. In the spring of
1855, the town was named Grasshopper Falls after the insects that were

abundant in the area. Several lots were given to leading citizens after
the town was surveyed by Cody. Among the recipients were Governor
Reeder and General Lane. A. J. Whitney was named the first postmaster.

The original name, Grasshopper Falls, was changed by the

legislature to Sautrelle Falls (the French term for grasshopper) but
citi7ens failed to appreciate the name. A later legislative change
returned the original name to the city in 1875 (Vindicator 1938) and by
1889 the name was changed to Valley Falls. The first church was erected
1) tl-e liuthera.ns in 1857 and the first school followed that .ae %ear.
f arlv in the spring of 1856, Willam and R. H. Crosbv built n small

- frame dry goods store. This store was burned in the slavery troubles of
September, 1856, and rebuilt in 1857. P.H. Crosbv later became a
banker. In 1857, the Cataract Hotel was built in Grasshopper Falls
(Arid rea; 1883 ) .

'The city of Grasshopper Falls grew slowly through the 'i, War and
after. The ack of railroads retarded its prore,, and grrwth more tin!r
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any other factor. In 1865, the Union Pacific Railroad built a line
across the county along the Kansas River. The Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe, organized by Cyrus K. Holliday, an early transportation
pioneer in Kansas, proposed a railroad through Grasshopper Falls as
early as 1865, but voters defeated a bond issue related to it. Similar
unsuccessful proposals were made until 1872 when the A.T. & S.F. line
was built through the city. Also, in 1872, the Kansas Central Railroad
was successful in opening a line through the township (Elliott 1970).
This railroad development helped Jefferson County almost triple its
population between 1860 and 1875.

In 1873, an incident occurred in Grasshopper Falls which can

properly be called a tragedy. On November 29 of that year, two known
horse thieves were arrested and killed by their guards, who feared they
were escaping to avoid a vigilante committee of Grasshopper Falls
residents. One of the guards, S. G. Green, was found guilty of murder
and sentenced to prison. He was pardoned by the governor in 1875 and
became a successful farmer and revered citizen in the community (Davis
1985).

With railroads now on the scene, the city began promoting itself.
A promotional pamphlet of 1875 described Jefferson County as having an
abundance of undeveloped agricultural land and an agricultural yield in
that year that showed the fertility of the soil to be superior. In
addition, the pamphlet stated there was an abundance of timber,
minerals, churches, but no bonded debt ("Read, Reflect..."1875).

Another pamphlet in 1889 stated that there was "no more beautiful
town in Kansas" than Valley Falls. The business directory section

boasted eight dry goods stores, six grocery stores, six hardware and
machinery stores, two furniture stores, four barber shops, and three
meat markets. The city also claimed five restaurants, three hotels,
three drug stores, two jewelry stores, two banks, two mills, four
blacksmiths, four livery stables, three harness and saddle shops, two
stock buyers, seven physicians, two lawyers, two dentists, five boarding
houses, three millinery and dressmaking shops and one veterinarian. In
addition, there were several clubs and fraternal orders, four weekly

newspapers, eight churches, an electric light plant and a public
telephone station. In 1889, Valley Falls had a population of 1,245 and
the county had approximately 17,000 citizens (Walker 1889).

EARLY SETTLEMENT: OZAWKIE TOWNSHIP

O)zawkie Township (1856) is the oldest settled township in the
county and the city of Ozawkie is the oldest settlement in the county,
started in 1854, and the townsite was laid out in 1855. That same year,
Ozawkie was named the county seat. The land sales that occurred there

in 1857 started a flurry of speculation fever around the county seat.
Several large buildings were erected and a hotel was built. Town lots
sold at a premium. Then, in 1858, the bubble hurst. The county seat
was moved to Oskaloosa by election and Ozawkie becaire a quiet country
village.
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In 1881, the Townships of Union, Oskaloosa, Ozawkie and Rock Creek
voted bonds for the Leavenworth, Topeka and Southwestern Railroad. lhe
;ine was completed from Leavenworth to Meriden by 1882, but it was
purchased by the Santa Fe Railroad prior to completion. In 1863, the
city had a population of about two hundred. It also had five stores,
one lar;c mill, one hotel, one livery stable, one blacksmith and wagon

shop, two churches, one school and one doctor (Andreas 1883). in 1885,
the tirst newspaper was published in Ozawkie. Elijah Harding, William

Wdlker and William Boles were three of the oldest settlers of the county
dnd were all still living in 1891 (Patrick 1891).

The name of Ozawkie is Indian in origin and probably comes fron the
rarIme of the Sauk or Sac tribe. Old missionary records spell the tribe's
name in - cveral form,, including Osaukis and Oussakis. The name has alsobeen traced to a Sauk and Fox Chief (Vindicator 1940).

EARLY SETTLEMENT: OSKALOOSA TOWNSHIP

(skaloosa Township was originally organized as Slough Creek
lownship and was one of the first three townships. The first settler in
the township was Dr. James Noble, who located near Oskaloosa. Among the

Sfirst settlers were Noble's brother, Thomas, Terry Trapp, N. B. and

J.H.C. Hopewell, J. R. Rickman, E. and Jacob Faubion, H. 0. Finch, John
Jeffries, William Meredith and George and Conrad Schuster. The first
town laid out was .acksonville, located about one mile east of the

present town of Oskaloosa in 1855. The town project was soon abandoned

(Andreas 1883).
ii.

Later in 1855, the city of Oskaloosa was laid out by Jesse Newell
and Joseph Fitsimons. In 1856, Newell built a steaw saw mill nearby.
The town site was originally named Iowa City. The first store was
established in 1856 and was operated by Fitsimons, who also became the

first postmaster the following year.

rn October, 1858, the county seat was moved to Oskaloosa by the
voters of the county. Valley Falls came in second just four votes

behind. Oskaloosa was incorporated in 1869. By 1883, there were five
churches, one school, three newspapers, four hotels and two banks. In
1877, W. C. Fowler was elected to the office of Recorder of Deeds of
Jeftecson County (Andreas 1883).

EARLY SETTLEMENT: ROCK CREEK TOWNSHIPII "The first settlement in Rock Creek township was by Villiam Wade in

1854. !n 1855, Aaron and George Cook, A. Pearsall and Tames Dempsey

arrived. The first business was a grocery and whiskey store opened at
Mount Florence. The first post office was establis-ed at Mount Florence
in 1b with C. D. Shields as postmaster. Meriden was the principle
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town situated at the Junction of the Santa Fe and the Leavenworth,
Topeka and Southwestern railroads. Meriden had a population of almost
350 by 1883. It also had in that year seven general stores, one drug
store, one hardware store, three grain elevators, one furniture store,
two hotels, two livery stables and five churches. There were also three
doctors and two lawyers. The town was platted in 1872 on land owned by

U Albert Owens. The first post office was established In Meriden in 1872,
with Frank Cunningham as postmaster. Another town, Rock Creek, served
as a station on the Santa Fe line, but was nothing more than that
(Andreas 1883).

EARLY SETTLEMENT: FAIRVIEW TOWNSHIP

This township, south of Ozawkie, was formed in 1871 on a petition
from j. H. Saylor and fifty others. Elections were held that year and
Jacob Metsger was chosen Township Treasurer. No towns developed in this
rural township, but a school district was founded in 1869 (Andreas
1883).

EARLY SETTLEMENT: KENTUCKY TOWNSHIP

This township was formed in 1856. The first Euroamerican settler
was John Scaggs. The first settlements were on the Kaw half-breed

tracts on the Kansas River. The first town was Rising Sun, laid out by
Joseph Haddox in 1857. The first post office was established at Rising

Sun in 1858 with L. Lutt as postmaster. Rising Sun flourished until the
Kansas Pacific Railroad bypassed it in 1865.

In 1865, the city of Perry was surveyed and platted by the Kansas
Pacific. By 1883, Perry had a population of 600. Its businesses
included two general stores, one hardware store, one grocery store, one
drug store, one furniture store, one millinery store, two blacksmith
shops, two hotels and a grist mill. The town also had three churches
and a school. The post office was established in 1865 with Josiah
Terrell as the first postmaster.

Other cities in the township included Medina, Newman, Centerville
and Tiompsonville. The latter was located on the Delaware River, about
three miles northwest of Perry. It only had a population of seventy,
but had a post office which was established in 1878 with C. T. Tolles as
postmaster. The village was located on the site of the Mormon
settlement of 1851. It was named for C. L. Thompson, who erected a mill

4 there In 1865 (Andreas 1883). Kaw, Rural, Sarcoxie, Union, Jefferson
S and Norton Townships constitute the remaining townships in Jefferson

County, but lie outside the Perry Lake project area.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY, KANSAS 1870-1900

The period from 1870-1900 in Kansas was one which experienced a
number of economic, environmental, cultural and political disruptions.
The grasshopper plague came in 1874, which decimated already
drought-stricken crops. The grasshoppers stayed so long that they
destroyed whole fields of wheat. The insects traveled in swarms, had
voracious appetities and would eat the salt off a hoe handle (Rich
1960). The grasshoppers hit Jefferson Count) in August end left many
farmers in dire straits. To make matters worse, the grasshoppers came
again in 1875. In 1872, major flooding occurred on both the Kaw and

V Delaware Rivers. Severe winds damaged crops and buildings in i815.
Despite these problems, the county continued to do well agriculturally.

In 1876, the United States celebrated its Centennial. Jefferson
County celebrated with a huge party at the Oskaloosa courthouse. Some
citi Ens of the county traveled to the national party at Philadelphia.
The Kansas exhibit at Philadelphia contained an immense Liberty Bell
made of Kansas grasses hung from the center of the hall and just
underneath it was a representation of the nation's capitol dome built
entirely of Kansas apples with tall jars of grain and seed for the
pillars. Visitors to the exhibit were amazed by the Kansas display of
fruits, vegetables and cereal grains (First Hundred Years 1955).

I 1881, the price of corn and wheat reached the peak achieved
during the years 1870-1900. The primary grain produced during this
period in Jefferson County was corn; the primary livestock was swine.
l)uring the 1880s, land values rose about 400 per cent statewide. Kansas
was booming; however, in 1887, an economic crash hit, triggered by
mounting drought. in Kansas, farmers carried an average debt four times
the national average as a result. This burden was directly related to
the movements of agrarian discontent in Kansas which reached the fore in
the form of Populism. Fortunately, Jefferson County and the eastern
third of the state were well settled before ]88f1 and thus farms had been

purchased before the advance in prices and the 1887 collapse was easier
to bear. The Depression of 1887 hit central and western Kansas the
hardest. Heavy mortgages as a result of drought led to farm
foreclosures, 11,122 of them between 1889 and 1892 in Kansas (Zornow
1957).

By 1896, eastern Kansas had recovered and prosperity gradually

crept back. During the i880s and 1 890s, sorghum had been introduced
S;uccessfully in Kansas by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The
kafir came first, then milo. In 1873, there were only 4,200 acres of

sorghum in Kansas. By 1893, the acreage was greater than all other
'rops except corn, wheat and alfalfa. Sorghum was not raised in
TetferSOn County in any significant amounts until after 1F93 (Kansis
State iloard of Ag. 1873-1983).

In IS9, coal was discovered near Meriden. The citizers of Meriden
were excited by the discovery and the Meriden Coal and Mining Company
u.as soon torned with W. F. Rice as president. By September, 1iFq, the
coal company ma mining 6D0 1-ushels of coal a day. The coal was sod to
the railroads tor fuel.
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The agricultural problem of the latter part of the nineteenth
century in Kansas led to a fascinating chronicle of political events in
Kansas during this same period. Jefferson County voted Republican
faithfully during this period although voters flirted with the
Populists. In 1880, Kansas became the first state in the Union to adopt
constitutional prohibition of liquor (a legacy that has continued to
toda)). The prohibition forces were led by such forces as the Women's
Christian Temperence Union and Carry Nation (Davis 1976). Republicans
dominated state government in the 1870s and 1880s, although a Democratic
governor did slip into office for two years beginning in 1883.

Tn Oskaloosa, the election of a woman mayor and five councilwomen

in April 1888 received national and international attention. Voters
were rather ashamed of previous administrations, so a clean government
comnmittee came up with the idea of an all-woman city government. They
won in an overwhelming landslide. The new city council initiated
several reforms including a Sunday closing law, a curfew, and an
anti-spitting ordinance. Also, new sidewalks were installed, streets
widened, a dog pound built and prohibition enforced. All but two of the
group stood for reelection and easily won. The women were suvported by
the local Farmer's Alliance Organization. Jefferson County historians
claim that this was the first "all-petticoat" municipal government in
America (First Hundred Years 1955).

!he agricultural depression of the 1880s gave birth to the Farmer's
Alliance movement that became the People's Party or Populist Party in
I9. Although it was primarily rural in nature, the leadership of the
Popu_'ist Party drew heavily from lawyers, editors and women who were
interested in social and economic reform. Tn 1892, they ousted the
dominant Republicans and elected their state slate to office. The
agricltural depression of 1893 was ironically blamed on the incumbent
.opulist governor and the Republicans regained their hold on state
government in 1894 and continued to control government well into the
twentieth century (Zornow 1957).

The nineteenth century ended with the Spanish-American War of 1898.
Volunteers from Jefferson County served mainly in General Frederick
Funston's famous "Fighting 20th Kansas lnfantry" and for the 21st, 22nd
and 23rd Kansas Volunteer regiments. Also, county men served in other
army units and in the Philippine constabulary. Jefferson County Negro
troops served in the 23rd regiment under Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
(ir t Hundred Years 1955).

JEFFERSON COUNTY INTO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

4~.

The new century began in Jefferson County with the coming of4. resi('ential telephones, electric lights, manufactured ice and the

i1 ntomohlit. All of these reached Jefferson County at about the same
time. The first local telephone "exchange" was installed in Oskaloosa
in 9(00. In 1901, the first telephone system was organize&I in Perry; it
,-rsiste' nf only a few wires strung on poles to about five or -:-x
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customers. In 1q03, Perry received long distance service and in 1907
,wa.s connected to surrounding towns. In 1902, a local electric company

was formed in Oskaloosa Independent 1960).

ihe automobile was considered a curiosity when it tirst appeared
in the county. With the invention and increased use of the automobile

drme a clamour lor better roads. Horse drawn buggies and wagons could
cra'Vei ovLr muddy roads, but not the automobile. Roads were first laid
out (,i suction lines and were financed under the poll tax system.
"Autmobile Good Roads Tours" were sponsored by various organizations to
promote tl,e building of good roads. Prizes were offered for various; car
races, and neuspapers sponsored "cup runs" with the ,inner receiving a
loving cup as a trophy. As the number of automobileF increased, the
demand for more and better roads became greater. Pressure on the State
!Jegisiatute led to the "Good Roads" bIll of 1907. Kansas was the first
state to have such a law and it primarily affected rural or county
cads. State highway improvements came in 1917 with the crection of a

state highway department. In 1908, A. 0. Kendall purchased the first

automtobile in Ozawkie, a Model T roadster (Rates 1954).

The high school also reached Jefferson County around the turn of
the century and organized athletics soon followed. During World War I,
the State Legislature provided for rural high schools. In 1907,
'Oskaleosa integrated its city schools and a new school was erected the
followving year. The Ozawkie high school was organized in 1915. In
19.L, a new high school was constructed at Perry for a cost of $60,000
(independent 1960).

-r:.. Prior to World War I. in 1916, at. independent military company was
organized in the county headquarters at Oskaloosa. it uws part of the

preparedness efrort in regard to the war then raging in Europe. A
building was set aside as an armory and a rifle range installed. This
became Company B, 2nd Kansas Volunteer Infantry which was called into

service on the Mexican border iit 1916 to deal with Pancho Villa. In the
sumimet of 1917, Company B became part of the 3rd Kansas infantry and
traveled to Loniphan, Oklahoma on the Fort Sill reservation to prepare

for its trip to Europe after the U.S. declared war in April, 1917. It
sa, :,ervice in many of the heavy engagements of the war in France as

part of the 35th Division (First Hundred Years 1955). Passenger trains
'cadod witb soldiers and freight trains loaded with battle equipment and

,supplies passed through Jefferson County headed for Europe. Meanwhile,
"tre flks back home saw food rationing in the form of meatless Tuesdays
and wheatless Wednesdays. The women of the county organized to work for
tl, Red Cross and made bandages for military hospitals and sweaters for

-N the soldiers (Histour of Grantville 1976).

World War 1i 1 be, n in December, 1941, for America. on December "2
19V', hcuever, che '5th Diviion was again called to active duty and its
roster included A ,800 members of the Kansas National Guard. Jefferson

wCounty was again represented and the local boys were sent to train at
( amp Robinson, Arkansas. Rationing and "victory garden,,," marked the
home front. Fansans were particularly proud that Allied Forces in

!lurope were under the command of native son (;eneral Dwj)Iht D. Eisenhcwe
(-ii- ittory rI (;ra t i le 197,).
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AGRICULTURE AND DEPRESSION

,Jefferson County's economic base began and remains embedded in
agriculture. Considered part of the Kansas "corn belt", the county
produced and continues to produce primarily corn, wheat, oats, rye,
other grains, bluegrass, clover, alfalfa and other varietites of hay.
Also, large orchards of apples, pears, peaches and other small fruits
dotted the countryside until about 1950. Corn and hogs were the stnple
in Jefferson County for years, whereas today it is grass and cattle. It
was not until the late 1970s that wheat production surpassed corn
production in the county. Western Kansas counties made this switch much
earlier. It uas well into the late 1940s before cattle clearly
dominated hogs in the county (First Hundred Years 1955).

Agricultural depression was evident in Kansas starting in the

1920s. Livestock values plummented by one-third between 1913 and 1923.

When the nationwide depression hit after 1929, livestock values dropped
' further aid crop values dropped by almost two-thirds between 1923 and

1933 (Kansas State Board of Ag. 1873-1983). During several drought
years in the 1930s, poultry production was encouraged to aid farmers.
Agricultural Adjustment Act programs and corn-hog allotments came in
1934 and helped area farmers. In 1936, the worst crop failure in county
history was recorded. It ruined many area farmers and hundreds of
Jefferson County farm mortgages were foreclosed (First Hundrea Years
1955).

Jefferson County was organized as a soil conservation district in
1947 and this aided county farmers by lending advice on farm plans,
building farm ponds, improved seeding and generally improving the
productivity of farms. Agricultural extension services aided by federal

7. -funds also helped farms in the county. The "home demonstration" feature
of the Kansas Farm Bureau helped farm wives improve management and
nutrition in the farm home. The 4-h movement begun in Jefferson County

in 1924, continued to help improve the quality of farm products.
Farmers were further helped in 1939 when the first gas producing well

was successfully drilled in the county. Almost 220 oil and gas wells
were under production by 1944. After World War 11, Cities Service Gas
Company began leasing tc establish an underground storage field. Rural
electrification probably did more to revolutionize farm living in
Jefferson County than any other single innovation. In 1940, the
Leavenworth-Jefferson Electric Cooperative was launched to fund 260
miles of electric distribution lines. Delayed by World War I, by 1946
the Co-op was furnishing power to 2,329 customers (First Hundred Years
1955). Today, dairying and livestock raising are the major agricultural
interests ef the county.

'4 ,PERRY LAKE

Great ficods on the Kansas and Delaware Rivers had been recorded in
Jeffcrson County as early as the gigantic flood of 1844. Flooding was
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fairly frequent on both rivers; the most famous between the 1844 flood
and the 1951 flood was the great flood of 1903 which did considerable
damage (Bates 1954).

Fumors started in the 1930s that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
might build a dam on the Delaware River. These rum-ors persisted into
Lhe 19 4 0 s. As a lake project came closer to reality, a group of
concerned citizens met at the Ozawkie High School in February, 1948 to
express their opposition to a dam on the Delaware River. Lccal
opponents of the lake project traveled to Washington to speak to a
hearing held at the War Department. In 1951, the greatest flood in the
history of the Kaw Valley struck, giving strength to the argument for
the dam. The Perry project was given final approval in 1954 and the
town of Uzawkie was to be inundated. The Ozawkie residents felt that if -
their town was going to be flooded, that the least the Corps could do
was to name the project the "Ozawkie Dam and Reservoir". Petitions were
circulated by the Grange organization, but in vain.

In order to save their unincorpo rated village, Ozawkie residents
secured from the Corps a proposed recreation area on the west side of a

the Delaware, there they started the new city of Ozawkie. It took a lot
of hard work and money to acquire the land, but the city received
approval from the county for the townsite on December 12, 1964. Three
cemeteries were moved by the Corps in 1965. They were: Crone (1O1,
r8, Sec. 7); Limeburner (T1O, R17, Sec. 22); and Olive Branch (TI0,
R17, Sec. 25). Ozawkie was incorporated in 1967, the same year that the
dam gates were closed, and the Delaware River valley began flooding
(Stelfey 1975).

In 1967, Richard Elliot, a Jefferson County consulting engineer,

udew up plans for old Jefferson Town on the edge of Oskaloosa. This
project of the Jefferson County Historical Society was designed to
preserve the county's historic and agricultural past. The Society is
heaidquartered there today and has purchased a country store, chapel and
schoolhouse and moved them to the location. Also, a wrought-iron
footbridge from the area flooded by Perry Lake has been moved to tl.-
site. One exhibit pays tribute to Jefferson County's most famous native

son, muralist and painter John Stewart Curry, who was born on a farm six
miles north of Oskaloosa (Rousseau 1971).

In 1970, Perry Lake attracted 1.5 million visitors even though it
did not officially open until August of that year. Almost thrce million

visitors came to the lake the fol lowing year. Perry Lake is
strategically located seventeen miles from Topeka, fifteen miles from
Lawrence and forty-eight miles from Kansas City. That has meant that
not only are large numbers of people located within a short driving
distance to its recreation facilities, but also that lakeside housing
subci-isions are close to the jobs in these cities. Many people live in
the vicinity of the lake and work in Topeka at hospitals, state offices,
the Santa Fe offices and the Goodyear Tire and Rubber plant (Keller

'971).

Today, Perry I.ake features restaurants, a watersllde, flea markets,
a surmer theater and historic points of interest. Narinas and launch
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points dot the perimeter of the lake and during the year activities such
as boating, swimming, sunbathing and picnicing are enjoyed. Jefferson e
County had a population in 1980 of 15,207 (Truhe 1983). This showed a
significant jump in population over a stagnant population prior to the
census of 1970. This growth can be attributed in large part to the
development of Perry Lake by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

.
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VI. SURVEY AND TESTING AT PERRY LAKE

John M. Parisi

In the summer of 1985, an intensive cultural resources pedestrian

survey and preliminary site testing project was conducted at Perry lake

by ESA. The survey covered over 2700 ac of project lands and resulted

in the recordation of 23 new archaeological sites, as well as the

relocation of 27 previously recorded sites. National Register testing

was also conducted at sites 14JF34, 14JF320 and 14JF36b within the

project area.

Most of the terrain investigated by ESA in 1985 consisted of the

badly eroded shoreline of Perry Lake. However, a sizable portion

included plowed fields and row crops located on the floodplains and low

terraces of the Delaware River and Cedar, Peter, Walnut and Rock creeks

in the northern portion of the project area.

The portions of the shoreline o" Perry Lake surveyed by ESA were

selected from the 22 separate areas designated by the Kansas City

District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Figure 3). The survey of

these areas focused on the shoreline and included 1375 ac between the

elevations of 891.5 and 900 ft above ms] in Survey Areas 1-7, 9-14 and

16-18. Sixty-five acres were also surveyed above the shoreline within

Survey Area 22, between 900 and 950 ft above msl. The remainder of the

survey was conducted within the Northern Survey Area, between 890 and

960 ft above msl, in the vicinity of Valley Falls, Kansas. A total of

1300 ac of agricultural fields was surveyed in this area.

The 1985 intensive survey of Perry Lake was conducted in accordance

with the methods discussed in the research design. The Perry Lake

survey was completed between July and September of 1985. Every effort

was made to locate all of the prehistoric and historic sites within the

8, project lands surveyed. However, it is possible that cultural materials

were obscured from view and remain undetected. The period during which

tbe fieldwork was scheduled witnessed an unusually large amount of

rainfall resulting survey conditions that were not optimal. The

luxurient growth of vegetation along the upper portion of the lake shore

often obscured the ground surface. It is possible that very small or

difuse scatters of cultural debris may not have been located during the

survey.

The increased rainfall resulted in flooding along the shoreline as

the level of the multipurpose pool rose from 891.5 to 896.0 ft above ms]

during the course of the field investigations. The lower portion of the

shoreline was completely inundated In some areas, leaving only a narrow

strip of eroded shoreline, usually 5 to 10 m wide, with adequate surface

,isibility. Within Survey Area 11, several previously recorded sites,

Including 14JF43, 14JF55, 14JF56 and 14JF326, were completely flooded

and no cultural material was encountered. Since these previously

recorded sites could not be relocated due to flooding, it is possible

that other sites between the elevations 891.5 and 896.0 ft above Msl in

this area may also have gone unlocated.
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Two additional factors affecting the results of the Perry lake

survey are the effects of shoreline erosion and the removal of artifacts
from sites by local collectors. It is possible that the continuing
erosion of the shoreline of Perry Lake and the banks of the Delaware
River, Cedar, Walnut, Peter and Rock creeks in the northern area, will

expose cultural materials which were buried during the present survey.
Obviouslv certain terrain types, such as low terraces, are more likely
to contain buried deposits than the upland side slopes. The
geomorphological terrain analysis of the project area will assist in
identifying these areas of greatest potential for buried sites (Chapter
\,' II).

VI T

The removal of artifacts from archaeological sites by local
collectors can also obscure the presence of sites during an
archaeological survey. It is unlikely that all cultural material
exposed at a site will be removed by collectors. However, it is
possible for artifact collecting to diminish archaeological visibilitv,
especially small sites in areas of dense vegetation. Interviews with
local collectors, such as Milton Reichart of Valley Falls, Kansas,
provided a means of assessing this possible bias.

Thus the wet weather, dense vegetation, high water level,
continuing erosion and artifact collecting are factors which must be
taken into account when evaluating the results ot the Perry Lake survey.
While it is possible that some small sites were overlooked due to these
factors, it should be pointed out that many prehistoric archaeological
sites in the survey areas had already been recorded by Tom Witty of the
Fansas State Historical Society, Tacl Schock formerly of The University
of Kansas and Milton Reichart of Valley Falls, Kansas. Milton is a
certitied amateur archaeologist and has conducted surveys within the
project area both as an amateur and a professional archaeologist.
Primaril) as a result of his efforts, and the surveys conducted by
Schock and Witty, all of the larger prehistoric sites along the shore-
line were recorded prior to cur survey. The few unrecorded prehistoric
sites discovered during the 1985 survey are small or relatively light
artifact scatters. Overall, the survey conducted by FSA, combined with
these previous efforts have resulted in the location of virtually all
exposed cultural resources within the survey areas investigated.

The terrain investigated at Perry I.ake in 1985 was divided into lb
separate areas. They include Survey Areas I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, q, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18 and 22 which were so designated by the Kansas
City District of the '.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Northern

- Survey Area located in the northern portion of the proect area (Figure
3). The distribution of acreages withi- each of the areas and the sites
recorded are presented in Table 4. A brief discussion of each survey C

unit and the results of the cultur.:l resources inventory are presented
below.

Survev Area I includes 120) ac at the extreme northern edge of the
multipurpose pool of Perry Lake and extends eastward along the banks of
bowies Branch, a small tributary of the Delaware River. Most of this
survey area consists of wetland habitat, which was flooded at the time
of tt'e survey. Surface visibility ranged from 0 to 80 percent witb the
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Table 4. Survey Areas and sites investigated in 1985 at Perry Lake.

SURVEY ACRES SITES SURVEY ACRES SITES
AREA SURVEYED RECORDED AREA SURVEYED RFCORDF'D

1 120 14JF423
1 4JF44
14JF54
14JF55*
14,TF56*
14 iF'122
14 IF 326 *

- 75 None 12 30 14JF121
3 100 14JF106 13 20 l4JF110

4125 14,IF38 14 40 14JF109
14JF50 16 40 14,JFiCd
14JF66 17 25 141IF107
ILJF118 18 130 None

5 75 14JF116 22 65 None
14JF117 Northern Area 1300 14JF1O]

6 105 14JF36 14,IF102
1 4JF1 15 14JF103

5'7 75 14JFIII 142'F104 4
14JFI II 14JIF105 -

*14JF1 13 14JF13
14JF1 14 14JF4 14
14JF3 14 14JF41 7
141IF454 143IF418
I 4JF4.71 14,JF4 19*

9 120 14 J F3 14JTF470*
14JF1 19 14JF483
14JF450 1 4JF484
14JF451
1 4JF452
14JF462
14JF464
14.JF465
I 4JF467*
1 4iF468*
I 4,JF469*
4JF472

I 4JF47 3
i4JF1477
I 4JF486*

07c, 14.JF120 I
11 220 14,1F12*

* I 41F35
14JF43*

*Tndicates site prevlousli' recorded within survey area but not
relocate~i by ESA due to flooding or dense vegetation.
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bebt visibility encountered above the shoreline and within the row crops N
at the northern edge of Bowies Branch. Cropland consisted of mature
corn and milo, and a recently harvested hay field.

The inventorI ct this area resulted in the relocation of only one
prev_,4uslv located site, 14JF423. This site is located at the eastern'
edge if the surve, area on the T-1 terrace of Bowies Branch. Two II
historic sites aIe recorded on the 1899 Iefferson County Plat
r:ediatel\ diacent to and outside of the survey area. Hist ric

artifacts recovered from 14,1F423 probably relate to the W.. Boles
resideicc located irrediately tc the north. The second historic site,
the 1.V Armstrong residernce, was appa,: rent I y destroved by road
c coost truc t ion.

SurVo, :tea 2 is located on the western shorel ine of Perry lake
,.pp',,ite Surey Area 1. A total of 75 ac were inventoried and g.rcunud

cover co:,-isted of a dense tangle of weeds and brush. This meint that
surface , isibilit', was poor and varied from 0 to 40 percent, with area s
, g,.a visiliitv restricted to the shoreline. No sites were recorded

r Ar, hut three previously recorded prehistoric sites ( 14,1- ,

I .. , F-. I 4% , and one potential historic site OA . G. Keech, are %
locilted lust out- ide the preicot area boundarv.

. tori t.t i00 ac 'gas investigated in Survey Area 3 located along-
the a,,tcrn dhorel li:e of Perry lake, just south of Survev Area 1. T1,e
ari wls sur,.ivd heginning at the sectin line separating Ranges I and

a~, 'orking ei t and north. The southern portion o r Area 3 was 1Iso
Mv Milton it ichar C 7q9 (tyrv 1 92). (;round cover

c',ns stt .ii dense grass and weeds along the shoreline wi tto crest cover
'u tre adac,,t side slope,,. Surface visihility: was general> oor but
r,in~ed from 21: to (, percent. Areas of good visibility were restrikted
t(, r -c erode, - r( line. One histori( site, w4!FI It., was rearded at

C - C Ot IT- ':1lan-d sidt: ,Iipe.

1ur' -,.r, e is situated at th ,siu thern edge ,- the (1d r',
t:l s -.. ea, extend ig t'astward along the sho re 1 ine e oI r r', ake.

rt,, th- n;arr ow val 1 ,ev f I ittle Slough Creek. Surface coni it ions ."
wit IT t - ic r, t rac t ranged f rom eroded shore I i-c and mown Wr.ss

with;T, the we-pie'ITI area, to row crops In the central portion, ind! to
dense wc- , hrush arid trees at tl:e eastern edOe. (veri, I . 'tur1 ace

-" ".v> iilt' ra'rped fron aout 20 to 'W percent.
'p

, 'ew site, i I118 and two previously recordtd sites,
Aind ', , were laicated within the survey area. Another nite, l,' I ,

,', , re'vi-u.s ' r 3 ,r ed IF the area hut hi, been u ,t rived -,
,Tntl ie ,' ;i i'r oW t. tit 14 IF 4 is located t tit rutsdt tie

toe skr't area. !.an t ormnn oc ul, , o ', t'

itt i: ' the - tt tr ace and irt upland ,- L' lilpe .

I r. rs located dirvctlv a(ro,-. the lakt i n -r, rx-, .r,wt , Ht w., (' . A totr a, ti , -es w Crt r - ,. I ru) _

vn r r- -ted at iO;e weeds ad :ai( ent to tktc oroded shb-rt ine an,.
it. , tli, igher t en-, c and side 1opes . Sur! ,,c ,, Si 1 it V W s

Tt -dad r T- d0( r. to 0 1en- U ,~

."
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were recorded, 14,TFM16 and 14JF117, both of which are Historic period
sites that are situated on the T-1 terrace.

A total of 105 acres were inivestigated in Survey Area 6, which iF
located along the western shore ef the lake, ,,outh of Survey Area 9.
The area had been surveyed by Milton Reichart in 1979 (Witty 1982) aitd

was resurveved in 1985 to inventory any historic sites in the tract.
The terrain is distinguished from the areas to the north by the steeper
shoreline and the greater degree ot erosion present. The shorel inC in
this tract widens and slopes more gently near the mouths of the six
intermittent streams which drain the uplands. The upland divides
-between the intermittent streams are severely eroded ard 10 to 20 ft
high escarpments are present in places. Surface cover ranged from bare
rocky shoreline wih oak hickory forest aiong the steeper slopes to
dense brush and weeds within the small intermittent stream val!eys.
Surface visibilit'.: ranged from 20 to 100 percent.

Tht survey of Area 6 resulted in the relocation of one Vreviously
- recorded site, 14JF36, and the discovery of new site, 14iF115. Site

14. 1F36 is situated on the T-I terrace, while 14JFll is located cn a
culluvial fort slope. No evidence of the M. 0. Bighorn histori site,
recorded in the survey area on the 1899 lefferson County "lat, was
found.

- Survey Area 7 is located along the western -hore of Perry lake
about a mile south of Survey Area 6. It consists of 7, acres ol eroded
shoreline along a peninsula which separates the main stem of Perry Lake
from Rock Creek within the Delaware Area of Perry State 1Park. Ground

, cover varied from bare shoreline and freshly mown grass along the low
terrace to weed v'egetation and oak-hickory forest on the steeper side
slopes. Surface visibility was generally good, ranaing from 40 tc iO
percent.

Results of the surve: In this area include the dIscover,' of tour
new sites (141FIll, 14IF112, 14,TFI13 aned 14,!F14) and the relocation of
three previousIN recorded sites (14.F314, 14.JF45 g,  and 1 ,JF47I). One o
thL sites is 1cr ited on the T-1 terrace and six are or upland slopes.
>ite I,,7F70 is located just outside the survey area boundary on a low
terrace. Site 14iF: is located ijst off the shoreline and. Is under tht
mul t ipurpose Fool of Perr,; lake.

:' tot;-l of I2( ac were inve-stigated within Survey ,Are; c located
,Along the eastern shore directly across the lake from .urv',, Area- () and

Y uch of tli t rict Is charac ter i ,d by steep rot y shorel ine.
rund cover rvr~ied from bare shoreline at the edge of the 1akt. to dense

grass;. vrcsh and t1,',eted side l(1)es on the unper portion ct the shore-
'j. .. .:r act • -ibilit" 'avj generi, v fair and raIged r ,r . ,,it IU to
IH perc,.:'t . !uch -' the 1 nwer shriinc was "'-cded when th. rulti-

nurpose F,,(, reoi, ee -' ft abov r s diring ti e c ourse c ti

t vest r-.

Rsu't , the stir'.vr. o this ,r i t incl ude t 1 lisc o,'e site
:'o , , th e r e l ,'c ,it io n ,t p re ., ,i ,,,s l v r e , z :ed s i t e I }'F I. , ', ,(> ,

r
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of these sites are located on the 1-1 terrace and six are located or
upland slopes. Four other sites, 14JF467, 14.F468, 14JF469 and 14,1F46,
are located within or immediatel1 adjacent to the survey area but were
completely obscured by flooding of the shoreline.

Survey Area 10 consists of 75 ac located along the western bank of
the Slough Creek arm of Perry Lake about a half mile north of the main
stem of the lake. (7round cover consisted of bare shoreline, mown grass
and dense weeds throughout the area. Surface visibility was gerall'.
good, ranging fro. .20 to 60 percent. The survey of this tract resultea
in tLhe discovery of site 14SF1]20, a bulldozed historic farmstead eroding
out of the disturbed 1-i terrace.

A total of ZL0 acres were investigated within Survey Area i, which
is located along both shores ci the Slough Creek arm ot I'errv Lake about
i mile north of Survey Area 10. The northein portion of Survey .\reii
was not surveyed beyond the section line dividing Sections 10 and i5 in

1' IOS, RI8F. Much of the shoreline was flooded .hen the multipurpt.-
% -4.pool crested at h96.0 ft during the time ol the survey. Ground cocr

consisted primarily of dense .eeds and brush and surface visihilitv
ranged from 20 to 40 percent.

The results of the survey include the dil.coverv of site 141 and
the relocation et previously recorded sites 14.1F3, 1-,.F44 and f4.1F54.
One is located on the T-1 terrace and the remainder are :.ituated or,
upland side slopes. Primarily due to the shoreline flooding, previousft\
recorded sites 14JF I, 14,1F43, 14j155, 14'1F56 and 14,,F32C were not
rI L Ited. Most of these are located irrn,ediat e 1) acent to the
shortine :nd occur on the T-0 floodplain or -1 terrace.

Surxe,' Area 1 is located on the western bank of the Sl(ugh Creek
arm ol Perry Lake alout 500 m south of Survey Area I t. Tht area covers
onIv 30 acreF of shoreline. Ground cover ranged rom the bare .1horelintc
to dense brush, weeds and forest cover along the slopes. Surface
yiPilitr s generally fair, ranging from about )G to 7h percent.
Only one site, 141F11 , was recorded in the area. It is a linieetone
secticr. wall located on an upland side slope. No prefiouslv recorded
sites are located in the survey area, although two limestone we'' %.Lre
dis,(c,.'ered about 150 m apart just outsido the surve'.' boundary at . t
abov e 71. They may be associated with the ludwig Fisher re,-idio c
which lhown in the vicinity en the 1899 Plat of leffers,,1 (ourt
Powc'e.r, no structure is Indicated at this location on the 0i., I W, of
-t't ers, , C ount'y when Freda Fisher owned the property. 'h1 1 L ! Is

h1,erefore pr ,bablv post-date the nineteenth century.

ithin Survev Area 13, ,nlv 20 ac were invest i-ted. Fie arec.
ate( the southwetern shre of the Rock Creek arT' o: i crr% 1,O

'-'itt t , e ferson P,,:it Area c! Perry State Park. This. k L-tion was
Sr ' e ttv ( ' :1 ) ir 1979, but was reinvestigated !or

1 sto.ri(, ,it s~e' t2(use o1 t sMallI S7 U, good .,'i )i iit " an r I~i
ic re (:ru!nd c .oe i n.- ted of town gra!.o, and sparse trees. SIr ., e

vIs. itV was c'v gcod and raired from .0 to 0io percent . i fte
wa re( orded as i resuit of the survey. It is located t1,

JI- I r~ r osss' stro%,eu 1i rflstead.

a--2
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A total ot 40 acres were investigated in Survey Area i-. This 
area is located along the southern shore of the Rock Creek Area of Perry
Lakc directly across from Survey Area 7. Surface cover consisted
priranily of mown grass and weeds above the denuded shoreline and
strface visibility ranged from 20 to 100 percent. Only one site,
I. F100Q, was discovered within the survey area. It is a destroyed

farmstead located cn the T-I terrace. Another historic structure Is
indicated within the survey area or the 1899 and 1916 Aefferson County
Iat map-. These two maps indicatL that the structure was owned by ,.

V. Venabet and P. Copps, respectively. No evidence of the structure was
on cuntereI during the survey and it is apparently under the
multiurpose pool Of Perry Lake.

.urvey Area 1 h corsists of W0 ac of steep, severel1" e iu ded
" licreline at the western edge of Perry Dam. Surface cover ccnsi.nted
-rimAri~v of the bare rocks along the shoreline and visibility was
excellent, ranging from 70 to 100 percent. Only one site vas recorued,

' ' " aI, a limestone secticr wall located on a side slope above the
,hort:i ne. Nc evidence of previously recorded site 14.F7, loc-ted just
of' the 1.,oreline, was encountered during the survev.

A t-ta" o '5 acres were investigated within Survey Area 17. It is

cct, ....ng the cactern shoreline of Perry Lake just north of the dam
Lma across; rom Survey Area 16 within the Perrx Public Use A.rea. The

!r, ias een hLavily developed for recreation and is traversed
Su-.t,l access rcads. Ground cover consisted prin inilv of merwn grass
,o.o, the ,are. rocky shoreline and surface ,.isibilitv ranged froii 4( to

S ertrt. Site 14.7F107 was reccrded during the survey. It is a
: td 'arrstead located on an upland slope.

-thin : utr.'ev ,rea 18, a total of 130 ac were investigated. 'ihis

ire, is 'c-ated north of Survey Area .' along the western hank c: the
ielazott 'l iver. Ground cover consisted of very dense eeds and fir toded
-, Tno with up to t inches of standing water in Vov-lving arc.s.
u-" ,e vihlbi itv was poor, ranging trom 20 to .( percent a.d no -,ite

were I.red in this area.

>urvev Area 22 is lccated immediately adjacent to Sur,.(- Area a rnd
o.~nsists ' ,, ac ot 1-, terrace -nd side slcpe:- within the v l1ey t ,

I ; unna- ed 'intermittunt stream. (round cover tcnsisted (f 'raic,
. wee., 1.'. 'elds ard nature corn fields. \isibility wi4s generl , or

I , , 1- or . to 4(0 percent. No sites were recordtc with .: t1 is
area.

he ,rtlhern Surve' Area is located in the northern port of t:lt
,i Pe pro tct area iv the vicinit of Vallev F i IIs, Kan . A

tot 1 '' ' I, ; aore., were investigated in this area con i t i, aI m .t

Ic. .7, f plowed fields planted in bears,, milo or corn. Acre. e

-ur*:e',,t' ,-ithin Sections 13, 14, 23 and 24 in T F, R18F a V Ce ctL iis
,2 : n3 in T S, "1 'F of the De ,iware ou :.ship . Snrf( o

v ': wa v e- vc,, very ,ood and varie, f rom 40 to 1 1 porce t.

:1 -: 511 lts ,I tlIe -urvev hc.re include the discovery- x \ n .w

. r ' . P, 2, 14 IF . , 4 V 1 , , F I I I In 'F0 i I i tr' the
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relocation of six previously recorded sites (14JF414, 14JF415, 14JF417,

14JF418, 14JF483 and 141F484). Three of these sites are located in the
on the terraces above the Delaware River and nine are on the upland
,;lopes overlooking the valley. Two additional sites (14JF419 and
14JF470) are recorded within the area but were not relocated. The area

of 14jF419 was in a mature cornL field where visibility was not good.
None of the located sites in the northern area is situated on the
floodplain and therefore, this floodplain site may have been obscured by
recent siltation. 14JF470 was recorded by Milton Reichart as a layer of
mussel shell eroding out of a cutbank of the Delaware River in December
G1 1976 and January of 1977. No evidence of the site was observed
during the present survey and it has apparently been destroyed by

*, erosion.

In summary, an intensive cultural resources inventory of 2740 acres
of land owned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was conducted in the
summer of 1985. The area Inventoried is divided between 18 separate
areas, most of which are located along the shoreline of Perry Lake.

A total of 50 sites wele located as a result of the inventory.
Twenty-seven sites (14,1F3, 14JF35, 14JF36, 14JF38, 14JF44, 14JIF50,
14JF4, 14JF66, 14,jF314, 14JF414, 14JF415, 14JF417, 14JF418, 14JFL23,
4JF450, 14.1F451, 141JF45?, 14JF454, 14JF462, 141F464, 14JF465, 14,1F471,

S14J-472, 14J1473, 14.TF477, 14JF483, and 14JF484) have been previously
recorded. The 23 newly recorded sites include AIJFIOI through 14JF123 ..
.one of the -ites were located on the T-0 floodplain. Sites 1411F38,
I..TJF50, 14JF54, 14.1F66, 14JFIO1, 14JIF104, 14JF11 8, 14,11417 and 14JF423

-re -.ituated on low terraces, while sites 14JF3, 14JFIf1, 14TF1116,
'.F 1.7, 141JF450, 14JF464, 14J473 and 14JF477 are located cn high
.terracu , i41JF35, 141F36, 141F44, 14JF102, 14JF103, 14-F W5, 14jF106,

1 '.1F 1107, .jFI0oS, 14JF109, 14JF0II, 14JF112, 14F113, 1.JF114, 14JF115,
14JF1119, 141jF119, 14.1F120, 14JF1 21, 14JF122, 14,1F123, 14JF314, 141F414,

:4,;F4 1 1 4.F1 18, 1I.IF451, 141JF452, 141F454, 14JF462, 14.1F465, 1l4jF471,
14.;F-72, 14.F463 and 14JF4F4 are on the uplands. A discussion of each
site iix,,rtigated and the results of the preliminary test investiFItions
ic r resented below. This information is followed 1y a discussion of
.ites 14.F34, 141F32(0 and 14JF3b6, at which intensive National Reji!;ter
test investigations were conducted.

11SULTS 0; I ;F SU'RVFY AND 11FELIMINARY TESTING AT tiRRY LAKE

14.1F)

'V. was reprt, .d -s a multicemponent site by Jack Schock in 19G1,
A t hough the u, tural off i" iations of the components represented were
rot ider tiI jed. The site is locatcd on a high terrace of the Delaware
*i';et.'alley, ~a1-,t 30 m east of the former channel of the Delaware
kivei (Figire 1). T,.en) relocated in 1985, the site consisted of a light

ittic ccattcr ilong the denuded shoreline of Perry Lake covering an
,rei .,f approximate!,. 90') sq m. The site probably -xtends further west

% 2.F " % =" . ."% % . "o% % ° . - % . ., ",. . % " .- ~ " - - " " " " - - ", " - - ". . ~ *, ,, ,,. , .. . , ,,. ,,.. -. ,,... .., ,. ...., ,, , ... ........... ,, . , ,... . ,:,.%



beneath the multipurpose pool of Perry Lake and is in an area that is
currently used as a campground.

The 1985 investigation included an intensive surface collection and
the excavation of one shovel test. The shovel test was placed at the
eastern edge of the site at about 900 ft above msl (Figure 4) . No
subsurface artifacts were encountered within the shovel test, or within
the eroded cutbank along the western and northern edge of the site.

1he soils at 14JF3 consist of the Gymer silt loam (Dickey et al.
1977). This is a well drained, moderately sloping soil, formed in silty
sediments on lower side slopes and footslopes of high Pleistocene
terraces. The shovel test placed at the upper portion of the shoreline
showed that the A horizon of the soil is largely deflated but the dark
brown silty clay loam BI horizon remains intact to a depth of 30 cm. At
the water's edge, the upper soil horizons have been completely removed
by wave action and only the yellowish brown silty clay loam B3 horizon
remains. Given this degree of erosion, there is little potential for
irtact cultural deposits at the site.

The artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF3 consists of 12 pieces
of lithic manufacturing debris recovered from the surface. These
include one chunk, three flakes, three chips and five pieces of shatter.

• -" All are locally derived tan, brown or gray cherts and none appear to
have been heated.

14JF3 consists of a small, sparse lithic scatter located on a high

terrace along the shoreline of Perry Lake. The site was originally
reported as a multicomponent prehistoric occupation by Schock, although
the cultural affiliations were not identified. No diagnostic artifacts
were recovered during the present investigation and the cultural
affiliation of the site remains unknown. Although the BI horizon of the
Gymer soil remains intact at the upper portion of the shoreline, no
intact cultural deposits were encountered and the site has been largely
destroyed by shoreline erosion. Other than limited chippe( stone tool
manufacture, little can be said regarding the prehistoric activities
conducted at the site. The restricted size and low density of the
lithic scatter suggests that the site served as a small, temporary
camp. Given the degree of erosion and small artifact assemblage
reco'.ered, 14JF3 is not considered eligible for nomination to the
National Register and no futher archaeological testing or management is

recemmended.

14JF35

14fF35 was originally recorded by Jack Schock in 1965 as a l oodland
n-Ccupation based on the recovery of several grit tempered pot sherds and
one corner-notched point. At that time, the site was in a cultivated
-iel. and was divided into two seperate areas located on both sides of
SlouIh Creek. The portion to the west of Slough Creek is now under the
muitipurpose pocl of Perry Lake. The area of 14JF35 to the east of

)u e h Creek is situated on an upland side slope along thL shoreline of
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Perrv Lake (Figure 3). During the present survey, this area was covered
with dense brush and weeds above a narrow strip of denuded, eroded
shoreline. Since only two flakes were recovered from the surface of the
shoreline, the areal extent of the site is unknown. It probably extends
to the west below the level of the multipurpose pool.

The 1985 investigation at 14JF35 included an intensive surface
collection and the excavation of two shovel tests (Figure 5). The lake
level was at 895.0 ft and much of the shoreline was flooded. The shovel
tests were placed along an east to west transect 10 m apart across the
upper shoreline. No subsurface cultural deposits were encountered
within these test; or at the edge of the eroded shoreline.

The soil at 14IF35 ccnsists of the Martin silt clay loam. This i;
a dcep :,oderatelv sloping silI on uplard !.ide slopes which form.ic in
paren t raterial derived from weathered, mLdium textured shale (Dickey et
al. 1977:13). The Ap and B1 horizons of the soil at the site havc beer
reno%,_c by erosion. The very dark btown silt clay loam B21t horizo- is
exposed at the surface an! continues for at least 30 cm bo!iw surface
where the B22t horizon was encountered.

Very little evidence of site 14JF35 was encountered during the 1985
nyurvey. Cn: tvo chert flakes were recovered from the eroded Thorel ne

and no evidence of subsurface deposits was discerned within the sh~ovel
tests. 'he site is apparently largely under the multipurpose pool of
Perry Lake, a'though the high water level in August of 1985 obscured the
shoreline between 891.5 and 895.0 ft. At any rate, the shoreline in the
area has been deflated by erosion and there is little potential ier
buried cultural depcsits. Therefore, the site is not considered
eligible for the National Register and ro further archaeological work or
management is recommended.

14JF36

14JF36 was initially recorded as a prehistoric site by Jack Schock
in 1965. At that time, the site was located in a cultivated field about
three-fourths of a mile west of the channel of the Delaware River on an
upland slope (Figure 3). The cultural affiliation of the site was not
determined. The site was reported to be completely inundated in May of
.977 during the investigations conducted by Iroquois Research Institute.
When relocated in 1983, no evidence of the prehistoric component was
observed within the site area but five largely destroyed historic
foundations were present between an access road and the shoreline
(Figure 6). Since these structures are located in the vicinity of
14JF36, they were given the same site number. Therefore, 14JF36
consists of both historic and prehistoric components within an area of
about 7000 sq m.

An intensive survey was conducted within the site area during the
1985 investigations. A relatively light scatter of historic debris was
encountered across the surface of the site. A representative sample of
ceramics, window glass, and metal artifacts was collected. Five shovel
tests were excavated, one at each of the structures, but no evidence of
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intact subsurface deposits was discovered. The foundations include two
concrete slabs measuring 3.5 by 7.0 m and 1.4 by 4.5 m. Also present
were a pair of parallel cement foundation walls, measuring 5.5 m in
length, I m in height and located I m apart. A limestone and concrete
foundation of undetermined size measuring at least 4 by 6 rr and the
remains of a bulldozed concrete foundation of undetermined size complete

. the inventory. All appear to be of relatively recent origin and do not
appear to he associated with of the structure located in the area on
both the 1899 and 1916 Plats of Jefferson County. Apparently, the
earlier structure has been completely destroyed.

The historic artifacts recovered from 14JF36 iiiclude two ceramic
whiteware body sherds, one piece of window glass, one spark plug, a

%piece of iron wire, one metal fastener, a copper coin (penny) and one
piece of brick. Although the whiteware dates between 1860 and 19!0,
none of the artifacts appear to date prior to the turn of the century.
The spark pluF and coin postdate the 1940s.

Site 14JF36 was originally recorded as a prehistoric site of
unknown cultural affiliation. During the 1985 survey, no evidence of
the prehistoric component was observed within the site area hut five
destroyed, recent historic foundations were located. These have been
designated as an historic component of the site and appear to represent
a commercial complex. The foundations are too recent to he associated
with the structure recorded in the site area on the 1899 and 1916
Jefferson County Plats. Apparently, the earlier structure has been
destroyed by the subsequent residential or comnercial development in the
area. Six structures are shown at this location on the 1958 U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers base map of the project area; structures which were
destroyed during lake development. Intact, subsurface cultural deposits

are not present 14JF36 and the site is not eligible for the National
Register. No further testing or archaeological management is
recommended.

14JF38

14JF38 was initially recorded in 1965 by Jack Schock as a scatter
of prehistoric debris including ceramics, lithic debitage and burned
rock. Both Central Plains and Woodland cultural affiliations were
inferred from the artifacts recovered. The site was also surface
collected in November of 1980 during a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

. Ranger Seminar when two point fragments and manufacturing debris were
recovered. The site is located at the southeastern edge of the former
townsite of Ozawkie, Kansas on a T-1 terrace about 300 m north of the
former channel of Little Slough Creek (Figure 3). This area is
currently used for recreation and serves as a campground. Fxcept for

4).- the shoreline, which was exposed by erosion, ground cover consists of
mown grass which obscured most of the surface (Figure 7). Historic
debris, associated with a destroyed farmstead, was generally restricted

*' to the northern portion of the site where the foundation remains of two
outbuildings, a house and a silo are located. Structures are recorded
at this location on both the 1899 and 1916 Jetferson County Plats.
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The 1985 investigations at 14JF38 consisted of an intensive survey
and the excavation of four shovel tests placed at 20 m intervals along
an east to west transect (Figure 8). A light scatter of prehistoric
artifacts and a moderate scatter ot historic debris covered an area of
approximately 10,000 sq m. A 100 percent sample of prehistoric material
and a representative sample of historic Items were recovered.

-. , Prehistoric cultural material was also recovered below the surface in
,'.hovel Tests I and 2. A small rim sherd, one edge-modified flake and
one piece of debitage were recovered between 5 and 30 cm below surface
in Shovel Test 1. Charcoal was present at 20 cm below surface in Shovel

Cut 2. Shovel Tests 3 and 4 were sterile.

"he artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF38 is small and contains

:7 prehistor ic and seven historic items. Prehistoric iraterial incl''des
two cerimi_ sherds, sever ci ipped stone tools arc2 eight pieces of lithic
ma.nurc:r ing debris. Hlistoric artifacts consist o two piece- ,
!bottle g!3,s and five ceramic fragments. Thp prehistoric ceramics
rcy resented by one small sand or grit tempered rim sherd recovered cei..

_ ,hucl Test I (Figure 9a) and ,one small, badly eroded, coarse sand
tempc'ed body sherd iound on the shoreline. Eoth specimens are too
small or eroded for dctaiiled analysis but appear to represent h,,uodlar 4

vessels, based on their temper type and thickness. The bnddv sherd w

have becn cordmarkvd.

-Chi ped stone tools include two flake -crapers ard fcur edge-
modified ilakes recovered from the surface and one edge-modified flake
recovered ':rom Shovel Test 1. Manufacturing debris consists of. iive
cltunks and two pieces of sL.atter from t.e surface and one piece of
shattue from Shovel Test 1. All of the chipped stone tools from 1" 211>
are lca. tan or gray chert and only one chunk appears to have been

Sheated.

listoric bottle glass :ragments include one neck and Lip sEction of
ail aqua-colored food, prescription or proprietory bottle (Figure 91'.

a,.., Based o the hand finished neck, it probably dates to the late
•inureenth or early twentieth centuries (ca. 1880-1910) (Rosenberg anc'
K,-ietok 1982). The other bottle fragment is a piece of clear meltef,". glass dating after 1880. The historic ceramics consist of two fragments

(_,f whiteware dating between 1830 and 1910, one stoneware fragment and a
porcelain Iragment of the interior liner of a mason jar lid dating after
IF69. The base of a plate or saucer was also recovered which !-::is
-.rohablv manufactured by Taylor, Smith and Taylor of East liverpool,
Clio after 1935, based on the incomplete maker's mark (Gates and Omeroc
1982:274).

14TF38 contains both prehistoric and historic components. 1
.,

prehJtoric occupation is represented by, a light scatter of cer-amic an('
lithic debris and is partially intact at the southwestern edge of the
"ite shere subsurface deposits were encountered. The coarse said or
grit tempered ceramics indicate a Plains Woodland and cultural
affiliation, possibly associated with the Grasshopper Falls phase
(Reynolds 1979). The artifacts recovered indicate that ceramic and
chippeo stone tool manufacture were conducted at the site along with
l4ght-dut; cutting and scraping tasks. The projectile points recovered
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dur ill. t rl ier surveys also i i icate that hunt ing and liut cher in
activities were performed. Overall, the limited , rtifact as-,semb1age
suggests, that the site was occupied prehistorically as a small teirporary Lug

The historic component at 14iF36 consists c-f glass and i-eramic
ArtiiLtS. as well as- the foundation remains ti a destro.'ed farmstZd-

An acua bot te ! igment recovered f ror the surfa(c i:d acent t,, he
IL.Ld,ltions irdicates tht site was occupied near ti.t end of the previous
centur" . The leffer-on County P Iat of lSQ shows a st ructure at t, 1s
Ioc:iti' :;ed by C . Fowler. The 191h Plat indicate,. that the land "

, d tc A. l). Patterson wiose residerce was alate, locatcd -t f- e
site. The structures representea by the found;,t ions at the site were
still strdl ing prior t, the deve1 opn.ent of 'err I ake whie :lIev wereL:
put cl-ased f r-r i 'dred K. Ycteen bv the gove rnment zi d !eTol Ish . _ -U

in surr ary, the 191- investigations at 1,-. I b reco\ red a csno-i I
number o,' prehistoric and historic artifacts from the surtace ci t.t
site. Prehistoric artifacts uere also recovered frol thPeuppe 'W c. n
of t1 e intact A horizon of tb, Pead ing sc 1 in the sotwestei,. Fert ion
of the I14J138. It is recommended tat further testing 1-t Londucted ;it

the site to determine the extent of the subsurface deposit and to better
define the cultural affiliation (1 the prehistoric conpcnent, as well as
to assess the lntegr't% of the historic foundation remains. This
testing should also determine the site's National Pegister eligibilit..

14,JF44

14J44 was also recorded by 'ack Schock in 1965 and is located
bOU ni north of the confluence of an unnamed intermittant stream and .
Slough Creek on an upland slope (Figure 3). The site was originally
divided into three discrete scatters recorded as Areas A, B and C,
although the cultural affil-iation of these areas was itot determined.
Presently, the site is located within the Slough Creek arm of Lake Perry P%
at the northern edge of the multipurpose pool. Surface cover consists
of dense grass and weeds and surface visibility was poor except along
the shoreline (Figure 7). A fairly dense scatter of prehistoric debris -%%

and a very light scatter of historic material were encountered within e.

Area A of the site, covering an area of about 300 sq m. No artifacts
were encountered within Areas B or C which were outside of the survey
area (Figure 10).

The 1985 investigations at 14JF44 included an intensive surface
co lection and the excavation of one shovel test. The surface
collection recovered 100 percent of the observed prehistoric and
historic artifacts. A small concentration of 11 hod',. sherds was
enco"2tered withir a 2 by 2 m area ot the shoreline. Most of these
sheres are largely intact indicating that they had only recently been
exposed by shoreline erosion and were not subjected to extensive wave
action. Given the narrow width of the shoreline and the small size of
the artifact scatter only one shovel test was excavated. The shovel
test was placed at the upper portion of the shoreline, at an elevation
of about 900 ft above msl, but rto subsurface artifacts were recovered.
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However, the presence of the intact A and BI horizons of the Martin soil

indicate that intact cultural deposits are most likely present above the

croded shoreline, where the underlying subsoil is exposed at the

surface and the cultural deposit has been completely deflated.

The artifact assemblage recovered from 141F44 contains 103

prehistoric and two historic artifacts. Prehistoric material includes

13 body sherds, five chipped stone tools, 75 pieces of lithic

manufacturing debris and 10 pieces of unworked stone. The 13 body

sherds are grit tempered and range in maximum size from 1.9 to 3.3 cm.

(Figure 9c-e). Thickness varies from 6 to 11 nm within the -,ample.

SxterLor surface treatment consists of three cordmarked sherds, t o e
smooth or plain sherds and seven with smoothed-over cordmarked surfaces.

The reriining sherd lacks the exterior surface. All of the interior

surfaces are smoothed and the sherds appear to represent Plains Woodland

vessels. 

The chipped stone tools consist of one small bifacial blank, a

biface tragment, a flake scraper and two edge-modified flakes. Lithic

manufacturing debris include three chunks, 31 flakes, 26 chips and 15

pieces of shatter. Except for one chip of a non-local white chert, all

of the debitage from 14JF44 is locally derived tan, brown or gray cheit

varieties, none of which appear to have been heated. ..

The historic artifacts recovered from the site include an iror hook

and a piece of scrap metal, neither of the which is age-diagnostic. No

evide!,nce of the structures located to the east of the site cn the 189q

and 116 Plats of Jefferson County was encountered during the survey.

".Ie farmstead was owned by W. T. Bledsoe during that period. The

structures were located to the east of the site at about 900 ft above

LIs' according tc the 1958 U.S. Army of Corps of Engineers base map.

They werL purchased from W. H. Bicdsoe and destroyed during lake

deveiopment. -
~!F44 consists of a light to moderate scatter of prehistoric

debris combined with a few historic artifacts was encountered at the

edge of the shorcline. Subsurface deposits were not encountered within I
the shovel test, but the presence of intact soils at the upper shoreline

and the generally good state of preservation for the ceramics exposed at

the water's edge insicate that buried deposits are in the process of

being deflated at the site.

T'he ceran.4cs from the site consist of grit tempered plain ard I
cordmarked sherds similar to those associated with the Plains Woodland,
Grasshopper Falls phase in the project area (Reynolds 1979, Witty 1982).

The l ithics suggest that along with ceramic manufacture, bifacial tool

production was an important activity, as most of the flakes and chips

are ifacial trimming elements. The flake scraper and edge-mcdified

flakes indicate that cutting and scraping tasks occurred as well.

(Oveail, the prehistoric assemblage suggests that a relatively long-term ii
residential occupation is represented rather than a special purpose
extractive camp. Since i4JF44 has the potential for intact buried

deposits and contained a relatively dense scatter of artifacts, further

testing is recommended to determine its eligibility for the National

P7 1



Re~iP ter. These investigations should also attempt to locate and assess
the integrity of the foundation remains of the Bledsoe farmstead that
,,ppa rent lv. remained within that family for over 60 years.

IL. 3F 50

1-, FM) was recorded as a scatter of ceramics, burned rock, lithic
'L-Ihris ard daub by Jlack Schock in 1965. Artifacts recovered from the

inc ce lluded thick cordmarked sherds , a ceramic pipestem, a serrated
,rnei--nt-tched prot-ectile point and a pol ished Celt iiagment, indicating

a P, i PS Woodliand cultural af fil iat icr. . The site is currently situated
or. 7 terrace ,it the edge ofthe shorelinoe of Perry lake within the
'Litt', clough Creek inlet, It is, located abcout -100 m east of site

~(Figuie -). Ground cover consisted of dense weeds andgrs
above the u'enuded shioreline an~d surfdce visibility was gecnerally poor.

The 1985 in~es-tigations included an intensive surface collection
nd the excax.ation of four shovel tests. The surface collection

r'evealed a light to moderate scatter of both prehistoric and historic
cultural debris. Prehistoric materials were general'.y restricted to the
eroded shoreline t the northwestern. portion 01f the site and, as
crigirially reported, probably extend under the nmultipurpose pool.
Historic artifacts w~ere largely, .Concentrated within a 10 by 20 m areza ,t
the southeastern edge of the site (Figure 8) . A 100 percent sample of
prehistoric artifacts and a. representative sample of historic debris
were collected within an area of nearly 30CC sq m. The shovel tests
were placed at the upper portioni of the shoreline at about 897 ft above
11s1 1 ut: no sub~surface artifacts were recovered. The uipper soil horizon
hads beeit roded away leaving the very dark prayish broun silty clay loam
b hcrizor of the Reading soil exposed at the surface, indicatiing the
site ILs I.ittl- potential for intact subs:urface deposits.

A1 toti u± 19 artifacts were recorded from, 11JF50 includfncp

prlistoictnd 8 historic items. Prehistoric mate,:ial coInsistS o
grit tempered ccrdmarked hody sherds, two chunks, three flakcs, tliro,

% pieces- of shatter and one diorite cobble that appears to have serve
c or nutting stone. The cordmarked grit tempered sherds- Iroat.

T'1 TI An kodli cultural aff iliatiorn (Figure 9f-g).

The historic artifacts include one amber-'olored ~
-a a ment I igure 9h) , one piece of thick window glass , tlri

*f white glass, one whiteware rim shierd, a brass, Fcrew, -ini
he 11ottle fragment is hand finished indicatirg it date,,

to 1915 (Roseniberg and IFvietok 1982) , while thc I T- Ti
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manufacture were performed. Other activities suggested by the limited
assemblage include hunting, butchering and possibly seed grinding. The
daub recovered by Schock indicates that a prehistoric structure was
present at the site. Overall, the prehistoric material suggests that
14JF50 was occupied over a relatively long period of time, probably as a
small hamlet, during the Plains Woodland period.

The historic occupation at 14JF50 is represented by a small

concentration of historic debris at the site's southeastern edge. The
amber bottle fragment and whiteware indicate that the Euroamerican
occupation may have occurred as early as 1830 or 1870. However, none of
the other historic artifacts appear to date this early and more likely
date to the early to mid 1900s. The window glass Indicates that a
building was present at the site, although no structures are shown at
this location on either the 1899 or 1916 Jefferson County Plats, again
suggesting a later date for the historic component. Structures were not
present at the site in 1958, according to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
base map of the project area. Therefore, the building may date after
i916 and was apparently removed prior to 1958.

Since 14JF50 lacks intact subsurface deposits and has been largely

destroyed by shoreline erosion, it is not considered eligible for the
National Register. No further archaeological testing or management is
recommended for the site.

14JF54

14JF54 was first reported by Jack Schock in 1965 as a light

prehistoric lithic scatter of unknown cultural affiliation. He divided
the site into two separate localities, designated as Areas A and B.
Presently Area B is situated on a T-1 Terrace at the edge of the Perry
Lake shoreline, while Area A occurs further up the shoreline outside of

the survey boundary. The site is located within the small valley of
Slough Creek about a mile south of site 14JF44 (Figure 3). Except for

the denuded shoreline, the site was covered with dense weeds at the time
of the 1985 survey. Artifacts were restricted to the shoreline and
occurred within a narrow strip of land covering approximately 600 sq m.
The lake level was at 895.6 ft above msl during the investigations at
I4jF54 and the lower shoreline was flooded.

The 1985 investigations consisted of an intensive surface
collection and the excavation of two shovel tests. A 100 percent sample
of all material exposed along the shoreline was retained for analysis.
The two shovel tests were placed 10 m apart along a north to south
transect (Figure 11). Shovel Test I was placed on the eroded shoreline t,

at 896 ft above msl, while Shovel Test 2 was excavated in the weeds at
% 900 ft msl. Neither shovel test produced conclusive evidence of an

intact subsurface cultural deposit. However, within the Shovel Test 2,
%the very dark brown silty clay loam A horizon of the Wabash soil was

largely intact indicating that the artifacts on the deflated shoreline
represent intact subsurface deposits in the process of eroding from the
cutbank. The Wabash soil is a deep, nearly level alluvial soil which

occurs on floodplains and low terraces (Dickey et al. 1977:20).
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The limited artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF54 consists of
one projectile point, four flakes, one chip and four pieces of shatter.
All of the material is local tan, gray or brown chert. The projectile
point is a small, serrated corner-notched variety similiar to those
referred to as Sequoia or Scallorn points (Figure 9i). It indicates a
Plains Woodland cultural affiliation for Area B of the site and
measures 24 mm in length, 13 mm in width and 4 mm in thickness. Notch
width is 5 mn, notch depth is 4 mm and stem width is 5 mm. The point is
missing part of its base and its tip and was manufactured from a
fossiliferous brown chert.

14JF54 is situated on a T-1 terrace and, although deflated at the
water's edge, has the potential for intact deposits further up the
shoreline at about 900 ft above msl. The recovery of a small
side-notched serrated projectile point from the site suggests a Plains
Woodland cultural affiliation probably related to the local Grasshopper
Falls phase.

The absence of ceramics or evidence of structural features suggests
the site was occupied as a temporary campsite where hunting, butchering
and chipped stone tool manufacture occurred. As such it represents a
little known settlement type for this cultural manifestation in the
project area and may contain significant data on the local prehistory.
14JF54 contains intact soils at the upper edge of the shoreline from
which cultural material is in the process of eroding, therefore it is
recommended that additional testing be initiated to determine the extent
of these deposits inside the survey area and the National Register
status of the site.

14JF66

14JF66 was initially recorded by Dr. Alfred Johnson of the
University of Kansas in 1966 as a prehistoric lithic scatter of unknown
cultural affiliation on a low terrace of Little Slough Creek.
Currently, the site area is located adjacent to Little Slough Creek
about 200 m east of the multipurpose pool of Perry Lake (Figure 3). The
site has been completely destroyed by a borrow pit associated with
bridge construction to the northeast of the site (Figure 12). Except
for one1 ossible chert flake recovered wit'iin an access road used by
heavy equipment at the northern edge of the site area, cultural
materials were not observed at this location. Since 1LJF66 has been
destroyed, it is rot eligible for the National Register and no further
archaeolegical work or management is recommended.

141F101

14,1FIOI consists ot a moderate scatter of recent historic debris
including glass bottle fragments, ceramics, tin cans, metal pipe
fittings and limestone blocks. The site is located on the T-1 terrace
above the Delaware River and Peter Creek about 200 m west o Valley
Falls, Kansas (Figure 3). It was situated in a milo field with very
good surface visibility and covered an area of about 1600 sq m. A
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representative sample of artifacts were recovered from the surface and
three shovel tests were placed across the site area at 20 m intervals
(Figure 13). No subsurface artifacts were recovered, although the soil
profile at the site is intact and consists of the Wabash silty clay loam
(Dickey et al. 1977).

The artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF101 consists of one
complete glass bottle and one whiteware rim sherd. The bottle contained
St. Joseph Asperin and was manufactured by the Owens-Illinois Glass Co.
at a plant in Fairmont, West Virginia in the 1940s according to the
trademark (Rosenberg and Kvietok 1982:29). The whiteware rim dates to
between 1840 and 1910. Judging from its glaze and thickness, it
probably falls closer to the later date.

14JFIO1 primarily consists of a modern scatter of historic debris
dating after 1900. According to the 1899 and 1916 Jefferson County
Plats, the site area was previously owned by J. P. Barnes but no
structures were present in the vicinity. Structures are also absent on
the 1958 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers topographic base map of the
project area, indicating that the site represents a recent historic
clump. If any structure was present at the site, it was destroyed
between 191b and 1958. Since 14JF1OI lacks structural integrity and is
of recent origin, it is not considered eligible for the National
Register. No further archaeological work or management of the site is
recomrended.

14JF102

14JFI02 consists of a very light scatter of prehistoric llthic
debris which extends across the top of a broad, low upland ridge above
the floodplains of Cedar Creek and the Delaware River. The site is
located in the northern portion of the prolect area about a half mile
west of Valley Falls, Kansas (Figure 3). Tbis location is approximately
200 iU west of site 14JF418 with which it is probably associated. At the
time of the survey, the site was in a freshly cultivated field planted
in milo and surface visibility was excellent. The light scatter of
quartzite and chert cobbles present covered an area of about 10,000 sq
m. Most of the materil appeared to be unworked but a number of
specimens exhibited evidence of flaking, battering or thermal
alteration. A representative sample of the material was retained for
analysis.

Five shovel tests were excavated at 26 m intervals along an east to
west transect at the northern portion of the site (Figure 13). All five
shovel tests were sterile and very little ci the A horizon of the 4W

Shelhy-Pawnee compley soil remaincd intact. This soil forred in glacial
till and glaciofluvial deposits and generally occurs on narrow ridge
tops ard fide slopes (Dickey et al. 1977:17).

The artifact assemblage recovered fror 14.TF102 consists of one
chert chunk, three cobbles of battered quartzite and one small piece of
unburned limestone. None of the material is ape-diagnostic and the
cultural affiliption of the site is unknown.
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14JF102 consists of a light scatter of chert and quartzite across a
small upland ridge. The site is located 200 m west of 14JF418, at a
terminus of the same upland ridge, and is probably an associated
occupation. It appears to be a small campsite which has been completely
destroyed by cultivation and erosion. 14JF102 is not considered
eligible for the National Register and no further archaeological work or
management is recommended.

14JF103

14JFl03 consists of a light, dispersed prehistoric lithic scatter
loceted on an upland hillslope and ridge top above Cedar Creek about a
quarter of a mile west of 14JF102 (Figure 3). Ground cover consisted of
low beans with excellent surface visibility. The hillslope at the
northern edge of the site is highly eroded but the crest of the ridge is
fairly intact. The southern portion of the site appears to have been
minimally disturbed by construction of Kansas Highway 16.

The 19F5 investigations at 14JF103 included an intensive pedestrian
survey and the excavation of 5 shovel tests (Figure 13). A 100 percent
sample of the prehistoric material was retained for analysis. The
scatter covered ani area of aproximately 30,000 sq m, although most of
the artifacts were recovered from the ridge top at the northern edge of
the site. The tive shovel tests were excavated at 20 m intervals along
an east to west transect on the crest of the ridge. Subsurface
artifacts were not encountered within the shovel tests, but the A
horizon of the Shelby-Pawnee complex soil was partially intact,
indicating the site has intact subplowzone deposits which are in the
process of being deflated.

A total of 79 prehistoric artifacts were recovered from 14JF103
including chipped stone tools, ground stone tools, lithic manufacturing
debris, hematite and unworked stone. A modern wristwatch and small
piece of scrap iron were observed but not retained. The chipped stone
tools include two biface fragments, one edge-modified chunk and one
edge-modifled flake. The ground stone consists of two hammerstones, one
of which is a battered quartzite glacial cobble. The other is a cobble
of battered chert. Lithic manufacturing debris includes four cores, 21
flakes, 5 chips and 21 pieces of shatter. All but two of these
artifacts are made from locally available brown, tan or gray cherts.
The exceptions consist of two diorite flakes derived from glacial
cobbles. One piece of unworked hematite and 10 pieces of unworked
quartzite, limestone and sandstone complete the artifact inventory.

14,JF103 is bounded by Highway 16 to the south, a section road to
the tast and an unnamed intermittent stream to the west. At thc time of
the 1985 survey, the site was in a freshly disked field, planted in
leans, and a dispersed scatter of lithic debris was observed on the
surface. Although the site has been disturbed by erosion, cultivation
and road construction, the central portion appears to be intact.

Artifacts recovered indicate that chert procurement and tool
manufacture were rajor activities at the site, although light-duty
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scraping and perhaps pigment processing also occurred. The limited
artifact inventory suggests that the site was occupied as an upland
campsite for a relatively short period of time, although the cultural
affiliation could not be determined. The presence of a partially intact
A horizon at the crest of the ridge top indicates that some undisturbed
cultural deposits are present at the site and that 14JF]03 is in the
process of being deflated by cultivation. Therefore, it is recorm,ended
chat more extensive testing be conducted in the central portion of
14JFIU3 to determine if intact deposits are present and if the site is
eligible for the National Register. Further testing may provide the
data required to assign a cultural affiliation to the prehistcric
component.

14JF104

i4JFI04 consists of a light scatter of historic artifacts including
bricks, limestone blocks, ceramics, window glass and bottle fragments,
indicating the former presence of an historic structure. The site is
located on a lou terrace above Peter Creek, just north of old Highway 16
and about 200 m west of Valley Falls, Karsas (Figure 3). A structure
recorded at this location on the 1916 Jefferson County Plat was
apparently destroyed within the next 40 years, as it does not appear on
the 1956 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers topographic base map.

The 1985 investigations included an intensive pedestrian survey and
the excavation of four shovel tests. The site was planted in milo with
very gcod visibility and a light to moderate scatter of brick,
limestone, ceramics and glass was observed within an area of about 3500
sc m. A representative sample of debris was retained for laboratory
analysis. Intra-site concentrations of artifacts were noted at both the
eastern and western edges of the site indicating the possible locations
of two former structures. The four shovel tests were placed at 20 m
intervals across the site. Three were placed along an east to west
transect across the center of the site and the fourth was located 20 m
to the north in the northeastern portion of the site (Figure 13). No
evidence of subsurface deposits was encountered within the shovel tests,
although the A horizon of the Kennebec soil appears to be intact.

A total of 10 artifacts were recovered from the surface of 14JF104
includinig one piece of brick, one limestone foundation tragment, two
bottle glass fragments, one piece of window glass. two porcelain
fragments, one whiteware body sherd ard two stoneware body sherds. One
of the bottle fragments is a portion of a clear bottle dating after
1880. The other is an aqua fragment dating after 1810 and undoubtedly
dates much later. The stoneware sherds date after 18b0, while the
whiteware dates between 1860 and 1910. One of the porcelain artifacts
is the interior liner Gf a mason jar lid dating after 1868.

14JF]04 consists of a light tc roderate scatter of historic debris
probably associated with a structure owned by J. P. Barnes in 1916. The

structure was destroyed prior to 1958 and no intact subsurface deposits
remain. Since 14JF04 lacks structural integrity and is not associated
with individuals significant to the history of the project area, it is
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not considered eligible for the National Register. No further
archaeological work or management of the site is recommended.

]4JF105

14JF105 is located just north of Valley Falls, Kansas on an upland
ridge overlooking the Delaware River (Figure 3). The site was in a milo
field and consisted of a light scatter of prehistoric artifacts covering
an area of about 9600 sq m. Surface visibility was fair within the
field and improved within a graded access road that runs from east to
west across the ridge top. A 100 percent sample of exposed cultural
material was retained for analysis and five shovel tests were excavated
at 20 m intervals parallel to the field road (Figure 14). Although the
shovel tests were sterile, the recent grading of the road bed exposed
artifacts at a depth of about 10 cm below the surface at the southern
edge of the site.

Immediately south of the road, the site is covered with a narrow
band of light timber and grass. Shovel tests were not placed in this
area. However, the soil profile exposed by the grader cut indicates
artifacts are present to a depth of at least 10 cm. A limestone well
which is approximately 3 m deep and I m in diameter is located in this
area. No foundation remains are located in the vicinity of the well and
historic structures are not indicated at this location on either the
1899 or 1916 Jefferson County Plats. Structures are also absent from
the site area on the 1958 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers base map.

The site is located in the area of an "Indian Village" recorded on
the 1856 CLO survey (Calhoun 1856). The Delaware Indians occupied the
project area as part of their reservation from 1829 to 1867. It is
possible that the site designated on the 1856 map represents a Delaware
Village but this is not specifically indicated in the GLO survey notes
(Adams 1856). Witty (1982:51) notes that after being moved to Kansas
the Delaware were supposed to have occupied log cabins and to have
established farmsteads during this reservation period. Therefore, their
habitation sites would, for the most part, be similiar to contempor-
aneous Euroamerican settlements. The presence of a limestone well at
14JF105 not associated with any structures recorded between 1899 and
1958, raises the possibility that it may represent an Historic Delaware
Indian occupation. It is also possible that the "Indian Village"
recorded during the 1856 survey represents an earlier prehistoric or
proto-historic occupation site, unrelated to the Delaware habitation of
the territory.

The artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF105 includes 62 pre-
historic items and one historic glass bottle. Thirty-nine of the
prehistoric artifacts were recovered along the hillslope within the milo
field and 23 were recovered within the freshly graded roadbed. They
include one projectile polpt, one biface fragment, three edge-modified
flakes, three cores, six chunks, 17 flakes, five chips, nine pieces of
shatter, one mano, one hammerstone, four ground stone fragments, eight
pieces of unworked stone, two pieces of hematite and one piece of worked
shell. The historic artifact was found within the wooded area and
consists of a nearly complete whiskey bottle post-dating Prohibition.
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The projectile point is a small, unnotched triangular specimen
manufactured from a light gray chert (Figure 9j). it measures 17 mm in
length, 15 mm in width and is 3 mm thick. The base of the point has
been thinned, presumably to facilitate hafting and several small channel
flake scars are present. The small size of the tool indicates it served
as an arrow point. Similar specimens have been recovered from historic p.

period Kansas Indian Village sites, in northeastern Kansas (Wedel 1959).
The biface fragment is the midsection of a larger point or knife. The
mano consists of a quartzite cobble with a smoothed flat surface, while
the hammerstone is a smaller glacial erratic with battering along most
of the perimeter (Figure 9k). One of the pieces of hematite was ground
along one surface.

14JF105 consists of a fairly light scatter of prehistoric debris
immediately adjacent to an historic limestone well. The site was
recorded as the location of an "Indian Village" during the 1856 GLO
survey. The project area served as the location of the Delaware Indian
Reservation between 1829 and 1860 but the site does not appear to be
associated with the historic Delaware Indians since no artifacts dating
to this period were recovered.

The only historic artifact recovered from the site is a whiskey
bottle post-dating Prohibition. The limestone well is located adjacent
to the prehistoric scatter although no artifacts were found in direct
association with it. The presence of cement at the top of the well
suggests that a relatively recent episode of rebuilding has occurred or
that the structure was constructed within the last 50 to 75 years.

The small triangular arrow point recovered from the surface of the
site indicates a late prehistoric, protohistoric or possibly early
historic occupation for the 14JF105. The absence of ceramics suggests
either that the site was not intensively occupied or that it represents

a special purpose Plains Village occupation. No evidence of prehistoric
structures, storage facilities, or hearth features generally associated
with more permanent Plains Village occupations was recovered during the
investigations.

Activities inferred from the artifacts recovered include chipped
stone and ground stone tool manufacture, hunting, butchering, grinding,
pigment processing, and light-duty cutting and scraping. The low
artifact density suggests a relatively short-term occupation. It
appears that the site was occupied as an upland extractive camp by a
relatively small group of people engaged in hunting and gathering
subsistance tasks during the Plains Village or protohistoric (Oneota)
periods. Although no artifacts were recovered to substantiate the
historic record, it is also possible that the site represents a short
term Delaware Indian occupation. The historic limestone well indicates
that the site was subsequently occupied by Euroamericans, although no
structural remains of a former dwelling or domestic artifacts were
encountered.

No evidence of an intact subsurface deposit was encountered within
the shovel tests. However lithic artifacts were recovered at least "
10 cm below the surface within the recently graded roadbed located
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immediately adjacent to the light timber at the southern edge of the
site. 14JF105 appears to have been extensively disturbed by cultivation
to the north of the access road but may possibly contain intact deposits
within the wooded portion at its southern edge. Therefore, 14JF105 may
contain data important to the local prehistory and further test
excavations are recommended to determine its National Register status.

14JF106

14JF106 is located on the eastern shore of Perry Lake near the
northern edge of the multipurpose pool (Figure 3). The site is situated
on a relatively steep upland side slope and consists of a dry masonry
limestone wall 28 m in length and 30 to 150 cm in height. An opening
may have served as a gateway near the northern end of the wall, where it
joins with a 9 m long section running west to east that grades into a
natural limestone outcrop (Figure 15).

The site area is littered with glass bottles- plastic, styrofoam
and other recent historic artifacts along the shoreline that have been
deposited during periods of flooding. No residential debris such as
window glass, ceramics, crockery or brick were present at the site. One
recent historic bottle was retained for analysis. It consists of an
animal vaccine bottle manufactured in the last 40 years. One shovel
test was placed just inside the possible gateway but no subsurface
artifacts were encountered.

The site represents a dry masonry limestone wall constructed
adjacent to an old roadway located on both the 1899 and 1916 Jefferson
County Plats. Although the limestone wall is largely intact, 14JF106 is
not considered eligible for nomination to the National Register since it
contains little significant information on the history of the project
area. No further archaeological work or preservation measures are
recommended for the site.

14JF107

14JF107 is located in the southern portion of the project area
along the eastern shoreline of Perry Lake just north of Perry Dam
(Figure 3). The site is situated on an upland side slope within the
Perry Public Use Area and is a destroyed historic farmstead. Ground
cover consisted of mown grass above the bare, eroded shoreline and
surface visibility was very good.

An intensive surface collection was conducted with 100 percent of
the glass and ceramic artifacts retained and a representative sample of
metal artifacts collected. The scatter covered an area of only 25 sq m
and was eroding out of a small intermittant drainage (Figure 16). One
shovel test was placed just above the eroded shoreline but subsurface
cultural material was not encountered. However, artifacts were observed
beneath 10 cm of sterile sediments within the cutbank at the upper edge
of the eroded shoreline. Structures are recorded at this location on
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both the 1899 and 1916 Jefferson County Plats owned by Joseph White and
Charles Gramse, respectively. They were apparently removed during lake
construction, as seven buildings were present at this location on the
1958 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers topographic base map of the project
area.

A total of only seven artifacts were recovered from 14JF107
including one bottle fragment, one piece of pressed glass, two ceramic
sherds and three pieces of metal. The bottle fragment consists of a
small portion of the base of an aqua-colored bottle dating after 1860.
The ceramics include a whiteware rim dating between 1860 and 1910 and
the base of a molded stoneware vessel dating after 1880. One of the
metal artifacts is a four pronged pitch fork that probably also post-
dates 1880. The other metal artifacts include an iron hinge and a metal
harness hook which could easily date to the same period.

The artifacts recovered from the surface of 14JF107 include
historic glass, ceramics and metal items, all indicative of a
Euroamerican farmstead. These date between the later part of the
nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century. The site was owned by Joseph
White in 1899 and Charles Gramse in 1916. The land was purchased from
Thomas A. Noll by the federal government during lake development and the
farmstead was destroyed. Limestone foundation remains were encountered
in the site area and appeared to represent an outbuilding or barn rather
than a residential structure. Since 14JF107 has been bulldozed and
contains only redeposited subsurface artifacts, it is not considered
eligible for the National Register and no further archaeological work or
preservation is recommended.

14JF108

14J 108 consists of the remains of a dry masonry limestone wall
located on an upland slope near the western shore of Perry Lake about I
km north of Perry Dam (Figure 3). The wall is aligned east to west
along a section line and continues for 150 m west of the shoreline to a
park access road in the Rock Creek Public Use Area (Figure 17). It is
constructed of cut limestone blocks and field stones, is about I m wide
and varies from 10 to 30 cm in height. The wall is largely destroyed
and was obviously much higher in the past judging from the amount of
limestone strewn at its base. Although recent historic items litter the
shoreline at this location, no artifacts definitely associated with the
limestone wall were recovered. One shovel test was excavated at the
base of the wall but subsurface artifacts were not encountered.

A road is indicated at this location on both the 1899 and 1916
Jefferson County Plats although structures were not recorded. The road
was apparently improved between 1899 and 1916 when it served as the
route for Rural Free Delivery in the county and was a main artery
linking Thompsonville, Ozawkie, Meriden and Valley Falls. The area to
the north of the wall has been leveled but no definite evidence of a
road, such as pavement or gravel, was observed during the survey. The
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remains of a largely destroyed limestone wall and possible roadbed are
not considered significant to the local history of the project area and
14JF108 is therefore not considered eligible for the National Register.
No further archaeological work or management of the site is recommended.

14JF109

14J1l'09 is located on upland slope along the western shore of Perry
Lake near the southern edge of the Jefferson Point Area of Perry State
Park (Figure 3). The site consists of a scatter of historic debris
along the shoreline associated with the foundation remains of a house
and two silos. The shore was denuded of vegetation at the water's edge
but was covered with mown grass further up the bank. Surface visibility
was fair to excellent throughout the site area.

Investigations at 14JF109 included an intensive pedestrian survey,
artifact collection and the excavation of five shovel tests (Figure 18).
The house foundation is located on the upper portion of the shoreline at
about 900 ft above msl. It consists of a low mound which measures about
15 by 18 m in extent with a possible cellar depression in the
southwestern corner. A low, dry masonry limestone wall is located
adjacent to the northern edge of the house mound. It runs east to west
for about 50 m and corresponds with the section line separating
Townships 10 and 11.

A field or access road is located immediately north of the
limestone wall and the two circular silo foundations are located 75 m to
the northeast of the road along the shoreline. One of the silos was
constructed of cement blocks and the other of red ceramic building
blocks. Both have limestone and cement foundations measuring 5 m in
diameter. About 75 m south of the house remains is a concentration of
metal artifacts that may indicate the f,rmer presence of a barn or
outbuilding. Structures are indicated at the site on both the 1899 and
191b Jefferson County Plats when the land was owned by Charles McCoy.
Structures were still present in 1958 according to the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers base map of the project area.

The scatter of historic debris along the shoreline covered an area
of about 5100 sq m and a representative sample of artifacts was retained
for analysis. One of the shovel tests was placed at the eastern edge of
the house mound and encountered composition roof shingles, wood and
mortar within the upper 30 cm. None of this material was retained but
it does indicate that subsurface deposits are present at the site. The
other shovel tests were sterile and the A horizon of the Vinland soil
has Leen removed by erosion.

1he 25 artifacts collected from the surface of the site include
five bottle glass fragments, two pressed glass fragments, ten ceramic
sherds and eight metal artifacts. The bottle glass includes one neck
section, three bases and one body fragment. The neck section is from a
bottle with a threaded lip for a screw cap. The three base sections
represent clear, aqua and lavender-colored bottles. The aqua bottle has
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an oval impression on the bottom of the base indicating it was machine
manufactured and the others exhibit prominent seams also indicating
mechanized origins. The body fragment is a section of a lavender-
colored bottle. The machine-made bottles post-date 1890 and most likely
date to the early 1900s. The screw top bottle dates after 1925. The
two pressed glass fragments include one piece of cobalt blue glass from
a polygonal-shaped artifact and one lavender-colored base of what may be
a small jar dating after 1880.

The ceramics from 14JF109 include four rim sherds and five body
sherds derived from utilitarian domestic vessels and one piece of
ceramic building block from one of the two silos. Two of the rim sherds
are from large stoneware vessels. One is a small section of a decorated
whiteware plate dating between 1830-1900 and the other is a porcelain
fragment of the interior lid of a mason jar. The body sherds include
three large pieces of stoneware dating after 1880, one piece of
whiteware dating between 1830-1920 and a porcelain fragment that could
not be dated. The metal artifacts include one iron door hinge, one iron
ring, one harness fitting, one knife handle, one wire nail and two
pieces of scrap iron. Except for the wire nail, which were commonly
used after about 1890, these artifacts are not age diagnostic.

14JF109 consists of the structural remains of a house, limestone
section wall and two silos on an upland side slope. Artifacts are
scattered throughout the site area but are most concentrated along the
shoreline to the east and south of the former house site. The artifacts
recovered from the site confirm a Euroamerican cultural affiliaticn
dating to the late nineteenth and early part of the twentieth centuries.
The site is the location of the former Charles McCoy farmstead, which
was occupied from at least 1899 to 1916. Structures were still present
at the site in 1958, after which they were purchased from Edwin N.
Michael.

Subsurface artifacts were encountered to a depth of 30 cm at the
eastern edge of the house mound. These included recent building
materials such as roof shingles, plastic, painted wood and mortar.
These artifacts indicate that the site was demolished during lake
construction and that intact earlier deposits may be present. If
present, such deposits could be important to the local history of the
region especially with regards to the early settlement, trade and
subsistance patterns. Since 14JF109 has the potential for intact
subsurface deposits related to the early settlement of the project area,
it is recommended that additional test excavations be conducted to
determine the site's National Register status.

I4

14JF11O

14JFIIO is located on a high terrace on the western shore of Perry
Lake within the Jefferson Point area of Perry State Park (Figure 3).
The site is a partially submerged concrete silo foundation,
approximately 5 m in diameter, situated adjacent to the swimming beach
of the State Park (Figure 19). Ground cover consisted ot sand and
gravel and surface visibility was excellent. Several large limestone
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blocks are located 25 m to the west of the silo indicating the former
presence of a barn or house in the site area.

The scatter of artifacts around the silo covered an area of about
-400 sa n and consisted of glass, ceramics and metal artifacts. Two
shovel tests were excavated adjacent to the foundation but no intact
subsurface deposits were encountered. Redeposited nails were present to
a depth of 10 cm within the sand and gravel of the shoreline.
Structures are indicated at this location on both the 1899 and 1916
Jefferson County Plats when the land was owned by I. S. Ploughe. Two
silos and one structure are shown within the survey area at this
Ick-ation on the 1958 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers base map. Two
associated buildings were located between 900 and 910 ft above msl while
nine buildings and four silos are located beneath Perry Lake. They were
purchased by the government from Vernet C. Dick prior to 1963 and were
removed during lake construction.

A total of seven artifacts were recovered from the surface of
'4JFiIO. These include two whiteware rim sherds, one whiteware body
fragment and a piece of ceramic building tile. Metal artifacts consist
of two wire nails and an iron eyelet. One of the whiteware rims is
possibly a piece of pearl ware from a small bowl with a molded design
that dates between 1785 and 1830. The other whiteware rim is a section
of a cup dating between 1850 and 1900. The two wire nails date after
1890. None of the other artifacts could be dated.

14JFIIO consists of the destroyed remains of an historic farmstead
occupied from at least 1899 to 1916 by I. S. Ploughe. As of 1958, the
property was owned by Vernet C. Dick and 16 structures were still
present of which only two silos and one outbuilding occurred within the
survey area. The remaining buildings are located outside the survey
area or beneath Perry Lake. No intact subsurface deposits were
encountered and 14JFIIO is not considered eligible for the National
Registet. Therefore, no further archaeological work ox preservation is
recommended.

14JFI II

14.'F111 is located on a high terrace at the northern shore of the
Rock Creek arm of Perry Lake (Figure 3). The site consists of a light
scatter uf historic material along the eroded shoreline. Ground cover
consisted of weeds above the bare shoreline and surface visibility was
fair to good (Figure 20). Structural remains were not observed within
the site vicinitv, although a structure owned by H. McCoy is shown at
this loctitton on both the 1899 and 1916 lefferson County Plats. Two
structures are indicatud iust south ot the site area on the UaThb ..S.
Army Corps of Frgineers base map. These structures are now located

* under the water level (t the multipurpose pool

The 19P' investigations Included intensive pedestrianv survey,
artilact collection and the excavation of two shovel tests along the
shoreline. The pedestrian survey revealed a light t( -.,deratt ,katter
of historic glass and ceramfis within a linear strip ot land that
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Figure 20. General views of sites 14JFIII and 14JF112: view to the
north of the eroded shoreline at 14JTF111 (upper); view to
the northwest ot Structure 4 at 14JF112 (lower).
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covered an area of about 1000 sq m. A representative sample of
artifacts was retained for analysis including all observed rim sherds

and all bottle base and lip fragments. The shovel tests were placed 10
m apart on an east to west transect oriented perpendicular to the
shoreline (Figure 21). Both shovel tests were sterile and the upper A
and B horizons of the Gymer silt loam soil have been completely removed
by wave action at the waters edge. In contrast, the B horizon remains
largely intact in the upper portion of the shore near the elevation of

900 ft above msl.

The artifact assemblage recovered from 14JFI11 includes six pieces
of glass and six ceramic sherds. The glass includes one bottle lip

fragment, two body fragments, one piece of pressed glass and two window

glass fragments. The ceramics consist of two stoneware body sherds, one
whiteware rim sherd, two whiteware body sherds and one piece of

porcelain. The bottle lip is a fragment of a machine-made jar with
non-continuous threads. It probably dates between 1910 and 1930. The
other glass fragments are not age-diagnostic, although the window glass

indicates the presence of a structure. The two stoneware body sherds
are slip and salt glazed and were probably molded indicating a date of
manufacture after 1880. The whiteware rim is undecorated and dates
between 1840 and 1900, while the two undecorated whiteware body sherds

date between 1830 and 1910. The porcelain fragment is a section of the
lip of a cup of uncertain age.

14JF111 consists of a light scatter of historic debris associated
with the H. McCoy farmstead recorded at this location on both the 1899

and 1916 Jefferson County Plats. Datable artifacts recovered from the
site surface overlap this time period. They range from about 1830 to
1930 with most falling between 1880 and 1910. Overall, the artifacts

are associated with domestic activities suggesting the former presence
of a house in the vicinity of the artifact scatter rather than a barn or
outbuilding. No foundation remains were observed in the site locality
and no subsurface deposits were encountered within the shovel tests.
The site appears to have been completely destroyed and given the
severity of erosion along the shoreline, it has little potential for

intact deposits. 14JFl11, therefore, is not considered eligible for the
National Register and no further archaeological work or management is

recommended.

14JF1-12

14JF112 is located or an upland side slope along the shoreline of
Perry Lake within the Delaware Area of Perry State Park about 700 m east

of I4JFlI1 (Figure 3). The site consists of a moderate to dense scatter i
of historic artifacts associated with four limestone foundations along
the shoreline. Three of the foundations are located above the eroded
shoreline at an elevation of about 900 ft above msl. These include the

remains of two houses and a root cellar. The fourth foundation is

associated with a large barn and is located along the water's edge at
the eastern edge of the site (Figure 21).
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The 1985 investigations at 14JF112 included an intensive pedestrian
survey, artifact collection and the excavation of four shovel tests.
The survey revealed the presence of a moderate to dense scatter of
historic debris covering an area of approximately 5200 sq m. Ground
cover consisted of weeds and brush above the denuded shoreline and
surface visibility was generally good throughout the site area. A
representative sample of artifacts from the site was collected for
analysis. Artifact provenience was maintained by reference to the
structures with artifacts recovered within or adjacent to a structure
collected separately. Artifacts from the eroded shoreline were given a
general surface provenience. Shovel tests were excavated at each of the
four foundatons and, with the exception of Structure 2, subsurface
deposits were not located. The intact A horizon of the Vinland complex
soil was encountered adjacent to Structures 1 and 2, while the soil has
been completely eroded in the vicinity of Structure 4 (Figure 20).

Structure I is located at the western edge of the site about 120 m
west of Structures 2 and 3 (Figure 21). It is a largely intact
rectangular house foundation constructed of quarried limestone blocks.
It measures about 5 m east to west and 4 m north to south. The entrance
was placed in the southern wall of the house and the remains of a brick
and mortar chimney are located at the northern edge of the building.
Artifacts surrounding the foundation include building material, glass,
ceramics and metal artifacts.

Structure 2 is located 100 m east ot Structure I and consists of a
dry masonry limestone cellar (Figure 21). The structure is partially
intact and measures approximately 3 m east to west, 4 m north to south
and is about 2 m deep. The entrance is at the southern wall. A shovel
test placed just outside the entrance encountered limestone wall fall at
10 cm below the surface documenting that subsurface deposits are
present. Artifacts associated with the cellar include mason jar lids,
bottle glass and ceramics.

Structure 3 is located near the center of the site about 120 m east
of Structure 1 and 20 m southeast of Structure 2 (Figure 21). It is a
limestone house foundation consisting of two rectangular adjoining
sections. The main section mesures 4.5 m east to west, 3.5 m north to
south and abutts an apparently later addition or porch along the
norther. wall. The addition measures 3 m east to west and 2 m north to
south. A limestone well is located at the northeastern corner of the
building and is flanked by two large cement slabs. The well is about 4
m deep and 1 m in diameter. A destroyed brick and mortar chimney is
located at the northern edge of the structure and the entrance was
apparently located along the southern wall.

Structure 4 is located about 25 m east of Structure 3 along the
shore of a small inlet (Figure 21). It consists of the partially intact
fcundation of a large barn. The foundation measures 7 m north to south
and at least 5 m east to west. The eastern portion of the foundation is I
located beneath Perry Lake and the western edge consists of 4 to 5
courses of large cut limestone blocks measuring over I m in length and
from 50 to 60 cm in width and thickness (Figure 20). Artifacts within
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and around the structure consisted primarily of pieces of farm machinery
and hand tools.

The four structures described above are associated with the
farmstead indicated at the locale on both the 1899 and 1916 Jefferson

p County Plats. In 1899, the land was owned by J. S. Ploughe and by 1916
ownership had transfered to C. Goeppert. The structures were destroyed
prior to 1958, as indicated by their absence on the U.S. Corps of
Engineers topographic base map of the project area.

A total of 86 artifacts were recovered from the surface of 14JF112
including 30 from the eroded portion of the shoreline, 16 from the

p. vicinity of Structure 1, ten from the area of Structure 2, 12 from
v Structure 3 and 18 from Structure 4. Artifacts recovered along the

shoreline consist of 18 pieces of bottle glass (five lip fragments, two
neck fragments, four base fragments and seven body fragments), one piece
of pressed glass, nine ceramic fragments (two stoneware rims, one
stoneware body sherd, five whiteware rims and one porcelain body sherd),
one iron bolt and a piece of ceramic drain pipe.

One of the lip fragments is a lavender-colored section of a bottle
with an "oil finish" and applied lip (Figure 22a). It was probably made
from a two piece mold and appears to represent a liquid container
manufactured between 1870 and 1910. Another lavender-colored lip and
neck fragment has an everted hand applied lip and was probably used as a
proprietory or prescription bottle between 1870 and 1910 (Figure 22b).
Two of the lip sections are from machine-made food bottles. One is
aqua-colored with a continuous threaded screw top dating after 1920
(Figure 22c) and the other is a lavender-colored bottle with a pry off
cap indicating a date after 1910 (Figure 22d). The remaining lip
fragment is from a clear bottle with both a crown finish and continuous
threads which dates after 1920.

The two neck fragments include a machine-made lavender bottle
probably used as a food jar after 1920 and an aqua-colored insulator
with internal threads dating after 1867. The four base fragments
include two with valve marks indicating they are machine-made food
containers (mason jars) or milk bottles manufactured between 1930 and
1940. The other two bases include a thick lavender section that could
not dated and an aqua-colored bottle with an oval shape marked with the
letter "C" over the number "56". This mark could not be identified but
the specimen appears to be the base of a liquor bottle dating to the
late nineteenth century. The five bottle glass body fragments include
two colored undiagnostic sections, two clear fragments manufactured

after 1880, and a section of a mason jar labeled with "[PAT]EN[T]/NOV
30/1858" which dates between 1870 and 1890.

The five whiteware rim sherds are all undecorated indicating they
were manufactured between 1830 and 1910. One of the stoneware rim
fragments is a section of a crock with an applied handle just below the
lip. It has a gray body with an exterior salt glaze and an interior
brow,,n slip glaze. It was molded by jollying and probably dates after
1880. The stoneware body sherd is also derived from this or a similiar
vessel. The other stoneware rim is tan bodied with a brown slip glaze,
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although the date of manufacture was not determinable. The porcelain
body fragment is a section of a decorated plate which could not be
dated. The pressed glass, ceramic drain pipe and metal bolt are also
not age-diagnostic.

The artifacts from Structure I include eight pieces of bottle glass
(one lip fragment, six base sections and one body fragment), five pieces
of pressed glass, one piece of window glass, one metal wick holder and a
seashell cut into the shape of an ashtray. The bottle lip fragment
consists of the shoulder, neck and lip of a lavender-colored
prescription bottle manufactured with a two piece mold between 1880 and
1910 (Figure 22e). The base fragments include four food containers or
milk bottles with valve marks dating between 1930 and 1940 and two which
could not be dated. The clear bottle glass body fragment dates after
1880. The five pieces of pressed glass include two green, two clear and
one lavender fragments. These are sections of decorative table ware or
lamp globes. Only one is datable (Figure 22f) and represents a clear
lamp globe of the "flattened hobnail" design group dating to the 1880s
(Lee 1933:278). The window glass, metal wick holder and seashell could
not be dated.

The artifacts from Structure 2 include three bottle glass base
fragments, one stoneware rim sherd, one stoneware body sherd, four
porcelain rim sherds and one mason jar lid. One of the base fragments
is a clear molded bottle dating after 1880. The other two are food or
milk containers, one of which is clear glass and dates after 1880. The
other is aqua-colored and has a machine-made valve mark that dates to
between 1930 and 1940. The stoneware rim is a section of a molded
milkpan with a dark reddish-brown slip glaze and exterior light brown
salt glazed lip. It probably dates to the early 1900s. The stoneware
body sherd is a section of the base of a molded stoneware butter crock
with a cream body and a salt glaze that probably dates after 1890. The
porcelain rim fragments are small and not very diagnostic. One is the
section of a mason jar lid liner dating after 1869. The complete mason
jar lid dates to after 1900 since the word "BOYD" appears on the
interior liner.

Structure 3 artifacts include one bottle fragment, four pieces of
pressed glass, one stoneware rim sherd, two stoneware body sherds, one
whiteware rim, one whiteware body sherd and two pieces of porcelain.
The glass bottle fragment is the base of a small drugstore jar which
contained "menthol". It is too incomplete to determine the date of
manufacture. The four pressed glass fragments include three decorated
specimens derived from decorative glass tableware common in the 1870s
and 1880s. The other specimen is a clear undecorated fragment that
could not be dated. The stoneware rim is a section of a molded milk pan
with a cream colored body and a dark reddish-brown slip glaze. It dates
after 1900. The two stoneware body sherds include one molded jar
fragment dating after 1880 and one hand-thrown special purpose vessel
dating prior to 1900. Both have a dark reddish-brown slip glaze. The
whiteware rim and body sherds are undecorated and probably date between
1830 and 1910. One of the porcelain fragments is an interior mason jar
lid liner dating to after 1869, while the other is a fragment of unknown
function and date.
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The artifacts from Structure 4 consist of two bottle fragments, two
stoneware fragments and 14 pieces of metal. One of the bottle fragments
is the partially melted base of a food or milk jar made between 1930 and
1940, and the other is a neck portion of a machine-made bottle dating
after 1910. One of the two stoneware fragments is a slip glazed handle
probably derived from a jug that could not be dated. The other piece of
stoneware is a rim from a milk pan with a dark reddish-brown slip glaze
dating after 1900. The metal artifacts include a horseshoe fragment, a
section of a bridle bit, a hame clip from a harness, a wrench, a large
door hinge, a latch, three cut nails, two bolts, one square nut, an iron
mold and one sickle blade from a piece of farm machinery. Most of these
artifacts are not datable, although the cut nails date from about 1830
to 1890.

Site 14JF112 is situated on an upland side slope adjacent to the
shoreline of Perry Lake within Perry State Park. The site consists of
the foundation remains of four historic structures associated with a
moderate to dense scatter of historic debris along the shoreline.
Artifacts recovered from the shoreline consist primarily of bottle
fragments and ceramics. Dates associated with these artifacts range
from an earliest possible date of 1830 to a latest date of 1940 with
most occurring between 1870 and 1940.

Artifacts recovered from Structure I consist primarily of domestic
glass and ceramics dating from between 1830 and 1940. Those from
Structure 2 include a number of glass and ceramic food storage
containers such as milk bottles, mason jars, a butter crock and a milk
pan. They date between 1869 and 1940 and substantiate the
interpretation of the building as a cellar. Domestic artifacts,
including an number of more expensive or decorative pieces of table
ware, also dominated the assemblage from Structure 3 reflecting its use
as a residence. The dated artifacts from the structure range from 1830
to 1910 with most falling between 1870 and 1910. The artifacts from
Structure 4 are primarily metal objects associated with a barn or tool
shed. The square nails suggest the structure was built between 1830 and N
1890.

The artifacts recovered from 14JF112 confirm the historical record
of structures at this location in 1899 and 1916. The farmsteads owned
by J.S. Ploughe in 1899 and C. Geoppert in 1916 were apparently quite
successlul, as indicated by the large number of artifacts exposed at the
site, the size of the barn and its continuous occupation over a period
of at least 50 years. The farmstead was apparently abandoned during the
1940s or 1950s.

14JF112 contains the best preserved and most substantial historic
structural remains encountered during the Perry Lake survey, although
Structure 4 is In the process of being destroyed by shoreline erosion.
The site is associated with the early settlement of the project area and
has the potential to increase our knowledge of the local history,
especially regarding late ninetenth and early twentieth century
settlement and subsistence practices. Since the site appears to have
been abandoned prior to 1950, it may contain relatively undisturbed
deposits from the early historic period of the project area within the
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intact portions of the Vinland complex soil. Therefore, 14JF112 is
recommended for further archaeological testing to determine its National
Register eligibility.

14JF113

14JF113 is located on an upland side slope along the western shore
of Perry Lake just south of the Grasshopper Point Group Camping Area
(Figure 3). It consists of the destroyed limestone and concrete
foundations of a recent farmstead. A light scatter of historic debris
including ceramics, glass and building tile covered an area of about 200
sq m along the shoreline (Figure 23). Severe erosion, caused by wave
action, has completely removed the upper soil horizons of the Vinland
Complex soil, leaving the pale brown silty clay loam C horizon and
underlying shale exposed at the surface. The shovel test placed in the
center of the scatter was sterile.

A structure owned by W.H. Ricketts was located in the site vicinity
according to the 1899 Jefferson County Plat, as were structures owned by
M. N. Bigham on the 1916 plat. The later buildings were part of the
Riverside Stock Farm. Five structures are shown at the site on the 1958
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers topographic base map of the project area.
They were located between 890 and 905 ft above ms] and were apparently
destroyed during lake construction.

A total of 11 artifacts were recovered from 14JF113 including one
piece of window glass, two stoneware body fragments, three pieces of
whiteware, one piece of ceramic drain pipe, a brick fragment and three
pieces of composition shingle. One of the stoneware fragments is from
the lase of a bowl made after 1880. The other is a section of a
hand-thrown vessel with a brown slip and a salt glaze made prior to
1900. The two whiteware rims and one whiteware body sherd are
undecorated and date between 1830 and 1910. The shingles are a type

commonly used as siding after about 1930. The brick fragment, window
glass and ceramic tile could not be dated.

14JF113 consists of a light scatter of historic debris surrounding
the bulldozed remains of a recent cement and limestone foundation. The
foundation was partially submerged beneath the multi-purpose pool of
Perry Lake at the time of the 1985 investigations. Artifacts recovered
from the surface Indicate that the site was occupied as a Euroamerican
farmstead from the late nineteenth century through the first half of the
twentieth century. Shoreline erosion has completely removed the upper
soil horizons and buried cultural deposits are not present at the site.
14JF113 is not considered eligible for nomination to the National
Register and no further archaeological work or management is
recommended.

14JFI14

14JF114 is located on an upland side slope along the western
shoreline of Perry Lake within the Delaware Area of Perry State Park
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- (Figure 3). The site consists of a light prehistoric lithic scatter and
a moderate scatter of historic ceramics, glass, and metal artifacts
associated with a bulldozed limestone and concrete foundation. Ground
cover above the bare shoreline consisted of dense brush and weeds and
surface visibility was generally poor.

The investigations at 14JF114 included an intensive pedestrian
survey, artifact collection and the excavation of two shovel tests. The
survey revealed that the scatter of historic and prehistoric artifacts
overlapped and covered an area of approximately 10,750 sq m. A dry
masonry limestone section wall is situated 40 m westof the bulldozed
foundation at the southern edge of the site (Figure 21). It is oriented
uorth to south and is located on the section line separating Range 17
from Range 18. A 100 percent sample of the exposed prehistoric material
and a representative sample of historic artifacts were retained for
analysis. The two shovel tests were excavated 20 m apart along an east
to west transect cross-cutting the shoreline. Both were placed above
the severely eroded portion of the shoreline and both lacked intact
deposits. However, the Martin silty clay loam soil is largely intact
and subsurface prehistoric deposits may be present at the site.

Structures were located at the site on both the 1899 and 1916
efferso; County Plats. W. H. Burgess owned the property in 1899 and
ownership was transferred to L. L. Wolfe by 191h. Four structures,
including a house, outbuilding, barn and silo were still present at this
location in 1958 between the elevations of 880 and 900 ft above msl,
according to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers topographic base map. The
land wab purchased from Adam Lidsey by the government and the structures
were oemolished prior to closure of Perry Dam in 1969.

A total of 14 prehistoric and 41 historic artifacts were recovered

from the surface of the eroded shoreline at 14JF114. Prehistoric

material includes one bifacial blank, two biface fragments, two chert
chunks, eight flakes and one piece of shatter. Historic artifacts
consist ot ten bottle fragments (two lip sections, one nect fragment,
five base fragments and two body fragments), one piece of pressed glass,
two pieces of window glass, seven pieces of stoneware (two rims and five
body sherds) , seven pieces of whiteware (three rims and four body
sherds), two porcelain rim sherds, two glass jar liners, a ceramic
insulator, a spark plug and eight metal artifacts (a scissor, one spoon,
one harness ring, three wire nails, one cut nail and one lead fishing
weight). None of the prehistoric artifacts are culturally diagnostic,

j.- although the absence of pottery suggests a pre-ceramic occupation.
.w.

The glass bottle lip tragments are both machine-made and have screw
tops dating after 1910 . The neck fragment is a section of a clear
bottle dating between !U80 and 191C. The base fragments include two

airber-colored sections dating after 1855 and two clear sections dating
after 1480 (as do the two clear body fragments). The pressed glass
bottle stopper (Figure 22g) could not be dated. It appears to have been
part of a drug store or prescription bottle. 'The glass canning jar
.iners date after 1q(0.
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The stoneware rims include a section of a brown jug and a salt
glazed bowl that date after 1900. The stoneware body sherds include one
hand-thrown specimen dating prior to 1900 and four molded, slip glazed
specimens dating after 1880. The whiteware rims include one without
decoration dating to between 1850 and 1900, one with a tranibier green
leaf pattern dating after 1860 (Figure 22h) and one with a blue sponge
pattern dating between 1850 and 1910 (Figure 22i). The whitewre lody
sherds include one piece of pearlware dating to between 1785-183C,, one
undecorated whiteware fragment dating to between 1830 and 19101 and one
white..are fragment marked "Crooks China" which could not he identitied
as to origin but dates after 1830.

The metal artitacts include a cut nail dating to betwevn 1830 and
1890 and two wire nails dating after 1890. The scissor handle Is Trade
of iron indicating a pre-1900 date of manufacture, while the
electroplated spoon handle has a small floral pattern and probablN dates
to the early twentieth century. The spark plug dates to within the last
50 years. It is a "Blue Crown" plug made by Motor Master Corp. of
Def iance, Ohio.

14JF114 consists of a light scatter of prehistoric lithic dehris
intermixed with a moderate scatter ofi historic artifacts t(o the norti, of
,1 destroyed limestone and concrete foundation. The prehist tic
occupation of the site was apparently not very intensive and the
cultural affiliation is unknown. The artifacts recovered indicate thdt
the site was occupied prehistorically as a temporary camp uhtcre chipped
stone tool manufacture and mainteiiance activities predom~inated.

The Jefferson County Plats and the proiecr base map indicate that
the huroamerican occupation of the site occurred pritor to 1899 ard
continued up to the time of government aquisitlon in t e early 11460s.
The artifacts recovered from the surface of the site largely confirmr the
historic record. Domestic and utilitarian artifacts ass ociated Wit], a
xarmstead occupation were recovered from the eroded shoreline and ranige
from an earliest possible date of 1810 to a terminal date of ahonit 19V).
Most date to between 18bIL, and 1920l. 'Three of the tour histoIric
structures present at the site in i95R are now tinder the multipurpose
pool of Perry Lake. The fourth structure was located during the preseiA
,urvey and IF completel% destroyed.

he shovel tests recovLred no evidence of Inta~t cepositL, 0-t
I!F14although intact Foils are present ahovc the ?4 it coitiir. The

ireager assemblage and lack of diagnostic attifacts in~!fiat that tt,(.
iite has little potential to signif Icantlv -,cY tc the larnc 1 V-tor\ OrT
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c:onsists of 1 ig1ht to moderate scatter of histor i brick, I I wesit one
glass. ceramics and metal. Lround cover consisted of -' tt high milo
ac ross tile top of the terrace with weeds a Ion : the shore l ie%

( 4 it're 24). Th e scatter o f historic 0t. 1)r Is covered anr area o f
ipproxtirately tU000 sq in.

.wo former structures appear to be represented ki igure
t ructure I is located at the southern edge of the peninsula td iiidginr

t rorr the dvbr is scatter was appa ren tlIy a fairly substart.dl h r i k
but'i ng , probabl% occupied as a residence. Structure .' is IL)(te
about lb0C m t o the n,. rth at the edg pe o f the pen insul1a , and was
apparently a snall wooden structure with a limestone foundatioc. 11hi s
Ntructure may havte been an outbuilding or-i barn. Intact -.oundatioioi vere
not encountered att these locations and the dirner~s ions of the i o rle r
buildings dre unknOWn.

"he site iP kicated withnin the for-Ler town site cf Pleasart i ill,
~'a~original', surveyed. in November of 1855 (Cal.h0Lun 1856). %- it

appear!s or. the 1Mm~ U~u map, Pleasant Hill consisted (,f 2!48.8 dc

tract. Al thougi: structures are rot indicated! within the t- undaries of
~I'eabant Hi'l cr the 185t-, ([(,9 nap, Andreas (1883) reported that the town
was occivp ed as thle free state headquarters 1 or the township begiun iloq

:r .-- and -ontained three or tour buildings. The name Pleasart Hill
ontirue,, to be ubed in the pro cct area and occurs on the Pleasant hi!]I

' h~ 1house, built in 188S, which still ,tands about -miles njrthwest
h .

,he !")Q Jefferson County Plot locates a b-uilding in the vicinit\
IStructure' ownied by .E.S. Milev hut nothing is shown near Structure:

The 191f Plat of Jefferson Countv Indicates that the land was still
owr ed by ls.F.S. Mile's, ind that structures were absent ir the site area.

- - travers-es the site area on the I45 U.S. Army C-orps of lrl'ineers
topcv aphic bast. r.ap, but no structures are? indicated. These re,.ords,
indi(ate that the site was initially occupied shortly after :8', b-ut
"I ior to 1b~and was abandoned as carly as 1916 h)ut certain'; before

by which time it was completel) destroyed.

I wc shovel tests were excavated at the site. They wcre pl aced
adiaCf-nTt t o the structural remains but no subsur fac e deposits were
ericonr'te red . Aboc e the eroded shoreline, the plowzore extends to a
depth. of about As cm Is underlain by the dark brown S1iy clay l Ioar- PI
horizcn o: the Gvmer ,-,ilt loam soil (Dickev et a] . 19U-) . The tipper

ti1 orizon in the vicinity of Structure 2has been completel' removedI

st,( ic I ne eroesisoi and the dark reddish browrn subsoil 1,1s expose(' it
thle it~rface. Thle site has been completely destroyed by% cultivation and
-1 (rel I ne t'ion. it haF, little pot ent ial1 t or in t act C1n! t 1,i i

a t er l

rcttal of .' rt it acts were recovered I rom thu surf ace of 1 iIf

inc( I ld i n lyve hot t c 6ragment s, one piece of I i nd ow g 1,iass , twoI.
,toneware r4 ' . sherd' . twc stoneware iuodv sherik, *,our whiitcw re rims;.

thret wh it ewa re h cd ; cherds, onte porc e~ i :iin rim she rd , three wret-.
art if t s an(] ('T - n'ral b r ick !ragment . Three of the wli.Itewaref 1vrd -

rItemeta, art i! cts wi re found near 9tructurk Ihlit unde5 5 'rlt ed
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east of Structure 3 foundation remains at 14JF117 (lower).
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whiteware rim and body fragments date the structure between 1830 and
1910, while the cut nail indicates a date prior to 1890.

The rest of the cultural material was recovered from a fairly
restricted area in the vicinity of Structure 1. The bottle glass
includes three lip fragments, two of which are too incomplete fox
identification, but were not machine-made and date prior to 1910. The

S. third is a section of a clear prescription or proprietary bottle
manufactured within a two piece mold dating between 1880 to 1910. The
remaining bottle glass includes one unidentifiable body section and a
clear glass base fragment manufactured after 1880. The stoneware from
the vicinity of Structure 2 includes two rims and two body sections of
small bowls or crocks dating prior to 1900. One of the whiteware rims
may be a piece of pearl ware dating to between 1785 and 1830 (Figure
22j). The other two undecorated whiteware rims date to between 1830 and
1910. The decorated porcelain rim fragment could not be dated.

14JF116 is located on a high terrace at the western edge of Perry
Lake and consists of a light to moderate scatter of historic debris
associated with two destroyed buildings. The site appears to be
associated with the W.E.S. Miley farmstead that was settled prior to
1899 and perhaps with the earlier townsite of Pleasant Hill, Kansas
that was occupied as early as 1854. Structures are shown at the site in
1899 but may have been destroyed prior to 1916.

14JF116 has been repeatedly plowed resulting in the dispersal of
artifacts across the terrace surface. Subsurface cultural deposits are
not associated with either of the structures. Artifacts recovered from
the surface indicate that Structure I was at least partially constructed
of brick and served as a residence. The recovery of a cut nail and
harness fittings from Structure 2 suggests it was a wooden building
which served as a stable, barn or outbuilding. The artifacts from the
site are typical of a farmstead occupation and date between 1785 to
1910. Most fall into the period from 1880 to 1910 consistent with the
recorded period of occupation for the Miley farmstead. The few
artifacts from an earlier period may be associated with the early
townsite of Pleasant Hill. Both structures have been destroyed and the
site appears to be completely plowed out. No evidence of intact
cultural deposits were encountered during the present investigations and
14JF116 is not considered eligible for the National Register.
Therefore, no further archaeological work or management is recommended.

14JF117

14JF117 is located at the southeastern edge of the same peninsula
as 14jF116 (Figure 3). It consists of three destroyed, partially
submerged, concrete and limestone foundations surrounded by a scatter of
historic debris and covering an area of about 6000 sq m (Figure 25).
One prehistoric flake was found on the eroded shoreline at the
northwestern edge of the site. Ground cover consisted of dense weeds
above the bare shoreline and surface visibility ranged from very good
along the shore to generally poor within the weeds.
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Structure 1 consists of a limestone and concrete foundation that
measures about 4 by 6 m. It has four galvanized metal posts immediately
adjacent to it that appear to represent the base of a windmill.
Structure 2 is located 15 m west of Structure 1 and is a limestone and
concrete foundation measuring 5 by 6 m. It is connected by a concrete
sidewalk to Structure 3, which is located 20 m north, and consists of a
6 by 8 m cement slab foundation (Figure 24). The site is referred to
locally as "milk house point" and is reported by area residents to be
the location of a former dairy farm. Shovel tests were placed within or
adjacent to each of the structures but subsurface deposits were not
present.

The site is also within the boundary of the historic townsite of
Pleasant Hill, Kansas, as that town was recorded on the 1856 GLO Survey.
Structures are not shown in the area at that time but are present in the
vicinity of 14JF117 on both the 1899 and 1916 Jefferson Coun~ty Plats
when the land was owned by Fritz Luttjohn. The three structures
associated with the foundations described above are shown on the 1958
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers project base map. The structures were
purchased by the government from the E. N. Sudendorf estate during the

aquisition of project lands and were apparently bulldozed during lake
development.

A total of one prehistoric and 53 historic artifacts were recovered
from the surface of 14JF117. The historic material includes 26 items
from the vicinity of Structure 1, 21 from the area of Structure 2 and
six recovered adjacent to Structure 3. The prehistoric artifact is a
chert flake recovered along the shoreline 30 m northwest of Structure 3.
No other prehistoric material was observed at the site.

Artifacts from Structure 1 consist of eight bottle fragments, five
stoneware rims, three stoneware body sherds, two whiteware vessel lids,
two whiteware rims, two whiteware body sherds, three pieces of
porcelain and a metal spoon. The bottle lip fragments include one small
machine-made extract or drug bottle dating after 1910 and the lip of a
broad seal canning jar with a screw top that was machine-made after
1915. The six bottle base fragments include a clear base made after

•1 1880; the base of a jar marked with "LAYTON'S/HEALTH/BAKING POWDER"
designed for secondary use as a drinking glass; the base of a blue
prescription or drug bottle with a maker's mark indicating it was
manufactured after 1916 by the Maryland Glass Corporation, Baltimore,
Maryland (Toulouse 1972:339); the base of a clear prescription bottle
made by the Illinois Glass Company of Alton, Illinois between 1916 and
1929; and two unidentifiable base fragments.

The five stonewsee rim sherds include three fragments of molded
milk pans and two sections of small bowls or crocks. They probably date
to the early 1900s while the three stoneware body sherds date after
1880.

The whiteware vessel lids include a largely reconstructed lid of a
chamber pot with a molded design dating between 1850 and 1900 and the
unidentified lid of a small container. The whiteware rims include one
undecorated rim of a small bowl dating between 1850 and 1900 and a cup
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fragment with a transfer printed bluish underglaze leaf design dating
between 1860 and 1910. The whiteware body fragments consist of a cup
handle with a molded design dating between 1850 to 1900 and the base of
a small plate or saucer with a mark indicating manufacture by Johnson
Bros., England, "Royal Ironstone China", made in the Staffordshire 4
pattern between 1883 and 1913 (Godden 1964:335). The porcelain rims
include a canning jar lid liner dating after 1869 and a plate rim
section with a transfer printed multi-colored underglaze design dating
after 1860. The metal spoon is electroplated and probably dates to the
late nineteenth or early twentieth century.

The artifacts from Structure 2 consist of eight bottle fragments
(one lip, four bases and three body sections), one piece of pressed
glass, one piece of window glass, one stoneware rim, three stoneware
body sherds, two whiteware rims, one porcelain rim, one miscellaneous
ceramic fragment and three metal artifacts. The lip fragment is a
section of a machine-made bottle dating after 1910. The four base
sections include two clear fragments dating after 1880 and two
undiagnostic fragments. The three colored glass body fragments are also

,w undiagnostic. The pressed glass fragment is a section of opaque white
glassware dating after 1870. The stoneware rim is a section of a molded
milk pan or bowl with a salt glaze made after 1890. The three stoneware

' body sherds include sections of bowls or crocks dating after 1880. The
porcelain rim is a canning jar lid liner dating after 1869 and the
whiteware rims both exhibit molded decorations indicating they were
manufactured between 1850 and 1900. The metal artifacts include a wire
nail, a piece of copper tubing and a section of a wire rim from an eye
glass. The wire nail dates after 1890.

The six artifacts recovered near Structure 3 consist of one glass
bottle base, one earthenware body sherd, one whiteware rim and three
whiteware body sherds. The glass base is from a wide mouthed food

container or milk bottle with a machine made valve mark-made between
1930 and 1940. The earthen ware sherd is a piece of Rockingham ware
with a cream body and a mottled yellow and brown slip glaze. This ware
was made from 1830 onwards but the corn-cob decoration on this specimen
could not be more specifically dated. The whiteware rim is a section of
an undecorated cup dating between 1850 and 1900. The whiteware body
sherds include an undecorated pitcher handle (1830-1920), a base
fragment of a small plate or saucer (1830-1910) and a base section with
the mark "Semi-Vitreous/Porcelain/U.S.A./East Liverpool/Potteries Co."
manufactured between 1901 and 1907 by an Ohio firm (Gates and Ormerod
1982:44).

14JF117 consists of three destroyed, partially submerged, limestone
and concrete foundations surrounded by a dense scatter of historic
debris. The site is located on a high terrace that projects eastward
into Perry Lake within the area of the historic townsite of Pleasant
Hill, Kansas. The historic occupation of 14JF117 apparently did not
begin at that time, since improvements are not indicated on the 1856 GLO
map. The site area was occupied by at least 1899 and continued through
1916. The three structures represented by the foundations encountered

%" at 14JF117 were still standing as of 1958 and were destroyed prior to
completion oi Perry Lake in 1969.
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The artifacts recovered from the surface of the site are typical of
a Euroamerican farmstead of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Although they range from 1830 for the earliest to 1940 for
the most recent, the majority date between 1880 and 1910, indicating
that the structures represented are associated with the Lutt. ohn
farmstead. Very few of the artifacts date to the period of the
occupation of Pleasant Hill.

The extensive use of poured concrete in Structure 3 would seem to
confirm. a later date of construction for this structure, while the
recovery of a number of earlier artifacts from Structures 1 and 2
suggest that these buildings were present in the site area over a longer
period of time. All three buildings were removed during lake
development and subsurface cultural deposits were not encountered. The
severity of the shoreline erosion indicates that little potential exists
for intact deposits at 14JF117. Therefore, the site is not considered
eligible for the National Register and no further archaeological work or
management is recommended.

14JF118

14JF118 is located on a T-1 terrace along the shoreline of Perry
Lake at the southwestern edge of the Old Town Public Use Area
(Figure 3). It consists of four limestone and cement foundations and a
scatter of historic debris associated with the former townsite of
Ozawkie, Kansas (Figure 8). The site area is currently used as a
campground with mown grass above the bare, eroded shoreline. Surface
visibility was poor and the limestone and cement foundations have been

exposed Ly shoreline erosion. They are partially intact and are flanked
to the north by a scatter of historic artifacts covering approximately
6000 sq m along the former route of Kansas Highway 92.

The town of Ozawkie was initially laid out in October of 1855 and
consisted of a rectangular tract of land covering 320.3 ac (Calhoun
1856). The military road from Fort Leavenworth to Fort Riley ran

A" through the northwestern corner of the town and crossed Grasshopper

A. Creek (the Delaware River) immediately west of the townsite. The extent
of the earliest development was apparently not well recorded, since no
plat was placed on file with the Surveyor Generals Office in Wyandott
(now Kansas City, Kansas) as of March 5, 1856. The town was initially
settled in spring of 1854 by W. F. and G. M. Dyer, who built a store and
trading post along the military road. This building was still standing
as of 1883 when it was used as the town's post office (Andreas
1883:523). Although the original survey placed the town within both
Sections 31 and 32, development as of 1899 was largely restricted to
Section 31. The small area located within Section 32 was referred to as
the "A. J. Feeblers Addition".

The 1899 Jefferson County Plat identifies five stores, three
churches, a school, a post office, a hotel, a livery, a flour mill and
the train depot of the Leavenworth, Topeka and Southwestern Railroad
within the town. Most of the early commercial and civic development of
Ozawkie was centered along Spruce Street, between Julia and Delaware
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streets, or about 50 m north of the foundation remains observed along
the shoreline. The foundations encountered during the survey appear to
be associated with a row of six houses or commercial buildings located
along Delaware Street on the 1899 Plat. Delaware Street represented the
major east to west thoroughfare at the southern edge of town and later
became the route of Kansas Highway 92. Julia Street, located one block
north, crossed the Delaware River at the western edge of town and
probably served as a portion of the old military road from Fort
Leavenworth to Fort Riley during the early development of Ozawkie. The
names of the owners of the structures along Delaware Street are noted on
the 1899 Plat and include M. A. Welland, W. P. Franc, C. C. Low and 0.
C. Dewey.

These same names appear on the 1916 Plat by which time the town had
expanded slightly to the northeast with the "Cunnings Addition". The
churches, school and train depot are still present on the 1916 Plat but
the flour mill and livery are no longer indicated. Minor adjustments in
the business district included the addition of a bank and the phone
exchange, as well as a new rail station adjacent to the Leavenworth
and Topeka Railroad at the southwestern edge of town.

By 1958, well over a hundred buildings were present at Ozawkie,
including the four represented by the foundations that were encountered
during the 1985 survey. The land upon which these structures stood was
purchased from Lloyd Graham and Edna Michael by the government for lake
development. These structures, along with the entire town of Ozawkie,
were bulldozed and covered with about 30 cm of fill. A shovel test
placed adjacent to one of the structures and the eyewitness account ot a
local informant indicate that extensive areas of subsurface cultural
deposits remain at the site within the Old Town Public Use Area.

A selected artifact sample from the surface of 14JF118 was
recovered for analysis . All of the artifacts were recovered from the
eroded shoreline and include seven glass bottle fragments and one
stoneware rim sherd. One of the two lip fragments is from an aqua-
colored bottle with a double applied lip dating between 1870 and 1910.
The other lip section is a fragment of a machine-made jar with
non-continuous threads indicating a date between 1910 and 1930. A neck
and shoulder section of clear glass, perhaps representing a drugstore,
proprietary or prescription bottle appears to have been machine-made.
It dates after 1880, as do two clear base fragments also recovered from
the site. Neither of the two aqua-colored body fragments could be
dated.

*The whiteware rim sherd is from a cup decorated with three

horizontal blue bands. It may represent a piece of blown blue ware
dating from 1830 to 1860 but which was also made around 1900. The later
date appears more likely given the generally later dates of the other
artifacts.

14JF118 consists of four partially intact limestone and cement
foundations croding out of the shoreline of Perry Lake. The site is
situated at the southwestern edge of the Old Town Public Use Area and is
currently used as a campground. The structures are part of the historic
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townsite of Ozawkie, Kansas, one of the earliest and largest towns in
the project area.

Ozawkie was initially laid out in 1855 and served as the first
county seat of Jefferson County, as well as a center of pro-slavery
activities prior to the Civil War. The town experienced an initial

florescence which lasted until 1858 when the county seat was moved to
Oskaloosa. The town went through a period of rapid decline lasting for
several years but gradually reemerged as a viable community after the
Civil War. By 1880, Ozawkie had a small hotel, livery stable, churches,
a school, a flour and grist mill, a blacksmith and wagon shop, and a
livery stable. The town generally prospered throughout the remainder of
the nineteenth and into the twentieth century. The small sample of
artifacts recovered from 14JF118 primarily date to between 1880 and 1930
indicating that the structures encountered along the shoreline date to
the later period of Ozawkie's development.

. After aquisition by the federal government, the old town of Ozawkie
was destroyed and covered with topsoil. The residents of the town
moved to a new location prior to the closure of Perry Dam in 1969.
14JF118 appears likely to contain subsurface buried deposits which may
be of local, as well as regional, historical significance. Early
building techniques, trade patterns and settlement in a pro-slavery

townsite are but a few of the potential research questions which such an
archaeological deposit could potentially address. Therefore, additional

,.5 testing is recommended to determine if 14JF118 is eligible for the
*National Register.

14JF119

14JF119 is located on an upland side slope just east of the
Longview Public Use Area on the eastern shoreline of Perry Lake (Figure
3). The site consists of a light scatter of prehistoric and historic
debris exposed along the eroded shoreline. Ground cover above the
denuded shore included grass and dense weeds giving generally poor
surface visibility.

The investigations at 14JF119 included an intensive pedestrian
survey, artifact collection and the excavation of one sh -vel test. The
survey revealed that the scatter of prehistoric and Listoric debris
overlapped and covered an area of approximately 1250 sq m. A 100
percent sample of prehistoric debris and a representative sample of
historic artifacts were retained for analysis. The shovel test was
placed at the upper edge of the shoreline at about 900 ft above msl and
did not er-ounter subsurface cultural material (Figure 26). The A
horizon of the Vinland complex soil was severely eroded, indicating
little potential for intact deposits.

Two structures are located immediately adjacent to the site area on
the 1899 Jefferson County Plat. These include a residence and a mill
owned by E. T. Slayer. The land was still owned by Slayer in 1916, but
structures are not indicated. Buildings were also absent at this
location in 1958 after which the land was purchased from George B. Hesse
by the government for lake development.
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A total of 24 prehistoric and 12 historic zLxLfacts were reco.vered

from the surface of 14JF119. The prehistoric debris includes one

edge-moditied flake, three cores, four flakes, nine chips, four pieces

of shatter, one hammerstone and two pieces of unworked stone. The

historic artifacts consist of one piece of bottle glass, one piece of

window glass, seven ceramic sherds and three metal artifacts. None of

the prehistoric artifacts are temporally or culturally diagnostic. The

hammerstone and lithic debris suggest that the site was occupied as a

short-term special purpose extractive camp where chipped stone tools

were manufactured.

The historic bottle fragment is a piece of clear glass dating after

,86(. Stoneware includes two sections of a cream-colored, slipped and

salt glazed crock which could not be dated. Whiteware includes four
rims and one body sherd. Two of the rims are undecorated and date

between 1850 and 11900, while the other two are decorated %ith small
multicoloied trailing flowers and date between 1860 and 19:0. The metal

arrifacts include a mini-ball and two lead fishing weights cl uncertain

date.

l4''1'119 consf;ts of a light scatter of historic and rehistolric
,Irtifacts. The prehistoric occupation of the site was not very

'• .nenrive and probably consisted of a small special purpose campsite.
.1h 'ugh historic structures are recorded adjacent to this area on
the 18L9 Jefferson County Plat, no foundation remains were encountered

at the sitc. The recovery of one piece of window glass indicates that

buildings were once present in the vicinity. The artilacts generally
date to the late nineteenth century and the site is probably associated

with the F. T. Slaver farmstead recorded at this location in 189), but

which was apparently destroyed by 1916. No intact subsurface depLsits

were encountered and the eroded soil offers little potential for their

prescnce at the site. Therefore 14JF119 is not considered eligible for

the Nati.inal Register and no further archaeological wocrk or Management

i! recommei.ded.

14JF 120

14JFV U is located on an upland side slope along the western shore

of the Slcugh Creek arm of Perry Lake just east of the lough (reek

Public Use Area (Figure 3). The site consists ot three destroyed

Ioundations surrounded by historic debris which represent a Euroamerican

farrstead (Figure 27). Ground cover included trees and sparce weeds
above the flooded shoreline and surface visibility was generally good.

Structure I consisted of a 8 by 18 m concrete slab abutting a I by 7 m

concrete slab of a possible driveway that may have been a garage. barn

% nr outbuilding. Structure ' is located 20 m east of S tructur, I and
consists of a 16 m long concrete and limestone foundatir wa ll ad;acent

to a concentration of historic debris. It appeared to represent a

former residence. Structure 3 is located -40 m east of Structure ' and

consists of a 5 m long linear arrangement of several large, dry masonry

limestone foundation blocks adjacent to a tree growing through a metal

spoke wheel of a farm implement. This structure was probably a barn.
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The in'vest igat ions ;,t .- I F10 in luued ani iitersive ;t'e t r ian

surt.,. , artifact t o lect lon and excavat ion o tw,. sh ovel tests. Th1e
survey revealed1 that the structural remains and assot fated scattr of
historic artifacts covered an area of about ,0'ib sq m. Representative

samples of artifacts were recovered fror Structures and 2. No
artifacts were recovered within the area of Structure 3. The shIVel
tests were excavated 20 m apart a.Long a north to south trau.!ect plactd
It the eastern edge of Structure -' k igure 27). Subsurface artifacts
x'ere not encountered and the upper :;t1, horizor, of the Sogo-Vinland

otp -lex soil has been largel y. removed ', shorel e erosion. This
indiatts that ther, is little petert tal for intact sub>;urface depc. mts

at the ,ite.

Structures are ind4icated at ,,-Jl}20 on the l89q lefferson Lounty
,'lat. .'t that time, the property was owned l-\ h. Betty's, who settled
on th~e property i, 186t and was a carpenter 6nd tarmer (Andreas 18b)).

He apprittirlv sola the land to I. P. Worthington bv 1916 with the
structures still intact. Se%en buildings are located in the site area

between the elcations of 8qO xand 905 rt at-ove msl on the 1958 U.S. ArmvC'°(orp. ,. cl nginetf, , topographic lbase map. They were purchased by the

gve et ment from W. M. Worthington and were destroyed during lake

development. The lake had risen to 896.0 It above irr.3 during the survey
and tl.t renmains of the other tour structure:o were under the multipurpose

' ' pool

A. total of 2- artifacts were recorded trom the surface of 14.t'120.
i nlv one artifact, an iron stove leg which could net be dated, was

reco\ered fror Structure i. 7he remainder of the artifacts are from the
150 ,q m concentration to the east of Structure 2. They include 11
piece.,; ci bottle glss, two pieces of pressed glass, eight ceramic
sh.rds, one metal artifact and a piece oif graphite.

One of the bottle trakrrents is a lip section of a clear glass

prescription, proprietary or food extract bottle made in a two piece
nold dating between 1880 and 1910. Two glass rim sections from mason
at lid liners were recovered. One was trade by Bovd and dates after

190(0 but the other could not be dated. One of the two base fragments is
,rom fooo storage containers or milk bottles and has a machine-made scar
indicating a date after 1910, while the other exhibits the trademark of
the t.rs filircis Class Co. of Toledo, Ohio and was made in Alton,
1lliieos between 1930 and 195(t. Except for a piece of clear glass
datirg after 1886, the remaining bottle glass could not be dated. Ihe
two pressed glass fragments are sections of decorative or serving ware.
One has a swirl pattern and tbe other is decorated with what appears to
he a diamond pattern, both dating to the !PPOs (lee 191:5-3-29).

The ceramics from 141Fl12 cri,.ist of two pieces of st(,reware and
six whiteware fragments. One cf the stoneware sherds is a rim section

of a molded milk pan with a cream colored body and a salt gloic dating
after 1900. The other is a base fragmenit of a crock with a brown slip

Flaze on the interior and brown salt giaze on the eyterior which dates
after 188(;. Iwo whiteware rims were recovered, including a section of
an undecorated plate or platter dating betwcen 1850 and 19O, and the
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top to a tea pot, sugar bowl or similtar container dating between 1830
and 1910. The four whiteware body sherds include cne undecorated plate
fragment dating between 1830 and 1910; one with a blue sponge-spatter
ware decorat~on dating between 1850 and 1900; one with a tranbler
printed, rulticolored flower design ("decalcu~mania") dating between 18hO
tc 1910; and tnL with the mark "IRONSTt;NE CHINA/.' & C X AKIN/HANLY/
iNCIAND" manufactured alter 1890 by ,I & C Meakin (LID), Eagle Pottery
and Iastwood Work,;, Panley Staffordshire Potteries (Codden l9h:,:§).
.ie metal artifact is a lamp chimney cover which could not be dated,
while the graphite i5 trom a dry cell battery of unknown date.

1..JF 12( consists of three destroyed foundations surruunded by
hris.tcric artifacts consisting of glass, ceramics and metal, 4licicatiug
the lormer presence of a Euroamerican farmstead. At tie time of the
1985 investigations, the water level of Perry Lake haO reached 8° tt
aib-ove msl and the shoreline was large'y flooded. The foundatieis of
tour additional structures shou-r. ,nt this location on the 1958 U.S. Army
Corps of Frgineers base map were apparently submerged at that time.

The artifacts recovered from the surface of the site in the
vicinity of Structure 2 date from an earliest possible dote of 1830 to a
latest possible date of 195G. Most fall within the period from 1b5 to
1910 indicating that the site represents the H. Betty's farmstead dating
from 1866 and shown on the 1899 Plat of Jefferson County, Kansas. The
,ite was owned by J. P. Worthington in !916 and was purchased from W. M.
l<orthiniiton in 1963 b) the government during the lake development.

ibsurface artifacts were not encountered within the shovel tests at the
s ite and the severely eroded condition of the site indicates that there
is little potential for intact deposits. 14JF120 is not known to be
associated with Individuals or events important to the local history of
the rroject area. and is not considered eligible for to the Naticual

Register. No further archaeological work or management of the site is
recoT=.ended.

14JF121

14JFI 21 is located ozi an upland side slope above the eastern shore
of tc.e Slough Creek area of Perry Lake one mile east of 141F120 (Figure
3). The site censists ol a dry masonry limestone wall which measures
1 .3 m in height and more than 70 m in length. It was constructed of
seven courses of cut limestone blocks and is situated at the boundary
separating Sectios 33 and 34 within an area of approximately 1200 sq m.
Most of the wall is located outside of the survey boundary and artifacts
were not recovered from within the site area (Figure 28).

Structures are absen at this location on the 1899 lefforson County

.'." t'l at , when the wall separated the property of Ludwig Iisher, Patrick
Hackett and John Shartall. No structures were present at this location
in 1116 when the will separated the property of Freda lisher, Stephen
Hacket and W..'. lawton. The 1958 U.S. Army Corps of Ingineers b~ase map
also fails to indicate buildings in the area. The government purchased

~the land from Norman R. Harem and Gleon G. Allen in 1963.
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14.!F121 consists oi a dr% r asonrv limestone wall arking the
boundary between Sections 33 and "34. Although largely intact, it is nct
considered eligible for the National Register ana no further archae,-
logical work or manugement is recommended.

141F1 22

!- 'FI22 is lccated on an upland side slope above the eastern ,hore
L Ithe Slough Creek arm of Perry Lake it its confluence of Evans Creek
(Figure 3). '1t. site consists of a destioved concretc and litrct.tone
foun,.it:n associated wtih a light scatter of historic E.lass, cerairc
ard metal artifacts. The limestone aI cement foundation underlies a
concrete uall which is I m high and It m long. Tt was partlaU'.
submerged and appears to represent one hall of the foundation of an
open-ended barn or outbuilciing (Figure 29). Ground cover consisted of
grass andi. weeds aboue the large].' flooded, severelv eroded, shoreline
an,! urface visibility was fair.

Tht IO8 investigations included an intensive pedestrian survey,
artifact collection and the excavation of one shovel test. The survey
revealed that the foundation remains and artifact scatter covered an
area of approximately 600 sq rr and that the site extends to the west

2 beneath the multipurpose pool of Perry Lake. A representative sample of
artifacts was retained for analysis and two -hovel tests were excavated
it, tLe upper pcrtion of the shoreline. Subsurface artifacts were not
enountered and the A hcrizcn of the Sogn-Vlnlar.d soil complex is
largely erodtd. The sitc therefork, ulfers little potential tor intact
,epos its.

.. Ltructures are not indicated at the site on the 1899 Jefferson
County Fiat when the land was owned by Mary Byer. The land was sold to
Nellie M. Shaw b\ 1916 when a structure was located Just west of the
;itc area. Five structures are shown in the area on the U.S. Army Corps
ut Enginers base map between 910 and 920 ft above msl. They were
appriently destroyed after the land was obtained by the government from

Fred T. Shaw during lake construction.

A total of 15 artifacts were recovered from the suriace of 14JF122
consisting of six pieces of b-Ltle glass, one piece of window glass,
five ceramic sheros, a ceramic door knob and two metal artifacts. The
bottle glass includes a complete lip section of a clear proprietary,
pre!;ripticn or food extract bottle manufactured in a two piece mold
between 1880 and 1910 and a fragment of a single applied lip dating
ifter 180. The remaining bottle glass fragments are twu base sections
and two hody sections of lavender and aqua-colored glass which could not
be dated.

%, The ceramic.s include two stoneware rims, one of which appear, tc
represtit a gray bodied crock with a salt gla7ed exterior and brown
slipped interior surface that could not b-e dated. The other Is a
section if a milk pan with a huff-colored molded body, salt glazed rim,
and brown exterior slip glaze datinF after 1Qn0. ,hiteware recovered
from the surface includes one rir and two bod'y sections of undecoratid
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utilitarian ware dating between 1830 and 1910. The ceramic doorknob
dates between 1880 and 1920. Metal artifacts consist of a cut nail
dating between 1830 and 1890 and a piece of scrap iron which could not
be dated.

,4 14JF122 consists of tihe destroyed foundation of a Euroamerican

farmstead. Jefferson County Plats indicate the site was first occupied
between 1899 and 1916 and was destroyed during lake development after
i958. The artifacts recovered from the surface of the site date between
1830 and 1910 indicating that a structure may have been present that was
not recorded on the 1899 Plat. Subsurface artifacts were not recovered
and the severely eroded shoreline Indicates that little potential e>ists
for such intact deposits. Therefore 14JF122 is not considered eligible
for the National Register and no further archaeological work or
management is recommended.

14JF123

14JF123 is located within the northern portion of the project area
about 1.5 miles southeast of Valley Falls, Kansas (Figure 3). The site
is situated on an upland ridge overlooking Rock Creek and consists of
the destroyed foundation of a Euroamerican farmstead. The site area was

V covered with dense grass with poor surface visibility. A concrete
sidewalk, gateway, and limestone well are present at the site although
artifacts were not recovered (Figure 30).

The site is associated with the J. Kerr farmstead recorded at this
location on the 1899 Jefferson County Plat. The land was sold to S. H.
Knowlton by 1916 and structures were still present. A dozen buildings
were located in the site vicinity or the 1958 U.S. Army Corps of
Lngineers base map. They were purchased from Robert C. Simpson by the
government and destroyed during lake development. One shovel test was
placed in the site area and encountered redeposited bricks, limestone
and mortar tc a depth of 30 cm below surface. No intact artifacts were
present and the site has been completely destroyed. It covers an area
of at least 400 sq m.

S!A4JFI123 consists of a dc5,troyed Euroan~erican farmstead occupied
fron. at least 1899 through 1958. Intact deposits were not encountered
at the site, and therefore, it appears unlikely that the site contains
-.chaeological deposits that would significantly add to the local
history of the project area. 14JF123 it is not considered eligible for
the National Register and no further archaeological work or Tanagement
is recommended.

14JF314

of 14JF31h is located on an upland side slope along the western shore
Paof rry Lake within the Delaware Area of Perry State Park (Figure 3).

The site was recorded by Witty (1964) in 1963 os a light scatter of
prehistoric lithic debris on a high terrace above the Delaware River.
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At that time, the site was in a cultivated field and the cultural

affiliation of the site could not be determined.

The 1985 investigations at the site consisted of an intensive
pedestrian survey, surface collection and the excavation of one shovel
test. The site consisted of a light lithic scatter along the denuded
shoreline within an area of approximately 1000 sq m (Figure 31). Sparse
weeds covered the upper shoreline and visibility was very good. A 100
percent sample of exposed artifacts was retained for analysis.

i- The shovel test was placed at about 900 ft above msl and was
culturally sterile. The subsoil of the Vinland complex soil is exposed
at the surface indicating that there is little potential for intact
deposits at 14JF314.

A total of 11 prehistoric artifacts were recovered from the surface
of 1JF314. These include one edge-modified flake, four flakes, one
chip and five pieces of shatter. All were derived from locally
available tan or gray cherts, none of which appear to have been heated.

14JF314 consists of a light scatter of prehistoric lithic debris
along the severely eroded shoreline of Perry Lake. The cultural
affiliation of the site is unknown and little can be said regarding the

prehistoric activities conducted at the site or the settlement type
represented. The low density of lithic debris suggests that 14JF314 was
occupied as a temporary, special purpose extractive camp where limited
tool manufacture or maintenance was performed. The absence of pottery
may indicate a pre-ceramic occupation. 14JF314 has little potential for

*intact cultural deposits and is not considered eligible for the National
Register. Therefore, no further archaeological work or management is

recommended.

14JF414

14JF414 is located on a upland ridge overlooking the Delaware River

about 1 km north of Valley Falls, Kansas (Figure 3). The site was
recorded by Milton Reichart in the fall of 1971 as a lithic scatter of
unknouwn cultural affiliation covering nearly 5 ac. A mano, four point

fragments, burned limestone and flaking debris were recovered
from the surface of a cultivated field. Reichart returned to ]4JF414 in
the spring of 1972 and prepared a detailed sketch map of the site
indicating the locations of a number of artifacts Including two
projectile points, one drill, one chipped stone celt, one stemmed
scraper, one grooved axe, one grooved celt, a chopper, three manos, a
metate and two hammerstones. One of the projectile points is listed as
a langtry variety, while the other is referred to as a "long"
projectile. The latter specimen was apparently later Identificd by
Reichart as a Graham Cave point (Witty 1982).

Most of these artifacts were exposed on the northern portion of the
site, where Reichart noted the presence of several concentrations of
bu rcd limestone. A soil probe indicated the presence of an intact
cultural horizon at about 35 cm below surface or just above the sterile
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subsoil. Reichart revisited the site in both 1980 and 1981 and
submitted updated reports to the Kansas State Historical Society. He
recovered a heat treated bifacial blank in 1981 and suggested that the
burned limestone concentrations mentioned above may have been used for
the heat treatment of chipped stone tools. Overall, the artifacts
recovered by Reichart indicate an Archaic cultural affiliation for
14JF414 (Witty 1982).

Reichart also indicated the presence of a farmstead at the southern
edge of the site. No structures are located at this location on either
the 1899 or 1916 Jefferson County Plats when the land was owned by W. T.
Kemper. Structures are also not present at the site on the 1958 U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers base map. These maps indicate that the
farmstead dates after 11.16 and was destroyed prior to 1958.

Ti.e 1985 investigations at 14JF414 included an intensive pedestrian
survey, artifact collection and the excavation of three shovel test& and
20 soil probes. At the tinme of the survey, the site was planted in low
mil and surface visibility was excellent (Figure 32). A moderate to
dense scatter of prehistoric ]Ithic debris was encountered throughout
the 5 ac field with the most concentrated areas occurring in the
northern and southeastern portions of the site. A moderate scatter of
historic artifacts was also exposed on the surface at the southwestern
edge cf the site.

,4JF4l4 slopes downward from the central crest ot the ridge and it
appears that the increased density of surficial debris at the perimeter
of the site is partially a result of cultivation and erosion. Three
concentric agricultural terraces were constructed around 14JF414 in the
1930s resulting in partial destruction of the northern, eastern and
southern margins or the site.

Given the large size of the site and high density of cultural
iaLcrial exposed on the surface, a two part sampling strategy was
devised. The first part included systematic coverage of the site at 2 m
'Vrv'ev intervals to locate and collect all diagnostic artifacts and
-ooIs. The second part of the strategy consisted of a 100 percent
coilection of cultural material exposed within a I X 10 m transect
placed near the northern edge of the site. This transect crobs-cut one
or the burned limestone concentrations discussed above (Figure 32).

Three shovel tests were excavated 50 m apart along a rorth to south
Lrnsect within the northern half of the site (Figure 33). These tests

.., revealed that the extreme northern edge of the site has been completelydeflated by plowing and erosion and that no intact deposits remain.

Hcwever, 50 m to the south, a hearth feature was encountered in situ at
'5 cm below Fiurface and I0 cm below the plowzone. The hearth ciinsisted
k'I the same burned limesotone cobbles that had been exposed or the
:urface suriounded by a matrix of charcoaland burned earth. A soil

probe was used to determine that the hearth extends at least 2 m east
but less than 2 m north, south and west of the shovel test. Cultural
material was not encountered within Shovel Test 3 but the A horizon of
the Pawnee clay loam soil was partially intact.
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The site was further tested for subsurface deposits with an
Oakfield soil probe. The site was probed along the center of the ridge
top at 0 m intervals from north to south. A layer of dark soil
containing charcoal flecks and burned earth was encountered in a number

of the probes within the southern two-thirds of the site, indicating
that the intact deposit first recorded by Reichart in 1972 is fairly
extensive. For the most part, this layer was 5 to 15 cm thick and
occuired directly above the sterile reddish brown subsoil.

A total of 202 artifacts were recovered from the surface of 14JF414
including 181 prehistoric and 21 historic items. The majority of the

prehistoric artifacts (145) were recovered from the I X 10 m transect at

the northwestern edge of the site, while most of the historic artifacts
were collected from the southern portion. Prehistoric artifacts
recovered include three projectile points, one drill, one perforator,

two preforms, seven blanks, ten biface fragments, one flake sciaper,
five edge-modified flakes, two cores, six flakes, two chips, two
hammerstones, 135 pieces of unworked stone, one piece of hematite, one
piece of limonite, one fish scale and one piece of bone. Historic
debris includes seven glass bottle fragments, 12 ceramic sherds and two
metal artifacts.

The three projectile points were recovered from the general surface
f the site and consist of small to medium-sized, triangular,

corner-notched or stemmed dart points. One of the specimens exhibits an

extensively reworked distal tip and may have been used as a drill. It
is nissing one shoulder, as well as the base, and was made from
heat treated cLhert. The intact shoulder indicates the point was
corner-notched and had prominent barbs (Figure 34a). The second point

is a small corner-notched specimen missing one lobe of the base and
erhibiting a reworked tip (Figure 34b). It measures 33 mm in length,

mm in maximum width aind is 5 mm thick. The stem width is 12 mm, the
stem length is 6 mm and the notch depth is 3 mm. This point was made
Trom a light gray lustrous chert anc is lenticular in cross-section.
The third specimen is a stemmed point with rather prominent barbs at the

. shoulders (Figure 34c). It has a broken tip and is also missing one
iobe of the base. It measures 21 mm in maximum width and is 6 mm thick.
Stem width is 15 mm while notch depth is 5 mm. The point is lenticular
iii cross-section and was waitufactured from a gray fossiliferous chert.

The latter two pcints closely resemble specimens recovered fron
Hri:-is IV-1 and II1-2 at the Coffey site located to the northwest ir

* rhe Tuttle Creek Reservoir (Schmits 1981: Figures 22h and 23e-f). They

have been securely dated at the Coffey site between 5140 and 5055 years
B.P. (hchmits 1981:31), indicating thor ,a late Archaic cultural
com,, rT'p t is reptesented at 14.F414.

Ti'e eight biiacial blanks and pretorms are tools jn various stages
"f iianufacture recovered from the gcneral surface of the site. Thev

•ange fror. crudely flaIed large blanks with thick cross-sections and
irreguiar primary flaking to thin, lenticular, well flaked bifaces
s,,ftahle for further reduction Into projectile pcints or knives. One of

the 1 rir.s Is untisnal in that it 'ta;s made frcn diorite. Tie, remainder
,6 .1, t ih lanks .md p~retorms are trade of gi i r ta n chei t
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The bifacial arill and bifacial perforator were also recovered from
the geineral surface. The drili is a proximal fragment of an expandilng
base variety that may have been hafted (Figure 34d). The perforator is
a s;all heat treated biface fragment (perhaps the base of a stemmed
point) retouched to form an acute tip suitable for engraving or
piercing. One of the ten biface fragments is a small thin biface that
appears to be a section of a small triangular arrow point suggesting
that a Plaint Village occupation may also be present at the site (Figure
31e). The scraper is a laige flake with steep marginal retouch along
most of its perimeter, while the edge-modified flakes include five smail
t( medium-sized tlakes with edge wear resulting from retouch and use.
Two of the latter specimens were recovered within the I X 10 m transect.
Both hammerstones are quartzite cobbles with battering along their
perfr'eters.

All of the unworked stone recovered from the site was recovered
from the I X 10 m transect. This includes 116 pieces of burned
limestone, eight pieces of unburned chert, one piece of sandstone and
ten pieces of quartzite with a combined weight of 6.2 kg. This material
occurred as part of a concentration representing a former hearth or
roasting pit and ranged in size from less than 2 cm to over 10 cm in
maximum dimension.

The seven historic bottle glass fragments recovered from the
southern portion of the site include one applied lip section
manufactured in a two piece mold between 1850 and 1910; one lavender and
two clear bottle fragments dating after 1880; one mason jar lip dating
between 1910 and 1920; and two aqua fragments that could not be dated.
Stoneware fron: 14JF414 includes the base of a molded vessel with a brown
slip glaze and the lip of a molded bowl with a black slip, both of which
datE after 1880. The other stoneware fragment could not be dated.

Three whiteware rims were recovered including one section of red
and blue sponge-spatter ware dating between 1850 and 1910, one lip
section of an undecorated bowl dating between 1830 and 1910 and a rim
from a red and white slip glazed ware that could not be dated. The four
whiteware body sherds include two sections with a blue transfer printed
design dating between 1830 and 1910, one piece of blue sponge-spattel
%.are dating between 1850 and 1910 and a fragment of a saucer or plate
dating between 1830 and 1910. The porcelain includes a segment of a
doorknob dating between 1875 and 1910 and an unidentifiable fragment.

A,- Metal artifacts consist of a cut nail dating between 1830 and 1890 and a

piece of scrap iron that could not be dated.

14,',F414 is located in the northern portion of the project area on
dn upland ridge overlooking the Delaware River. The site consists of a
?xderate to dense scatter of prehistoric and historic debris covering an

area of approximately 5 ac. The site was initially recorded in 1971 by
Milton Peichart and is one of the only previously recognized Archaic

,$5. sites identified in the project area (Witty 1982:8).

The 19 Investigation of 14TF/,14 included intensive survey, a
silr:ace collection and the e>.cavation of shovel tests and soil probes.
Tntact Wibp,'lwzone ct Itural deposits are prescnt in the northwestern and
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southern portions of the site. A partially intact hearth feature is

present in the northwestern portion of the site adjacent to a large

concentration of burned limestone.

The prehistoric tool assemblage recovered from 14JF414 suggests

that a wide range of activities were conducted at the site Including

* hunting, butchering, hideworking, cooking, chopping, woodworking, tool

manufacture and seed and pigment processing. The large site size,

combined with the range and density of artifacts recovered, Indicate

that 14JF414 was intensively occupied. It probably represents a Late
Archaic base camp occupied over a long period of time. The diagnostic

artifacts recovered by Reichart include one point identified as a Griham
Case variety. Although this point was assigned to the late Archilc

period by Witty (1982), it Is an Early Archaic type in Missouri (Chapman

1975). Examination of this point suggests that it is not a classic

Graham Cave type but more closely resembles points reccvered from the

Coffey site dating to about 4000 years B.F. (Schmits 1981: Figure 22).

Two of the three points recovered during the present investigations

also closely resemble points from the Coffey site assemblage dating to

che late Archaic period. One of the points (Figure 34c) Is virtually

identical to specimens recovered from the culturally related Jones site
(1411H 145), which along with the De Shazer Creek site (14MH39) and the

Cow Killer site (140S347), have been assigned to the Late Archaic Black
Vermillion phase of northeastern Kansas (Schmits 1980, 1981).

Diagniostic artifacts of the Black Vermillion phase, in addition to

triangular projectile points with notches, include Munkers Creek knives,

notched chipped stone celts and gouges. Radiocarbon dates for the phase

range between 5500 and 4000 years B.P. (Schmits 1981:195).

The projectile points, as well as the chipped-stone celt recovered

by Reichart, suggest that 14JF414 may be culturally related to the Black

Vermillion phase of northeastern Kansas. However, in the absence of the

absolute dates needed to more firmly establish the site's temporal

placement, it would be premature to assign the Late Archaic component at

14JI414 to a local phase.

A second prehistoric component may be represented at the site by

Sthe small2 fragment of a triangular biface which appears to be the base

of an arrow point. This arrow point indicates that a Plains Village

occupation may also be represented at 14JF414. The absence of ceramics

and other diagnostic artifacts of the Plains Village period suggests

that this occupation, if present, was not very intensive.

The historic artifacts recovered from the site date between 1830

and 1920 with most clusterirg between 1880 and 1910. According to the

1899 and 1916 Jefferson County Plats, structures were not located in
this vicinit when the land was owned by W. T. Kemper. Apparently, the

%Plat maps are in error and a Euroamerican farmstead was present at that

time.

In summary, 14JF414 is a large, multiple component site located on

an upland ridge. The site has been subjected to cultivation, erosion

,1. and the construction of three agricultural terraces. Although partially
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destroyed, the site still contains several areas of intact subplowzone
archaeological deposits. Diagnostic artifacts recovered from the
surface indicate that the earliest component dates to the Late Archaic
period and may be culturally related to the Black Vermillion phase of
northeastern Kansas. The site may also contain a later Plains Village
component that, if present, has been largely destroyed by cultivation.
The historic component is located primarily in the southern portion of
the site and surrounds an area of grass and trees which are not
preselrlv being cultivated. This area is the location of the former
h1 sturic structure and may contain intact historic as well ao
prehistoric deposits.

Since 14-F414 contains intact subsurface deposits and represents
one or the few identified Late Archaic components in the project area,
it is recommenced that further testing be conducted to determine it's
National Register eligibility.

14JF415

14JFL]5 is located at the terminus of an upland ridge adjacent to
Walrut Creek about 500 m north of its confluence with the Delaware River
(Figure 1,). The site was recorded by Milton Reichart in 1971 as a 4

possible Plains Woodland habitation site consisting of a light scatter
of lithic debris and one cordmarked pot sherd. The site was in E %
Lultivated field that contained the remains cf a destroyed farmstead.

At the time of the 1985 investigations, 14JF415 was in a freshly
disktkLi iield and surface visibility'was excellent (Figure 32). A light
scatter of historic and prehistoric debris occurred within an area of
4800) sq m. Six shovel tests were excavated at 10 m intervals along a
north te south transect placed down the center of the site (Figure 14) .

N, sibsurfacc cultural material was encountered and the A horizon of the
Shellv-Pawnee complex soil hod been completely eroded.

The rmajority of the historic artifacts were restricted to the
westetr half of the site, whiie prehistoric materials were largely
restricted to the southeastern portion. A large burr oak, at lea!t 5 ft
in cL-eter, is s ituated at the eastern edge of the site and is adj icent
to a po.ssible cellat Gepression).

The land c|-, uhich the site is located was owned v C. Manaei in
. and A. Scnn in 1910. According t, the ,Ietterson County Plats, no

buildings were present during this period. Structures ,ee also not
present it the site en the 1958 1. . Army Corl,, ,,! I nginle rs
t ( pt ' raph ic bi se map. According to these naps, tlie flrmstead Aiould

-1 te ret Lcn 191') nd 1958.

tal of 7 prehistoric .rd Ih historic artif at- 'ere rec-,red I
rpotfrom the c ;r, ace ot I-,;F4 15. Pr cbstoric artifacts inc',1;(!v one

. ( !|:: iriked g4ri rt tempe r d -( rd one I i face f ragr eit , thr-ee (tut 1011' secVC1

flake';, three chips,, I.' pieces (f h,,itter arid ten piecc- c 'I lnworKL&
:,t T | . Ihe ;i;tiric art if tcts in c I IP e -E'\'en p CC, , I, ot t ' ( - ,1 as:

• re rali k1 Itrds , th r c p i et es t ne, t 1 a nd OPt -I1 ik K T t J-. ront
1%1
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The prehistoric body sherd is small and poorly preserved. It is
grit tempered, exhibits parallel cordmarking on the exterior surface and
Is 8 mm thick. Overall, it is similiar to ceramics identified as

urasshopper Falls phase ware in the project area (Reynolds 1979; Witty
1982). None of the lithic artifacts recovered from the site are
age-diagnostic. The biface fragment is the distal section of a small
serrated arrow point. It is broken just above the haft element and -'s

probably the blade section of a Scallorn or Sequoia point. The 11
pieces of unworked stone include one small piece of burned limestone,
one piece of sandstone, one piece of diorite and eight pieces of
quartzite with a combined weight of 1.6 kg.

"the historic bottle glass includes three clear bottle lip
fragments, a Clairol bottle and three body fragments. Two of the lip
fragments date after 1880 and one is machine-made dating after 1910.
The Clairol bottle dates after 1920. Only one of the ceramic artifacts
is drtable and consists of a whiteware body sherd dating between 1830
and 1910. Ceramics which could not be dated include the handle of a
gray-bodied salt glazed jug, the base of a stoneware container and two
stoneware body tragments. Likewise, the metal artifacts and brick
fragment could not be dated.

!4,JF415 lacks intact suhplowzone cultural deposits and only a
limited number of prehistoric and historic artifacts were recovered from
the surface. Based on the recovery of a single cordmarked grit tempered

*" sherd, tlie site appears to be culturally affiliated with the Grasshopper
Falls phase of eastern Kansas (Reynolds 1979). 14JF15 was apparently
not intensively occupied and appears to represent a special purpose
e::trcctive camp.

The historic material recovered from 14JF415 is not particularily
diagnostic. Only one artifact definitely predates 1910 indicating that
the site was occupied in the early part of the twentieth century. The
historic artifacts iargely confirm the data obtained from the Jefferson
County Plat mars which indicate the farmstead was occupied after 1916,
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers base map, which indicates it uas
destroyed prior to 1958.

14JF415 is not considered eligible for the National Register. The
site ccontains the destroyed remains ot a relatively recent Euroamerican

farmstead and the prehistoric remains of a Plains Woodland Grasshopper
Falls phase encampment. Both components are much better represented at
a nufrber of sites. in the project area and little significant additional
informaition pertinent to the local history or prehistory remains at the
site. Therefore, no further archaeological work or management is

reconwu ended.

14.FL 17

14.rP7 is located on low terrace adjacent to Peter Creek in the
northern portion ut the project area just west of Vallev Falls, Kansas
Figure 3). The site was recorded by Milton Reichart in 1971 as a light

lithi( ,catter of Weodland cultural affiliation based on the recovLry of
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" several small projectile points. Material collected by Reilart
, incluued seven prc.eitile poi nts, three bifaces, one drill, one cc1aper,

twC cores, one hanm:erstone and one piece or ground stone. Chert
debitage, hurrued limestone and quartzite cobblts were als(; observed cvi

the surface of 14F.F417, reported to cover an area of 2 ac.

ih1 site was relocated in 1985 in a freshly diskeu r,.ilo field with
excellent surface visibility. It consisted of a light to moderate

lithic scatter covering about ,8(0 sq m across the top cf the tertate.

Most c- the artifccts were recovered at the eastern edge of the site

'.oi.,g the telirace edge ard it appeared that cultuiral material vas in the
4 proces. o'f being exposed by cultixation and erosion. The southern edge

4)t the site is covered with grass ,nd may contain intact deposits. A

J iercent collection ot recognized tools and a representative sample

A debitago .ind unworked stone were retained for analysis. Five shovel

tests were e:> ,avated at 20 intervals along a east to west trarsect at
1,_ top o the terrace (Figure 13). Although artifacts were T1ot

rctox eicd within the shl.xel test:., thev revealee that the A horizon of
the Readirc .it loam scil is partjily intact, further confirming that

i tact cuIturn l depcsits nay be present.

\ tktal of 33 prehistoric artifacts were recovered from the surface

r f .iF-1 I. Ihese include 3 projectile points, four biface iragments,

rne 'ke sca, p r, five edge-modified flakes, three cores, one mano, one

nutti',g [tone and eight pieces of unworked stone. One of the projectile

pc'ints is a near * complete corner-notched specinEci missing only one
lobe of tl,e base (Figure 34f). Tt is triangular in plan form, exhibits

1ep, broad corner-notches, pronounced barb-, at the shoulders and an
expanding straight base. It is plane-convex in cross-section and

T casures 34 n'n' in length, 28 mm in maximum width and £ nun in thickness.

btem luc th is 9 mran, stem width is 13 mm, notch depth is 5 nn and notch

width is ) rpm. It was nade from a gray fossiliferous chert and

rc (- les ar. onnamed type which occurs in small frequencies at several

'ite Archaic sites in eastern Kansas (L. J. Schmits: personal

c-:municat r) on)

iThe seccnd point i.s similar to the Nebo Hil] point type

1*1gure j4g). It is a short lanceolate specimen with a thick

!iaino-convex cross-;ection, reworked tip and lightly ground haft
tlet,It. It wat irade from a gra , fcssiIiferous chert and measures ,? mm

In l i.gth, 17 mm in width and is 7 mm thick. Tl1he lengthi of the haft

elerent is I r im. Nebo Hi II points have been radiocarbon dated at .

several ,1 tes in we:,trn Misnon-i between 4500 and 30(10 years B.P. and
all within the Late ,rchaic period (Schmits et al. 1982). Similiar

p irts have ilso been recovered in low frequencies at seversn. r.tes in V.
t ,.tern Far, ;si dating butween 5500 )nd 4000 vearI B. P. (Schr its

I : . - i '). he third point rec .'.,red from I ",'T''# 17 is thte !.,:e of
trai ,ht stL: ed variety wh ich is too incomplete foIr typcl ogicaI

The i ".ace i ragmrert s include , vie proximal fragment made .l a dark

.rd. a , ir t zitf,, two medial ..ections ard ( ne distal , rioment which

exki! it- a notch ilong one mar :in of the t,,, . lhe t la.( scraper was
1, 0-1 a "mal i facial ti ir:.ing tl1,e which has - Focn steepl\
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retouched along most of its perimeter. The edge-modified tools are five I
cortical chert flakes with retouch along one or more edges. The mano is
a cobble-sized piece of fine-gralned quartzite that has been extensively
ground on one surface. The nutting stone is a quartzite cobble with a
small "pit" or indentation on one surface. Unworked stone includes one
piece of burned limestone, one stream patinated chert cobble and six
pieces of quartzite. Two of the latter are extensively battered and may
have been used as hammerstones.

14JF417 is located on a low terrace Pdjacent to Peter Creck just N
west cf Valley Falls, Kansas. Although initially recorded as a Woodland
habitation site, the projectile points recovered from the surface during
the present investigation document that a Late Archaic occupation is
also represented. The site consists of a light to moderate scatter of
lithic debris including projectile points, biface fragments, scrapers, a
drill, edge-modified flakes, cores. debitage, manos, a pitted stone, a
ha:-mmerstone and unworked stone. This assemblage suggests that the sitc
was occupied as a base camp where hunting, butchering, tool manufacture,
cooking and plant food processing were conducted. The absence of
ceramics suggests that the Woodland component tentatively identified ly
Reichart on the bases of small projectile points was r tcmporary
occupation or perhaps may not exist. In contrast it appears that the
late Archaic occupation of the site represents an upland base camp.

The A horizon of the Reading silt loau. soil is partially intact
indi(ating that intact cultural deposits may be present at 14JF417. The
concentration of artifacts at the eastern edge of the site, along the
severely eroded edge of terrace, suggests that the site is in the
procesb of being plowed out and that intact cultural material may be
present further up the slope. Therefore additional testing is
recommended to determine the sites National Register status.

14JF418

14JF418 is located about 400 m to the northwest of 14JFLI7 on an
upland ridge (Figure 3). It was recorded in 1971 by Milton Reichart as
an extremely light lithic scatter extending from south to north across
the ridge top covering an area of about 4000 sq m. Only one bitace was
recovered from the surface of the site although chert flakes, quartzite
m1d burned limestone were observed. The cultural affiliation of the

.ite was not determined.

The site was ielocated by ESA in 1985 and consisted of a very light

lithic scatter covering a much larger srea than previously reported.

14J.IPF extends southward as an intermittant scatter of chert flakes and
cuzirtzite to the edge ot a mile field adjacent to old Highway 16. This
light scatter of lithic debris covers an area ot almost 1P ac and
suggests that a series of short-tcrm encampments are represented, rather
than a single large habitation. A 100 percent sample of exposed
cultural material was retained for analysis. Five shovei tests were

placed within the northern portion of the site at 20 m intervals across
the ridge top (Figure 13). No subsurface deposits were ence,,ntered and
the A horizon oi the Shelbv-Pawnee complex soil it largely deflated,
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indicating there is little potential for intact deposits at the site.

A total of 17 artifacts were recovered from the surface of 14,11418
including one proiectile point, one bifacial blank, one biface fragment,
two edge-modified chunks, three cores and 7 pieces of unworked stLone.
The projectile point is a small triangular unnotched specimen indicating
a Plains Village occupation (Figure 34i). It was made from a siiall
fiake of non-local white chert, and measures 12 mm in maximum width andi
3 MM inl thickness. The point is asywmretric in outline, has a hroken
tip &-nd was reworked along cne lateral margin. The blank is a smiLill
stream 1-iLinated chert cobble that has been flaked on both surface;,
whilv the edge-modified chunks are sections of smill stream cobbles that
have been retouched along one edge. The cores include three stream
patii. 'Lad chert cobbles with a limited number of small flake scars.
Inwcrked stone from the site consists of one large cobble of diorite,
1tour pieces of quartzi te and two pieces of chert with a combined weight
of 2.5 kg.

141F 18 wa.'s relocated during the piesent survey and was found to be
larger than init4 iiy reported, extending about 700 m. further south
.lonu: the ridge top. Cne projectile point was recovered from the
no r tbhc ~o r LiOr C, t11,e S it e indicating a Plains Village cultural

affi~r or.The fcpw artifacts recovered from the surface suggest tbat
4 t U'IS intLrnhI'ittanti '. occpe as an upadhnigcamp where
it.')oI manufaicture and maintenance activities were performied. No

,iO-surftcu artifacts were encountered within the sbc-vel tests and the
<oLa:- little potential for intact deposits. Therefore 14JF41g it is
.tconsiaered eligible for the National Register and no further

archaeorLogical work or management is recommended.

14 J F423

-,,1F."3 is located at the northeastern edge of the Perry Lale
iiultipuiiyose pool on a low terrace of Bowies Branch (Figure 3). The
.fte was recorded by Milton Reichart ill 1973 as a de-nse scatter ot daub
inlLerrixed with- a few flakes and sherds and covering an area of about
70 s-, M. (The rim sherd, 35 body sherds, one projectile point, a few
f 1k -1 Jijd se%,eialI pieces of grass impi-c.sed daub were recovered.

Reic'-'1 excstvated -,small test unit measuring about 30 by 40 bv 3() cm
in the cei tfor of the daub) concentr-ation where two shierds Cand several
larfc plier e- ,, daub were encountered, document ing that a prehiistoiic
:tr'L'urLutc as partially intact. Prior to backfilling, several histcric
.-:rtifact,, i~cie placed in the unit to facilitatc its relocaticn. On the
V-_hS survey form, 'bin Witty indicated that a Central Plains phose
p rehctt'ri c con',,,,nent , rather than a Pomona occupation, is Present at

th -ite.

The site '~svisited i-v personnel fromn Iroqucis Pesearcli institute
in Yav of 114' it which tim.,e it was covecred with ctorn. A surface
collection, which included ceramics, was recovered from-, tl-e site.

4JF-423J was relocated by IKSA in 1983 and was in a corn f ield with

C n er a II po iiiiy A light scatter of prehistoric 1>tlic debhris
ai- i moderate scat ter of b istoriC art ifacts wore- C-1COUntelet' Vithin an
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area of about 120 sq m (Figure 35). The historic debris was generally
restricted to the eastern portion of the site.

Structures are indicated just north of the site on both the 1899
and 1916 Jefferson County Plats when the land was owned by William Boles
and Alb Boles, respectively. Two structures were still present at this
location in 1958 wben the property was purchased from Wallace E.
McClcnney for the development of Perry Lake, after which they were
removed. They occur outside of the survey area (Figure 35).

A 100 percent collection of the prehistoric artifacts and a
repre,;entative sample of the historic debris were retained for analysis.
(Ien shovel test was excavated at the center of the site and produced

A substantial evidence of an intact deposit. Several pieces of daub and
the edge of a pit or wall trench were encountered between 20 and 40 cm
below surface or at 10 to 20 cm below the plowzone. Thc dark brown
natrix inside of the pit contained charcoal and continued below 40 cm to

,n unknown depth. The A horizon of the Kennebec silt loam soil was
intact below the plowzone.

A total of 16 prehistoric and two historic artifacts were recovered
from 14JF423. Prehistoric material recovered from the surface consists
of one biface fragment, one edge-modified flake, one flake and three
o ices of buired, grass impressed daub. Ten pieces of daub were also
recovered within the shovel test between 15 and 35 cm below burface
(Figure 34j-k). Historic material includes the base of a glass bottle
with ;machine-made cut-off scar dating after 1910 and the base of an
undecorated wiiteware bowl or cup dating between 1830 and 1910.

1*t F4_I3 was recorded in 1973 as a scatter of daub, ceramics and
lithic debris. The recovery of cordmarked grit tempeied ceramics,
including one thickened rim sherd, and c triangular basal and
sienotchcd Mississippian period arrow point indicate a Central Plains

phase cultural affiliation possibly related to the Smoky Hill aspect
(Wedel 1959) or Nebraska phase (Blakeslee and Caldwell 1979). The
pre; ence of a partially intact structural feature within the upper 40 cm
was docunented by both Reichart and the present investigations. The
structure was covered with grass and pole impressed daub and is in the
Process ot being destroyed by cultivation.

The historic material recovered on the surface of the site is
-pparently related to the Boles farmstead located immediately to the
i orth which was destroyed during the development of Perry Lake. No

intact historic deposits were encountered within the area of prehistoric '7
debris but intact structural remains may be present further to the
nortY. 14,;F423 contains intact prehistoric cultural materials and is
recurr ended for further tL,iting to determ'ine the extent of the cFcsits
anc' iti Natural Register status.

14JF4 50

[1, ;F450 is located on a high terrace along the eastern shore of
Perr'. Loke about I kit. north of the Longview Lublic Use P rea
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(Figure 3). The site was recorded by Milton Reichart in August of 1974.

At that time, the site consisted of a light to moderate scatter of
ceramics and lithic debris eroding from the shoreline of Perry Lake
between the elevations of 880 and 890 ft above msl. A dense

2cncentration of material was noted at the southern edge of the site

where the recovery of several large pot sherds suggested the presencc of

intact subplowzone deposits. The grit tempered sherds indicated a

Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase cultural affiliation for the
site.

The 1985 investigations at 14"F450 included an intensive pedestrian

-.urvey, artifact collection and the excavation of five shovel tests.
The survey revealed that the site has severely eroded along the

SI", .horeline and is covered with dense veeds at about 900 ft above msl
(Figi:re 3 . The area of cultural debris extended north to south along

the thoreline and covered approximately 2000 sq m (1igure 37). The

conlcentration of artifacts noted by Reichart was encountered at t1.e
southern edge of the site. An intensive surface collection within a

2 by 2 m area of the surface was conducted within this area and a
rep--entative sample of artifacts uas collected from the remainder of

the site. Une shovel test was excavated adjacent to the shoreline at

the southwestern edge of the site. About 10 cm of the A horizon of the

Gtyner silt loam soil remained indicating that intact subplowzone

Se6posits are possibly eroding from the shoreline at 14JF450. The other
four shovel tests were placed at 20 m intervals along the ur .er
shoreline where the upper 30 cm of the A horizon remains intact. No

artifact- ,7ere recovered within these tests.

A total of 43 artifacts were recovered from 14JF450 including, one

rim sherd, nine body sherds, one projectile point, one biface blank, two

bi-ace fragment!,, one unifacial scraper, five edge-modified flakes,
three edre-modified chunks, nine flakes, five chips, one piece of

ground stone and tire pieces of unworked stone. Except for the blank,
two c! the edge-modified chunks, the mano fragment and three pieces of
unworkeel stone recovered from the general surface, all of the artifacts
were located within the 2 by 2 m concentration at the southwestern edge

f the site.

'I The Hil sherd is i small section of a smoothed, undecorated grit

tempered ,.c-sel with a slightly flared, flattened lip (Figure 341). It

:a,- a lip thickness of 5 mm but is too small to allow an estimate of the

vessel size or shape. The nine body sherds ate grit tempered,
cor('r'nrked on the exterior and smoothed on the interior (Figure 34m).
They in thickness from 9 to 14 mm with an average of 10 mm.

WOOverall, the sherds from 14JF450 are very similar tc ceramics referred
?Vto as Cr-a-shopper Falls ware (Reynolds 1979).

The projectile jcint recovered from the surface of 14,P450 is
isin iar to the Ccallorn ot Sequoia varieties (Figure 34n). It is a

small triangular arrow point with a thick biconvex cross section,

serr;ted lateral blade margins and deep broad corner notches. It
measures 25 mm in length, 10 mm in width at the shoulders, 7 mm in width

at the h;,se and is 5 mm thick. Notch width is 5 mm, stem width is 4 mm
and notch depth is 3 mm. The point appears to have been heated and was
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n~ae 'c rom a whitte or creai-(olored chcrt ille hitad c blank is it
incomplete ly f laked piece ol brown fossil i crous cie rt with a thick
cross-section. The biface fragments include cne small Secction o0,1
thin, well flked biface that is probably a section, ,t a point or knite
and a smai11 s ec t ion of ain incompletely flIak ed r iv er cob At. 1 he
urifacial scraper was maide f rom a )4r.iv, I o ss i II e r ,u s chert that i s
comp lerel v f laked cui the dorsal surf ace tnd has stejl raicture weair .1ong
most its perimeter.

ihe edg-r'od if ied tk Is consist;t t fi VCChert -L lakes and trocc .
chunks with retouchi resu I t it nf row. scraping or cut tIr ;ai t ivitike flcev
w er e itade trrw '.(cal lighit b-rown or gra\. cherts and tvw, appear t, 1,ave t

e e heated.

tlie ground stone toti-l i s a smal t ragment c- soux lrcie

c 1,' e that lias 1Then smoothecd on one sun aice and that wa!,1t ipa I r. t t

used i- a jrio. The unwerked sto:ut itrw. the site iinclude 11c picc (,
V5urnt l it! atone, One pikece ot saiid;t one and th rio p iece,, k. :_car tzit c

'..itb- a COMinedL eight Of .'C4 g.

I 4'F_. %.as init'. ly recordc.u as a probabl !e PlIa i ii V~d 1 1)d
rasshopper Fo :I s pliaSL 1abi tattor b-ase d on the recovery of pn ri

t temp e i sherdIs. Thc Qcrdmarkued g-r it t empe rv c er am ic, r)nd small1
-t r i an r u i r a r r o pc int recovereCd during Lhe present inkvust i gat iurLS

crt i r a nraosho-per Fa 1 phase occupat ion for rtce s ite.

Tbe airtifacts recovered f rom thb.e sutiface sug; _est the site was
C, Upied as al base carp o-r- pos s iblIy a snalt I h amrIe t whe re , erat c.
;i ippeu ,tk ne and ground s tone toe) I manufacture took p1 uLe Other

*i (t i i t i.es iinterred f ror- the art ifal t assemblage nclud e bun ting,

cUtchc i rn, hideworking, seed or vegetal foocd processingl and cooking.
t o-f the art iiacts we re recovered f roLm a ,mai I 'Iart i a t th It !

'ffitliwet;o rn edge ofi the site. Tb 4, concentiration may represent an n

, pca :e refuse disposal or perhaps a deflated storagi: feature or

trash filled pit. Although the site is bad!,, erod ed alcrng the water' s

*edg e , intact cultural deps its may be present at thie upper, e ,

*severe 1,: eroded port ion or the: shorelIine .

A'F"L5() appeatrs toC be a ~i Te c ompcne 11t i lains, ., d] and
vrasshopper I a' I s phase site . ince it hsthe potential Itot intacit

depositir. that may contain infon: at inn import ant to, tht2 Ic-ca 1 preb i t orv,
i t isrecommended for addijt fi nal testing to deterrine its Nat i, nil .

Reg!ttL (ligibil it V. a

1 , 'F S 1 is locat-d on an u pld 1JT ide Sl('I In, the t o ( cn -'hont.

*of Pert-; 'Lake about I km north i 1Ff4 L F gnnrt .ui t. L te was

rco(,rd ed b)y M i ton)i R efc1,ichrt in August ~ ~4as a -Il 1 1 cittt I (
p reh i!t i nc ar tif ac t s alIon g th e -t(.)rel Ie ( t ulIt ura iiit er il in I Aitc~ed

gr it L.rpe red cocrdrmark ed ce ramic ;I a hi fac e, a Ifew chert 1 I ak e' r e
quartz ite and inmestone. Thke ceramics inn icated tli c:ite .0s .i i I iate(;
with the PlIa ins V(o lIIand pe r od. 8 Heicha rt recv i I ted tIlc ito In thc,

or r N
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fall of 107'f and reported that it was completely destrcved.

The area in which 14JF451 had been reported was relocated in i;(5
during the survey conducted by ESA. At that time the lake level was at
804.0 ft abo\c musl and no prehistoric artifacts were observed. howeer,

a destroyed limestone foundation representing ar. historic tarv, tead was
encountered at the edge of the shore (Figure 8). Since this bulldozed
t( fundatior, uas located within the area of 14.1F4 I, it .as reco led as an

_lJC it ik'r.. component

lie touti.ation renair s con-Istule , an essert ial 1v 1i t,,t pile of
t 'i est '71e tha;t appeared t.c have b.erT pushed do-n the slope b--v

bu 1d, r .\ few hi -t ric artifacts were eitcuntere& within an aroa
' a oit S i aq m sui x, unding the fCundatiotn remains. Tbc ,1 titact

- isL 0i oene whitewar, ,n sherd dat 4,g hetwe-,c 16L(, and I ',i a wire
t i': I L!tI: ' L t 'r 189 ) ard in iron sto\c !,] that ccs.d not be dated.

.-,A .trUc LU ! s sh kwn at this lcc L ion on b'oth the 1899 ond 1'I1n
,:fer u ,, .nty i ty I a ,, ps at which time the ird wa owned by C. S.
- kk. C-ictiirt s were sti1- present at the site ,, the 1951 i.S.C. .
..- II 0 I.t-d e topc-'-..ihic Inap, a.t weIl a, or t.e 1958 U.S. A rmy

Saginecr atich time 0 t- land was purchased bN the
I, . -L - iaM v .I'ok . 1he Corps base Tra , places the s-tructure

(-I rut id te pre c- t i: rvev area 1e tueen tle elevations t, 900 and
' t . ,.- L 1',.s , t ,L,out '(4 m east : the foundation remains

I L. 1,L tt: ;I ring the -U \ c,. Apparently, this 1-uilaing w;as bulldozed
tl*( ,, t' ' c ur ring I develeprent and tht historic component has
S ,_ ,t.f'l, de ,tr ',eu.

nO ho'.: tezt wa. e.avated adi'cent to the fcundatior: remains
1 ' . .bsurl j, , depo. itF were encoutie tred GivcI, that both the

r rch~ i c du',d I i i r ic Compiii- l 1t s a t I!..F L5 1 have !'cel C ompc v tV
Ct.w, t! site b1, "Attle potential to sigrnificant i add to the

ir.* r histor r of the pro;ect area. Thereore, 14 rF45,1 is not
C t 1 iib Ior the Natonal Register And no furthe'r

a, ' ca I work or i, anagement is recommended.

1 4.1 F452

1 4t FZ 2 i, ":>cated on in vpland side slope on thc eastern shore ot
.".% Perry I akc about ,{A; 6r north of 1gF.451 (Figure 3). The s te was

rec( ided by Mi' tn Reichart in August of 1974 a a scatter ot
prehistoric artifacts including ceramics, chipped stone tools, l Ithic
-.anrufacturitug cebris, ground stone and unworked stone. The ct ramics
rdicatec a I",ains ,oodlnd cultural affiliation.

The site wcs relocated in 1Q8 , and uas covered b.y dense b-rush and
weeds above the eroded -lu.r eine u ith fair tu o or vtsIb it v . A
7odexate scatter of prehistoric del rIs and an historic I ]nm st.'ne
foundt ion were t. rcountered in', the site area of appro> iratelv I ,I't sq m.

___ A 10C, percent sarIple of art ifacts exposed on the s1rna e was ret.i!TnTO
for analysis. The prehistor ic material was restricted to the t.r thern
portion ,t the site, while tht h istoric tt,rdation was "c.t .t . te

1. 16~2
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southern edge (Figure 38). One shovel test was excavated on the upper
portion of the shoreline and although subsurface cultural deposits were
not encountered, the A horizon of the Vinland soil was partial]y intact.
A second shovel test was excavated adjacent to the shoreline where the
soil was completed deflated. I

The historic foundation consists of three parallel dry masonry
liimestone walls spaced 2 m apart which served as the base of a shed or
outbuilding. A large metal hinge was recovered from the western side of
the building indicating the location of the Lntrance. The cut limestone
blc s were reddened as if the structure ILad burned. The overal ' '
di'er:si,ns 01 thL structure would have been 10 m east to west and 4 n;
north to south.

,o structure. are located in the immeuiate vicinity on eitlie i the
i, 6 ,- ' or 1()16 Ie ferson County Plats. Structures are also absent on the
1 9Th .S. Army Corps ,, Engineers base map for the project ;1rea,
i l though a ro,.d was located adjacent to the site. Te structure Tnav

have been a outbuildirg associ,!ted ,ith the Cook farm tcad, recorded as
, component of site 14F4 l, locitcd 200 m to the south.

total ot h., artifacts were recovered from the .surtace of 14,'F4)2
Sconsisting of 0 prehistoric and four historic spec imi-,';. The

, 1 pibist oric artiIacts include one niIace fragment, two uni-acial
: , ipers, onc core, two clunks, 24 flakes, 21 chiFps, eight pi(-(es of
I Thatte, ind one piece oi unworked stone. The biface fragnert is a thin,

wel I fl., d fragment of a medium to large-sl;:ed prolectile point or
'n IIc. The unitacial scrapers were made from small thick fla s that
have cvcn steep iv retouched along the perimeter and across the corsal
surf ,e. The ct,ri: is t stream patinated chert cobble with several
I 1h, removed

The histcric artifacts include a stoneware body fragn~et from a
4rav-hodied, molded ,'essel witt. a black slip glaze on the interior ad a
si't glaze above a brown sl ip glaze on the exterior. it was
.,iarX',ctured after 1880. T[o undecorated whitewaxe fragment date
"etwe e I, 30 and l iW and one pitce of red sponge-spatttor ware dates
,,tweet' - 7,I ,nd 190).

t-. Ld e prehist, tIc artificts recovered from the site indicate that a
wide variety of activities were conducted. The site appt-ars to
i'.* tF resents a iiains Woodland base camp where ceramic, chipped Stone and

S. ,r 1.1A! ;tone tcrl manutacture, as well as hunting, I utchering,
h idew, rking and c king, were performed. Although the -horeline 4s
-- ( re ly erodud, the sho\ ,I test documented the presence (f pirtiallN

W7 Inti ' Tipper soil 1111iton indicating that subsurface :irtifacts ma'. I,e
J.u It it the -itc. Therci ru, it is recommended that test exca',it ions

e c t:td to deternine it tI, prehistori( compornent ;It 14 J s
i le t t r ti t Nat ionaI Fegister. Tt, historic component nppears to

1e I fT1:,, ,,ithilIdi1:4 dssoci it'd c tith the Cook larmst.ad recorded ,it
F - ' i T is m kt i:idered eligible for the National P.rister.

II
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i.".F454 is located in the western port icn of Pert-, I ake withiin H e
Delaware area at Perr,, State Park (Figure 3). Thle site Is situlated on
a n upland side slope along the shore1 mne and extends to the southeast lit
the !slupe of the ridge. The side was recorded by MiltcrT Rt ichart ii.
octol er ot 1974 as a l ight liti ic scatter, which include onie expandeinDg

'-tenmned corner-notched point , ont: ioano . one biface and a It-,. ,lertW
flIakes. The absence of ceramics and the length of the ster, oi. the
proiecti !c point su ,gested an Arcliaic affiliation for the L e

-lhe a~rea was ievisited dut ing the 19KY Ervev. Churt Ilakes, 1tore
o-,ctuntered' within a 3NO sq m area 01 the shorel i. to the soul iwest ot
the site boundcary ind ft ted by Reichart. The site boundar'; was e >pa!, I id
to include this light scaitter at 1 ithic debri: so, that the: site, as now
0'rcwn covecs an area ot about 10,0CC sq Ti (Figure 11) .GiVen1 the dense

e ds ia brush abo'c the erL)ded! -htirel ine, it could iiit Pt deteri IA

LtzC sctter ii,; continuous within this area. A 1(- crcent sampie o01
tulttral materiail was retained for analysis.

A shlove test placed_ near the fiC f t level indlicated that the dark
h~r(ow .: h r izon o: the 51helbv-Pawrtee comple soil was liargely intact t o
,I det.h 1 ,I_ 0C11 cm belIow St1ir Ia. C . Although subsurface irtitacts, ,.ere not
ri c; e red! 1. t.c intact so i IhIor iz on i i ca tes t h i.t they are 11, t ho
process L eing defla ted at the site.

A total of nine pieces (,I chipped Fstone de!biLLge were I(,( vered
f ror t L surf.ace t t 14,!F454 . Thve inclxude three f li4es , three C, i1S_
and thiree piece;s (f shatter conlsisting (if unheated boitan o~r pray

bt Ls ot lot cl origin. Thie cultural af filiation of the site Lculd not
~edeteri,'.ued fran: the ,rtlfact,, reccvered. The tipper sol II.crizol. is

largely intact aion , the uppei -,horeline and ,,ubsurta,,e cultural
CeCtt cts are p~robablv pres;ent. There'ore additionrl testi is4.1
reomrnded! tco determiine If 14JF45/. is eligible '-or nominationt to the
.at joiiil ht gster.

IN

13~~)is located on the eastern shore of Perr': lake on an. upland
iC lIope neir the northern edge of the I ongview l'ubl ic Use Area
Sigure 3).Tesite was recorded b Milton Reichart in 'Sept ocher of
'075 a-,d ofsstda a '.'rv light scatter of prehistoric artitacts
incluuziri ceramics., a mano an(! a few chert flakes. The sh~erds indlcrted
a P1 iir, nW~OO(Ild1C culturail aff iliat ion.

,he site wsrelocat(-L I, August Of 1985 and CCusisbcid *i liht
.1tter of ithii (ebt it covering al, area of about 4 t s q iiaI th11e

tio r e ir~t . 1 t per, cuit sample of sitrtace it t !fact,, was rLtdilned I:0I

*' and a -1,ovtl test %.a,, excavate(! at about ' ft: above ms I
igt. r) Subsuriace artilit a s were not er;count erted and the Vi aioj~n

CaMpley 1i is large. 1 " deflated, Ind icat itg the site 1' 1 ittle

l eit Iial r intact -sut-surface dep(sits.

% % % %
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A total f .ort i facts were recovered from the eroded shore e i -it
!..IF, h2. They include cnie hifacilal blank, tw. small bifate !ragment-;,
kr'e edge-modified flake, one core, one flake, three chips and two pieces
ot shatter. The IIlank is a relatively thin, incompletelv tlaked pietr

%o: I ive-brown chert bro. en at the di.stal end. ('re ot the bi -t er a-ra7.Ten t.t. is a piece of ight graN chert that be the base of a drill

I pert:orator. The other is a section o a heat treated biface. IIe
.~gc-.odt ed tool is a thick triar'ular flake witi, retou.h t;rg tt.

-ater r argins. The core is a sr-all cobble o light brown fossil:t.,,(s
, -. r tI It e IhP :t . ratheI t.:..teVIi Ve i 2ke remov, al V-t little t . rp p rop.' <t I,'n.

-ti L e to ppeatr5 to have ,. (cupi .O a I a , 1 tM r. ratv :

''e im ited r.,ngt o: act it it s were 7," ,rmec, 'Kr k, igr,,t
rt t- .r <ui s.rt ace dep-s its were eiccunterd or d the sit, Ii, ecn

,,. , :c..r.,'. : !" <h,-roe 'e erosion. 'Berefore, . i ,, ha: ' ttlO t',ot : i <,"hir -ca:.t v coetri, to to the pr e ,lstor ' the p'- .ct i'cat . I-

i ce r iered L", iibie :cr the Nat irn kugistt s . I rt htr
. r o IL ical work or managvCe,-t is recr r-ended

A%. - T1 i h tI ,,e on Ite t: stern ed I 1 rv

. " :- . c~ ,. '8sisted a+ .t r-l] i-+<: tcr a't prei!,-.t--riu c !
{:< ::!{: tilr ;. , <a '-r e o oit, a 1.: :teciscrapcer, ., o.rr .< '

1 rt t , .. The cerartc- v. wge ~teO a P ains I, - ,lai

V1 St t r i a 'p I Iaat

I A7e re v ored wit o , , t sa: c - c ti;:1, :r -
' {.it .0 ,- e<rstwqrd I:.te lso: •~ - sIe ,ite (P i :,iro . . tti , ,

r. , i ate a rent, pr ablx ra , arrtw The :, , ta

e e It I V t''- ak . rept ina¢tr : the -ite i r L t '

' t;--i p t ra --t ; ,, , ': ' v a e t .' i t t I , a t eu r ,r .a,

tie -- .' ' c-i.e a " tr e t il. t'r ter en . tarr ii

, I' ie ti', L:i- I-bave, tott e 1t t ' a t T 1t

- art if I t> were nc' ct.'& ountertil Ptt the 1). t c
,1 it t. he intact e . . , - titt

t tt

r 1 1 ( ,r - T

:t't,~ ~ ~1 W '+I , '

."Aar. %. % %
OL k ' . , t ', , T i i t L : ! l , t ; g t l , , ' : , i , :



prehistoric del)r is along the water's ed ge. At that time, the%
multipurpose pool was at 888.4 ft above msl and most of the artifacts
were recovered f ron' below the water line. Material recovered by
Reichart included grit tempered cordmarked ceramics, five projectile
pcints, two greenstone celts, a sharpening block, a hammerstone and a
:ew chert flakes. One of the points was ident if ied as a ScallIorn
type and ore of the sherds was noted to have exterior bosses". The
ceramics; dnd projectile points Indicated a Plains Woodland Grasshopper
Falls phase occupation.

The site was relocated in 1977 by Iroquois Research Institute rond
was reported to be severe ly eroded. The area of the shorel ine
immedilately southeast of the recorded boundary of I 4iF.409 was ;ur\.uyed
i n !1M ')8 -v F )A . A hearth was exposed on the shoreline in this- iiea
(Figure 3t)) Lis were a few chert artifacts. The boundary was e:,panded to
irc''L.de these artifacts, so that the site is now estimated to cc,"er
albout 18UJI sq m (Figure 38\ . A 10C percent samiple of chipped stone
irtifacts wais recovered for analysis, as were a few of the burned
imestone hearthstones. A shovel' test was excavated at ilout 9()() 4-t

t:'; r.slI and although intact artifacts were not recov,,e red , ti.e A,
horizcr ct the Vinland complex soil was largelv intact, inidicatinig that
srohsiir'ace deposits may be present. tA second shove, test was p'aced at
the ;h-rviine where the soils have been completely deflited.

The art ifact assemblage recovered f rom I 4iF- F) during! the 1
investigations includes IJ specimens consisting of one bifacial blarib,
on-e edge-nodif ied chuink, two chunks, three pieces of shatter and ter
e~artis tones. A charcoal sample was also recovvred t roam tlic hearth

feature. None of the specimens are cultural',, or ternporo l1v d iagu. stic.
The ',lank is- a piece of mottled gray chert that has; ')tun completolv'
flaikud on, both surfaces. Tt exhibits a moderate armount ot stepl :raicture

.ilni2oneedge d"d may have been used as a scraper. The ed ge-mod i f ied
c r 3piece ota hrwihsteep retouch along: CPC edg-e. TI)
unmcifedchunks and shatter are pieces of reddish brown chert that may.
nave O>e heated . The ten hearthstones were recovered rontetetie
I r TSlst of huined limestone with a combined weight of .k.

The 19 1 investigations at the s-ite occurred when the n'uiltipurpo~e

t,,;is at 89)3. 6 f t above mns 1 , a t wh ich t ime the a rea recorded ',v
3~w -;car a inundated. However, a hearth feaiture mreasuring over I in
co owest ind t) cm north to south was encountered AlIong the

-1 , rte' 1ir . A, though def lated, a Frval I portion of the hearth appeared to
enai- iit -t , nda large charcoall Farrple was recovered. (Iti-er than a

pod r t i (n, r the f e a tuir e, intact c ulIt uralI depos its were r ot
enicol;-teted at the s-Ite. The A horizon of the Vinland corplex soil is
imt i~ t 'In the tipper pk-rt ion of He shorel inr and it apVpeirs that the

in the- pr kL ess o - being d e fla t ed. ~t is- r e comme nd ed that
1W iornmV t (,-,t te--calat i ons be ( cducted at i-.'f- O to determine it tihe

ct ~Ii 16 ',e or the, Nat ional Register. The test excavation should
C 'duc ed when the l ake I evelI is d rawn down to, about t t above ms 1

low~ the re! at ion-h ip b-etween the trns of the ite recorded by
~~.i "CFt inL h4~m v KSA in 1987, to bie investigated.

.1~. .. . . . . . ..0 -

%. % ., . ... . . . .



14.1F471

.1F471 is located on the terminus of an upland ridge along the
westerr -hore of Perry Take at the southeastern edge of the Delaware
Area cr Perry State park (Figure 3). The site was recorded by .iIton
Reichart in March of 1Q77 as a smnalI scatter of prehistoric debris

eitcludine one grit tempered body sherd, a quartzite irano and a jew
•ieces of burnt limestone. The s ile wa Located between 88, ird : 9 () ft

above is: and is partially below the level of the Tiultipurpose pool.
T ,e grit tempered sherd suggested a I lains Wood1 and cultur,)

ff !iat ii n. Reichart voted that the site was probably destroyed.

!ht- site arta was relocated during the 1985 sur\e" and one cb rt
Ilake was recovered along the badiy eroded Thoreline at j-c(t 89'. t

C-e m sl i ,jire 1). I shOVel test L.cavated at this locat iiLT
prodice :'c evidence Of intact cultural depo ,its and documented that tie
'-liel i-i',o.i.ce -ompley soil was completelv eroded . I 4 I has been
e' t rvU Y\ shorelint erosion -ivc is not con'- i dered eI i I bl e for
.the \at:-al Re Cist(r. o further irchaeol (:ical work Or TlI',TiAgerT( t IS

I- t I'.

is lL(.ted on an up I.,nd side slcpe o, the oi ,tern ;hort.1 iie
P rr' aok wit ,ir tie T1ong)view Public T',e I tea (Figure 1) . The itt-

va> r, :ed V ti01) P C ,t 1eichart in March t o I as a -rraIP tatter o1
t_ i i tral deb'ris alonk the eroded shcrel ine betweer the

,',, , ,l> 1t - - ia ft a - sl . Artifacts reco'tered in lded
1 : t te!.p tr<, I'd cordr', ed cer,117r c berds . Lot iro e cti'e point,

t ace , t' hri , , -re and t ( ,hert fIakte. . he ceran, ic s
,.-i ,d . land 'rassliopper 1: il 1 ph.ase cu, toral

T t I1 .

- tt, rei ' reIocitk' durin ti , survey , 1. c nI " oTC

Sri.- t i at act , . l }iert core, was recovered al ng tl;e l 'horei iiI..
' weer, . .t ieV dest r cved I ime.tcne toundt ion was enccortered t

,t 'I " surrouided bv a few tlistcric artif cts. ]}.e
t ni a -. Ite ' ,1s recorded as an additional con, rni,nt o f 'I

r 't, Ume(!diat I ' a 1 'acent to the nortihc. t err edIe f the
- tt -r! ih., o.. t 11t(]ed ': Peicha;rt 'tg'uru - .

"l t ;i <tr- ' t,'rt , ire ii dic,:tred -it ti- 1 1L cat ion on11 1'tt0 the "

I "- 1nt I t Ips. In . the land was owne -

r v ir'. o t. .tr.tr;re was p IcTnt. C , ( P . F re V wri ed tht
S rt . e '. it i.T t t.e 'trIict 't c r e presc-t.

i ' : . . : ,, .... .,it I i t it t}t' ,itt , it t c lt O
, O' i:cl - TSo .t "te w. Crt dI tr Ce, 1 1r Tir ke

S, c ,t t , 1; r v w, irt I r . a '. v

'S.t , I L''r i t l t r ye-' 1 enT

l , ;. ,v - .. ., . .- .- .. . .. ..* . .*..v...* V .. . .... .. ; .. .v.v..-. :.. i ir- . .. 7.: . - .- - V. A i ' - .-.--- .
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tt. uildinig was bulldo7ed. A shovel test was excav'ated adjacent to the
structure b)ut no subsurface artifacts were recovered and the Vinlandc
COnIPeX SOil was complete!), deflated.

The artifact assemblage from l4.1F472 includes one prehistoric and
hi 1istoric artifacts. The prehistoric artiiact is a fragmelit, o! a

light brown chcrt core. Tlie historic artifacts include one pie,-e of

tone%.,are. one piece oi- ceramic building tile, three nails and one piece

i c , zeta poalydtsaf ter I8F0. The red ceramic
', I igti1le and scrap iron could not be dated , wh Ile the wi rt: na4Is

dateaftr 6jO Ovral, te atilctsappea-r to date t o flhe
,4 c-,wnjeth ccntury anu ire probably associated with an outuiI!ling

r atlier than a res idene e

1wsf irsL recorded in IQ7 as a catter of prehistoric 1
1:t i 'c t'- as-;oc ia t ed with the locally def ined Plains i~ood Iand

rs(-'r al I is ph-ase (Re-,nolds: 1979). Artifacts recovered from~ th-e
.Lte at that tire indicate that it was occupied asz a base or residential
aX"P wle re t crAM ic ard, chiipped qtoiiL tools were rranuf actured and wherc

fint in! tvtchering, , t;,odworkiig .nd ot h er ma in te n an cL tais ks were
r .r7ed U Pr inF, the lqFS shoreline survey, a l argel d ,ces troved

t'~ ne oida in ar- d~ scov ered at the northeastern edpg , f the
>tte. tructuire .ppears to he an outbuilding related to ai farf-stcad

ted rn atI eas I s thlrough thie late 1 95(~ _;hen it was des troyed

'tct ~us~~c eposits were not encouvtered, at tthe site ard, 't
'ocr ' ''eer impacted byv shoreline erosion. 14.1F,17? hais little

L el. t ia t(, .(Id s igni ficart data to the local prehiistory or history of
t' r, ec t ir: r , d1 i S no0t COTIS i d ered eligible fcrr the Nat ional

-oitc.. e. :urtiir -ir,:haeological work or management is recomncrded.

1!J ' .F 73

F-7 iiuated ona high terrace along the eastern .shcre ofe
'D vIchr in t:arch of 1077 as a lighit

,,te r -trcmieilalong the shoreline within the area of zaie udrnl togapc a.

0,.t im. li mltpup s polwas at an elevation of 8V. ft above
s rt Ii' t'-reco,,credinluee11 grit tempered sherd!:. and f ive

po ,, tr~giints k~-,- f hi ~i,;identifiecd as a Sca IlIorn point. ThI.e
cera:i cs indlicatc a PlIa ins I codlIand Gras shopper Fall1s phase occupat ion

tihe t C..

i to e reai was re I oc itc d duri1ng the 1 985 surveyv ait wh ich t iire
t ni 1tt i r se p oo I waiis a t q 3 . f t- a1--o ve mslI . l1he eastern portion of

_is crcCnltered a l ong the f;horel ine 1-ut TTo st o f h le Fit e wa s
(II', % '. t, e 'F Iwu re 17). A light scatter of prehistoric and

was; encountered within a 3IUU sq Tr area of the bad lv
~orl tt. ' hovel te'St wasI ex:cavat ed in OILh1 upper poCrt inn Of

tle r, lint, 'i~t a;iled to prc'diice inac ultural ranterial . Thec (*vrer

-e- 
%L% P % .



silt loam soil has been completely deflated by shoreline erosion.

Historic structures are indicated at the site on both the 1899 and
1916 Jefferson County Plats, at which time the land was owned by W. C.
Fowler and Isaac Fowler respectively. A large barn and well were
located between 880 and 890 ft above msl in this area are present on the
10o8 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers base map. The lard was acquired trom
Orrin W. Shepherd by the government and the buildings destroyed during
lake developmenL.

Ihe artifact assemblage from 14JF473 consists of nine prehistoric
.x" and twe historic artifacts. The prehistoric material includes one

1 bif i, ial preform, one scraper, two flakes, two chips, two pieccs of
hatte, and one piece of unworked stone.

l4hc preform is a small, well-flaked, bifacial tool suitable for
further ieduction into a point or knife. 't appears to have broken
d'.uir.g manufacture and was discarded prior to intensive use. The
,craper was fashioned from a small piece of stream patinated chert
rtcuched along most of its perimeter. It may have also served cs a
Knife along one edge. The debitage consists of local light gray and
i~rown cherts, onlv one of which appears to have been heated.

The historic artifacts include one piece of stoneware and one piece
of whiteware. The stoneware is a fragment of a molded vessel with a
dark brown slip glaze dating after 1880. The whiteware body sherd
date, between !R70 and 1910.

TILe ceramics and projectile points recovered from the eroded
.urtace of 14.FA73 in 1977 indicate that a Plains Voodland Grasshopper
Falls phase occupation was represented. The artifact assemblage

. uegests thc site was occupied as a base camp whore ceramic and
chipped stone tool manufacture, hunting, butchering, hideworking and
other maintenance tasks were conducted.

The historic occupation of the site began prior to 1899 and
continued through the late 1950s. The majority of the historic4$ artifacts are related to the lowler farmstead occupied from the late

nineteentb through the early twentieth centuries.

Te site lacks intact sulsurface deposits and both the prehistoric
and historic components have been largely destroyed. Therefore, 14JF473
does not hav the potential to significantly add to the local history or
prehi4torv or the project area and is not considered eligible for
to the National Register. No further archaeological Uork or manapement
of the site is recommended.

1 F477

I',,F477 is located along the eastern shoreline of Perry Lake on the
same high terrace as 14JF473 but about 100 m to the north (Figure 31.
The site was recorded by Milton Reichart in January of 1978 as a smal I
scattei of prehistoric artifacts along the eroded shoreline between 895

170
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and 900 ft above msl. The artifacts recovered by Reichart included
threc grit tempered cordmarked ceramic sherds, one projectile point
fragreut, two bifaces and several chert flakes indicating a Plains
Woodland cultural affiliation possibly associated with the Grasshopper
Falls phase.

The site was relocated during the 1985 survey and was found to he
larger than initially recorded. A light to moderately dense scatter of

prehistoric ceramic and lithic artifacts was encountered alorg a 300 m
stretch of the eroded shoreline, covering an area of approximately
9000 sq m (Figure 37). A 100 percent sample of artifacts was collected
:rom a 5 bv 5 m area at the northern edge of the site. With the
exception of a few pieces of debitage, only ceramics and recognizable
tool; were collected from the remainder of the site.

'Iwo shovel tests were excavated 10 m apart along the shoreline.
The fiist was placed adjacent to the shore and the seccnd up higher the
bank at about 900 ft above msl. both shovel tests were culturali,

sterile, although the A horizon of the Gvmer silt loam soil was intact
at the higher elevation. Below approximately 897 ft above ms!, the site
"has bee, largely destroyed by wave action but intact deposits appear to
be 4.n the process of being deflated further up the shoreline.

A total of 82 artifacts were recovered from the surface of 14JF477,
47 of which were recovered from the 5 by 5 m concentration at the
northern edge of the site and 35 from remainder of the site area. They
consist of two rim shz.da, nine body sherds, two projectile points, five
Dilace fragments, three unifacial scrapers, two flake scrapers, ten
edge-modified flakes, three cores, 41 pieces of debitage, three pieces
of gruund stone and one piece of unworked stone.

Both rim sherds are small and were recovered trom the general

surface of the site along the eroded shore. They are grit tempered with

sligbtly outflaring rims and flattened lips (Figure 39a-b Both rims

are eroded and lack decoration although one appears to have been
cordnarked on the exterior surface. Rim thickness is 6 mm and lip

hi'ckness is nun. The oriface diameter of the vessels represented was
about 25 cm. The nine grit tempered body sherds %'ere also recovered
along the shoreline and range in maximum dimension from 1.4 to 4.7 cm.
Tnterior surfaces are smoothed and seven of the nine specimens are
cordT~arked on their exterior surfaces (Figure 39c-e). Thickness ranges

orom 7 te 10 mm within ti, sample.

1,e two proiectile points are both small triangular specimens that
Sr . ,2 served as arrow points (Figure 39f-g). One Is a side-notched

e :en with a convex base recovered from the surface concertration in
r l,'!rn portion of the site. ft measures 25 mm in length, 13 mm in

[. the shoulders, 12 mm in width at the base and is 4 nan thick.

-th iq 7.5 mm, notch width is 5 mm, and the stem width is 8 rim.
hich is missing its tip, was made from a flake cf local tan- I

,rt theft does not appear to have been heated. The second
oth its and tip base and appears to be corner-notched
t , the ccallorn variety. It measures 15 mm in width
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at the shoulders and is 4 mm thick. The stem width is 7 mm and it was
made from a gray heat treated chert of local origin.

The five biface fragments from the site are sections of small to
medium-sized tools including one tip and four base fragments made from

local tan and gray cherts, two of which were heated. The four unifacial
and two flake scrapers were made from small to medium-sized flakes of
local tan, brown or gray chert, none of which were heat treated. All
six were recovered from the general surface of the site. The ten
edge-modified flakes were recovered from the surface concentration and
consist of small to medium-sized flakes of local tan and gray cherts
modified along one or more edges.

The three cores include one small tabular specimen of brown chert
with multiple striking platforms and rather extensive flake removal
recovered from the general surface and two small fragments from the area
of the intensive surface collection. Lebitage recovered from the site
consists of 20 flakes, 13 chips and eight pieces of shatter.

The three ground stone tools from 14JF477 were recovered from the
surface concentration and include one large cobble of diorite with a
large flat surface that apparently served as a large man. The other
two specimens are smaller ccbbles of quartzite that are battered along
the perimeter and served as hammerstones. The unworked stone consists
ot one small piece of limestone.

14JF477 which was recorded in 1978 and assigned to the Grasshopper
Falls phase of the Plains Woodland period, was revisited during the 1985
survey ard was found to be more extensive than initially recorded.
14JF477 is in the process of being eroded out of the terrace, and intact
deposits are probably present at the upper portion of the shoreline.

Artifacts recovered from the surface indicate that 14JF477 was
intensively occupied and that a wide variety of activities were
performed. Ceramics, chipped stone tools and ground stone tools were
manufactured and used at the site. The chipped stone assemblage
indicates that hunting, butchering, hideworking, and light-duty cutting
and scraping were conducted, while the ground stone suggests that
vegetal foods wcre also processed at the site. Cocking is indicated by
the ceramics, while the concentration of artifacts at the northern edge
of the site suggesL the presence of a refuse pit or trash disposal
area. The grit tempered ceramics and small points recovered from
14JFI,77 during the present investigations confirm a Grasshopper Falls
phase cultural affiliation for the site. The rim sherds indicate that .

ceramic vessels were medium-sized jars with slightly recurved rims and
flat lips, while the small side and corner-notched projectiles were
probably arrow armaments. 14JF477 is recommended for further testing to
determine its National Register eligibility.

14 JF483

14JF483 is located on the crest of an upland ridge in the northern
portion of the project area about I km north of Vallcy Falls, iansas

..
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(Figure 3). The site was recorded by Milton Reichart in July of 1979 as

a small prehistoric lithic scatter of unknown cultural affiliation.
Only one possible chert core and a few chert flakes were recovered from
the surface of a milo field within an area of about 1200 sq m. The site
was relocated during the 1985 investigations and was covered with low
milo with very good surface visibility. A very sparse scatter of
art 'acts was observed throughout the cultivated field within an area of
appL~ximatelv 17,50C sq m (4.3 ac).

An intra-site concentration of cultural debris, covering an area of

about 1500 sq m, and encountered at the southwestern edge of the site,
included a few historic artifacts as well as prehistoric lithic debris.
The area is severely eroded and has been partially destroyed by
construction of an agricultural terrace that cross-cuts the southern
edge of the site. This concentration is the portion of the site
originally recorded by Reichart.

Although a few historic artifacts were recovered from the site, no
evidence of a structure was encountered. Buildings are not recorded at
this location on either the 1899 or 1916 Jefferson County Plats, when
the land was owned by W. T. Kemper and the Union Pacific Railroad ran
adjacent to the northeastern edge of the site. Structures were also
absent at this location in the 1958 according to the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers topographic base map by which time the railroad tracks had
been removed.

A !00 percent sample of prehistoric artifacts other than unworked
stone, and a representative sample of historic debris, was retained for
analysis. Three shovel tests were excavated at 20 m intervals along a
north to south transect within the area of highest artifact density

Adi (Figure 33). All three were culturally sterile and the A horizon of the
Shelby-Pawnee complex soil has been completely eroded. The underlying B
horizon is exposed at the surface and extended to the base of the shovel
cuts or to 30 cm below surface. The cultural deposit at 14JF483 has
been completely plowed out and is restricted to the surface.

A total of 161 artifacts were recovered from 14JF483 including 106
Mfrom the general surface and 55 from the concentration in the

southwestern portion of the site. The prehistoric assemblage consists
entirely of lithic debris, while historic material includes bottle glass
and ceramics. One projectile point, one bifacial blank, one biface
fragment, one unifacial scraper, four edge-modified chunks and 27
edge-modified flakes comprise the chipped stone tool inventory, while
two hammerstones represent the ground stone tools. Lithlc manufacturing
debris consists of 9 cores, four chunks and 94 pieces of debitage. The
prehistoric inventory is completed by 12 pieces of unworked stone.

The proiectile point was recovered from the southwestern portion of
the site and is a broad subtriangular, corner-notched dart with an
expanding straight base and lenticular cross-section (Figure 39h). It
has a transverse break, is missing one corner of the base and was made
from a brown fossilferous chert of local origin. The point measures
39 mm in width at the shoulders and is 8 mm thick. Stem width is 24 mm,
notch depth is 7 mm and notch width is 5 mm. The point could date to
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either the Plains Archaic or Plains Woodland periods, although the
absence of ceramics suggests an Archaic affiliation.

The- bifacial blank is a small thin biface of local gray chert which
is completely flaked on both surfaces. The biface fragment is a
proximal section of a larger biface that may have been a core and ,he

unifacial scraper was fashioned from a cortical flake of brown chert
that was steeply retouched along the transverse and lateral margins.
The 31 edge-modified tools consist of four chunks and 27 flakes of local

brown, gray or tan cherts with retouch along one or more edges. N ine
cores and four chunks were recovered. Most of the cores are small and
exhibit rather extensive flake removal.

Debitage includes 44 flakes, 28 chips and 22 pieces of shatter.
Fcept for two pieces of non-local white chert, it consists of local raw
materials. The two ground stone tools are hammerstones, one of which is
2 piece of battered quartzite and the other is a piece of battered chert
that max have been used as a core. The unworked stone consists of three
pieces of quartzite, one piece of gabbrow or schist, three pieces of
diorite and five pieces of burned limestone with a combined weight of
616 g.

The historic artifacts include two pieces of clear bottle glas, .
dating after 1880, two pieces of stoneware that could not be dated and
orie piece of undecorated whiteware dating between 1850 and 1910.

When relocated in 1985, 14JF483 was found to be larger than
initially reported in 1979 and to contain historic as well as
prehistoric artifacts. The historic material is not associated with
structural remains and buildings are not recorded in the site vicinity.
The historic artifacts date to the late nineteenth or early twentieth
centuries. It is possible they are associated withthe construction or
operation ot the former railroad which ran along the northeastern edge
of the site.

The prehistoric artifacts consist entirely of lithic artifacts.
"SJ The single projectile point recovered from the surface resembles

corner-notched varieties found on both Plains Archaic and Plains
Woodland sites in eastern Kansas. The absence of ceramics at the site
suggests that the site may date to the Archaic period.

The artifacts recovered indicate that hunting, butchering, hide-
working and chipped stone tool manufacture predominated at the site.
Overall, the assemblage suggests the site was temporarily occupied as an
upland hunting or extractive camp. The shovel tests excavated at the
site revealed that the A horizon of the soil has been severely eroded by -
cultivation exposing the B horizon, at the surface. The site has little
po-ential for intact subsurface deposits and has also been disturbed by
agricultural terracing. Therefore, 14JF483 is not considered eligible

for the National Register and no further archaeological work or

management is recommended.
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~ '4141 F484

14JF484 is located 100 m south of 14JF83 on the lower portion of
the same upland ridge (Figure 3). The site was recorded by Milton
Reichart in June cf 1979 as a small scatter of lithic debris covering an
area of about 400 sq m including two projectile points, a core, ,hurt

tlakes, one mano and historic glass and cerat.,Acs. The projectile pcints
i suggested a Plains Archaic cultural affiliation. IhL site was rel,.;cated

in i9,&F and was in tilo field with very good surface visibilit'. A
light t( noderate ,catter of prehistoric and historic (:tQ!ris '^a .,
enccur.tvted within an area of approxinmtely 6300 sq n.. .Iost of 't.C
prehistoric artifacts vere located within a 120( sq m area at the center
of the s ite near the terninus of the low ridge with a very light scatter
along the periphery. The majority of the historic debris was recovered
trom near the northern edge of the site.

Historic foundation remains were not present at the site and no
structures are indicated at this location on the 1899 or 1916 Jefferson
County Plats when the property was owned by W. T. Kemper. Buildings are

J I 2
also absent from the area on the 1958 U.S. Army Corp of Engineers
topographic base map. If an historic structure was present at the site,
it wzs apparently constructed and then destroyed between 1916 and 1958.

A I00 percent sample of prehistoric artifacts, other than unworked
stone and a representative sample of historic artifacts were retained
for analysis. Three shovel tests were excavated at 20 m intervals along

a north to south transect (Figure 33). Shovel Tests I and 3 were
sterile, however, an intact subpiowzone cultural deposit was
encountered between 15 and 25 cm below surface within Shovel Test 2,
excavated near the center of the most concentrated area of surficial

debris. Two small chert flakes were recovered within a dark matrix
containing flecks of charcoal and burned earth.

A total of 211 artifacts were recovered from 14JF484. They include
201 prehistoric and eight historic artifacts from the surface, as well
as two prehistoric artifacts located between 15 to 25 cm below surface

within Shovel Test 2. The prehistoric artifacts consist of three
ceramic body sherds, three projectile points, two biface blanks, three
biface fragments, one unifacial scraper, one flake scraper, ten
edge-modified chunks, 39 edge-modified flakes, eight cores, nine chunks,
1'1 pieces of debitage, three hammerstones and ten pieces of unworked
stone. The ceramics are small grit tempered sherds ranging from 1.7 to

, cm in maximum dimension and from 7 to 10 mm in thickness. One
S. appears to have smoothed-over cordmarking on the exterior surface and a

smoothed interior (Figure 39i). The other two are smoothed on both

surfaces.

The three projectile points are small triangular specimens with
lenticular cross-sections that probably served as arrow tips. One is
corner-notched with an expanding stem and a concave base that is missing
a shoulder and the tip (Figure 39j). It measures 23 mm in length, is

Smn; wide at the base and is 3 mm thick. Stem width is 6 mm, notch
Jepth is 4 mm and notch width is 3 mm. It was made from a brown chert

k, lcal origin. The second point is side-notched with a slightly
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convex base and serrated lateral blade margins (Figure 19k). It
measures 28 mm in length, 13 mm in width at the shoulders, 10 mm in
width at the base and is 5 mm thick. Stem width is 6 mm, notch depth is
Smm and notch width is 5 mm. It was made from a lustrous olive-colored
chert of local origin. The third point is missing both its base and the
tip and 4s too incomplete for detailed description (Figure 391). It was
made from a local gray chert and exhibits slightly serrated lateral N'
ed ges.

The two bitlicial blanks are small incompletely flaked tools

apparently rcected during manufacture. The three bifacial fragments ,I,

include o;ne medial and two lateral sections of small to medium-sized
'ifacial tools. One ot the later may have been used as bifacial
scraper. The unfacial scraper is a small flake of gray chert that is
steeply retouched along the entire dorsal surface (Figure 39m), while
the flake scraper is a slightly larger flake that is marginal'y>
retouched along most of its perieter. The 49 edge-modified tools
consist of ten chunks and 39 flakes with retouch along one or more
edges. Most are made from local tan, brown or gray cherts, although two
quartzite specimens are present.

Debitage from the site includes 54 flakes, 35 chips and 20 pieces
of shatter. The three hammerstones consist of two pieces of quartzite
and one cobble of chert with battered edges. Unworked stone includes
four pieces of quartzite, two pieces of diorite, three pieces of burnt -,

limestone and one piece of unburned limestone with a combined weight of
252 g.

The eight historic artifacts from 14JF484 include three clear
*, bottle glass fragments, one piece of window glass, one plain and one

decorated whiteware fragment, one piece of porcelain and one fragment of
animal bone. The bottle fragments date after 1880, while the
undecorated whiteware body sherd dates between 1850 and 1910. The
decorated whiteware sherd is a section of a plate or saucer with a
stippled design that probably dates after 1900. The window glass,
porcelain and animal bone could not be dated.

14JF484 was first recorded in 1979 as a small scatter of

prehistoric and historic debris. The projectile points recovered from
the surface of the site were reported to indicate an Archaic cultural
affiliation. 14.F484 was relocated in 1985 and was found to be more
extensive than originally reported. The recovery of grit tempered

smoothed-over cordmarked and plain surfaced ceramics, as well as small I
triangular corner and side-notched projectile points, indicate that the

qite is affiliated with the Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase
rather than the Archaic period. The site also contains historic
artifa cts dating to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Prehistoric artitacts recovered from the surface of the site

indicate that hunting, butchering, hideworking, and chipped-stone tool
r.anufacture were predominant activities at the site, although cerarn.mc
manutacture, food preparation and cooking undoubtedly occurred as well.

Overall, the site appears to have been occupied as a base or residential
camp, although no evidence of prehistoric structure,; was encountered.
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lSt hist0ri L rtitact. PIlude on 1 piece LI wind.w lal w
rndi t ing the ,rmer pres'',ce ot an I toari c dweling, al thk m.:h

foundat ion rema i un were not en'co'untered within the site area. The
let icrson County P Iats do not show a structure at this ocat ion In
e ither 1899 or 1 (). Structures were also albsent in 10"P prior to the
acov!sition ot the pro iect area by the Iederal government. It a

• "structure was present, it mav\ have been constructed af ter 191() av r.(
des;troYed priLr to 19 58.4] I

I 1JF48- is a multiple conmponent :ite containir evider ci a
Plairs ;,oodland Grasshopper Fa1ls phase and historic period occuptions .
It t i te contoins a part ial 1 v intact cultural depesit near I It- center ot
the ridge an(d additional testing 1:-; recommended to determiru the extent
c, this depcsit and to determine if '-1 484 is eligible for the Nat mil
Register.

%. . FISULTS OF THE NATIONAl- FIGISTER TIST'NG AT PERI::Y LAKE

I.I F34

L..F34 is located along the eastern shorelinC of Perry 1-4't: within
the (ld Town Public U'se Area, lust south of Kansas Highway 92
(Figure 3). The site was initially recorded in 1965 during the survey
ccrducted by Jack Schock for the University of Kansas. At that time, it
was located on a terrace above the eastern bank of the Delaware River
and covered over 2 ac. Based on the recovery of grit tempered sherds,
Plains Woodland and possibly Plains Village cultural affiliations were

suggested. The site was relocated by Milton Reichart in 1974 and was
assigned site number 14JF446 for the historic material that was
scattered throughout the area. 14,F34/446 was once again xisited by
Reichart during the 1979 shoreline survey conducted by the Kansas State
Historical Society (Vittv 1982). At that time, the western edge or the
site had been severely eroded by wave action. Witty (1983) suggested
that 14JF34 represents a Plains Woodland habitation site associated with
the nearby Nettv Busby site, which has been defined as a Grasshopper
§alls phase special use occupation.

TI'E 1985 investigations at 14JF34 included an intensive sur'ev,
. te mapping, surface collection and test excavations. The intensive
pedestrian survey revealed that the site consisted of a light to
moderately heavy scatter of historic and prehistoric artif,,cts coxering
,an area of approximately 2000 sq m. The site area was covered with
dflse bushes and weeds, and except along the bad]- eroded shareline,
Furface "'isibilit" woc generally poor (Figc 40). The uiaoritv of the
cr.h, stor ic artifacts were recoveled at the sourhe rn edge t : ati ito,

" d acent to the destroved remain (, several] hi storic iru.t rc>, ' .i.e
; ,trric debris was scattered throm-.hout the site area.

"Iwo perpendicular t rarsects of ore by one m t t u!1 it' ' 1r1

, excavated at 10) mi intcrva Is acr-ss the Site (Figure 1 . "t. oc ,it
1 ,irts were t, nd c.:, cavated r a depth of het ween , , ' n
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stin! ace and i bucket auger , .0 cim in diameter, was isato test I or mrie
deeply buried deposits to a depth uf 1.5 m below s:urface. P istoric
Cultural dethris was restricted to the upper 30 cm. of the site, except
within les t Un i it I1, where glass , wood, nails 'and masonrv '-or e

ccountered as fill1 to a depth of 50 cm within an historic foundation.
Prehistoric itutotrial was also restricted to the tipper 50 CM, Lc : pt

u ith in Test Units 2 and 3, where art ifacts were encouintered to depth: (-I
()I ard 'f' CM, reSpectiVely.

Test I nit 1 was placed at the Sk;uthern edg:e of the site '% ithin thtc
most conceit rated are,! of prehistoric surfi cialI debris. 1t- hti 1 I do/ed(

-ema ins of se \eral his;toric strulctures which were partjaill s-ubmerg(e

beneatl. Pt'rrv Lake were present ,r to the sr':tliwest or t I l ,itr. Th e
uiit c on t a in c.Iis ror ic art ifacts to( a e p t h o f 5 (1 (.1: -m, the
northeaist em corner of a I imestone and cement oundat ion Ie tweeini 1.L

b7 : Ielow sur'ace (Figure 4(). Hist,.ric debis 'clId i n,, r:,i I ,
wood , shingles, window glprs, brick and mortar -ccujrred as f ill wi th in
the interior of the foundation. Two larget water or (Irai' pipes arc

locatetd ;dlj acen t to the founda t i n wall at depths of I ai Ir( " cmi eIo
,tirf ace, respjLC tiVelV. The absence of historic l~ottie gl'( i ceramics
witL n the f il I su Iggests that the structure was not occupied a- a

res; Itrce. Pathe! itL appears th.-~t it represents anl 011*bni IdITnr, pILrhap-s
\the ,f t i ce ot tht >-t.'ck farmr which occupied tiete i 1i',(

Tei (n t1 it c on ta-i ned both prehistoric ndhistoric ;:i t i! acts
u iti n 'he tipper 3(cm. Prehistoric materi il exten.d, to a depth) o)f

tWj h touh a1 i hut 4 of the Iprehistori c art if t c t F were recovte red
) ;n the uippor . cm." Nbc ot ifa ct s Iron below 40 cr ' -,nsi ste )f two

I I a"c C o:d two, ch ips,. est I'nlit -I s o conta inted h1is toric a ind
vrel. ist or ic mate ta-i~ 1O witll the uipptr 30cm, a- we! 1 as one chert flake
at a ( dep mciTI. A scitare 4 b)y T! ri est , conit,,inred wi t hin i - round
.'C-t holIe 7 in d!ianetter, was encountered a t .A (I an '1d e Xt er(I dd

a depc-Ie beloW -n ltace. T trhhI. rtepesents, a fence post
;,-ed I1t stoc kve

C t TI t 7. ar-d ir, 1 tie peitri n istoric r,.,;terial1
rt edi ti te !rp-P rh ( , wh i e 't T n its an: 11d (1 onI)ta mne d

%r,:~ hich ".-Is ok-t rictec' to the csarc '(ptll.A riod
c t r -" ''t ki t i i .T7fa i th I 1C t 7)i t tha.i!t

t -.t1it
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AV -18 cm Dark grayish brown (1OYR4/2) silty clay,
loam; weak fine granular structure.

I S- 2iC m Park grayish brown (lOYR4/2) silt,, lay
loan; moderate medium blocky structure.

- It 8 -, cr. + Dark brown ( IOYR3/?') heavy silty clay,
loam; moderate medium blocky structure.

Artifact 'tspmblage

Tlie artifact ossemblayge recovered from 14JF34 consists of 103
prehistoric and 121 historic cultural items. The prehistoric artiiacts

ilue15 ceramic sherds, 26 chipped stone tools, '57 pieces of lithic
manufacturing debris and five pieCes of unworked s-one. Historic
art~ficts consist of 9 piects of bottle glass, two pieces of pressed
glass. six pieces of window glass, 18 ceramic fragments, 69 metal :es
tour pieces of building material and 13 pieces of miscellaneous debris
(Table 5).

The prehistoric ceramics include two rim sherds and 13 body sherds
that are grit tempered (Figure 42a-b). One of the rims was recovered
iron the surface and one at 21 cm below surface in Test Unit 2. Both,
are small sections with smoothed interior and exterior surfaces, rounded
lips and slightly recurved rims from vessels of undeterminable size or
shiape. Six of the body sherds were recovered from the surface, four the
20 to 30 cni level of Test Lnit 2, one from the 10 to 20 cm level of Test
Uniit 3 and two from the 20 to 30 cm level of Test Unit 4. They are all
Fsmoothed on the interior surface. Six have curdr.marked exterior surfaces
and s;even have smoothed exterifor surfaces, several of which are badly
croded. They range in m-aximum size from just under 2 cm to slightly
over 5 cm- and from h t) II rim in thickness. Overall, the ceramics
rtcovered fror 1,411 34 exhibit characteristics associated in the proiect
irea with t>,. Plains '~uodland Grasshopper Fall.s phase ware (Reynolds

'I t .i ipped ';to"lt tcoL)IS inclIutde two pro CC t ile P pir-ts , three hi I ace
.1 i a7ent s , (, i ake sk- xi pers , one edge-mod it ied chunk andi 18. edge-
nod i io f 1 es. Ore , the po in ts i s a med iimr- s ized dart po int witi,

1 L! L1 it~ i~e andr ( a n e Y pi. T d in g s tem w it h a c onve - b-a Se ( F igu re
-le c-,'o t -iU. sma I 1 er co(.rner-no0trIed specimeni that is mere

ri i.r in ri it i r~ n(c is missugi part of it', base, as well as its
l,)tI mts we re recoevered t ro, thle sulrf ace ai~c ,e rf,

1.t Cri ir,. lie -v c i rtts are vc rv s imi I mr t oU~o I .'-vo. in dand G rass"hopper FalIlIs pse 4 Qtes

I~r Ii orerts art. ;I! made 01 ocal gray o r
iU w t r' e te ' i (,-r thlie ,54 t i (r The.- iic I ide a base
.1V I~ I~ kr" 1' 1 1Lt ia s1 t Te d po0i n t an 1d t wo ire d ia'I I.u 1 . Io lndt' Tt ron.T thlt Mlrl.' anei~d oTut



* !able 5. Artitact as-wrc.blage fror, 1-J34.

CUT BANK TEST u\T SiT ITE
APT LACT &AT i )RY SURFACE EXPOSURE 1 . 3 A5 6 7 8 TOT.

"~P-p s IoR C RAY ICS

T1 'tl 1 15

cto ktile Vciint-

~i a F ragmcit s 3

,42Mci i ed (liunl' I I
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Table 5 continued. Artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF34.• I.
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after 1890, these artifacts could not be dated. Building material.
recovered from the test units include a brick made by the V.V.V. Brick
and T. Co. of Neodessa, Kansas, probably in the late nineteenth or early
twentieth century. Also included are one brick fragment, a piece of
roof shingle and a piece of concrete. Miscellaneous debris from the
test units consist of a piece of graphite from a dry cell battery, eight
coal clinkers, three small pieces of slate and a modern uncarbonized
seed.

Discussion and Recommendations

14JF34 was initially recorded in 1965 as a Plains Woodland or
possibly Plains Village habitation. Later investigations determined the
site to be a Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase habitation possibly
related to the nearby Netty Busby site (Witty 1983).

The test excavations at 14JF34 documented that the site has been
disturbed by erosion and historic development and that only a small area
of intact prehistoric deposits remain. Historic and prehistoric
artifacts are largely intermixed within the upper 30 cm across most of
the site. Prehistoric materials were encountered in an undisturbed
context only within Test Units 2 and 3 where a few chert flakes were
encountered to a depth of approximately 60 cm. Historic artifacts were
encountered below 30 cm only within Test Unit 1 where building material
occurred as fill to a depth of 50 cm within a destroyed foundation.

The prehistoric artifacts include 6vxeral grit tempered cordmarked
or smooth surfaced ceramics, as well as one shallow side-notched and one
corner-notched projectile point, confirming a Plains Woodland
Grasshopper Falls phase occupation. The datable historic artifacts date
between 1830 and 1954, with most falling between 1880 and 1920.

The prehistoric assemblage from 14JF34 contains a fairly restricted
range of artifact types that indicate that a rather narrow range of
activities were conducted at the site and that 14JF34 probably served as
a temporarily occupied residential camp. Activities indicated by the
assemblage include ceramic and chipped stone tool manufacture, as well
as hunting, butchering, hideworking, cooking and light-duty cutting and
scraping.

The historic artifacts include evidence, such as window glass,
nails and brick as well as domestic artifacts, of former structures.
Overall, the artifacts indicate that the historic occupation of the site
was intensive and was probably associated with a farmstead rather than
the town of Ozawkie. The location of the site at the northwestern
portiou of the old town site is consistent with the reported stock farm
occupying the site In 1965.

14JF34 has been largely destroyed by shoreline erosion and historic
development. Only a very limited area of intact prehistoric deposits
remain at the site and the historic component has been completely
destroyed. The prehistoric component is associated with the Plains
Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase which is much better represented at
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other sites in the project area and at sites at which excavations have
already been conducted (Reynolds 1979: Witty 1983). Therefore, 14JF34
has little potentia] to significantly add to the prehistory or history
of the project area and is not considered eligible for the National
Register.

143F320

14JF320 is located along the eastern shoreline of Perry Lake just
north of the Old Town Public Use Area (Figure 3). The site was first
recorded in 1963 by Tom Witty and was described as being about 2 ac in
extent on the eastern side of the Delaware River valley. The site was
revisited by Witty in 1974 and found to extend for a distance of 100 ft
along the shoreline of Perry Lake. At that time, the lake was below the
multipurpose pool level of 891.5 ft exposing the cultural deposits. The
site was also visited by Iroquois Research Institute personnel in 1977
and was reported to be badly eroded by shoreline erosion. Milton
Reichart visited the site during the 1979 shoreline survey by the Kansas
State Historical Society and also noted that it was severely eroded. It
was recommended by Witty (1982) that the site be tested to determine its
National Register status. A Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase
occupation was identified from the artifacts recovered during these
investigations.

The 1985 investigations at 14JF320 included an intensive pedestrian
survey, site mapping, surface collection and test excavations. The
survey revealed that the site consisted of a moderate to heavy scatter
of prehistoric ceramics and lithic debris along the eroded shoreline
within an area of approximately 800 sq m. Surface visibility was
excellent along the bank but decreased significantly further up the
shoreline where the site was covered with driftwood, trees and brush
(Figure 43) . The majority of the artifacts were recovered at the
southern edge of the site along the eroded shoreline. The site has been
recently used by campers and fisherman and recent historic artifacts
litter the surface. A circular concentration of burned limestone,
representing a recent camp fire, was also observed near the
center of the site.

Two perpendicular transects of one by one m test units were
excavated at 10 m intervals across the site (Figure 44). These seven
units were hand excavated to a depth of 80 cm below surface. A bucket
auger, 10 cm in diameter, was used to test for more deeply buried
deposits to a depth of 1.5 m below surface. Cultural debris was
restricted to the upper 20 cm of five of the seven units. Test Units 4
and 6 were culturally sterile. Test Units 1. 3 and 5 contained
redeposited artifacts and Test Units 2 and 7 contained intact deposits.

A stemmed projectile point was recovered at 12 cm below surface in
Test Unit 2 and a hearth feture was encountered at 20 cm below surface
in Test Unit 7. The feature consisted of a concentration of burned
limestone withir a shallow basin. No charcoal or organic remains were
observed within the feature fill. Only a few chert flakes were
associated witb the feature which measured about 110 cm north to south
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and 100 cm east to west. It apparently served as a hearth or roasting
pit.

Soil Stratigraphy

14JF320 is located on soils mapped by the Jefferson County Soil
Survey as Vinland-Rock outcrop complex (Dickey et al. 1977). Up to 15
percent of this unit is comprised of Martin, Gymer, Pawnee, Sogn ancd
Oska soils. Those at 14JF320 most closely resemble the Gymer silt loam
sol] profile. These soils formed in loess or alluvium and occur on high
Pleistocene terraces. All of the subsurface cultural materials
recovered from 14JF320 were located in the Ap or BL horizons. The
profile of Test Unit 2 is presented below.

Ap 0-5 cm Very dark grayish brown (1GYR3/2) silt

loam; fine granular structure;
disturbed by wave action.

F- 5-43 cm Dark reddish brown (5YR3/3) silty clay
loam; moderate fine subangular blocky
structure.

Blt 43-80 cmT Dark brown (7.5YR3/2) silty clay
loam; moderate fine and medium
subangular blocky structure.

Artifact Assemblage

The artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF320 consists of 21';
prehistoric and one historic cultural items. The historic artifact is a
piece of a tin can of recent origin recovered from the upper 10 cm of
Test Unit 1. The prehistoric assemblage includes two rim sherds, 71
body sherds, 70 chipped stone tools, 61 pieces of lithic manufacturing
debris, seven ground stone tools and four pieces of unworked stone
(Table 6).

The two grit tempered rim sherdb were recovered from the surface
and are badly eroded (Figure 42f-g). They both appear to be smoothed on
their interior and exterior surfaces and to have angled or beveled lips.
Vessfi- size or shape could not be determined from these small sherds.
Lip thickness is 7 and 8 mm, respectively. Four of the 71 grit tempered
b~dy sherds were recovered from the test units and the remainder from
the surface. The fresh surfaces exhibited on several of the sherds
indicates that they had only recently been exposed by shoreline erosion
(Figure 42h-J).

Except for tour specimens that are too badly eroded for
classification, all of the body sherds were smoothed on the interior.
F>terior surface treatmert is divided between 38 with cordmarking, 26
that Are smoothed and seven that are too badly eroded to classify. The
body sherds ran-e In maximum -,ize from slightly less than 2 cm to
;1lightly over 1(! cm. Thickness ranges from b to 2() mr.w and averages
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Table 6. Artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF320.

TEST UNITS SITE
ARTIFACT CATEGORY SURFACE 1 2 3 5 7 TOTAL

PREHISTORIC CERAMICS
Rim Sherds 2 2
Body Sherds 67 2 71

Total 69 2 2 73

CHIPPED STONE TOOLS
Projectile Points 2 1 3
Drills 2 2
Biface Blanks 2 2
Bifac! Fragments 3 3
Perforator 1 1
Notch ] I
Flae Scrapers 2 2
Edge-Modified Chunks 4 4
Edge-Modified Flakes 49 3 52

Total 66 3 1 70

LITHIC MANUFACTURTNC DEBRIS
Cores 5 1 6
Chunks 3 I 2 6
Flakes 17 2 19
Chips 18 3 2 23
Shatter 6 1 7

Total 49 5 3 4 61

GROUND STONE TOOLS
Mano I I
Hammerstones 5 5
Fragment 1 1

Total 7 7

UNWORK7D STONE 2 2 4

HISTORIC I

TOTAI 191 1211 1 5 2 6 216
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9.9 mm. The thickest specimen appears to be a base section of a conical
based vessel (Figure 42j). Cordmarking is almost always parallel and is
eroded or perhaps smoothed over in some cases. Overall, the assemblage
trom 14JF320 is similiar to ceramics recovered from several sites in the
project area associated with the Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase
(Reynolds 1979).

The chipped stone tools consist of three projectile points, two
drills, two blanks, three biface fragments, one perforator, one notch,
two flake scrapers, four edge-modified chunks and 52 edge-modified
flakes. The projectile points include two from the surface and one from
12 cm below surface in Test Unit 2. The surface specimens are repre-
sented by a small triangular corner-notched arrow point with a serrated
blade (Figure 42k) and a small unnotched triangular point (Figure 421).
The former was recovered at the southern edge of the site adjacent to
the ceramics described above. It is missing one lobe of its straight
base and was made from a gray fossiliferous chert. This corner-notched
specimen is similar to those recovered from Plains Woodland Grasshopper
Falls phase sites in the project area (Reynolds 1979).

The unnotched point was located further up the shoreline about
150 n, north of the other surficial debris. This point is probably not
associated with the Plains Woodland occupation of 14JF320 but rather
aIppears to represent an isolated find spot associated with the later
Plains Village occupation of the project area. It was made from a flake
of non-local white chert.

The projectile point recovered from Test Unit 2 is a larger stemmed
variety representing a dart point or hafted cutting too] (Figure 42m).
It has a relatively thick, plano-convex cross-section and broadly
excurvate lateral blade margins. The stem is straight to slightly
constricted and flares outward at the straight base. It was made from a
piece oi tan chert and resembles points recovered from the early Late
Archaic levels of the Coffey site in northeastern Kansas dated at
5080+65 years B.P. (Schmits 1981:27). No other artifacts were
associated with this point and it appears to represent an isolated
occurrance at 14JF320.

The two drills were recovered from the surface and consist of
medial fragments with expanding bases (Figure 42n). Both are missing
most of the tip and appear to have broken during use. One was made from
light gray chert and the other from dark gray chert which may have been
heated. The two bifacial blanks were also recovered from the surface.
They include a nearly completely flaked small cobble of stream patinated
light brown chert and a larger piece of gray chert with a few primary
flakes removed from both faces. The former would have been suitable for
reduction into a projectile point or knife. The three biface fragments
include one distal and two lateral sections of points or knives made
from brown or gray chert. One of the fragments is heated and all three
were recovered from the surface.

The perforator is a small cortical flake of dark brown stream
patinated chert marginally flaked along both lateral margins which
converge to form an acute tip. It was recovered from the surface, as
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were the two flake scrapers and the notch which exhibit steep marginal
retouch. The edge-modified tools include four chunks and 52 flakes with
predominately step fracture wear. Except for one flake of diorite, all
of these tools were made from local tan, brown or gray cherts, ten of
which appear to have been heated. Three of the edge-modified flakes
were recovered in Test Unit 1 and the remainder of the edge-modified
tools were located on the surface.

Lithic manufacturing debris from 14JF320 includes six cores, six
chunks, 19 flakes, 23 chips and seven pieces of shatter. The vast
majority was recovered from the surface and consists of locally derived
tan, brown or gray cherts. Only a small percentage of this material
appears to have been heated.

The ground stone tools include one mano, five hammerstones and one
celt fragment. The mano is a piece of quartzite smoothed on one
surface, while the hammerstones consist of quartzite or granite with
battering along one or more edges. The possible celt fragment is a
piece of diorite pecked over most of the surface. The unworked stone
was recovered from Test Units 3 and 7 and consists of four small pieces
of burned limestone.

Discussion and Recommendations

14JF320 is located along the eastern shore of Perry Lake just north
of the Old Town Public Use Area. The site was initially recorded in
1965 and has been revisited on several occasions by personnel from the
Kansas State Historical Society and Iroquois Research Institute. These
investigtions indicated that the site is affiliated with the Plains
Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase.

The 1985 test investigations documented that the site has been
severely eroded by wave action and is largely deflated. Artifacts were
restricted to the upper 20 cm of five of the seven test units. Intact
deposits were limited to Test Units 2 and 7, with the other three units
containing artifacts redeposited by wave action along the shoreline.

The grit tempered ceramics, and the small corner-notched projectile
point similiar to a Scallorn variety, confirm the Plains Woodland
Grasshopper Falls phase occupation previously reported for the site.
The recovery of a stemmed dart point at 14 cm below surface within Test
Unit 2 indicates that an earlier Late Archaic component is also present.
Similiar points have been recovered from the Coffey site near the Tuttle
Creek Reservoir and radiocarbon dated at 5080 years B.P. (Schmits 1981).
The Archaic occupation was apparently not very intensive, as no other
artifacts were recovered in association with this point.

One small unnotched triangular point was recovered along the
shoreline about 150 m north of the other artifacts. It suggests that a
Plains Village component was present in the area, although little can be
said regarding this occupation since the point represents an isolated
find.
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The only feature encountered consisted of a shallow basin-shaped
hearth or roasting pit in Test Unit 7. Given its shallow depth below
surface, it appears to be associated with the Plains Woodland
occupation.

Overall, the artifact assemblage recovered from 14JF320 indicates
that the site served as a Plains Woodland base camp, or perhaps small
hamlet, where a wide variety of subsistence and maintenance tasks were
performed. Activities indicated by the artifact assemblage include
ceramic, chipped stone and ground stone tool manufacture, as well as
hunting, gathering, butchering, perforating, woodworking, heavy and
light-duty scraping, plant food preparation and cooking. The
concentration of artifacts at the southern edge of the site suggests
that a specialized refuse disposal or a "dump" may have been
represented. Unfortunately, this portion of the site has been
completely destroyed by shoreline erosion and it is not certain if the
accumulation of surficial debris is a result of past cultural systems or
recent natural processes.

The cultural deposits at 14JF320 have been largely destroyed by
shoreline erosion and only a small area of intact deposits remain. The
limited area of the intact deposit and the low subsurface artifact
density indicated that the site has little potential for adding
significant data to the local prehistory. Therefore, 14JF320 site is
not considered eligible for the National Register and no further
archaeological work or management is recommended.

14JF366

14JF366 was located by Milton Reichart during the 1979 shoreline
survey conducted by the Kansas State Historical Society (Witty 1982).
The site is located on an upland side slope along the shoreline of the
Rock Creek arm of Perry Lake within Perry State Park (Figure 3). As
initially recorded, the site consisted of a cultural deposit eroding out
of a cutbank formed by wave action. A basin-shaped feature possibly
representing a prehistoric borrow pit was encountered and excavated
(Witty 1982:42). A relatively large artifact assemblage was recovered
including several sherds from the excavated feature. Ceramics included
Grasshopper Falls phase ware in addition to limestone tempered ceramics
that represented a different ceramic tradition. The latter ware
included sherds with incising and strap handles, decorative techniques
indicating a Mississippian cultural influence. Witty (1982:59)
suggested that 14JF366 represents a multicomponent occupation containing
both Grasshopper Falls phase Woodland and Mississippian influenced
Middle Ceramic (Plains Village) components. p

The 1985 investigations at 14JF366 consisted of an intensive
pedestrian survey, site mapping and excavation of three test units. The
multipurpose pool was at 893.0 ft above msl and had flooded the lower
portion of the shoreline (Figure 43). The cutbank, within which
cultural material had been observed by Witty (1982), was severely eroded
and approached 1.5 to 2.0 m In height. The underlying shale was exposed
along most of the shoreline.
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No artifacts were located on the surface or within the cutbank
profile. Three one by one m test units were placed at 10 m intervals
along the top of the cutbank (Figure 45). They were hand excavated to
an average depth of 50 cm below surface. A soil auger, 10 cm in
diameter, was used to test for more deeply buried deposits to a depth of
one m below surface. No definitely cultural items were recovered. Two
pieces of unworked chert were located in the 20 to 30 cm level of Test
Unit 2 and three chert cobbles from the 0-10 cm level of Test Unit 3.
Those represent the only potentially cultural items recovered from the
site.

Soil Stratigraphy

14JF366 is located on soils mapped by the Jefferson County Soil
Survey as the Vinland Rock Outcrop complex (Dickey et al. 1977).
'Vinland soils are shallow, moderately sloping to steep on upland side
slopes. They formed in parent material weathered from shale. The upper
20 cm consists of a dark grayish brown silty clay loam underlain by dark
brown and pale brown friable silty clay loam to a depth of 60 cm. The
test units at 14JF366 exhibited similiar profiles and the profile of
Test Unit ! is presented below.

A 0-20 cm Very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) silty
clay loam; fine granular structure.

B2 20-40 cm Dark brown (IOYR4/3) silty clay loam; fine
subangular blocky structure.

C 40-60 cm+ Pale brown (10YR6/3) silty clay loam;
contains highly weathered shale and small
pieces of sandstone.

The only possible cultural materials were recovered from the A or B2
horizons. These probably represent colluvially deposited chert rather
than cultural items.

Discussion and Recommendations

14JF366 is located along the southern shore of the Rock Creek arm
ot Perry Lake. The site was initially recorded in 1979 and at that time
consisted of a cultural deposit eroding from the cutbank. The ceramics
recovered from the site indicated that both Plains Woodland Grasshopper
Falls phase and Plains Village cultural components were represented.
Limited testing at that time indicated that while the site was largely
destroyed, a small portion at the upper shore remained intact (Witty
198 2 :5 6 ). As a consequence, it was recommended that the site be
revisited at a time when the lake was drawn down far enough to expose
the lower portion of the shore and the remainder of the site.
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Unfortunately, the level of the multipurpose pool was at 893.0 ft
above msl during the 1985 investigations at 14JF366. Therefore, it
could not be determined if intact deposits extend below the level of
890.99 ft above msl, or the level of the lake during the 1979
investigations. However, the 1985 investigations have determined that
the intact portion of the deposit recorded by Witty (1982) has been
completely destroyed. Furthermore given the extent and severity of the
erosion observed along the shoreline it appears highly unlikely that
intact deposits would be present below 890.99 ft above msl. No
defiuitely cultural material was recovered during the investigations
and the site appears to have little potential for significantly adding
to the local prehistory given the severity of the shoreline erosion.
14JF366 is not eligible for the National Register and no further
archaeological work or management is recommended.

S UMMARY

During the summer and fall of 1985 an intensive cultural resources
survey and preliminary site testing program was conducted at Perry Lake.
The survey covered over 2700 ac of project lands and resulted in the

*' location of 27 previously recorded and 23 newly recorded archaeological
sites. National Register Testing was also conducted at previously
rccorded sites 14JF34, 14JF320 and 14JF366 bringing the total number of
sites investigated to 53. Newly recorded sites include 14JF101 through
14JF123. The other sites were recorded between 1963 and 1979 during
surveys conducted by the Kansas State Historical Society, University of
Kansas or by Milton Reichart, a local amateur archaeologist.

None of the 53 sites investigated are recommended for nomination to
the National Register at this time. However, additional National
Rceister Testing is recommended for 18 of the sites (14JF38, 14JF44,
14JF54, 14JF103, 14JF105, 14JF109, 14JF112, 14JF118, 14JF414, 14JF417,
14jF423, 14JF450, 14JF452, 14JF454, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF477, 14JF484)
which contained either partially intact deposits or intact soil profiles
indicating that intact cultural deposits may be present. Additional
testing will be required at each of these sites to recover the data

_ needed to determine their National Register status. It is anticipated
that further testing will determine that several of the sites meet the
requirements for National Register eligibility. The remaining 35 sites
are not considered eligible for the National Register. These sites have
been either bulldozed or are largely destroyed by cultivation and
erosion and offer little potential for significantly adding to the
history or prehistory of the project area.
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VII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE CULTURAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT AT PERRY LAKE

Larry J. Schmits and John M. Parisi

Perry Lake is a flood control project located in the Prairie Plains
of eastern Kansas and operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
kansas City District. Over two decades of archaeological research by
the University of Kansas, the Kansas State Historical Society and
Iroquois Research Institute have demonstrated the potential of the lake
area for producing significant cultural resources relating to the
prehistory of eastern Kansas. Despite these efforts and those of
private individuals such as Milton Reichart of Valley Falls, Kansas, the
cultural resources of the project area have only been partially
inventoried. In order to provide compliance with Executive Order 11593,
entitled "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment" and
the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public law 89-665), the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers contracted with Environmental Systems
Analysis, Inc. for a program of archaeological survey and testing at the
lake.

Perry Lake is located in the lower Delaware River valley, which is
a subbasin of the Kansas River drainage system. The project area lies
within the Dissected Till Plains section of the Central Lowlands

physiographic province. This region is characterized by a rolling
glacial landscape where till and loess mantle most of the divides. The
climate of the region is a continental type with large diurnal and
annual variations in temperature. The natural vegetation of the region
consists of oak-hickory communities on steep slopes and in ravines, and
tall grass prairie on the uplands.

The major alluvial landforms in the project area consist of high
terraces, low terraces and floodplain deposits. The Buck Creek Terrace
is the most common high terrace in the project area. It is
approxiwately 11 m above the modern floodplain and it is composed ef
Pre-TIllinofan (Pleistocene) sediments. The low Newman Terrace is about
3 m above the floodplain and its fill appears to be late Wisconsinian to
late Holocene in age (12,000-1000 years B.P.) Several burled paleosols
occur in the Newman Terrace indicating previous episodes of landscape
stability. There is also a modern floodplain that consists of late
Holocene and recent alluvium which dates to the past 3000 years.

There are clear relationships between soils and landscapes in the

project area. Thc principal soil on the modern floodplain is the weakly
developed Kennebec soil. Principal soils on the low Newman Terrace are
the Reading and Wabash soils. The Reading and Wabash soils are
characterized by well developed B horizons. The primary soils on the
high Pleistocene terraces (Buck Creek and Menoken) are the Gymer and
Haig series. The strongly developed Gymer and Haig soils are formed in
Pleistocene loess that mantles the Buck Creek and Menoken terraces. The
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principal soils formed in residuum on the uplands are the Sogn, Martin,
and Vinland series. There are also a number of loess and till derived
soils on the uplands.

The present Investigations were designed to provide for
both archaeological survey and limited site testing and National
Register testing. According to the Scope-ot-Work, the investigations
were structured to provide a determination of (1) the number of
prehistoric and historic archaeological resources present; (2) their
areal and temporal extent; (3) their cultural and scientific importance;
(4) if future National Register testing is required; (5) if any
potentially significant sites are present; and (6) possible alternatives
for the mitigation of National Register eligible sites. These
investigations were to consist of intensive survey and preliminary
testing of between 2500 and 3000 ac of project lands and National
Register testing of sites 14JF34, 14JF320 and 14JF366.

A total of 53 sites were located or investigated in the project
area. This number includes 50 sites located in the survey area and
three sites where National Register Testing was conducted. These 53
sites contained a total of 77 components including five Plains Archaic,
21 Plains Woodland, six Plains Village, ten unknown prehistoric and 35
Historic Furoamerican components.

The five Plains Archaic components include 14JF320, 14JF414,
14JF417, 14JF483 and 14JF484. The identification of Archaic occupations
at the later two sites (14JF483 and 14JF484) must be viewed as
tenative. Only one corner-notched dart point was recovered from 14JF483
which could possibly date to the Woodland period. Although Milton
Reichart reported Archaic material at 14JF484, no evidence of an Archaic
occupation was encountered during the present investigations. Rather, a
small number of sherds and three small points were recovered indicating
the presence of a Plains Woodland component. The other three Plains
Archaic sites are characterized by corner-notched, stemmed or lanceolate
projectile points similiar to those recovered from several Late Archaic
sites in eastern Kansas variously assigned to the Munkers Creek or Black
Vermillion phases (Witty 1982, Schmits 1981). These point types have
been securely dated at the Coffey site between 5270 and 5055 years B.P.
and at the De Shazer Creek site at 4215±180 years B.P. (Schmits 1981).

The late Archaic component at 14JF320 is represented by a single
dart point indicating that the occupation was not very intensive. More
intensive, longer term occupations are present at 14JF414, which appears
to be a large upland base camp, and at 14JF417, which is perhaps a less
intensively occupied hunting camp. Additional National Register test
excavations are recommended for sites 14JF414, 14JF417 and 14JF484.
This work should provide additional data on the Archaic occupation of
the project area which Is sorely lacking. Sites 14JF320 and 14JF483
lacked content and were determined to be not eligible for the National
Register.
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The 21 Plains Woodland components include sites 14JF34, 14JF35,
14JF38, 14JF44, 14JF50, 14JF54, 14JF320, 14JF366, 14JF415, 14JF417,
14JF450, 14JF451, 14JF452, 14JF462, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF471, 14JF472,
14JF473, 14JF477 and 14JF484. These components have been recognized on
the basis of cordmarked and smooth-surfaced grit tempered ceramics and
small side and corner-notched arrow points. Most, if not all, of these
sites appear to be Grasshopper Falls phase occupations. Over 150
Grasshopper Falls phase components have been identified in the project
area (Reynolds 1979, 1981). Only eight of the sites (14JF35, 14JF54,
14JF50, 14JF462, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF471, 14JF477) appear to represent
single component Plains Woodland occupations. The remainder are
multicomponent sites.

Further National Register test investigations are recommended for
nine of the sites with Plains Woodland components. These include
14JF38, 14JF44, 14JF54, 14JF417, 14JF450, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF477,
and 14JF484. Three of these sites are multicomponent. At one of the
sites, 14JF484, partially intact subsurface deposits were encountered.
The other eight sites exhibit partially intact upper soil horizons
indicating that intact Plains Woodland components are present. Based on
the data available, only two of these sites (14JF450, 14JF477) appear to
represent long term habitation sites. These sites are similiar in
content to those identified by Reynolds (1981) as small isolated hamlets
which represent a major component of the Grasshopper Falls phase
settlement pattern. The other sites appear to represent more temporary
such as residential camps rather than base camps or longer term
occupations. The additional testing recommended for these sites should
focus on a determination of their role in overall Plains Woodland
settlement and subsistance pattern as determine their National Register
status.

The other 12 Plains Woodland components encountered during the 1985
investigations are small or poorly preserved and were not recommended
for further investigations. Overall the 21 Plains Woodland components
contained in the 1985 sample, confirm the earlier observations made by
Reynolds (1979) and Witty (1982) regarding the apparent intensity of the
Plains Woodland occupation of the project area. Obviously, the project
area was extensively utilized by the prehistoric Plains Woodland
occupants.

The six Plains Village components Include sites 14JF105, 14JF320,
14JF366, 14JF414, 14JF418, and 14JF423. Except for 14JF418 all are
multicomponent occupations. Three of the sites (14JF320, 14JF366 and
14JF418) are poorly preserved and are not considered eligible for the
National Register. The other three sites have been recommended for
further testing. Although assigned to the Plairs Village period on the
basis of one projectile point, 14JF105 occurs at the recorded location
of an historic "Indian Village" on the 1855 CLO map. Other than a
historic well and one recent glass bottle, no historic period artifacts
confirming a Protohistoric or Historic Delaware Indian occupation were
recovered.

A triangular arrow point found to the north of 14JF320 indicates
the presence of a Plains Village component in the area, although the
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site primarily dates to the Woodland period. 14,1F414 also contained one
triangular point fragment suggesting the presence of a Plains Village
occupation. This occupation was apparently not very intensive and the
predominant prehistoric occupation at 14JF414 occurred during the
eiarlier Plains Archaic period. 14JF423 contained an intact feature that
appears to be associated with an aboriginal structure. Further tesring
at the site should determine the nature and significance of the Plains
Village component represented. Given that only six Plains Village
components were recognized within the sample of sites investigated, it
appears that the late prehistoric occupation of the project area was not
very intensive.

No diagnostic artifacts were recovered trom ten sitt-s including
14JF3, 14JF36, 14JF66, 14JF102, 14JF103, 14JF114, 14.1FI17, 14JF119,
14JF314 and 14JF454. Except for 14JFll9, which contained er'lv one
flake, these sites are characterized by small, light scatters of
prehistoric lithic manufacturing debris. Most appear to repesent srr,ll,
limited use procurement or processing sites. 14JFIO3, 14JFI114 and
14JF45t contain partially intact soil profiles and were recommended for
additional testing to determine their National Register status. The
remainder have limited content and lack subsurface integrity and are not
considered eligible for the National Register.

The 35 historic components include 30 farmsteads, two historic

townsites, two limestone section walls and one recent historic dump.
Most of the farmsteads date to the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries and nearly all were destroyed during lake construction.
Except for two farmsteads (14JF109 and 14JF112), no further worl was
recommended for these sites. The two historic townsites include 14-FI16
and 14JFI18. The former is the free state town of Pleasart Hill,
Kansas, a small community settled in 1854. Although a few artifacts
dating to the period of the early townsite were recovered from 14.TF116,
the majority appear to be associated with a turn of the century
farrt.tead also present at the site. The name Pleasant Hill has
continued to be used in the proiect area for a considerable time after
the town's demise. It was given to the Pleasent Hill school house
erected in 1888 which still stands about two miles northwest ef 14,IF116.
The original townsite has been destroyed by cultivation and no further
archaeological work is recommended.

14JFIIR was the early townsite of Ozawkie, a proslavery
headquarters in the area. The town served as an early commercial as well
as political center and played an important role in the early history of
.1efferson County. After an initial flourescence. followed by a period
of decline, Ozawkie remerged as a viable community after the Civil War
and remained an important trading and commercial center in the area
until the construction of Perry Lake. The original townsite was
bulldo7ed at that time and the new town of Ozawkie was established to
the northwest of 14JFIIS on the opposite lake shore. The foundation
remains encountered along the shrreline sutstantlate several eyewitness
accounts of the towns destruction. After the buildings were leveled
about 30 cm of top soil was placed over the rubble. It appears lielv
that areas of intact cultural deposits relating to the eaily development
of Ozawkie remain at the site. Theretore additional testing ha. been
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recommended to establish the site's National Vegister statrus.

The rese~arch goals def ined for the cultural resource survey at
1Pcrry Lake were derived from data acquired from previous invebtigatitris,
the preliminarv geomorphelogical anajlysis and A review of the currently
available intormat ion on the irchaology of Eastern Kansas. These
rese...ich goals were devided into three major problem, domains: (1)
refiz'ewent of thr (ulture history of the project aren: (2) delineation
,if -ettlert-subsistence pattern and (3) the formulation o f a
.relIim in., r, iode I o f t e rrac e sequence and a I uv ialI c hrono Iogyv o f thfe

"claware River basin. The field and laloratorN strategies were desigirte
to generate COata which uuld full ill the requfrements (it tfe Scope-of-
!srk as wel: as the research goals.

C'! T1!RwT HT!:CVRY

A rraiCr vAdi o1 the Lultural re-sources suiiev was to refine the
C11'i .e h istor'; o f the projeit area. Data derived f rou, previous
invet~ ,t itons a- .el I as the ttsul ts of thc*. 1985 invest Igatitons at
I er!- I ake have' been summarized below to provide ST' overview nf ,I e
tL' ttre h istri' , o the pro 'ect area. Irfor-mativir on the arcbireniogy of
Perr Take has resulted primarily from exro~ations condlucted by the
1(ansaq Sr~ tr llistorial Societ" nd the Uni\,(rsitv of Varsas for the

itionfal ParV Service In the early 140f's as well "b by more recent
survte', and restinp' rr(jects spcnsored hv the V.S. A rmy (orps of
L ig ir e e rs . In ac;cition to the federally funded research, amateur
arch.-i-clOgiStF, jarticularly Milton Peichart ot Valley Falls. Kansas,
have crtucted archaeological Invest ,,ILaiions in the project area.

urtborizrtion of the ccunstructior of Perry lake in the early 1960's
initiated a series of federally funded surver. and excavations. The
firsr svstc'matic sur'uvys were performed by the Kansas Sta3te Historical
! (LietV inl 1ff? and 1963 under contract with the National Park Service.
These Inventories resulted in tbe location of 35 archaeological sitft.-
(Witty 1964). Sites located included an Isolated Ilainview point
surface find and a number of Plains Woodland fnd Plains V-11age
habitarlonal sites. In 1964 and 1967 the Kansas State Historical
Pc(cietv conducted two seaSOns of excavation in the northern portion of
the lake- area with funding provided by the National Park Service. Sites
,,.JF 30 3, )41F,312, 14JF319 and 14.JF328 were exLJVAted in 19(U (Witty
1983) anti sites 14JTF367, 14JF331 and 14.JF331 were excavated In 1967
(Reyrolds 1978). These excavotions resulted in the defixiition of the
Plains Woodland Crasshopper Falls phase occupation as well as recovering
impertant inforwation on the later Plains Village Pomona focus.

In 1965, the University of Kansas conductee archaeological
investigations In the southern portion of the lake area along Big Slough
and Fvans Creeks (Jones 196F). This work included Surface collection at
-"(, L;1tes, testing at 14JF4, 14JFII end 14JF44 and more extensive
excavation at 14JF19, 14JF58 and 14JF64. Alsu in 19b5, three mounds
(14,JF??, 14JF26 and 14JF337) were excavated hy Dick McWilliams ot the
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Smithsonian River Basin Surveys (Bass, McWilliams and -Jones 1967).

In 11472 and 19-;3 archaeological surveys were conducted by Milton
Reicli.rt along C edar Creek on the western shore of Perry Lake resulting
ir tile location of 42 sites (Reichart 1976). Reichart (197') has also
reported on the location of a Plainview Paleo-Indian point recovered
from a yravel bar in the project area. The Kansas State Historical
Society conducted an archavological field reconaissance along thle
right-of-w'. of two roac improvement projects 10r Perry lake in 19-,6
resultit:' In the location of site 14JIF357 (Jones 1976).

In 19;-, Iroquois Research Institute (1977) prepared a Prelimina ry
Manapement Plan for Cultural Resources at Perry Lake for the 1'.F. Army
' orps of Fngineers. As a result of the management recomrmendatiors, a
sample shoreline Survey was conducted In 1979 by thle Kansas Statfe
Historical Societv (Wittv 1982). The survey inventoried 20 miles of
shte 1 me requirting in thle locat ion of four previously recorded and ter,
newly recorded sites. Most recently, Reichart (198.4) has reportec' the
recovery of a deeply buried Archaic Munkers Creek k-nife at 14JIF493.

lith the completion of the 1985 investigations, a total of 263
compt-rents have been identified In the Perry Lake proiect area (Table

I.nc~luded are 12 Plains Archaic, 11, Plains Woodland, 25 Plains
village, one Historic Aboriginal and 40 Historic Euroatmerican components
('able 7). Th.e location of these components is shown in FigUTe- 46.

lath Witty (IQ82) and Peichart (197?) have reported isolated
Paleo-lr'dian Plainview projectile points finds In the project area, but
no definite Paleo-Indian occupation sites have been identified.
R~eichart 11974, 1Q85) has also recovered two Palton (Meserve) points
from gravel bars along the Delaware Viver to the north of Perry Lake.
'rhest: points indicate occupation of the project area during the late
I'aleo-lndian or early Archaic periods, since Dalton points are
associated with this transitional period (Chapman 197'.).

N.one of the reported Archaic sites in the project area have been
inteisively studied (Witty 1982). Relchart (1973) reported the recovery
ot ani early Archaiic point identified as a Beaver Lake point. He also
reported a Graham Cave point from 14JF414, however Witty (1982, 1983)
has referred to It as a 1 ate Archaic point type. This point type Is
generally considered diagnostic of the Early Archaic period in Missouri
(Chapman 1975), although the recovery of other Late Archaic Points from

K. 1 4 14 during the 1985 survey supports Witty's later temporalI rlacemrent . Witty (1983" has also recovered a Table Rock point from the
Keen site (1418303) which indicates a possible Late Archaic Fl Dorado
phase occupation at this site. Reichart (1984) has fouind a Munkers
Creck knife buried In a cutb.,nk of the Delaware at 14JF493
indicaiting a Late Archaic Munkers Creek or Black Vermillion phase
occupation at thiF site. The recovery of oth.er Late Archaic points at
14J~F-', 14JF41'. and 1418F417 (Parisi:' this volume), similar to those
recoL red from the Flack Vermillion phase component at the Coffely site
(Schrrits 1981) is further evidence of either Black Vermillion phase or
Mtinkecs Creek phase occupation of the Perry Lake area.
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Figure 46. Locationi of geomorphic
surfaces and cultural
components at Perry Lake.
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Table 7. Cultural affiliation of previously recorded and newly
recorded components at Perry Lake.

PRFVIOUSLY NEWLY
RECORDED RECORDED TOTAL

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Multicomponent
Plains
Archaic 9 4.2 3 6.1 12 4.6

Plains
Woodland ill 51.9 4 8.2 115 43.7

Plai.
Village 21 9.8 4 8.2 25 9.5

Histeric
Aboriginal 1 0.5 1 0.4

Historic
Euroamerican 7 3.2 33 67.3 40 15.2

Unknown
Prehistoric 65 30.4 5 10.2 70 26.6

TOTA 214 100.0 49 100.0 263 100.0

The Plains Woodland period at Perry Lake is represented almost
exclusively by Grasshopper Falls phase components, estimated to date
between A.D. 500 and A.D. 1000 (Reynolds 1981). Earlier Kansas City
lPopewell material has been recovered from excavations at 14JF312 but
could not be stratigraphically separated from the later Grasshopper
Falls phase Woodland materials at the site (Witty 1983). The majority
of the Woodland components in the project area are probably affiliated
with the Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase. Excavations by the
Kansas State Historical Society (Reynolds 1979, Witty 1983) indicate
that Grasshopper Falls phase sites are characterized by oval mud and
grass covered frame structures ranging from 11-80 sq m in size.
Associated features include extra-mural limestone rock hearths and 0
shallow trash filled pits. Diagnostic artifacts include smoothed,
brushed or cordmarked, grit tempered Grasshopper Falls ware, small
to medium sized corner-notched and small stemmed projectile points
anc a variety of other chipped and ground stone tools. Onlv one
radiocarbon date of A.D. 760t90 (from 14JF331) has been obtained from
the excavated Grasshopper Falls phase sites at Perry Lake (Reynolds
1979). This temporal placement of the Grasshopper Falls phase is
supperted by a date of A.D. 650±60 years recently recovered from 14NT2
located north of the Perry Lake Project area (Williams 1986).
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The Plains Village period in the Perry Lake area is represented

primarily by the Pomona focus. Excavations at sites 14JF303 and

14JF328 along Walnut Creek have provided most of the data on this

complex in the project area. Pomona dwellings appear to have been pole

framed structures plastered with clay and thatch. Ceramics consist

primarily of cordmarked grog tempered globular vessels. Projectile

points include small triangular notched and unnotched arrow points along

with a number of larger dart points. Radiocarbon dates from the Keen

site (14JF303) include dates of 550+110 and 350 B.P. (A.D. 1400 and

1600), although Witty (1983) considers these dates to he too recent and

suggests the site was occupied at about A.D. 900 to 1200. The recovery K

of Mi.rnisippiai: Patte Valley ware sherds from the Fite is suggestive

of ronLact between the Pomona occupants and Mississippian Steed Kisker

populations to the east in the Kansas City area. Mississippian

influenced ctramics were also recovered from 14JF366 (Witty 1982).

A few Plains Village r-ites in the project area have produced

e-iLence of Central Plains tradition complexes. These include ]4JF329

where collared sand tempered sherds were recovered and 14JF426, where a

coidmarked vessel witb an incised collar was recovered (Witty 1982).

tXntral Plains Traditien ceramics have also been recovered from 14J1423

1,v Milton Reichart. These ceramics indicate an affiliation with either

the Smoky Hill phase located to the west or the Nebraska phase, located

to the northeast, for these sites. Small triangular points were

recovered from sites 14.3F105, 14JF320 and 14JF418 during the 19b5 survey

indicating a Plains Villagc cultural affiliation for these sites.

The project area was peopled during this early Historic period by

the Yansa India; tribe. The first American expedition to come neat the
Sproject areo was that of Lewis and Clark in 1804-1806, after the

louisiana Purchase. About 1805, Daniel Morgan Boone, son of the famous
Kentucv frontiersu,nan, explored the regic.n. After the 1825 Treaty

between the U.S. and the Kansa Indians, Boone became the first

Euro-Amricrcan settler in Jefferson Count,, when he was appointed an
agert to the tribe. His son Napoleon was the first white child born in

the county. Reverend Isaac McCoy was Instrumental In resettling the

Delaware and other Tndian tribes to Kansas it 1829. He is also credited
with establishing several missions and schools in Kansas. Many early

trails and rrads transversed the Perry Lake area. The most famous of
these were the Santa Fe and Oregon Trails. But there were other

important ones including the Mormon Trail, the Fort Leavenworth to Fort

Riley military road, the Leavenworth and Pike's Peak Express road, and

the Butterfield stage line.

After Kansas became an organized territory in 1854, it became

embroiled in the bitter struggle between pro-slavery and anti-slavery

, r(es that helped precipitate the Civil War. Jefferson County was home

to both lactions and was the scene of several skirmishes in the Bleeding

1ancas era. Also, "Buffalo Bill" Cody lived for a time in the county

durirw, this territorial period. The cdest settlement of the project

area is O7awkie (1854) and the largest is Valley Falls founded in 1856

as (tasshoppcr Falls on the Delaware (Crasshopper) River.

The period from 187(h-100 in Jefferson County and Kansas was one
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which experienced a number of economic, environmental, cultural and
political disruptions. The years 1874-75 saw grasshopper plagues. In
1872, a major flood destroyed crops and in 1875 severe winds damaged
crops and structures. The late 188 0s saw a hard economic crash, which,
coupled with a mounting drought, led to a depression and many farm
foreclosures. 1he agricultural problems of the latter part of the
nineteenth centliry in Kansas led to the rise of the Populist party and
political reforms In the state and county.

.efferson County has seen many changes in the twentieth century:
the advent of telephones, electricity, and the automobile changed rural
life forever. The county's economic base remains embedded In
agriculture today with grass and cattle dominant. The area has
weathered the ups and downs of agricultural cycles fairly well over the
years and the discovery of underground gas produced another income
source. In 1967, construction was completed on the Perry dam on the
Delaware River and today Perry Lake Is a multi-purpose recreation and
flood control project.

A total of 40 Historic Euroamerican sites have been recorded in the
Perry Lake project area. Over 80 percent of these were recorded during
the 1985 survey. Also one previously recorded Historic Aboriginal site
(14IF367) is located in the project area. This site was the location of
a mid-nineteenth century Historic probable Delaware Indian village.

SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

As noted above, the Paleo-Indian period In the project area is
poorly known and is represented by only a few isolated finds, mainly 4

Plainiew and Dalton points. Since these points have been recovered
from gravel bars along the Delaware River the settlement patterns of
these early occupants remains unknown. In western Missouri, Chapman
(1975) and Shippee (1964) have suggested that Paleo-Tndian groups were
highly mobile and established temporary camps on hilltop cverlooks.
Chapman (1975) also suggested that the Paleo-Indlan inhabitants of the
region may have occupied lowland terraces and floodplains but evidence
for such sites may have been destroyed or buried by Early Holocene
erosion. The points recovered from gravel bars were probably originally
associated with such sites.

With completion of the 1985 survey at Perry Lake a total of 12
Plains Archaic components have been recorded in the project area (Table
8). All of the Archaic sites are located to the north of Little Slough
Creek (Figure 19). All Plains Archaic sites are located along the
Delawrre River except for sites 14JF303 and 14JF417, which are situated
on the smaller tributary valleys of Walnut and Feter Creeks. The

rajority (41.7 percent) are located on upland terrain, although a
significant number (33.3 percent) are situated within the Delaware River
floodplain and a smaller number (16.7 percent) occur on high terraces
overlokling the Delaware River.
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None of the Plains Archaic sites at Perry Lake have been
intensively investigated and the specific types of occupations
represented can only be inferred from limited data. However, some
differences in the intensity of occupation at Archaic sites was noted
during the 1985 survey. For instance, 14JF414 is a large upland
multicomponent site which appears to have been a base camp, perhaps
occupied over a considerable period of time, where a wide range of
activities were performed. It is also possible that the site represents
a series of repeated overlapping occupations of shorter duration which
would have also resulted in the high density of cultural debris. Tn
contrast, 14JF4Ii appears to have been a less intensively occupled
upland residential camp where maintenance and extract:ive tasks
predominated. At 14JF320 the Archaic component is represeiitcd by only a
single projectile point. More intensive investigation of this sitt,
and -ther Late Archaic sites in the area will be required before the
function and range of Archaic site types can be documented. However,
the differences between these sites noes indicate that Archaic base
camps, residential camps and special purpose or extractive camps are
present in the project area.

The most e::tensive prehistoric occupation of the Delaware River
valley in the Perry Lake project area is represented by the 115
Plains Woodlard components (Table 8). As noted above, the majority of
these sitcs are associated with the Grasshopper Falls phase. The better
known Grasshopper Falls phase settlements consist of small isolated
hamlets located on low terraces of the Delaware and its tributaries
(Reyrxids 1981). Two of the sites investigated during the 1985
investigations at Perry Lake (14JF450 and 14JF477) appear to represent
this settlement type. However, other sites, such as 14JF38, 14JF44 and
14JI54 and others appear to be more briefly occupied residential camps
or special use bites rather than long term base camps. At present,
little is known about these smaller sites and their role I i overall
(rasshopper Falls phase settlement patterns.

Although the majority of the Plains Woodland sites at Perry Lake
are located along smaller tributaries of the Delaware River, they occur
thrrt:ghout the project area (Figure 19). Tn the northern portion of the
Perry Lake project area most of the Plains Woodland sites are
concentrated in the smaller stream valleys such as Walnut and Peter
Creek, in the vicinity of Valley Falls. Further to the south, below the
Little Slough Creek valley, a large number are present along the former
channel of the Delaware River, especially along the eastern shore of
Perry Lake. Closet to Perry Da' most of the Plains Woodland sites are
1oce ted in the mid to upper reaches of the Slough and Rock Creeks.
Overall, this pattern suggests a preference for the location of sites in
the smaller tributary drainages during the Plains Woodlana period.
Those sites t;Jtuated ,long the Delaware are generally located in closc
proximity to the confluence of the Delaware and small tributaries.
These locations would have provided easy access to both upland and
lowland resources.

The majority cf the Plains Woodland components in the project area
are Icated in the upland terrain (41.7 per cent), although a
significant rumber are on high terraces (7.8 per cent), on floodplains
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(24.3 per cent) and low terraces (7.8 per cent). The number of
floodplain sites is probably underrepresented since 18 (15.7 percent
Plains Woodland component are inundated by Perry Lake and the specific
surfaces they were located on is unknown. Most of these sites were
probably located on floodplain or low terrace land forms. Therefore
there appears to have been a nearly equal division of upland and lowland
Plains Woodland occupations in the area.

A total of 25 Plains Village sites have been recorded in the Perry
Lake project area (Table 7). These sites are widely dispersed
throughout the area (Figure 19). All but six sites are located in small
tributary valleys and generally occur in small clusters of two or three
sites. The remaining six are located along the Delaware River, and for
the most part, are located across from the confluence of the river and
smaller tributaries.

The location of Plains Village sites is nearly evenly divided
Jbetween upland and lowland terrain (Table 8). A total of 36 percent of

the sites are on upland terrain, 4 percent on the high terraces, 8
percent on low terraces and 32 percent on floodplain terrain. Twenty
percent of the sites occur on inundated land, which could not be
classified according to terrain type, but which probably consists of
lowland low terrace and floodplain terrain. Thus the Plains Village
settlement patterns were focused on lowland locations, perhaps as a
result of the need for land suitable for horticulture.

Only one Historic Aboriginal site, 14JF367, has been recorded, and
little can be said regarding the late aboriginal settlement patterns of
the Perry Lake area. A small number of "Indian Villages" including
14JF105 and 14JF367 were located in the project area according to the
1856 GLO Survey, however historic artifacts dating to this period have
not been recovered at these sites. In addition to the "Indian Villages"
a number of "Indian Trails" are also noted on the 1856 survey maps.
Andreas (1883) also reported the presence of an Indian scaffold burial
in the vicinity of Valley Falls, Kansas but discussed little else about
the aboriginal inhabitants of the area.

The Historic Euroamerican occupation of the Perry Lake area began
in the 1850's and includes both early townsites such as Ozawkie,
Pleasant Hill and Valley Falls as well as numerous farmsteads. With the
completion of the 1985 survey, a total of 40 Historic Euroamerican
components have been recorded in the project area (Table 7). The large
majority of the historic sites are situated on upland terrain (67.5 per
cent) or high terraces (12.5 per cent). In contrast few historic sites
are located on floodplains (7.5 per cent) or low terraces (10.0 per
cent). This distribution suggests that most Euroamericans settled the
high ground to avoid flooding which was severe in the area prior to the
construction of the Perry Lake Dam.

Although distributed throughout the project area, most of the
historic sites are situated along the Delaware River or its major
tributaries adjacent to the confluence of these streams and smaller
intermittent streams (Figure 19). These locations would have provided

. access to bottomlands suitable for farming. They would have been
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suitable locations for wells and would have been protected from floods.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Over the past 30 years a substantial body of information on the
archaeology of Perry Lake has accumulated. The general direction of
recent federally funded research has been away from "salvage"
archaeology and towards the management of the cultural resources and has
focused on the location, identification, evaluation and preservation of
significant cultural resources. The National Register of Historic
Places has played a central role in the development of this trend and
forms the centerpiece of current cultural resource management. Sites
which are determined eligible for nomination to the National Register
warrant preservation or mitigative actions for adverse impacts to the
resource.

The 1985 cultural resources survey and testing project at Perry

Lake is a direct result of the recommendations made in the Preliminary
Management Plan for Perry Lake (Iroquois Research Institute 1977) and
the results of a preliminary shoreline survey (Witty 1982). A summary
of previous management recommendations, the results of the 1985
investigations and the recommendations for future cultural resource
management for the Perry Lake area are presented below.

The most recent federally funded investigations conducted at Perry
Lake priot to the 1985 study consisted of the Preliminary Management
Plan prepared by Iroquois Research Institute in 1977 and a sample
shoreline survey performed by the Kansas State Historical Society in
1979 (Witty 1982). The management plan provided an inventory of all
previously known sites in the project area, a summary of previous
cultural resource management studies, a preliminary history of the
project area and field Inspection of 12 percent of the documented
archaeological sites. Recommendations for future archaeological work
were provided on a site by site basis and recommendations were made for
additional survey in the project area. Recommendations were outlined
for the long term management of cultural resources and suggestions were
provided for the development of public interpretive programs. Areas
recommended for additional survey included the entire 110 mile
perimenter of the shoreline and four areas of the project area where
previous surveys appeared to be incomplete. The later areas included
9570 acres located along the Rock Creek arm of the lake and between the
towns of Ozawkie and Valley Falls along the main stem of Perry Lake.

The first step in implementing these recommendations consisted of
the 1979 sample inventory of 20 miles of the Perry Lake shoreline

between the elevations of 891.5 and 900 ft above msl. The survey
resulted in the location of ten previously unrecorded sites and four
previously recorded sites. Eleven of the sites had Plains Woodland
Grasshopper Falls phase components. One site, 14JF366, appeared to be
multicomponent with both Grasshopper Falls phase and later Plains
Village components represented. Although all of the sites were severely 5,
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damaged by shoreline erosion, testing was recommended at sites 14JF34
and 14JF320, and resurvey was recommended for 14JF366. No further work
was recommended for the other ten sites.

The 1985 investigations at Perry Lake were a result of the
implementation of the recommendations of the 1977 management plan and
the results of the 1982 Kansas State Historical Society survey. These
investigations resulted in the location and preliminary evaluation of 50
sites as well as the National Register Testing at three sites. Summary
data for the 53 sites investigated including their cultural affiliation,
topographic position, potential adverse threats, and recommended
mitigative actions as well as National Register Recommendations are
presented in Table 9. Twenty-three of the sites (14JF1OI through
14JF]23) were located during the course of the 1985 survey. The other
30 sites were previously recorded. The 1985 investigations conducted at
these 53 sites resulted in the determination that 35 sites (14JF3,
14JF34, 14JF35, 14JF36, 14JF50, 14JF66, 14JF1Ol, 14JF102, 14JF104,
14JF106, 14JF107, l4JFl08, 14JF110, 14JF111, 14JF113, 14JF114, 14JF115,
14JF116, 14JF117, 14JF119, 14JF120, 14JF121, 14JF122. 14JF123. 14JF314.
14JF320, 14JF366, 14JF415, 14JF418, 14JF451, 14JF462, 14JF471, 14JF472,
14JF473, 14JF483) lacked sufficient content and integrity to be eligible
for the National Register. Based on these determinations no mitigative
actions are recommended for these sites. Eighteen sites (14JF38,

. 14JF44, 14JF54, 14JF103, 14JF105, 14JFI109, 14JF112, 14JF118, 14JF414.
L4JF417, 14JF423, 14JF450, 14JF452, 14JF454, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF477,

14JF484) are recommended for more intensive National Register testing.
Until further testing can be performed at these sites action should be
taken to prevent further destruction of these cultural resources.

Future National Register testing at Perry Lake should be

prioritized according to land use and the degree of the potential threat
of destruction by erosion, cultivation or development of lake
facilities. The sites which require National Register testing should be
tested on a priority basis depending upon their potential threat for

gimminent destruction. Since the sites located along the shore of PerryLake will be subjected to continuous wave action and periodic

Inundation they should receive the highest priority for future testing.

After the sites along the shore have been tested, those within
agricultural areas should be tested. Sites such as 14JF105, 14JF414 and
14JF423 should receive a high priority since they offer the potential
for adding significant information on the Plains Archaic and Plains
Village periods. Data on both of these cultural periods is sorely
lacking in the project area.

It is also recommended that the 11 previously recorded sites not
relocated in the 1985 survey be resurveyed under more optimal
conditions. These include sites 14JF12, 14JF43, 14JF55, 14JF56,
14JF326, 14JF419, 14JF467, 14JF468, 14JF469, 14JF470 and 14JF486. The
flooding and dense vegetation encountered during the summer of 1985
probably obscured the cultural remains present at some of these sites.
Others may have been destroyed. Additional reconnaissance should be
ccnducted when the lake is low and during seasons when visibility is
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optimal. The resurvey ot these sites should provide a preliminary
assessment ot their National Register status and determine whether
furttcr archaeological work is warranted.

A number of research questions can be addres.ed by future research
at Perry lake iicluding the testing recommended for the sites discussed
ahue. This reseirch should foctis on the research goals outlined in

tlii., report including turther refinement of the cultural chronology of
the pro_,ect area, development of an understanding ot site function and
sett!ement and s,;ubsistence patterns aud developnmert of a more retined

modei o; the terrace sequenct and alluvial chronology of the Delaware
,i~jvt valley. There is almost no substantive information available

1 :u-out the Palec-Indian and Archaic occupations ox the Perry l.ake area.
Alth u,, h prevon, investigations have not been very successful ir
locating tider sites in the Perry Iake area, this goal can probably be
,tcomplished v an examination of iandforms and sediments of the proper
ape vhich have been Identified in this study. Five Archaic sites-
investigated in lq14F including 14JF320, 14'F414, 1IF'417, 14JF'4P3 and
l i4.'~.F , represent a significant portion of the total number of known
Archaic componentF in the project area. To date, no Archaic sites have
Ieen rauiocarbon dated and the absolute dating of these sites is an
irportant research goal.

-rchaic sites 14J1KF2C, 14.IF414, 14JF417 and 1.IF493 have produced
,tti~acts diagnostic o the Late Archaic Munkers Creek or Black

'\ermiiiihn phases. The black Vermillion phase has been dated at sites
along tbt Fig Blue loixer drainage in the Tuttle Creek l ake vicinity tc
%tt.ecn 4)00-'-300 year- L. 1'. (Schmits 1981). Additionally, a Late

Archaic- : Dorado pla,:se compoent (ca. 3000-4000 B.P.) ray be present at
tht Fen Site C' :TF303) . Further Natioral Register testing of sites
I4:FL"!, 14,141; and 14.1F48/ will hopetully provide data needed to more
firnl' establish the Archaic cultural sequence in the project area.

,'.though a ,arge number of Plains Woodland Grasshopper Falls phase
ard four Plains Village Pomona focus sites have been located in the
Perr\ lake area and a number have been intensively inxestigated, only
three radiocarbon dates are available. The lack of adequate dating of
these sites precludes an understanding of the relationship between these
t;.( cultural complexes of their relationship to neighboring Plains
,oucdl 3nd and Plains Village cultural units. An objective of future
i errv 1alei nvesti ,,tions should be to obtain additionil radiocarbon
,ates t mr Plains 1orodland and Filains Village sites.

i, ta or tv ,t the 115 Plais Woodland sites in the project area
, e .:f i IiatC with the C-rasshopper Falls phase (Reynolds lq71, Witty
,'. t bough the Crasshopper Falls phase has been estimated to date

,or .. . .,nd A.D. !,t( only twc iadiocarbtn ( dates of A.D. 00()_*6f(
Sad ,.k,; I, ave been oitained tror 'rasshopper I alls phiase rompon-ents.
' c .a:or'tv ,,: the sites have beer assigned to the phase or the basis

:id~ntl( artifact,. 1here iL: sr obvious need tor more radiocarbon
t k. rornr tit, rasshopr r I a1 -ls phase componerts. A tighter
rbro , , '..( al control for this corrplex will ol ow more dttailed
r.'pdri-,.o with cotumporaneou:. ceramic tr~d it ions ii, e astern Kansas.

r ,r',ie r t, n n o' tht relationst'ips between thbe (Grasshop ci 1: aIls

-- -- -- -- -- nm , . KI~i l ili lltl~aa u l , I W4 .le V , :"0. w 'rw rr . ,f, ,,',-,, !



and neighboring Woodland cultural units is a major goal for future
research in the project area.

Further National Register test investigations have been recommended
for nine Plains Woodland sites investigated in 1985 including 14JF38,
14JF54 , 14JF417, 14JF450, 14JF464, 14JF465, 14JF477 and 14JF484. Three
of these sites (14JF38, 14JF44 and 14JF417) are multicomponent. The
additional testing at these sites will hopefully provide sufficient
samples of datable materials to more firmly establish the chronological
position of the Grasshopper Falls phase.

A total of 25 Plains Village sites are located in the project area
including six located in the 1985 project area (14JF105, 14JF366,
14JFl4, 14JF418 and 14JF423). Of these sites 14JF105, 14JF414 and
14JF4z3 have been recommended for further testing. Most of these sites
are Pomona focus components. On the basis of excavations at 14JF303 and
1J.JF9:8, Witty (1983) suggested that the Pomona occupation of the Perry
Lake area dates from about A.D. 900 to A.D. 1200, although later
radiocarbon dates of A.D. 1400 and A.D. 1600 were recovered from
14JF303. A smaller number of Plains Village sites also indicate the
presence of Central Plains Tradition populations in the project area
including 14,!F329, where collared sand tempered ceramics were obtained,

and 14JF426, where a cordmarked vessel with an incised collar was
recovered (Witty 1982). Central Plains Tradition ceramics have also
been recovered from 23JF423. The exact cultural affiliation of these
sites is unknown and they may be related to either the Smoky Hill phase
or the Nebraska phase. The establishment of the chronological placement

of the Flains Village Tradition sites at Perry Lake and their
relationships to other Plains Village complexes remains an important
area ot future research.

The historic archaeology of the Perry Lake project area is
virtually unknown. Prior to the 1985 investigations only seven Historic
Furoamerican components were recorded in the project area. As a result
of the 1985 survey this total has been increased to 40. The 35 historic
components investigated in 1985 included 30 farmsteads, two historic
townsites and one recent dump. The majority of the farmsteads date to
the late nineteentb and early twentieth centuries and are largely
destroyed. Only two farmsteads 14JF109 and 14JF112 and the historic
townsite of Ozawkie (14JF118) are recommended for further test
excavations. 14,F09 and 14JF112 are better preserved than the majority
ot the Historic farmsteads in the project area. Both contain areas ef
intact subsurface deposits and were settled relatively early. As such
they have the potential to provide information on the rural farming
economy as well as its relationships to the larger economy of late "
nineteenth century America. These sites may provide data on trade
patterns and the degree of selt sufficiency required to survive the
rigrurs of early settlement. As noted by Schocklev (this volume) the
period between 1870-1900 in Jefferson County was one which experienced a
jinmber of economic, environmental, cultural and political disruptions
ircluding grasshopper plagues, floods, drought and the economic crash of
the 1880s. The impact of these events on farming communities may be
investigated by turther investigations at these sites.
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The early townsite of Ozawkie provides a unique opportunity to
investigate an early frontier town in Jefferson County. Settled in
1854, Ozawkie played a prominent and important role in the early history
of the project area. Although the town was destroyed prior to lake
development, the foundations of several buildings are exposed along the
shoreline indicating that structural remains are intact. Further
testing including archival research will be required to determine
whether earlier portions of the town remain and whether the site is
National Register eligible.

Future work at Perry Lake should also concentrate on identifying
the function of the various sites investigated. While this study has
accomplished much in terms of identifying settlement patterns, the
function of most sites is either unknown or poorly understood. Future
work should concentrate on obtaining sufficient information so that
meaninglul statements can be made regardinF settlement patterns.

As roted above, none of the Plains Archaic sites at Perry Lake have
been intensively investigated and the specific types of occupations
represented can only be inferred from limited data. For instance
.4JF414 appears to be a large upland base camp where a variety of
subsistence related tasks were performed. Given the density of debris
encounteled on the surface, the site appears to have been intensively
occupied over a relatively long period, or more likely repeatedly

occupied on a seasonal or perhaps shorter term basis. In contrast, the
Archaic occupations at 14JF417 and perhaps at 14JF484 appear to have
been less intensively occupied residential camps where maintenance and
extractive tasks predominated. Further testing of these sites should
determine the validity of these preliminary statements regarding the
types of sites present at Perry lake.

Reynolds (1981) has characterized the Grasshopper Falls phase
settlement pattern as essentially sedentary, but with little dependence
on horticulture for subsistence. The predominant settlement type
consists of small clusters of houses, or individual houses on terraces
adjacent to secondary drainages. Habitational structures are small oval
structures constructed of daub and grass placed over a light pole
framework with extramural hearths. Three sites 14JF450, 14JF477 and
14JF484 investigated in 1985 appear to represent the settlement type
identified by Reynolds. However, other sites such as 14JF38, 14JF54,
14JF417 and 14JF464, appear to be more briefly occupied residential
camps or special use sites rather than long term base camps. At
present, little is known about these smaller sites and their role in the
Grasshopper Falls phase settlement patterns. Future investigations at
these sites should help clarify their function.

The Plains Village settlement patterns in the Project area are also
in need of further research. This is especially true for the Central
Plains Tradition sites. One such site (14JF423) has been recommended
for further testing and appears to have the potential of providing
important data regarding the type of habitational features present at
these sites. If a structure is actually present the site will provide
important architectural data for Central Plains tradition occupations in
the project area.
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The historic occupation of the Perry Lake area was intensive. Most
of the occupations consisted of small farmsteads, although two townsites
were also encountered. Further testing at 14JF109 and 14JF112 will
provide additional data on the structure of these turn of the century
farmsteads while testing at old Ozawkie (14JF118) should determine
uhether the earlier portions of the town are still intact.

Based on the geomorphological information obtained in this study,
two major landforms in the project area can be expected to contain
undisturbed prehistoric archaeological deposits. These are the
floodplain deposits and low terraces of the Delaware River and its
tributaries. However, at this point in time sufficient data is not
available fro' these landforms to predict the nature and distribution of
buried surfaces that may contain prehistoric cultural materials. In
order to resolve this limitation, systematic subsurface investigations
of Holocene and terminal Pleistocene landforms should be conducted.
This should include close interval coring and trenching of floodplain
and low terrace deposits. The data gleaned from the subsurface
investigation should be used to develop a geomorphologically based
predictive model for locating buried archaeological sites in the project
area. This model should stress site loction for different cultural
perioCs as it relates to the specific landform types.
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., *alluvial soil - A soil developed from alluvium and exhibiting
essentially no horizon development or modification of
the recently deposited materials.

alluvium - Soils, sands or gravels deposited by the slowing of
running water, such as those released when a stream floods

anthropology - The study of humans inclusive of their physical and
cultural attributes. Traditionally, anthropology includes the
subfields of physical and cultural anthropology, linguistics,
and archaeology.

archaeology - The scientific aiscipline responsible for recovering,
analyzing, and interpreting the unwritten portion of human
kind's historic and prehistoric past.

archaeological assessment - An evaluation of the archaeological
resources present in an area, their scientific significance, and
the cost of protecting or properly investigating them.

archaeological excavation - The scientifically controlled recovery or
salvage of a site designed to yield maximum information about the
life of the inhabitants, their ways of solving human problems, and
of adjusting to and modifying their natural environment.

archaeological inventory - A pedestrian field survey of a given area.
This generally includes a records-check.

archaeological resources - Objects and areas made or modified by
humans and the data associated with these artifacts and features.

Archaic - A cultural stage prior to the introduction of pottery and
agriculture.

arrowhead - A small projectile point often less than one inch in length,
used to tip an arrowshaft.

articulated - Bones located in their proper anatomical order.

artifact - A material object made, modified or used by humans. The most
common artifacts on archaeological sites include fragments of

-Ai broken pottery (sherds), stone tools, chips, projectile points,
and similar lithic debris.

assemblage - A group of industries found in an archaeological site.

awl - A bone or stone tool used primarily to perforate leather for
sewing or in basket weaving.

backed knife - Chipped stone knife with the long edge opposite
the cutting edge being intentionally dulled in order to
reduce injury to the user.
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basal grinding - Dulling the lower lateral edges of a projectile point
(usually of Paleo-Indian age) by abrasion in order to reduce the
chance of the sinew binding being cut after the point was
seated in the shaft.

bifacial - Deliberate alteration upon two opposite surfaces of a stone
tool.

blade - Can be either the unhafted portion of a projectile point or a
long narrow flake, generally with parallel sides.

blank - An unfinished stone tool partially worked to the shape and size
of the intended implement. It is possible that blanks were S.

stockpiled for later completion.

body sherd - Fragment from the lower portion of a ceramic vessel.

B.P. - Before the present. ,

* burial mound - Mounds, often of rock or rock and earth, locally built
primarily during the Woodland period which contain human
burials.

_ buried soil - Soil covered by an alluvial, loessal, or other deposit,
usually to a depth greater than the thickness of the solum.

camp site - An archaeological deposit, usually small and thin, which
is the result of a brief settlement by a group of people.

chert - A structureless form of silica, closely related to flint which
was used for chipped stone implements.

chipped stone tools - Knives, scrapers, projectile points, and
other artifacts produced by removing flakes.

chronology - The study of a culture or site in terms of its age. The
orderly sequence of a series of sites or cultures according to
their occurrence in time.

clay - A soil separate consisting of particles 0.002 mm in
equivalent diameter. Soil material containing more than 40
percent clay, less than 45 percent sand and less than 40 percent
silt.

coiling - A method of manufacturing pottery. Long fingerlike rolls
of clay are added one on top of another in a circular fashion,
starting at the bottom of a pot and continuing up the sides. The
interior and exterior surfaces are then smoothed.

colluvium - A deposit of rock fragments and soil material accumulated
at the base of steep slopes as a result of gravitational action.
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complex - A series of assemblages or of components which might be
defined as a focus (phase), but where there is enough uncertainty I
as to their associations to refrain from so grouping them.

component - The manifestation of any given focus (phase) at a specific
site. The social equivalent of component is the community.

contour - An imaginary line connecting points of equal elevation on the
surface of the soil.

contract archaeology - A recent development in which independent
archaeologists contract with government or private companies to
carry out any surveys or excavations required by antiquities laws.

core - Nodule of stone from which flakes are removed. Typically a core
is reduced until most usable flakes are obtained and then it is
discarded.

cortex - The outer surface or rind of a chert nodule.

culture - The lifeways of a particular people, including the habits,
customs, and artifacts associated with gaining their living,
organizing their social and political activities, and

practicing their religious rituals and ceremonies.

cultural resources - Districts, sites, structures, and objects and
evidence of some importance to a culture, a subculture, or a
community for scientific, engineering, art, tradition, religious,
or other reasons. These resources and relevant environmental
data are important for describing and reconstructing past
lifeways, for interpreting human behavior, and for predicting
future courses of cultural development.

cultural resource management - The development and maintenance of

programs designed to protect, preserve and scientifically study
and manage cultural resources.

curation - The systematic maintenance and storage of the archaeological
data base in such a manner as to retain the integrity of those
data and allow it to be accessible and usable for future
researchers.

daub - Mud or similar substance used as a plaster to seal cracks and
crevices in a dwelling of frame poles interwoven with twigs. This
construction technique is called wattle and daub.

debitage - Residual lithic material resulting from tool manufacture.
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determination of eligibility - The determination that a property is
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places. The determination process, outlined in 36 CFR 63,
provides the mechanism whereby a government agency can determine
whether its undertaking affects significant properties, as
required by P.L. 93-291, Section 3 (a) or (b), for those
properties not already on the National Register.

diagnostic artifact - Material remnant of a historic or prehistoric
technology that provides a temporal and cultural association,
which has been determined by previous scientific investigations.

drill - A chipped stone tool with a beveled, pointed end used as a
drill or perforator.

effect - An undertaking shall be considered to have an effect whenever
any condition of the undertaking causes or may cause any change,
beneficial or adverse, in the quality of the historical,
architectural, archaeological, or cultural characteristics that
qualify the property to meet the criteria of the National Register.

environment - The physical character of the area in which a culture
occurs, including its flora, fauna, climate and land features.

erosion - The wearing away of the land surface by running water,
wind, ice, or other geological agents, including such processes

as gravitational creep.

feature - An area in or on the ground where evidence of past human
activity can be seen or detected. Among the most frequent features
at archaeological sites are fire pits, storage pits, burial pits,
hard-packed house floors, and post holes.

flake - The thin, flattened piece of lithic raw material removed from
a stone by pressure or percussion-flaking techniques.

flake tools - Stone tools made from flakes removed from cores.

floodplain - The land bordering a stream, built up of sediments from
overflow of the stream and subject to inundation when the stream
is at flood stage.

fluted - Term which refers to a stone tool manufacturing technique
associated with the Paleo-Indian period and which consists of
relatively long parallel-sided scars on tool surfaces.

focus - An archaeological cultural unit possessing traits sufficiently
distinct or characteristic to distinguish it from all other units
of a locality or region and may in instances correspond closely to
the local tribe in ethnology.

geomorphic - Relating to the form of the earth or its surface features.
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gouge - A chisel with a scoop-shaped cutting edge to be used in wood-
working. I

grab sample - A sample of artifacts recovered from the general
provenience of the site rather than being individually mapped or
collected by grid quadrants.

graver - A small or cutting tool with a sharp point or edge
used for boneworking.

granular structure - Soil structure in which the individual grains
are grouped into spherical aggregates with indistinct sides.
Highly porous granules are commonly called crumbs.

grit tempering - Crushed particles of rock such as limestone, chert,
or granite which are added intentionally to pottery clay. The
grit tempering is supposed to keep the pottery vessel from
breaking when it is fired.

grog - Previously fired clay sherds ground and used as a temper in
making new ceramic vessels.

ground stone - Stone artifacts manufactured by pecking and abrading
techniques. Usually included in this category are grinding
and pounding implements such as the manos, metates, mortars, and
pestles, as well as celts and axes.

haft element - The portion of a tool exhibiting some facility, (e.g.,
notching, constriction, and/or grinding), differentiating it
from the working portion of a tool and allowing it to be
fastened to a handle or shaft.

hammerstone - A rounded stone often a river cobble used as a hammer
and characterized by a battered end.

horizons - Broad cultural similarities observed between a few
succeeding phases in a given locality and/or between several
contiguous localities such as different river valleys.

horizon, soil - A layer of soil, approximately parallel to the surface,
having distinct characteristics produced by soil-forming
processes. In the identification of soil horizons, an upper case

letter represents the major horizons. Numbers or lower case
letters that follow represent subdivisions of the major horizons.
The major horizons of mineral soil are as follows:

0 Horizon. An organic layer of fresh and
decaying plant residue at the surface of
a mineral soil.

A Horizon. The mineral horizon at or near
the surface in which an accumulation of
humified organic matter is mixed with the
mineral material. Also, a plowed surface
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horizon, most of which was originally part
of a B Horizon.

Ap Horizon. The surface layer of a soil
disturbed by cultivation or grazing.

B Horizon. The mineral horizon below an A
horizon. The B Horizon is in part a layer
of transition from the overlying A Horizon
to the underlying C Horizon. The B Horizon
also has distinctive characteristics such as
(1) accumulation of clay, sesquioxides, humus,
or a combination of these; (2) prismatic or
blocky structure; (3) redder or browner
colors than those in the A Horizon; or (4)
a combination of these. The combined A
and B Horizons are generally called the
solum, or true soil. If a soil does not
have a B Horizon, the A Horizon alone is
the solum.

C Horizon. The mineral horizon or layer,
excluding indurated bedrock, that is
little affected by soil-forming processes
and does not have the properties typical
of the A or B Horizons. The material of a
C Horizon may be either like or unlike that
in which the solum formed. If the material
is known to differ from that in the solum,
the Roman numeral II precedes the letter C.

R Layer. Consolidated rock beneath the
soil. The rock commonly underlies a C
Horizon, but can be directly below an A or
B Horizon.

indurated clay - Temper inclusions in ceramic paste made from
ground shale.

in situ - A Latin phrase meaning "in place". An artifact or object
found in its original, undisturbed position. Items found in situ
provide an opportunity for establishing firm stratigraphic or other
associations for dating purposes.

incising - The act of cutting a design into a pottery surface.

integrity A site that is intact and undisturbed enough to permit the
preservation of significant scientific data possesses integrity.

intensive survey - Systematic, detailed, on-the-ground field inspection
conducted by professional archaeologists which is sufficient to
permit determination of the number and extent of the resources

present and their scientific importance.
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intrusive - An archaeological object occurring out of its proper
cultural and chronological context.

isolated find - The occurrence, usually on the surface, of a single
artifact. Not considered a true site.

kill site - An archaeological site where animals were killed or
trapped, and normally having few artifacts in proportion to bone.

knapping - The act of flaking stone tool artifacts.

lanceolate - Shaped like a lance, being tapered at one or both ends.
In archaeological usage, the term usually refers to long slender
chipped stone points or knives pointed at one or both ends.

lithic - Referring to stone.

lithic scatter - A site characterized by a number of flakes and/or
tools.

loam - The textural class name for soil having a moderate amount of
sand, silt, and clay. Loam soils contain 7 to 27 percent of clay,
28 to 50 percent of silt, and less than 52 percent of sand.

:4

loess - Material transported and deposited by wind and consisting of
predominantly silt-sized particles.

mano - A hand stone that has been shaped for use as a grinding or
mealing stone in connection with a metate. It is used for
crushing and grinding vegetable matter.

metate - A flat stone upon which seeds and other foods are mashed and

ground. A hand stone or mano is used with it.

midden - A trash or refuse deposit.

mitigation - The amelioration of losses of significant scientific,
prehistorical, or archaeological data accomplished through pre-
planned actions to preserve or recover such data by application
of professional techniques and procedures.

..-Wv msl. - Mean sea level.

national register, the - An official list maintained by the National
Park Service of architectural, historical, archaeological, and
cultural sites of local, state, or national significance worthy of

. preservation. These sites are nominated to the Register by
states or federal agencies and are approved by the National
Register staff of the National Park Service.

ocher - A crushed ferruginous (iron rich) mineral ranging from
yellow to brown, used as a pigment. Red ocher (hematite) is
very often used for ceremonial purposes.



ossuary - A grave where bones of several persons have been deposited.

palynology - The scientific study of pollen.

percussion, direct - A knapping technique in which the flaking tool
such as a hammerstone or antler baton is struck on the core
or partially finished tool.

percussion, indirect - A knapping technique in which the flaking tool
is struck on an intermediate tool (punch) which in turn strikes
the core or partially-finished tool.

ped - A unit of soil structure such as an aggregate, crumb, prism,
block, or granule, formed by natural processes (in contrast with
a clod, which is formed artificially).

perforator - A chipped stone artifact used as an awl or punch.

petroglyph - An Indian drawing or other symbol incised on a natural
rock outcrop.

phase - The manifestation of a basic cultural unit that could be
comparable to social units in ethnography, such as a tribe or
interrelated bands or any unit that has relatively definite
boundaries spatially and chronologically and is relatively
uniform culturally.

plano convex - Having one flat and one convex side.

platy - Consisting of soil aggregates that are developed predominately
along the horizontal axes that are laminated and flaky.

pleistocene - The earlier epoch of the Quaternary characterized by
recurrent ice ages.

point - A bifacially flaked, bilaterally symmetrical chipped stone
artifact exhibiting a point of juncture on one end and some
facility for hafting on the opposite end.

postmold - A stain in the soil representing a house post or any
wooden post after the wood has rotted away. It is identi-
ftable by the darker color than the surrounding soil matrix.

pot sherd - A piece of a broken pottery vessel.

pottery - A mixture of clay and a tempering agent which is hardened by
firing.

preform - Any piece of lithic material that has been modified to an
intended stage of a lithic reduction sequence in a specified
assemblage. It is not a finished implement and it has the type
within the assemblage.

prehistoric Prior to written records.



pothunter - An individual who digs sites for pottery and other artifacts
for personal gain. This person cares nothing for context, does not
accurately record artifact proveniences or publish results, and
often shows disdain for federal regulations which prohibit such
activity on public lands.

pressure flaking - A method of chipped stone manufacture in which the
knapper puts the tip of the flaking tool (e.g., antler tine) on the
edge of the nearly-finished stone tool and then "pushes" off each
flake. Pressure flaking is generally the final stage in the

making of a stone implement.

primary flake - One of the initial flakes detached from the outside of
a core. A portion of the core's weathered exterior (cortex) is
retained on the flake.

primitive - Used to describe a culture or individual that has not
- developed a written language.

principal investigator - A professional archaeologist and the
person directly responsible for the location and identification
or data recovery project. He is responsible for the validity
of the material presented in cultural, historical, and
archaeological reports. The principal investigator signs the
final report and in the event of controversy or court challenge
testifies on behalf of the client in support of report findings.

projectile point - A bifacially-flaked implement with a pointed distal
end designed for penetrating an animal's hide and a blunted
proximal end designed for attachment to a shaft (e.g. a spear
point, dart point, or arrowhead).

Protohistoric - The time immediately preceding the beginning of
written history in an area. Quite often European trade goods

occur on protohistoric sites, since trade items found their
way to the indians before there was any written history
concerning them.

provenience - The exact lorizontal and vertical location of an artifact
or other remains within a site.
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-.. quarry - A location where aboriginal knappers obtained the raw material
VI "to make their tools. Much of the reduction of large nodules was
% . often done at the quarry, in order to avoid transporting

unnecessary weight back to camp (usually in the form of crudebifaces called blanks).

quartzite - A compact, granular rock composed of quartz, used for
e chipped stone implements.

radiocarbon dating - A method of obtaining the date of bone, shell, or
other organic items by measuring the amount of radioactivity of

p., Carbon 14 in them.
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reconnaissance Survey - A literature search and records review plus a

preliminary on-the-ground surface examination of limited but
representative portions of the area to be affected, adequate to
assess the general nature of the resources probably present and

the probable impact of a project.

*, research design - A plan, usually generated by the principal investi-

gator in response to a scope-of-work, outlining the proposed
approach to a location, identification, or data recovery project
(systematic inventory, field survey, testing, or large scale

excavation). The research design spells out relevant research
problems, research methods, and some predicted results of the . .

study.

retouch - Secondary flaking of a stone implement to remove surface
irregularities and to refine or modify the cutting edge. Always

done by pressure flaking.

rim sherd - A fragment of the upper circular edge of a ceramic vessel. %

rock shelter - An overhang, usually along the base of a cliff or
escarpment in which occupation by humans has taken place.

sand - A soil particle between 0.05 and 2.0 mm in diameter.

, scope-of-work - A document prepared by a sponsoring agency, the State
Historic Preservation Officer or the National Park Service,

setting forth its requirements in a cultural resources study.

scraper - A stone implement used to remove fat from hides, smooth
wood, scrape leather, etc. Different types are described in

terms of the shape and/or position of the cutting edge: -.

side scraper, end scraper, scraper, etc.

sediment - Deposit of mineral particles, usually clay, silt or sand.

sedimentation - The natural process of soil accumulation derived

from alluvial (riverine) or colluvial (mass earth movement)
processes.

* serrated - Having a saw-toothed or multiple-notched cutting edge.

settlement pattern - Distribution of various sites of human activity

in a locality (village sites, quarry sites, kill sites,
ceremonial sites, etc.).

*shatter - Irregular pieces of lithic manufacturing debris.

shell tempering - Small pieces of crushed shell added to the clay

before making pottery common in the Mississippian or Plains
Village time period.

sherd - A broken piece of a pottery vessel. One of the most durable
of archaeological specimens.

'Ire.
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silt - A soil separate consisting of particles between 0.05
and 0.002 mm in equivalent diameter. A soil textural class.

site - Any area or location occupied as a residence or utilized by
humans for a sufficient length of time to construct features,
or deposit a number of artifacts (e.g., camps, villages, rock
paintings, quarry, etc.).

soil - A dynamic natural body on the surface of the earth in
which plants grow, composed of mineral and organic materials
and living forms. The collection of natural bodies

occupying parts of the earth's surface that support plants
and that have properties due to the integrated effect of
climate and living matter acting upon parent material, as

conditioned by relief, over periods of time.

soil map - A map showing the distribution of soil types or other
soil mapping units in relation to the prominent physical and
cultural features of the earth's surface.

soil profile - Composite distinctive layers and zones of a soil,
from the surface to the parent material.

solum - The altered layer of soil above the parent material that
includes the A and B Horizons.

spokeshave - A specialized type of scraper with a rounded notch in the
edge and probably used for scraping wooden shafts.

strata - Natural or cultural layers in the soil or archaeological

sites produced by the accumulation of soil and/or refuse
deposits.

stratigraphy - The superimposition of geological or archaeological
deposits one upon the other. The relationships indicated by
stratigraphy provide a relative system of dating archaeological
materials and are therefore extremely important in establishing
cultural sequences in an area.

stratum - Single sedimentary layer (plural, strata).

temper - Any substance, such as crushed shell, grog, crushed griti or sand added to pottery clay in order to prevent cracking when
the vessel is fired.

terrace - A level, usually narrow, soil surface bordering a river or
lake.

testing - A scientific technique of investigating archaeological sites
consisting of physical excavation of portions of a cultural or
natural deposit and permanent recording of the results.

topsoil - The upper part of the soil that is rich in organic matter.

uppe part



trait, cultural - A single element or item that is considered to be
part of a particular culture. It may be an artifact, house
structure, pit, or any smallest unit of a cultural manifestation.

tradition - The socially transmitted cultural form that persists in
time (e.g., an artifact tradition, a religious tradition, 2
local cultural tradition, regional cultural
tradition, technological tradition, or a major cultural
tradition).

transverse fracture - A break in an artifact, parallel or approximately
parallel to the base.

typology - The classification of similar artifacts into groups.

unifacial - Deliberate alteration on one surface or edge of a stone
tool.

utilized flake - A flake showing evidence of use or wear on one or
more edges. No flakes have been intentionally removed, but very
small flakes have incidentally detached during use.

vandal - Individual who deliberately destroys or damages archaeological
sites.

ware -Pottery or vessels of fired clay.

wattle and daub - A technique of construction involving a framework of
poles and interwoven branches which are plastered with clay.

workshop site - An archeological deposit characterized by abundant
flaking debris where artifacts were made.
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